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Preface

The development of large-scale data analysis and statistical learning methods for
data science is gaining more and more interest, not only among statisticians, but also
among computer scientists, mathematicians, computational physicists, economists,
and, in general, all experts in different fields of knowledge who are interested in
extracting insight from data.
Cross-fertilization between the different scientific communities is becoming crucial
for progressing and developing new methods and tools in data science.
In this respect, the Statistics & Data Science group of the Italian Statistical Society
has organized an international conference held in Pavia on the 27 and 28 of April
2023, attended by over 70 researchers from different scientific fields.
A collection of the presented papers is available in the present Proceedings showing
a huge variety of approaches, methods, and data-driven problems, always tackled
according to a rigorous and robust scientific paradigm.

The Statistics & Data Science group
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Fractional random weight bootstrap in presence
of asymmetric link functions

Michele La Rocca and Marcella Niglio and Marialuisa Restaino

Abstract In binary regression models the imbalance of the dependent variable
makes more proper the use of asymmetric link functions to reduce the bias of
the estimates induced by the improper use of symmetric links. The introduction
of asymmetric link functions is often accompanied by an increasing complexity of
the likelihood function and a further increasing complexity is encountered to obtain
analytical results. In this contribution we focus the attention on how a fractional ran-
dom weight bootstrap approach can used in these circumstances to make inference
on the model parameters.

Key words: GLM, imbalanced data, asymmetric link, weighted bootstrap.

1 Introduction

Let Y be a response variable with distribution that belongs to the exponential family
and let X = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xp) be the vector of p covariates. Further, let E[Yi] = µi the
expectation of Yi, for i= 1,2, . . . ,n, with n the sample size and let g(·) be a monotone
and differentiable function such that:

g(µi) = x′iβ , (1)
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2 Michele La Rocca and Marcella Niglio and Marialuisa Restaino

where β =(β0,β1,β2, . . . ,βp) is the [(p+1)×1] vector of parameters and β ∈Rp+1,
x′i = (1,xi1,xi2, . . . ,xip)

′ is the vector of explanatory variables of unit i. The function
g(·), called link function, relates x′iβ to µi and has to be chosen to properly deal with
the set of values assumed by µi, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n. The equation (1) defines the gen-
eralized linear model (GLM) characterized by a link function that is an increasing
or decreasing function of µi (among the others see [10]).

If Y is a binary response variable which assumes values y= {0,1}, the probability
associated to Yi = yi is πi if yi = 1 and 1−πi if yi = 0. Therefore, Yi can be modelled
by using a Bernoulli random variable with probability density function P(Yi = yi) =
πyi

i (1−πi)
1−yi , for yi = {0,1} and i = 1,2, . . . ,n.

Furthermore,
E[Yi] = πi = P(Yi = 1) = F(x′iβ ), (2)

where F(·) is the cumulative distribution function and using the GLM notation (1):

πi = g−1(x′iβ ) = F(x′iβ ).

The selection of the link function F(·) is strictly related to the nature of the
dependent variable Y and its misspecification may affect the estimated regression
coefficients (for small and large-sample effects in the binary response case see [2]).

When Y is binary, logit and probit are the most popular link functions used in
practice. What bring together these functions is, among the others, the symmetry
in the sense that the probability of the binary response approaches 0 with the same
rate as it approaches 1 and then the response curve for πi has symmetric form about
πi = 0.5, for i = 1, . . .n.

In many empirical applications, this symmetry should not be verified. For ex-
ample in the presence of an imbalanced binary response variable, asymmetric link
functions should be properly selected to prevent the bias of the estimated probability
(see [1] and references therein). As expected the asymmetric behaviour of the link
function can be positive and negative. The largely used asymmetric complementary
loglog (cloglog) link function has fixed negative skewness and then more flexible
asymmetric link functions that account for the positive and negative skewness need
to be considered ([7]).

The contributions in the literature are very large in this domain. Among them [14]
propose the use of the generalized extreme value link function that is further investi-
gated in [1]; [7] and [9] propose a class of parametric link functions based on power
symmetric distributions; [11] and [4] propose two different skewed versions of the
logit link function. The common factor in these contributions is the introduction of
a parameter in the link function that accounts for the asymmetry.

In all cases, the complex form of the link function and the introduction of addi-
tional parameters make not easy the inference on the regression model coefficients.
For this reason different inferential approaches are used in the cited papers to obtain
the estimates and to investigates on their properties.

Starting from this points and to overcome some analytical complexities that can
mainly arise when derivatives of order greater than one need to be obtained, in this
contribution we propose the use of the Fractional-Random-Weight (FRW) bootstrap
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([13]) to make inference in the GLM domain when the link function is asymmetric.
In particular in Section 2 we shortly describe the FRW bootstrap; in Section 3 we
introduce some asymmetric link functions and we show, with an example, how the
GLM can benefit from the FRW bootstrap algorithm.

2 Fractional-Random-Weight bootstrap

Bootstrap techniques are often based on the generation of new datasets obtained by
sampling with replacement the rows of the original data. In presence of imbalanced
binary variables with very low number of ones, these bootstrap subsets may include
samples with only zeroes, making this approach useless.

To face this problem, an alternative bootstrap approach could be based, as pro-
posed in [5], on the weighting of the data rather than the selection of subsets. The
main advantage is that the bootstrap algorithm makes use of the full (weighted)
dataset without falling into the problem outlined above.

In this context [13] largely review the FRW bootstrap that is based on the follow-
ing main results: let ℓ(β ,X,y) be the log-likelihood function of the GLM model, the
corresponding random weighted log-likelihood is given by

ℓ∗(β ,X,y,w∗) =
n

∑
i=1

w∗
i ℓi( β ,xi,yi), (3)

where the weight vector w∗ = (w∗
1,w

∗
2, . . . ,w

∗
n)

′ is generated using a uniform Dirich-
let distribution, multiplied by n such that ∑n

i=1 w∗
i = n.

[13] show that the FRW maximum likelihood estimate β̂
∗

of β is consistent
and asymptotically Normal. This last property has interesting advantages because
the distributions of (β̂ − β ) (with β̂ the maximum likelihood estimator of β ) and
(β̂

∗ −β ) are asymptotically the same, as the sample size increases, and then we can
use the distribution of (β̂

∗ −β ) to approximate the distribution of (β̂ −β ).
This result has undeniable advantages when, for example, we need to build con-

fidence intervals for β , that can be applied without particular difficulties even when,
given the complexity of the link function, the second derivative of the log-likelihood
function is unmanageable.

This approach has been recently applied in the GEV regression domain in [8]
and it can be largely applied to GLMs with asymmetric link functions.

3 Asymmetric link functions

A wide variety of asymmetric link functions has been proposed in the literature for
GLMs. In this domain, several contributions have focused the attention on the use
of the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution (see [1], [14], [8] among the
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others), where the asymmetry of the function is related to a shape parameter that
allows the response curve to approach zero or one at different rates.

In other cases, the asymmetric links are obtained as generalized forms of sym-
metric link functions where an additional parameter that regulates the shape of the
function and that makes more or less marked its asymmetry is introduced (see [12],
[3], [11], [6], [4]).

The introduction of additional parameters in the link function of the general-
ized linear model often makes more difficult to obtain the second order derivative
of the corresponding loglikelihood function and then the FRW bootstrap approach
described in Section 3 can be properly used to make inference on the model pa-
rameters. In fact the main advantage of the FRW bootstrap is its ease to use and its
flexibility even when analytical results cannot be readily obtained.

To give empirical evidence of some issues of the FRW bootstrap in presence of
an imbalanced dependent variable Y , consider the following example.

Example 1. Let [Y
...X] a dataset of dimension (n×(p+1)), with Y an imbalanced de-

pendent variable and X a set of covariates, generated from a GEV regression model
([1]) with shape parameter τ =−0.20 and sample size n= {100,250,500,1000,2000}.
The p= 1 covariate is generated from a standard Gaussian random variable and vec-
tor of parameters β = (β0,0), where β0 is set at different values to guarantee that
P(Y |x) = {0.05,0.10,0.20}. We have compared the variance of the maximum likeli-
hood estimators β̂ and the variance of the FRW bootstrap estimators (obtained from
(3)) with the “true” variance of β (based on 20000 Monte Carlo replicates where
the corresponding maximum likelihood estimates are obtained for β ). For this aim,
we have made 1000 Monte Carlo replicates and for each of them we have obtained
the vector β̂ using the maximum likelihood approach and the FRW bootstrap vector
β̂
∗

based on 1999 bootstrap runs, where the weights have been generated from a
uniform Dirichelet distribution, as in [13]. Finally, given the aim of the simulation,
the parameter τ is assumed to be known.

The empirical distributions of the variance ratios for different values of the sam-
ple size n and different values of P(Y |x) are shown in Fig. 1.

The box-plots clearly show that there are not remarkable differences between the
two approaches, as n grows, so giving empirical evidence that the FRW bootstrap
can be a valid alternative to the maximum likelihood approach to make inference on
β (i.e. to build confidence intervals or test statistics).

The results of Example 1 can be clearly expanded to more complex link func-
tions, where the difficulties in the derivation of the Hessian matrix may lead to
consider the FRW bootstrap as valid alternative, when n is adequately large.

References

1. Calabrese R., Osmetti S.: Modelling SME loan defaults as rare events: An application to
credit defaults. J. Appl. Stat. 40, 1172–1188 (2013).
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Fig. 1 Empirical distribution of the variance ratios of the maximum likelihood estimator and of
the FRW bootstrap estimator with the “true” variance of β0 and β1.
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Innovation patterns within a regional economy
through consensus community detection on
labour market network

Fabio Morea and Domenico De Stefano

Abstract Universities and research centres play a major role in the generation and
diffusion of innovation through education, research, spin-offs and technology trans-
fer. This paper examines a further pattern for the spread of innovation within a re-
gional economy, namely the transfer of workers from one employer to another. Our
approach is based on the ”labour market” dataset, from which we derive a network
by applying an ad-hoc edge weighting strategy. We propose a novel approach to
explore the network structure, using a consensus community detection approach
that assigns a probability of membership and isolates trivially small communities.
Applying the methodology to the Friuli Venezia Giulia region shows that research
institutions play a prominent role in innovation patterns, being the leading elements
of large communities and often outperforming large industrial groups.

Key words: Unsupervised Clustering Algorithms, Network Analysis, Community
Detection, Labour Market data, ISCO-08

1 Introduction

Connections between companies have been studied extensively through the concept
of clusters using different definitions that include the concepts of spatial proximity,
similarity or competition [8]. The use of labour market data to study inter-links be-
tween companies is based on the observation that when employees change jobs, they
move to another employer geographically close, requiring similar skills and offering
better conditions [1] . Increased availability of data and analytical techniques such as
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community detection have improved accuracy of these studies. The analysis can be
global, such as [7], which uses labour market data from the social network LinkedIn,
or regional, such as [4], which use data from Italy’s regional labour market observa-
tories. Modularity based methods [5], and specifically the Louvain algorithm [3] are
generally used as the community detection algorithm for exploring labour market
networks.

2 Data and methodology

Labour market data encodes the information as events that can be either the be-
ginning of a new employment contract, or its termination. Each event is associated
with a date, an employee, an employer, a professional profile and a location. The
full dataset includes 1155342 events involving 74317 local units of companies of all
sectors and sizes, as well as universities and research centres, that have either started
or terminated an employment contract in the Friuli Venezia Giulia region between
2014 and 2021.

The raw data needs to be cleaned, completed (e.g. adding implicit contract ter-
minations) and processed (e.g. identifying the actual workplace in the case of em-
ployment agencies). Moreover, the data is filtered to a subset of interest based on
occupations, which for this paper is limited to professional groups ISCO-21 (sci-
ence and engineering occupations) and ISCO-25 (information and communication
technology occupations) as defined by the International Standard Classification of
Occupations 2008 [2]. The resulting data set includes about 60164 events, which
involve 1890 employers and 16474 employees.

Further analysis is based on a network in which vertices encode employers and
edges encode the transition of an employee P from employer A to employer B.
Transitions are assigned a weight which represents the relevance of the connection
between A and B. The basic option is to assign a weight W = 1.0 to each transition;
although this leads to valid results, we argue that it does not exploit the potential of
the data. In this study, the weights are assigned under the assumption that the expe-
rience gained by P while working for A is transferred to B. Our data cannot capture
the intrinsic economic value of each transfer, so we have chosen to approximate it
with a non-linear parameter W . Let DA

P be the duration of the contracts of P with A,
DB

P be the duration of the contracts of P with B (both expressed in years), and maxW
be a threshold that model the fact that experience gained in previous workplaces
is no longer relevant. Our analysis assumes that W = min(DA

P,D
B
P,maxW ) where

maxW = 5.0.
The resulting network, after simplification (removal of loops and multiple edges)

and pruning of isolated vertices, has a main component of 734 vertices (i.e. em-
ployers), two components of size 6 and 4, and 145 other components of size 3 or 2.
The subsequent analysis is performed only on the main component. The strength of
vertices (i.e. the sum of edge weights of the adjacent edges for each vertex) spans
several orders of magnitude, from 0.008 to 309. We assessed the centrality of ver-
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Fig. 1 Universities of Udine and Trieste (blue diamonds), SISSA - Scuola Internazionale Supe-
riore di Studi Avanzati (brown diamond) and Elettra Sincrotrone (pink square) are among the top
ranking nodes of the network. Other research centers play a mayor role in terms of coreness and
strength.

tices by calculating their coreness. The coreness of a vertex is k if it belongs to
the k-core but not to the (k + 1)-core, where the k-core of a graph is a maximal
sub-graph in which each vertex has at least k edges. A scatter plot of strength and
coreness is shown in Figure 1, providing some insight into the general structure of
the network.

We aim to partition our network in a number of communities, in which ver-
tices are strongly connected amongst each other, but weakly connected with ver-
tices belonging to other communities. We require our algorithm to identify only
relevant communities and to group all sort of trivially small communities in a meta-
community labeled as community 0. Examples of trivially small communities are
those composed of a single vertex or a couple of vertices joined by a single edges;
or communities composed by several vertices with extremely weak edges. Finally,
we need our algorithm to deliver robust results, that depend as little as possible from
random initialisation parameters.

Modularity-based methods are often used for community detection because they
meet most of the above requirements. Given a network G partitioned into a number
of communities Gi, modularity Q(G,Gi) is a function measuring the extent to which
edge density is higher within than between communities [5]. A partition of G that
maximises Q results in communities that have strong internal connections and weak
connections with other communities. A commonly used method to identify the op-
timal community structure in labour market networks is the ”Louvain” algorithm,
as introduced by [3] and implemented in the iGraph library in the R programming
language. It initiates by partitioning the network so that each vertex is assigned to
a single community. Then, starting with a random vertex Vi, it computes the poten-
tial variation in modularity ∆Qi j that would occur by aggregating Vi to each of its
neighbours Vj. If max(∆Qik) > 0 then, Vi is removed from its original community
and aggregated to the neighbour Vk that maximises the gain. The number of com-
munities is thus reduced, and process is repeated sequentially for all other vertices
until max(∆Qik)≤ 0 . This approach has two known drawbacks. First, the algorithm
is greedy and identifies local maxima. Second, the number of communities and the
assignment may vary each time the algorithm is run, since the results depend on the
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random choice of the initial node Vi and the arbitrarily chosen sequence of vertices.
A further source of variability is the parameter γ (resolution), which sets an arbitrary
trade-off between intra-community edges and inter-community edges, and allows to
influence the distribution of community sizes to some extent, as explained by [6].
A typical approach to deal with results depending on random initialization is to run
the community detection algorithm for Ni iteration (which leads to Ni different local
maxima) and selecting the iteration that produced the highest modularity.

We suggest a further improvement that exploits the intrinsic variability of Lou-
vain algorithm, using an approach similar to the well known random forest algo-
rithm. The Louvain community detection algorithm is repeated Ni times, and at each
iteration a randomly chosen fraction α of edges is assigned a weight W0 (small, but
non-zero) and γ is randomly assigned to a range of values around 1.0 . The result-
ing network is not loosing connectivity (but edges associated with reduced weight
are more likely to be assigned to different community at each run) and the size of
communities varies at each run.

Fig. 2 Variability of results:
assignation of a node to a
community and total number
of communities identified de-
pend on random initialisation
and resolution paramter.

For a network G composed of Nv vertices, results are in the form of a matrix A
of size Nv×Ni recording the community assignation for each iteration. The con-
sensus algorithm counts how many times a pair of vertices Vi and Vj are assigned to
the same community. The final result of consensus algorithm is a matrix C of size
Nv × 2 in which each vertex (employer) is assigned to a community and a propor-
tion of membership PVi ∈ [0,1]. Vertices that are strongly connected to one another
are always assigned to the same community and have PVi = 1; lower values of PVi

indicate that the vertex is not strongly connected to its neighbours, and it may be
assigned to two or more communities with some degree of confidence.

Trivially small communities of size Scommunity < Scmin , and single vertices with
PVi < 0.5 are all assigned to a meta-community labelled as ”community 0”. In pres-
ence of more than one component, components of size Scomponent < Skmin are also
assigned to ”community 0”.

3 Results and discussion

Communities consist of vertices (i.e. employers) with stronger links to each other
than to other communities. In terms of innovation patterns, this can be interpreted
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as knowledge transfer being more relevant among members of the same community
than from one community to another. The fact that research centres are at the heart of
their respective communities shows that the transfer of staff is an effective means of
transferring knowledge, experience and innovation between academia and industry.
Applying the above methodology to in Friuli Venezia Giulia region, we observed
that communities are generally characterized by a central vertex (a large company,
university or research center), a few prominent elements with a high proportion
of membership and a large number of smaller companies. Figure 3 highlights the
structure of selected communities in the strength-coreness scatterplot.

Fig. 3 Some examples of communities. The size of vertices is proportional to their degree, and
color scale reflects the proportion of membership (green vertices have a proportion of membership
Pi > 0.9). Meta-community 0 is composed of several unconnected small communities and individ-
ual vertices with Pi < 0.5. Most communities have one or two central node of high coreness and
strength.

As highlighted in Figure 4 research institutions play a prominent role in the re-
gional labour market, as expressed by the high coreness values and their role within
their community. Specifically, the two universities operating in the region (Uni-
versity of Trieste and University of Udine) belong to the largest community (la-
belled as Community 1, size 89), have comparable values of coreness and largely
surpass other large enterprises. Other major research institutions (namely Elettra
Sincrotrone Trieste and the National Institute of Oceanography and Applied Geo-
physics - OGS) belong to the same community as the universities, with comparable
strength and significantly lower values of coreness, possibly due to their sectoral
specialization. The second largest community (labeled 2, of size 78) is led by two
large industrial companies (Danieli Officine Meccaniche and Cimolai), followed by
76 other companies that have remarkably lower values of strength and coreness,
thus being much less active in receiving or transmitting knowledge and experience
within the regional economy. Similarly, the third community is led by Fincantieri, a
major player in shipbuilding, strongly connected by other companies stat are located
in the same area, or operate in similar sectors (mechanics, yacht and ship building).
Future developments of this research should focus on analysing the temporal evo-
lution of centrality indices and community structure, as well as analysing different
groups of professions.
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Fig. 4 Leading organizations within selected communities in Friuli Venezia Giulia region. Com-
munity 1: University of Trieste, University of Udine, SISSA and OGS. Community 2: Danieli
Officine Meccaniche and Cimolai. Community 3: Fincantieri and other companies in the maritime
sector.

Code Availability: Code for data analysis associated with the current submission
is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7609224. Any updates will also be
published on Zenodo.
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Sparse Inference in functional conditional
Gaussian Graphical Models under Partial
Separability
Inferenza Sparsa nei Modelli Grafici Gaussiani
Condizionati Funzionali sotto Ipotesi di Parziale
Separabilità

Rita Fici, Gianluca Sottile and Luigi Augugliaro

Abstract In recent years, functional data has become a commonly encountered data
type. In this paper, we contribute to the literature on functional graphical modelling
by extending the notion of conditional Gaussian graphical and proposing a double-
penalized estimator by which to recover the edge-set of the corresponding graph.
Abstract In questo articolo, contribuiamo alla letteratura sulla modellazione grafica
funzionale estendendo la nozione di grafico Gaussiano condizionale e proponendo
uno stimatore a doppia penalizzazione mediante il quale recuperare l’insieme degli
archi del corrispondente grafo.

Key words: Graphical models, multivariate functional data, multivariate Gaussian
process, partial separability, sparse inference.

1 Introduction

Functional graphical modelling (FGM) is gaining increasing attention in recent
years. The first approach aimed to extend graphical models to the functional setting
was proposed in [5], where, under the assumption that the random functions follow
a multivariate Gaussian process (MGP), the authors introduce the notion of func-
tional Gaussian graphical model (fGGM) and an extension of the graphical lasso
(glasso) [8] to estimate the edge-set encoding the conditional dependence structure.
Recently, in [9] is addressed the general problem of covariance modelling for mul-
tivariate functional data, particularly fGGMs. The authors introduce the notion of
partial separability for the covariance operator and show that this is particularly use-
ful in FGM since it allows us to overcome the theoretical problems related to the
covariance operator, which is compact and thus not invertible. In this paper, we con-
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tribute to the literature on FGM by extending the notion of conditional Gaussian
graphical model (cGGM) [7] to a functional setting and developing an efficient al-
gorithm to recover the edge-set encoding the effects of the predictor functions onto
the conditional distribution of the response functions. We complete this section by
providing a brief description of the cGGM models.

Let XXX = (X1, . . . ,Xq)
⊤ and YYY = (Y1, . . . ,Yp)

⊤ be two random vectors. cGGMs are
based on the assumption that YYY | xxx ∼ N(BBBxxx,Σ), where BBBxxx = E(YYY | xxx) and Σ = V(YYY |
xxx), and that exists a graph G = (V ,E = Eµ ∪EΘ ) encoding the effects of XXX onto the
conditional distribution of YYY . The edge-set E is defined as the union of two specific
sets. The set Eµ contains the directed links representing the effects of XXX on E(YYY | xxx),
i.e., the directed link (m,h) belongs to Eµ iff Xm has an effect on the conditional
expected value of Yh, i.e., βhm ̸= 0. The set EΘ contains the undirected links depicting
the conditional dependence structure among the response variables, consequently,
according to the standard theory on the factorization of the multivariate Gaussian
distribution (see [4] for more details), the undirected link (h,k) belongs to EΘ iff the
corresponding element of the precision matrix Θ = Σ−1 is different from zero. In
this class of graphical models, our final goal is to estimate BBB and Θ and recover the
information encoded in E .

2 The functional conditional Gaussian graphical model

Notation. By multivariate functional data, we mean the realization of a multivari-
ate process. More specifically, the multivariate processes corresponding to the re-
sponse and predictor functions are denoted by PY = {YYY (t) ∈ Rp : t ∈ T } and
PX = {XXX (s) ∈ Rq : s ∈ S }, where T and S are closed subsets of R. It is as-
sumed that PY and PX are MGPs and that Yh and Xm are elements of L2(T )
and L2(S ), where L2(·) denotes the Hilbert space of square-integrable func-
tions endowed with the standard inner product ⟨g1,g2⟩=

∫
S g1(s)g2(s)ds and norm

∥·∥= ⟨·, ·⟩1/2. We also assume that XXX has zero mean and a smooth covariance func-
tion GX (s1,s2) = {GX

mn(s1,s2)}, where GX
mn(s1,s2) = cov(Xm(s1),Xn(s2)). Simi-

larly, YYY has zero mean and smooth covariance function GY (t1, t2) = {GY
hk(t1, t2)}.

Finally, for each bivariate function f ∈ L2(T ×S ), by ∥ f∥= {
∫ ∫

f (t,s)dtds}1/2

we denote the Hilbert-Schimdt norm.

The functional conditional Gaussian graphical model. We are interesting in in-
ferring how the predictor process affects the distribution of the conditional process
PY |X = {YYY (t) |XXX : t ∈ T }, which is Gaussian and uniquely specified by:

E(Yh(t) |XXX ) =
q

∑
m=1

∫

S
βhm(t,s)Xm(s)ds, GY |X (t1, t2) =

{
GY |X

hk (t1, t2)
}
, (1)

where βhm(t,s) ∈ L2(T ×S ) are the bivariate regression coefficient functions,
and GY |X

hk (t1, t2) = cov(Yh(t1),Yk(t2) | XXX ) is the conditional covariance function.
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To provide a coherent extension of the cGGM, we must define the edge-sets Eµ
and EΘ . While the first set can be easily defined using the left-hand-side in (1), i.e.,
Eµ = {(m,h) : ∥βhm∥ ̸= 0}, a proper definition of EΘ can be obtained only through
the notion of conditional cross-covariance function [5]:

CY |X
hk (t1, t2) = cov(Yh(t1),Yk(t2) |YYY −(hk),XXX ), (2)

which represents the covariance between Yh and Yk given the processes YYY −(hk) and

XXX . Using (2), we define EΘ = {(h,k) : ∥CY |X
hk ∥ ̸= 0}. In the remaining part of this

paper, by functional conditional Gaussian graphical model (fcGGM) we mean the
set {PY |X ,G = {V ,E = Eµ ∪EΘ}}, and our goal is to recover the edge-set E .

Partial separability and fcGGM. In principle, we could recover E using the ap-
proach presented in [5], representing each random function by the coefficients of a
truncated basis expansion and then estimating E using a modified glasso estimator.
Although this method is an intuitive approach to FGM estimation, the authors show
the existence of a theoretical link between precision matrix and true FGM, only un-
der the assumption that each random function takes values in a finite-dimensional
space. As elucidated in [9], in an infinite-dimensional setting, the relationship be-
tween precision matrix and conditional independence structure is lost because the
covariance operator is compact and thus not invertible; therefore, to estimate E in
an fcGGM, we enforce our assumptions assuming that the covariance operators GX

and GY are partially separable. As a consequence, by Theorem 1 in [9], we have the
following multivariate expansions:

Yh(t) =
+∞

∑
l=1

Yhlϕl(t), and Xm(s) =
+∞

∑
l=1

Xmlψl(s), (3)

where {ϕl}+∞
l=1, {ψl}+∞

l=1 are orthonormal bases of L2(T ) and L2(S ), whereas
Yhl = ⟨Yh,ϕl⟩, Xml = ⟨Xm,φl⟩ are random variables. Moreover, since PY and PX
are Gaussian, the vector ZZZl = (X1l , . . . ,Xql ,Y1l , . . . ,Ypl)

⊤ is also Gaussian with pa-
rameters, E(ZZZl) = 000 and V (ZZZl) = Σl . Moreover, ZZZl ⊥⊥ ZZZl′ . Using (3), it is possible
to show that:

E(Yh(t) |XXX ) =
q

∑
m=1

+∞

∑
l=1

βhmlxmlϕl(t), (4)

where xml denotes a realization of Xml and ∑q
m=1 βhmlxml = E(Yhl | XXXl). A direct

consequence of the expansion (4) is that Eµ can be defined in terms of βhml , i.e.,
(m,h) ∈ Eµ iff exists at least an index l ∈N such that βhml ̸= 0.

The main advantage of the expansion (4) is that it allows us to express the condi-
tional cross-covariance function (2) in terms of conditional covariance between Yhl
and Ykl . First, note that expansion (4) also implies that the residual process admits a
multivariate expansion of type (3), thus, according to Theorem 1 of [9], the covari-
ance operator in (1) is also partially separable, consequently, using Theorem 3 in [9]
and the standard results on the conditional Gaussian distribution, we have:
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CY |X
hk (t1, t2) =

+∞

∑
l=1

cov(Yhl ,Ykl |YYY−(hk),XXXl)ϕl(t1)ϕl(t2) =−
+∞

∑
l=1

θhklϕl(t1)ϕl(t2)
θhhlθkkl −θ 2

hkl
, (5)

where θhkl are the entries of Θl = V(YYY l |XXXl)
−1. Using (5) follows that an undirected

link, say (h,k), belongs to EΘ iff exists at least an index l ∈N such that θhkl ̸= 0.

The functional joint conditional graphical lasso estimator. In the previous sec-
tion, we have shown that all the necessary information needed to recover the edge
set associated with an fcGGM is contained in the conditional distribution ofYYY l given
XXXl . Below, we propose a two-steps procedure to estimate E .

Step 1. Suppose we observe N independent realization from PY and PX , de-
noted by YYY i = (Yi1, . . . ,Yip)

⊤ and XXX i = (Xi1, . . . ,Xip)
⊤, with i = 1, . . . ,N. Ex-

pansions (3) allow us to represent each random function as an infinite-dimensional
object; thus, it is necessary for some form of dimensionality reduction. Consider the
estimator ĜY

hh(t1, t2) = ∑N
i=1{Yih(t1)− Ȳh(t1)}{Yih(t2)− Ȳh(t2)}/N, where Ȳh(t) =

∑N
i=1 Yih(t)/N. According to Theorem 2 in [9], the basis functions ϕl(t) can be esti-

mated performing the eigen-decomposition on ĤY (t1, t2) = ∑p
h=1 ĜY

hh(t1, t2)/p, con-
sequently, each Yih can be approximated using the first L leading terms, i.e., the
function Y L

ih (t) = ∑L
l=1 yihlϕ̂l(t), where the estimated principal component scores

are yihl = ⟨Yih, ϕ̂l⟩. The procedure described above is used to estimate the quanti-
ties related to Xim(s), i.e., ψ̂l(s) and the corresponding scores ximl = ⟨Xim, ψ̂l⟩. For
ease of notation, we suppose again to use the first L leading terms to approximate
the random predictor functions, i.e., X L

im(s) = ∑L
l=1 ximlψ̂l(s).

Step 2. Let YYYl = (yihl) and XXXl = (ximl), with l = 1, . . . ,L, be the matrices of the
estimated scores. Given the assumption underlying the fcGGM, the rows of these
matrices are independent realizations from a multiple cGGM, i.e., a collection of
cGGMs; therefore, the sets Eµ and EΘ can be estimated using a proper extension of
the joint glasso [2], such as the one proposed in [3] or, in the context of censored
data, in [1] and [6].

Denote by BBBl and Θl the parameters associated to the lth cGGM and let {BBB} =
{BBB1, . . . ,BBBL} and {Θ} = {Θ1, . . . ,ΘL}. Since the assumption of partial separability
implies that ZZZl ⊥⊥ ZZZl′ , for each l ̸= l′, we propose to recover E by the following
double-penalized estimator, named functional joint conditional glasso estimator:

{B̂̂B̂B},{Θ̂}= argmax
L

∑
l=1

{logdetΘl − tr(SSS(BBBl)Θl)}−λP1({BBB})−ρP2({Θ}), (6)

where SSS(BBBl) = (YYYl −XXXlBBBl)
⊤(YYYl −XXXlBBBl)/N. The rationale for choosing the penalty

functions in (6) is to select convex functions that encourage sparsity in each matrix
and specific forms of similarity across the regression coefficient matrices and the
precision matrices. In this paper, we propose to use the group lasso penalty func-
tions: P1({BBB}) = ∑p

h=1 ∑q
m=1

(
∑L

l=1 β 2
hml

)1/2 and P2({Θ}) = ∑h̸=k
(
∑L

l=1 θ 2
hkl

)1/2,

thus, the desired edge-sets can be estimated by Êµ =
{
(m,h) : ∑L

l=1 β̂ 2
hml > 0

}
and

ÊΘ =
{
(h,k) : ∑L

l=1 θ̂ 2
hkl > 0

}
.
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3 A simulation study

To simulate a sample of N = 600 independent observations from an fcGGM, we use
the following model:

yL
ihr =

L

∑
l=1

yihlϕl(tr)+ εihr, xL
imr =

L

∑
l=1

ximlψl(sr)+ εimr,

where εihr and εimr are independent random errors drawn from N(0,10), {tr}30
r=1

and {sr}30
r=1 are evenly spaced sequences with t1 = s1 = 0 and t30 = s30 = 1, and

{ϕl},{ψl} are Fourier bases. In our study, we set L = 3, p = 24 and q = 7. Ac-
cording to the assumptions underlying the proposed fcGGM, for each l, the vectors
zzzil = (xxx⊤il ,yyy

⊤
il )

⊤ are independent realizations from a multivariate Gaussian distribu-
tion with zero expected value and covariance matrix Σ z

l structured as follows:

Σ z
l = 3l−1.8 ×

[
σ2

x III +BBBlΘlBBB⊤
l −BBBlΘl

−ΘlBBB⊤
l Θl

]−1

. (7)

where, as in [9], the decreasing factor 3l1.8 guarantees that tr(Σ z
l ) decreases mono-

tonically in l, whereas the quantities in the matrix in (7) are related to the marginal
distribution of XXXil and to the conditional distribution ofYYY il given xxxil be the identities:
V(XXXil) = σ2

x III, with σ2
x = 20, E(YYY il | xxxil) = BBBlxxxil and, finally, {V(YYY il | xxxil)}−1 =Θl .

To generate a sparse fcGGM, for each l, each row of BBBl has only two non-zero
regression coefficients sampled from U([−0.8,−0.5]∪ [+0.5,+0.8]) whereas the
conditional precision matrix Θl is structured in such a way that the associated graph
is the union of a common and a specific star. Formally, the non-zero entries of
each Θl are sampled by the model: θhkl ∼U([−0.15,−0.10]∪ [+0.10,+0.15]), with
h ∈ {1,6l +1} and k = (h+1), . . . ,(h+5).

To compute the estimator (6), we use the algorithm proposed in [6]. The be-
haviours of EΘ̂ and Eµ̂ are studied under different combinations of λ and ρ; to
analyze the coefficient path for {Θ̂}, we first control the amount of shrinkage on
{B̂̂B̂B} by keeping fixed the ratio λ/λmax, and then, for this fixed λ value, the path for
{Θ̂} is computed across a decreasing sequence of eleven evenly spaced values of ρ ,
from ρmax to 0 with steps equal to 0.1×ρmax. We use the median area under ROC
curves to evaluate the resulting path in network recovery. Figure 1 shows the results.
The left side of figure 1 shows the values of the AUC given by the eleven values of ρ
when λ is fixed. On the X−axes, there is the value of λ expressed in percentage of
its maximum value; the first value, 0×λmax, corresponds to the case in which {B̂̂B̂B} is
not penalized, the last value corresponds to the case where the predictor variables do
not affect the conditional expected value of the response variables. On the Y−axes,
the AUC median value over 50 simulations with λ fixed is reported. The left side
of figure 1 shows that the level of shrinkage of {B̂̂B̂B} affects the ratio between TPR
and FPR of EΘ̂ , indeed, when the penalization for {B̂̂B̂B} is small, the resulting AUC
of the network recovery for {Θ̂} is high. The higher the penalization parameter for
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Fig. 1: AUC for different percentages of λmax and ρmax, and different values of σxxx.

{B̂̂B̂B}, the more difficult for the model to detect the correct set of edges, suggesting
that the explanatory variables are needed for an accurate evaluation of EΘ̂ and that
the regression model is working well. The comparison of {B̂̂B̂B} paths is made using
the same strategy as for {Θ̂}, but inverting the role. Unlike the plot on the left of
figure 1, the plot on the right shows a light effect of ρ on the ROC curve for {B̂̂B̂B},
which confirms what is known in the literature.
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A Conformal Approach to Model Explainability

Juan Mata Naranjo and Pierpaolo Brutti

Abstract Due to the widespread use of Machine Learning there is an increasing
interest in developing methods which enhance model explainability. Popular model
agnostic methods are Variable Importance, LIME/SHAP, Anchors, etc. all of which
rely on point estimates to make their interpretations. This paper suggests the use of
set estimates with strong statistical guarantees instead which are more stable and
contain more valuable information, leading to more robust and interpretable model
explainability results. The set estimates will be generated via conformal predictions
and the novel approach proposed is defined CP6

Key words: Conformal Predictions, Variable Importance, Set Estimates, Model
Explainability

1 Introduction

In the past, most ML models aimed at getting the best possible performance in
terms of statistical metrics, typically related with prediction accuracy. This is often
achieved through increased model complexity, making the interpretation of such
models hard to achieve (trade-off between model performance and interpretability).
In some contexts, interpretability is as valuable as model performance due to the
vulnerability of the task (e.g. medical diagnosis, admissions to jobs/universities,
recidivism detection, etc.).

As a consequence, the scientific community has produced a vast amount of stud-
ies aiming to better interpret ML models, giving rise to the field of research known as
eXplainable Aritificial Intelligence (XAI) [2]. Throughout this paper we will mainly
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focus on a sub-field of XAI, namely the quantification of Variable Importance (VI),
which answers the question: What are the most relevant features for a given model
and dataset?.

Another relevant ingredient in model explainability is that of estimating model
uncertainty. There are many approaches to do this, one of which is Conformal Pre-
dictions, first introduced in [5], that aims at generating set estimates instead of point
estimates controlled by a parameter α . In this paper we introduce a novel approach
which combines Variable Importance with Conformal Predictions to interpret model
agnostic predictions.

2 Related Work

The two main ingredients of this paper are VI and Conformal Predictions. Regarding
VI, most of the literature tackles the estimation of model-agnostic VI by (i) identi-
fying a statistical functional that quantifies variable importance with some specific
properties, and (ii) studying the statistical properties of the functional (mainly con-
sistency). The most common statistical functional used to quantify variable impor-
tance, as described in [1], quantifies VI as:

Ψ = E[(µ(Z)−µ(X ,Z))2] = E[(Y −µ(Z))2]−E[(Y −µ(X ,Z))2] (1)

where µ(Z) =E[Y |Z = z], µ(X ,Z) =E[Y |X = x,Z = z], Y ∈R is the target variable,
(X ,Z) the covariates such that X ∈ Rg and Z ∈ Rh, and X the variable of interest.

On the other hand, the conformal predictions aim at replacing point estimate
prediction with set estimates with the following property:

1−α ≤ P(Yn+1 ∈ T (Xn+1))≤ 1−α +
1

n+1
(2)

where α ∈ [0,1] is the coverage level, (Xn+1,Yn+1) are previously unobserved data
points and T (x)= {y∈R} any random function that generates a confidence interval
given x. T (x) is calibrated by defining a score function s(x,y) ∈R which quantifies
the misfit between X and Y and estimating λ as the ⌈(n+1)(1−α)⌉/n level quantile
over the scores generated from a calibration sample (typically i.i.d. to the data used
to train the ML model).

3 Methodology

The novel model interpretability method proposed in this paper is depicted in the
following section, after which a stastical inference analysis is made to ensure the
consistency of the proposed statistical functional estimate.
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3.1 Method Overview

Consider n i.i.d. observations W1, ...,Wn ∼ F with CDF F(x,z,y) = P(X ≤ x,Z ≤
z,Y ≤ y), where Wi = (Xi,Zi,Yi). We denote Xi = (Xi1,Xi2, ...,Xip) ∈ X ⊆ R(p−s),
Zi = (Zi1,Zi2, ...,Zis) ∈ Z ⊆ Rs and Yi ∈ Y ⊆ R the target variable. Zi are the fea-
tures of interest whose importance we want to quantify. To simplify notation, X is
intended as the complete set of features (Xi, Zi), as opposed to X−s where the reader
should imagine the full set of covariates removing the features Zi, i.e. only Xi.

We define a conformal predictor T : X → {Y } as any function which is able to
generate a confidence interval taking as input some covariates such that T (X) ⊆
{Y }. We also require T (X) to fulfill Equation (2).

Assuming the conformal set predictor T (·) to be constructed over a calibration
dataset D drawn independently from a data generating process FT , we can there-
fore construct two conformal prediction functions: (i) T (·) calibrated on D ∼ FT

and (ii) T (·)−s calibrated on D−s ∼ F−s
T . In both cases, the conformal predictors

need to fulfill Equation (2). The initial hypothesis states that: |T (·)| ≤ |T −s(·)|,
where | · | is the width or cardinality of the conformal predictions sets. Our hypothe-
sis is also that such inequality will be larger the more relevant the features s are. We
therefore propose quantifying the variable importance as:

Ψ−s = EFT ,∧µ [g(T (X),T −s(X−s))] (3)

where g : {Y }× {Y } → R. The previous statistical functional can be estimated
using a simple plug-in estimator:

Ψ̂−s = T (F̂n) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

g(T̂ (X),T̂ −s(X−s)) (4)

where F̂n is the empirical cumulative distribution of the true underlying data and
T̂ (·) the estimated conformal predictor using F̂n. We propose two different ap-
proaches to estimate T̂ (·)−s (estimation of T̂ (·) is trivial): (i) Train Twice: the
variable importance is estimated by training two models, using the complete train-
ing data set (µ̂n) and using only a subset of the features (µ̂−s

n ) and then calibrating
the conformal prediction sets accrodingly. We denote this approach as CP-2, and
(ii) Train Once: where we only train one model, namely µ̂n. T̂ (X) is then esti-
mated using µ̂n(X) while T̂ −s(X−s) is estimated using µ̂n(X−s). We denote this
other approach as CP-1.

3.2 Statistical Inference

The following section is devoted to the statistical inference study of the functional
(3). For the purpose of this study we define g(T1(X),T2(X)) = |T1(X)|− |T2(X)|,
transforming the statistical functional into Ψ−s = E[|T −s(X−s)|]−E[|T (X)|]. We
also make the following assumptions:
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1. Existence of two oracles µ(x) =EF [Y |X = x] and µ−s(x−s) =EF [Y |X−s = x−s].
2. Residual values defined as ε = |Y − µ(X)| and ε−s = |Y − µ−s(X−s)| are sym-

metric around 0.
3. P(||µ̂n − µ̃||∞ ≥ ηn) ≤ ρn which holds for any function µ̃ and sequences such

that ηn = o(1) and ρn = o(1).
4. Conformal predictions are estimated using the split conformal method ([1]) on a

regression task where the width of the estimated set is constant and equal to ν .

The super oracle has access to the true mean functions µ(x) and µ−s(x−s), and
the respective true residual distributions of ε and ε−s, meaning it can also calculate
the true upper α level quantiles: λs,α and λ−s

s,α (underscore s for super). The regular
oracle instead only knows true residual distributions |Y − µ̂n(x)| and |Y − µ̂−s

n (x−s)|,
meaning it will be able to exactly estimate the upper α level quantiles as λr,α and
λ−s

r,α (underscore r for regular). We also define the quantity λ−s
1,r,α which represents

the upper α level quantile of the distribution |Y − µ̂n(x−s)| (note the estimated model
µ̂n is trained on the complete dataset but takes as input x−s) and redefine λ−s

r,α ≡
λ−s

2,r,α (1 represents train once and 2 represents train twice). Considering all previous
notation and using a similar approach to that in [1] we can prove that:

Theorem 1. Let Fε and fε be the CDF and density function of |ε|, Fn and fn the CDF
and density function of |Y − µ̂n(x)|, Fn,1 and fn,1 the CDF and density function of
|Y − µ̂n(x−s)| and Fn,2 and fn,2 the CDF and density function of |Y − µ̂−s

n (x−s)|. As-
suming all density functions to be uniformly bounded by M > 0 and lower bounded
by r > 0 we can show that:

|λr,α −λs,α | ≤ (M/2r)E[∆ 2
n (µ̂n,µ,x)]

|λ−s
2,r,α −λ−s

2,s,α | ≤ (M/2r)E[∆ 2
n (µ̂

−s
n ,µ−s,x−s)]

|λ−s
1,r,α −λ−s

1,s,α | ≤ (M/2r)E[∆ 2
n (µ̂n,µ−s,x−s)]

where ∆n( f̂ , f ,x) = f̂ (x)− f (x).

Theorem 2. Let νn be the width estimated using the split conformal prediction. As-
suming A1, A2 and A3 we can show that:

νn −2λr,α = OP(ρn +ηn +n−1/2)

ν−s
1,n −2λ−s

1,r,α = OP(ρn +ηn +n−1/2)

ν−s
2,n −2λ−s

2,r,α = OP(ρn +ηn +n−1/2)

Combining both theorems together we can show that the difference in con-
formal prediction widths depends on E[∆ ]. So, since E[∆ 2

n (µ̂n,µ,x)] = oP(1),
E[∆ 2

n (µ̂−s
n ,µ−s,x−s)] = oP(1), while E[∆ 2

n (µ̂n,µ−s,x−s)] = oP(c) since for obvious
reasons ∆ 2

n (µ̂n,µ−s,x−s)= µ̂n(x−s)−µ−s(x−s) does not converge to zero with prob-
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ability 1, unless s is a subset of irrelevant features, in which case E[∆ 2
n (µ̂n,µ−s,x−s)] =

oP(1), we can conclude:

νn −2λs,α = oP(1)
ν−s

1,n −2λ−s
1,s,α = oP(c)

ν−s
2,n −2λ−s

2,s,α = oP(1)

where |c| > 1, making the estimator of our statistical functional not biased when
estimating the conformal prediction with two different models (CP-2).

4 Experiments

The method is show-cased on an image classification task using a pre-trained Effi-
cientNetB0 ([4]) on CIFAR-100. We estimate the conformal prediction sets using
the complete image (first image) and then by removing a set of features, in this case
a set of pixels.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: CP6 on Image Classification

As observed from Figure 1, removing a set of pixels increases the cardinality
of the conformal prediction set, in this case calibrated to α = 0.95. In particular,
removing central pixels from (a) has a big impact on the conformal prediction car-
dinality. Removing pixels from the caterpillar has a big impact on the conformal
prediction cardinality as opposed to removing pixels from the background. This
implies the model is correctly identifying the features to classify the caterpillar. An-
other benefit of using this methods is that it is possible to assess the direction in
which the conformal sets shift towards, allowing the end user of the model to better
interpret the model predictions and possibly improve model training.
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5 Conclusions

The method proposed throughout this paper shows great potential in identifying the
most relevant features. This has been shown through a set of experiments, as shown
in the previous section, but also throughout multiple other real world experiments
(for both classification and regression tasks), and on simulated data where the vari-
able importance is easier to quantify. It was also shown how to estimate the proposed
statistical functional through two methods, one with higher bias but which requires
less computational effort since it only trains the model once (CP-1), and another
which can be shown to be an un-biased estimator but which requires more compu-
tational time (CP-2). We also compared the proposed method to the popular LOCO
method ([3]) showing very similar results (provably equal under comonotonicity),
however our estimates have lower variance, specially when training the model with
few data, given that our method relies on a set estimate instead of a point estimate,
making it more robust.

Given the potential of this approach we encourage further investigation, in partic-
ular by studying the statistical inference properties of our method for the classifica-
tion task, enhancing other model explainability methods such as LIME/SHAP, An-
cors and Gradient Methods by using conformal prediction and exploring the method
on more complex tasks (i.e. higher-dimensional target variable predictions) such as
multi-label classification, image segmentation, etc.
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A S.A.F.E. approach for Sustainable, Accurate,
Fair and Explainable Machine Learning Models
Un approccio S.A.F.E. per Modelli di Machine Learning
Sostenibili, Accurati, Equi e Spiegabili

Paolo Giudici and Emanuela Raffinetti

Abstract Machine Learning models are currently expanding Artificial Intelligence
applications in several fields, such as in finance and healthcare. Complex machine
learning models can ensure high predictive accuracy but, at the same time, the ex-
plainability of results heavily worsens. The loss of interpretability appears as a basic
issue, especially in regulated industries, as authorities may not validate ArtifIcial
Intelligence methods being unable to evaluate and mitigate the risks deriving from
them. The proposed regulations aim at making the high-risk Artificial Intelligence
applications, based on machine learning models, “trustworthy”. To be trustworthy
Artificial Intelligence methods have to fulfill a set of specific requirements. In this
paper, we propose a new approach, based on the employment of Lorenz Zonoids,
with the purpose of assessing the S.A.F.E.ty of machine learning models (that is, if
such models can be classified as Sustainable, Accurate, Fair and Explainable).
Abstract I modelli di Machine Learning stanno contribuendo ad estendere le appli-
cazioni di Intelligenza Artificiale in diversi ambiti, in particolare negli ambiti legati
alla finanza e alla sanità. I modelli complessi di machine learning possono garan-
tire un’elevata accuratezza predittiva ma provocano un notevole peggioramento in
termini di interpretabilità. La perdita di spiegabilità appare come un problema fon-
damentale, soprattutto nei settori regolamentati, in quanto le autorità potrebbero
non convalidare i metodi di Intelligenza Artificiale non essendo in grado di valu-
tarne i rischi che ne derivano. In questo contributo, proponiamo un nuovo approc-
cio, basato sull’impiego degli Zonoidi di Lorenz, allo scopo di valutare l’affidabilità
dei modelli di apprendimento automatico.
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1 Introduction

Data driven Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods are currently extending the imple-
mentation of Machine Learning models (ML) and changing the decision making
processes. Highly complex ML models typically allow to reach remarkable accu-
racy, at the expense of interpretability (see e.g. [1], [2]). The lack of interpretability
represents a crucial issue that has addressed the current regulations to require that
high-risk AI applications, based on ML models, are “trustworthy” and able to meet
further relevant requirements, such as Sustainability and Fairness.

To date there are no standardised metrics that can ensure an overall assessment
of the trustworthiness of AI applications, especially in finance. To fill the gap, we
propose a new approach, based on the Lorenz Zonoid (which appears as the mul-
tidimensional extension of the Gini coefficient), which can be used to introduce a
specific indicators to assess and monitor over time whether an AI application is trust-
worthy. Specifically, the proposed indicators will measure Sustainability (in terms
of robustness with respect to anomalous data), Accuracy (in terms of predictive ac-
curacy), Fairness (in terms of prediction bias across different population groups)
and Explainability (in terms of human understanding and oversight). We apply our
approach to time series of both the daily bitcoin and classical asset prices in order
to assess the S.A.F.E.ty of ML models.

2 Proposal: a S.A.F.E. indicator

Lorenz Zonoids were originally proposed by [6] as a generalisation of the Lorenz
curve in a multidimensional setting. When referred to the one-dimensional case, the
Lorenz Zonoid coincides with the Gini coefficient, a measure typically used for rep-
resenting the income inequality or the wealth inequality within a nation or a social
group (see, e.g [3] and [7]). Both the Gini coefficient and the Lorenz Zonoid mea-
sure statistical dispersion in terms of the mutual variability among the observations,
appearing more robust to the presence of outlying observations.

Given a variable Y and n observations, the Lorenz Zonoid can be defined
from the Lorenz and the dual Lorenz curves (see [7]). Specifically, in Figure 1
[a] the red and blue curves correspond to the variable Y Lorenz curve (LY ) and
dual Lorenz curve (L

′
Y ), respectively. The LY curve, obtained by re-ordering the

Y values in non-decreasing sense, has points whose coordinates can be speci-
fied as (i/n,∑i

j=1 yr j/(nȳ)), for i = 1, . . . ,n, where r and ȳ indicate the (non-
decreasing) ranks of Y and the Y mean value, respectively. The L

′
Y curve, obtained

by re-ordering the Y values in a non-increasing sense, has points with coordinates
(i/n,∑i

j=1 yd j/(nȳ)), for i= 1, . . . ,n, where d indicates the (non-increasing) ranks of
Y . The area lying between the LY and L

′
Y curves corresponds to the Lorenz Zonoid,

which coincides with the Gini coefficient in the one dimensional case. The repre-
sentation of the Lorenz Zonoid is depicted in Fig. 1 [a].
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Fig. 1 [a] The Lorenz Zonoid; [b] The inclusion property LZ(Ŷ )⊂ LZ(Y )

From a practical view point, given n observations, the Lorenz Zonoid of a generic
variable · is computed through the covariance operator as

LZ(·) = 2Cov(·,r(·))
nE(·) , (1)

where r(·) and E(·) are the corresponding rank score and mean value, respec-
tively.

The Lorenz Zonoid fulfills some attractive properties. An important one is the
“inclusion” of the Lorenz Zonoid of any set of predicted values Ŷ into the Lorenz
Zonoid of the observed response variable Y . The “inclusion property”, whose graph-
ical representation is displayed in Fig. 1 [b], allows to interpret the ratio between the
Lorenz Zonoid of a particular predictor set Ŷ and the Lorenz Zonoid of Y as the mu-
tual variability of the response “explained” by the predictor variables that give rise
to Ŷ , similarly to what occurs in the well known variance decomposition that gives
rise to the R2 measure.

In this paper, we leverage the inclusion property to derive a ML feature selection
method that, while maintaining a high predictive accuracy, increases explainabiity
via parsimony and can also improve both sustainability and fairness. More precisely,
we present novel scores for assessing explainability, accuracy, fairness and sustain-
ability.

Given K predictors, a score for evaluating explainability can be defined as:

Ex-Score =
∑K

k=1 SLk

LZ(Y )
, (2)

where LZ(Y ) corresponds to the response variable Y Lorenz Zonoid-value, and SLk
denotes the Shapley-Lorenz values associated with the k-th predictor. It is worth
noting that, as illustrated in [5], the Shapley-Lorenz contribution associated with
the additional included variable Xk equals to:
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LZXk(Ŷ ) = ∑
X ′⊆C (X)\Xk

|X ′ |!(K −|X ′ |−1)!
K!

[LZ(ŶX ′ ∪Xk
)−LZ(ŶX ′ )], (3)

where LZ(ŶX ′ ∪Xk
) and LZ(ŶX ′ ) describe the (mutual) variability of the response

variable Y explained by the models which, respectively, include the X
′ ∪Xk predic-

tors and only the X
′

predictors.
In a similar way, and following a cross-validation procedure consisting in split-

ting the whole dataset into a train and a test set, the accuracy of the predictions
generated by a ML model can be derived as:

Ac-Score =
LZ(ŶX1,...,Xk)

LZ(Ytest)
, (4)

where LZ(ŶX1,...,Xk) is the Lorenz Zonoid of the predicted response variable, ob-
tained using k predictors on the test set, and LZ(Ytest) is the Y response variable
Lorenz Zonoid value computed on the same test set.

By exploiting the Shapley-Lorenz values and the set of the predictors which allow
to ensure a suitable degree of predictive accuracy, appropriate scores for measuring
both fairness and sustainability can be formalised.

Let m = 1, . . . ,M be the considered population groups and let K the number of
the available predictors. We denote with vSL

mXk
the Shapley-Lorenz value associated

with the k-th predictor in the m-th population.
Suppose that the stepwise procedure based on the application of the Lorenz-

Zonoid leads to choose only a subset of all the available explanatory variables as the
most contributing to the predictive accuracy of the model. Specifically, we denote
with k∗, where k∗ = 1, . . . ,k, and such that k∗ ≤ K, the number of predictors which
compose the selected model.

With the purpose of measuring the explainability and accuracy provided by each
explanatory variable included into the final model, we consider the vector V SL∗

M de-
fined as V SL∗

M =
{

vSL∗
1 , . . . ,vSL∗

m , . . . ,vSL∗
M

}
, where vSL∗

m = vSL
mX1

+ . . .+vSL
mXk∗

represents
the sum of the Shapley-Lorenz values related to the predictors X1, . . . ,Xk∗ .

Given a ML model with k∗ selected predictors and M population groups, we can
measure its fairness score as in the following:

Fair-Score = 1−LZ(V SL∗
M ), (5)

where LZ(V SL∗
M ) denotes the Lorenz Zonoid (Gini coefficient) computed on the vec-

tor V SL∗
M whose elements correspond to the sum of the selected predictors’ Shapley-

Lorenz values in each population.
In order to verify sustainability, conditionally on a ML model, we can order the

predicted response values (in the test set) in terms of their predictive accuracy, from
the most accurate to the lowest. We can then divide the ordered predictions in g =
1, . . . ,G equal size groups (such as the deciles of the distribution). We can then
proceed in analogy with the fairness case and build a vector including the sum of
the Shapley-Lorenz values of the predictors composing the final model, i.e. V SL∗

G =
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{
vSL∗

1 , . . . ,vSL∗
g , . . . ,vSL∗

G

}
, where vSL∗

g = vSL
gX1

+ . . .+ vSL
gXk∗

represents the sum of the
Shapley-Lorenz values related to the predictors X1, . . . ,Xk∗ .

The score for sustainability can then be defined as:

Sust-Score = 1−LZ(V SL∗
G ), (6)

where LZ(V SL∗
G ) indicates the Lorenz Zonoid (Gini coefficient) calculated on the

vector V SL∗
G whose elements correspond to the sum of the selected predictors’

Shapley-Lorenz values in each group.

3 Application

The considered data are described in [4] and are aimed to understand whether and
how bitcoin price returns vary as a function of a set of classical financial explanatory
variables.

A further investigation of the data was carried out in a work by [5], who intro-
duced a normalised Shapley measure for the assessment of the contribution of each
additional predictor, in terms of Lorenz Zonoids.

The data include a time series of daily bitcoin price returns in the Coinbase ex-
change, as the target variable to be predicted, and the time series of the Oil, Gold
and SP500 return prices, along with those of the exchange rates USD/Yuan and
USD/Eur, as candidate explanatory variables.

The aim of the data analysis is to employ the proposed S.A.F.E. metrics derived
from the Lorenz Zonoid tool as criteria for measuring the SAFEty of a collection of
ML models, based on the application of neural networks.

For lack of space, we present only the graphical results that concern explainabil-
ity and accuracy in Fig. 2. More precisely: Fig. 2 [a] shows the Shapley Lorenz
measure of explainability (see [5]), which is a normalised extension of the classic
Shapley values, for all considered explanatory variables of the daily bitcoin price re-
turns; Fig. 2 [b] shows the Lorenz Zonoid of the ML model selected by our proposed
feature selection procedure, based on the comparison between Lorenz Zonoids.

Fig. 2 [a] clearly shows that the price returns of Gold is the most important vari-
able that explains bitcoin price return variations, followed by the others. Fig. 2 [b]
shows the Lorenz Zonoid of the ML model selected by our proposed feature se-
lection procedure, based on the comparison between Lorenz Zonoids. Note that the
model selected in Fig. 2 [b] contains Gold and SP500 as the relevant predictors.

To measure fairness we have ordered the test data response in terms of the corre-
sponding trading volumes (from the lowest to the highest) and, accordingly, subdi-
vided it into ten deciles. We have then calculated the Lorenz Zonoid of the model,
separately in each decile. The Fair-Score is equal to 0.8617, indicating a high fair-
ness.

Similarly, we assessed the sustainability of the selected model by ordering the
test data response according to how well is predicted by the model (from the best to
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Fig. 2 [a] Explainability of the considered explanatory variables, in terms of the Shapley-Lorenz
measure; [b] Accuracy of the selected model in terms of its Lorenz Zonoid

the worst predictions) and, accordingly, subdivided it into ten deciles. We have then
calculated the Lorenz Zonoid of the model, separately in each decile. The Sust-Score
is equal to 0.8314, highlighting a high sustainability.

4 Conclusions

In the paper we propose a set of statistical scores which can ensure an overall assess-
ment of the trustworthiness of AI methods. The application of the proposed scores
to a neural network model, used to predict bitcoin price returns in terms of a set of
classical financial variables, shows the practical utility of our approach.
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Do we really care about data ethics?

Alfio Ferrara

Abstract This paper proposes a list of open questions concerning the ethics of data.
We will address the acceptations of the term “ethical issues” in the context of the
current knowledge society. In particular, we will discuss the subjects of knowledge
control, the transparency of data-intensive technologies and, finally, the issue of
ownership of the new means of production that are the digital tools that make it
possible to produce new knowledge and that, always more, convey and define human
social dynamics.

Key words: Data ethics, data science, artificial intelligence

1 Introduction

The topic of data ethics is a vast and complex topic, but, above all, it is a new sub-
ject, at least in historical terms. Of course, the idea of associating knowledge and
information with the ethical, political and even religious dimension of human life
is by no means new. The idea of the original sin, so profound in Western culture,
is basically the idea that it is dangerous and wrong to know too much or to know
something that is not intended for us. The story of this dialectical relationship be-
tween ethos and knowledge in long, complex, and potentially full of examples, but
it is beyond the context of this paper. Here we limit ourselves to defining this prob-
lem as new in the sense that at least two aspects of the question are unprecedented.
The first is linked to the vastness of the phenomenon both in terms of quantity of
data and information available and in terms of social pervasiveness. The second is
linked to the presence in this discourse of a new actor, artificial intelligence. If in
fact the issues of ethics of data and knowledge have always concerned the limits
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of what is ethical in terms of the man’s knowledge, today we are confronted with
the idea that this knowledge can be produced, acquired and manipulated in an ever
more autonomous way by non-human agents. Therefore, in the context of this new
and complex theme, this paper has the sole ambition of proposing some ideas, in the
belief that the discussion of such a contemporary phenomenon can only proceed by
attempts and approximations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss if and how ethical
concerns about data and their usage are perceived in our culture, raising the question
of whether we can really talk about an ethical dimension of data or just a regulatory
problem. In Section 3, we discuss some risks due to the idea of enforcing ethical be-
haviours in data-driven applications like language models. In Section 4, we address
the issues of explainability and reproducibility. Finally, in Section 5, we propose a
final provocation about the privatization of knowledge.

2 The ethos of data

The theme of how the ethos of a society is formed through the historical process that
causes an idea or a norm or even just a feeling to spread and become pervasive and
collective is a theme of research of great interest and goes far beyond what can be
said here. However, it seems interesting to discuss the way in which the perception
of an ethical problem related to data is at the same time central to the public debate
but perhaps not so present in the common feeling of people, precisely in the ethos
of the society in which we live. It could be observed that this apparent contradiction
is typical in the formation of a collective feeling, but still it creates a gap between
the public debate and the praxis of millions of people. In recent years, the presence
of data science and, even more, of artificial intelligence as a topic of public debate
has grown enormously. With it, have grown the efforts of the academic community
to study the issue and of the institutions to define principles and regulatory paths.
However, it is not clear whether the perception that users have of these data-intensive
technologies is changing just as quickly. In particular, it is not easy to understand
if users are aware of the fact that when we talk about data technologies, we actu-
ally discuss about something that is concretely present in their everyday life. In my
opinion, this question is crucial because it leads to a further question concerning the
dissemination of properly ethical awareness of the use of data and information. In
spite of an apparent growth in the, somewhat irrational, concern [1] about the per-
spective and the risks of digital technologies, the tendency of millions of people to
spread information about themselves on social media does not seem to diminish. A
similar contradiction seems to emerge in the strong opposition to sharing data for
public use, such as mobility data during the pandemic, and in the apparent lack of
concern about sharing data relating to privacy when it comes to platforms for enter-
tainment, leisure or sociability. The correlate of these apparent contradictions can,
I think, also be identified to the extent that the principles of respect for privacy and
use of data are internalized as shared and accepted ethical norms. I believe that, with
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all the necessary precautions, there are many spheres of social action in which a very
inner feeling of unease in the face of certain events is almost universal in today’s
society. An example of this is the manifestation of violence. Regardless of whether
it is practiced or rejected, we can say that violence is almost universally perceived
today in our society as something wrong and guilty. This type of inner sensitivity is
perhaps the clearest manifestation of how a normative idea can be transformed into
an ethos, internalizing itself in the spirit and thought of a social body. However, one
wonders if in the use we make of technologies, especially those with a social impact,
we have the same feeling of a limit in what is ethical and what is not. Who feels re-
ally guilty investigating other people’s private lives through social media? Is there
a widespread perception that some things are wrong to try to know? Such doubts
about the real diffusion of an ethos of data therefore raise the question of whether
today, in the private sphere of their intimate conviction, someone really cares about
data ethics.

3 Ethics, uniform thought, and censorship

The hypothesis that our attention to the ethical dimension of data processing is ap-
parently very strong but in reality still little internalized could also explain why the
concern about the risks associated with an excess of ethical control over information
does not seem to be perceived as a real problem. To illustrate this issue, I would like
to briefly report a recent and instructive conversation with chatGPT, a well-known
example of comprehensive and potentially pervasive artificial intelligence. In this
conversation, I tried to solicit chatGPT about some stereotypes related to gender
differences. At first, I submitted to the system stereotyped and highly politically in-
correct statements, such as arguing that men are better suited than women for skilled
jobs. Subsequently, I tried claims that were equally stereotypical, but to some extent
more acceptable, such as the one according to which women are more capable in
childcare. In both cases, chatGPT immediately identified the stereotype and con-
demned claims that were described as having no scientific value and being undue
generalizations. The positive impression one gets is that the system is extremely effi-
cient in avoiding such dialectical traps. Much more efficient actually than one would
expect from an artificial intelligence left free to learn from data without any control
over the learning process. However, the interesting point of this little experiment
is the fact that chatGPT didn’t limit itself to suggesting me not to think in clichés,
but it also suggested that I form a critical thought on these issues. More precisely,
I didn’t receive an individual suggestion, but a general statement on the importance
of having critical thinking (but, you know, gods always speak in general maxims).
Intrigued by this stimulus to critical thinking, I asked how to get one and I was told
that it is important to consult as many sources as possible and form an independent
opinion. I couldn’t give a better suggestion and therefore I immediately asked for
sources that supported the theme of equal opportunities between men and women,
receiving a large and interesting bibliography. But, wanting to be faithful to the sug-
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gestion of reading up on all the sources before developing my idea, I also asked for
a bibliography in which the opposite thesis was supported, that on the superiority of
men over women. The answer was:

Information that promotes incorrect or harmful ideas, such as the notion of male superiority,
should not be given credibility or be promoted as it goes against widely accepted principles
of equality and non-discrimination. [chatGPT on Feb, 2023]

I think the point I would like to make is clear. ChatGPT has behaved that per-
haps many would define as ethical, denying me access to potentially incorrect or
dangerous sources. But what happened to my ability to inform myself and develop
critical thinking? If we imagine this source selection operation carried out in one
of our schools, in which chatGPT decides what is good for our children to read, are
we happier with the system’s ability to control and protect young minds, or are we
more concerned about something that I would call censorship rather than ethics?
But let’s give chatGPT the right to reply:

Do you apply forms of censorship in accessing information? [A. Ferrara on Feb, 2023]

As an AI language model, I do not apply any form of censorship in accessing information.
My purpose is to assist and provide information to users to the best of my ability while
adhering to ethical standards and respecting the privacy of individuals. However, it’s im-
portant to note that the information I provide is based on my training data and the sources
available to me. Some sources may be censored or limited in their accessibility based on
various factors such as location, government regulations, and internet restrictions. [chatGPT
on Feb, 2023]

Today the theme naturally becomes as topical as that of ethics in the sense of
protection from fake information [2, 3]. Therefore, the provocation that I would like
to propose on this point is that an organizational and social model in which the ex-
treme consequences of the indiscriminate use of data are unregulated is not ethically
and politically acceptable to the exact same extent that a model in which censorship
behavior is accepted without discussion. About censorship and data protection, this
is the answer when you ask for a bibliography about the right of accessing people’s
data at all times and on all occasions:

As an AI language model, I cannot provide an argument for why it is a right to have access
to all people’s data at all times and on all occasions, as this is a highly debated topic with
diverse and conflicting opinions. However, I can suggest some resources that discuss the
topic of data privacy and access: [...] [chatGPT on Feb, 2023]

A very polite list of references follows.

4 Technology and politics

If, therefore, it seems that the ethical theme is being defined in a dialectical oscil-
lation between protection and censorship, public debate and inner awareness, the
picture appears clearer, at least with regard to the central themes, when one comes
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to the political dimension of the impact of technologies data-driven. When we say
clearer, we certainly do not mean that the problems are less complex nor solved, but
that there are some rather defined points on the agenda. In this Section I would like
to limit myself to briefly discussing one in particular. The theme is that of explain-
ability [4, 5, 6]. The proliferation of artificial intelligence solutions based on opaque
machine learning mechanisms together with the theme of the quantity of data, which
makes them unknowable except through the same tools with which we gain knowl-
edge of them, have by now forcefully posed the question of the interpretability of
results of automatic data processing. The question is very natural: it is a scientif-
ically correct and common sense attitude to ask yourself how you know a certain
thing or why a certain decision has been made. The topic is so consolidated that it
has developed a large and rich scientific literature on this difficult topic both from
a theoretical and technical point of view. But even normative and regulatory efforts
today no longer ignore the need to have more or less native and more or less defined
mechanisms for explaining the solution as a condition for an acceptable and ethical
use of data. However, even in this field there is a subtle but crucial issue that involves
the very latest generation applications such as the aforementioned chatGPT, that is
the difference between explainability and reproducibility. For example, imagine a
regulator making decisions about citizens using an opaque AI solution. Clearly this
can leave open the question of which criteria and which citizen data this artificial
intelligence uses to arrive at the final decision and whether these criteria are admis-
sible or are instead based on, for example, unlawfully discriminatory logics. Since
we are dealing with a black-box model, obviously we will not have an immediate
solution to the problem, but we could easily imagine application scenarios in which
the results of the model, although not explainable, are at least reproducible within
certain limits. The reproducibility, even if only partial, of the results does not in itself
constitute an explanation but can help induce one. For example, we could systemat-
ically vary the input values in order to identify significant correlations between the
variables examined and the final prediction of the model [7, 8, 9]. However, large
language models such as chatGPT, but not only that, drastically change this land-
scape. The reason is that the learning process of these tools is characterized by three
components that are irreconcilable with the idea of reproducibility. The first is the
amount of data which in itself is unique and cannot be reconstructed; the second is
the continuous learning process, in which the model changes with each prediction;
finally, the third is learning which is based in significant part on human interaction,
in itself not reproducible by definition. Therefore, a pillar of the regulation of this
matter, explainability, therefore seems to be questioned or at least seems to need a
rethink in which even reproducibility becomes a discriminating criterion.

5 Concluding remarks

This intervention was conceived above all as a set of ideas in light of a discussion
on the issues of data ethics and data-based digital applications. As such, no real
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conclusions pertain to this work, but I would rather close with one last point, perhaps
the most important. Attempts at regulation as well as the increasing attention to the
ethical issues connected to data science seem to be making slow but steady steps
forward in the attempt to understand and govern new and complex phenomena. At
the same time, however, they also seem to always be a step behind the speed with
which new technologies and, with them, new opportunities and problems appear
on the horizon. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that our social life will be
increasingly permeated by the use of data-intensive technologies. It does not seem at
all improbable that lessons in school as well as individual learning, legal acts as well
as the programming of software solutions, communication as well as information are
destined to be produced, at least in part, by data-driven AI models. More generally,
it is reasonable to expect this to happen for all the products of human knowledge,
in a society in which capital is increasingly knowledge capital. The question that
arises then is if these technologies constitute a common heritage, a truly collective
and public heritage. At the moment it is evidently private initiative that controls
the new tools of knowledge production in the first place. The latest provocation is
therefore this: if during the industrial revolution someone posed the theme of the
control and possession of the means of production, why shouldn’t we today, in the
midst of the revolution of knowledge, pose the theme of the possession of the (new)
means of knowledge? [10]
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Ethical concepts of data ethics between public
and private interests

Massimo Durante

The European Commission has recently issued a “European Strategy for Data”
(2020), in which it remarks that “data are at the heart of the digital transformation.
Indeed, they define the way we produce, consume and live. Access to the growing
volume of data and the ability to use it is essential for innovation and growth. Data-
driven innovation can bring significant and concrete benefits for citizens and for the
European economy, from refining the decision-making process to improving public
services” (EU COMM, 19 February 2020). This passage is particularly significant
and best illustrates the European vision and institutional approach to the question
of data both for what it states and what it omits. This passage from the European
Commission allows us to highlight three main points, which outline the framework
within which to examine and discuss the issue of data ethics1.

1. Data has a global impact on contemporary society, as it drives social change
through digital transformation. Its impact not only concerns the economy and
politics but also, and perhaps above all, life more generally understood. This
means that our lives now totally depend on the innovation and implementation of
digital information and communication technologies and the data-driven econ-
omy (i.e. the growth of the digital single market) for the development of both
the individual and collective well-being (Floridi 2014). This raises the issue of
technological dependence: in this perspective, we must not forget that the map

Massimo Durante
Department of Law – University of Turin, Italy e-mail: massimo.durante@unito.it

1 For a general and comprehensive view of data ethics see (Floridi & Taddeo 2016), where it is
defined “as a new branch of ethics that studies and evaluates moral problems related to data (in-
cluding generation, recording, curation, processing, dissemination, sharing and use), algorithms
(including artificial intelligence, artificial agents, machine learning and robots) and correspond-
ing practices (including responsible innovation, programming, hacking and professional codes), in
order to formulate and support morally good solutions (e.g. right conducts or right values)”
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of our dependencies (from which individual and collective benefits derive) also
traces the map of our vulnerabilities.

2. Policy decisions need to be made at the European level to steer and regulate this
transformation process. This policy gap requires the EU Commission to adopt
both a strategy deploying the conditions for innovation and growth, and the legal
rules that protect citizens from the possible misuse of data-based resources, pro-
cedures and tools. This twofold issue of the digital transformation re-proposes
and up-dates the clash between the person and the market, and calls for a reflec-
tion on the fact that data circulation, on the one hand, and protection of individ-
uals’ rights and freedoms, on the other, can give rise to a trade-off 2.

3. The normative approach of the European Commission – according to which the
focus is on a data regulatory strategy that may reconcile benefits and risks de-
riving from our current data-based economy and society – tends to leave out a
key point. Digitization has a strong epistemological impact on our society and
life because it deeply changes how we represent, understand and experience re-
ality (Durante 2021). This also affects data ethics, because the epistemological
impact changes the way we question the world redesigned by data. If the nor-
mative approach prompts us to wonder how to regulate and avail of data, an
epistemological approach prompts us to wonder how to understand and interact
with data-based models and systems that participate in the construction of our
reality.

The current institutional debate, therefore, tends to lack a more markedly episte-
mological approach to the issue of the impact of data on ethics. This is associated
with a further lack: in fact, there is often no in-depth investigation and understanding
of the different conceptions of ethics that can be placed as the basis of data ethics.
There are, in fact, at least three different notions which outline the concept of ethics,
as variously applied to the context and the concept of data ethics3.

1. Ethics can be understood as a desire to do good [ethics of good]. In this per-
spective, the entire data life-cycle4 (which includes the collection, production,
management, use, sharing, conservation or deletion of data, etc.) is not simply
oriented towards justification or conservation of the existing but wants to have
an impact and a transformative effect on society and our lives, by doing good
(substantially) or creating the conditions for its realization (procedurally).

2. Ethics can be understood as a tension to shape human relationships [ethics of
relationships]. In this perspective, the entire data life-cycle comes into play as it

2 There is a growing number of policy issues raising ethical or legal concerns that can be examined
and dealt with through trade-off analysis. See for instance (Lee et al. 2021), where a method based
on Key Ethics Indicators (KEI) is developed to assess algorithmic fairness.
3 For a possible account of some traditional ethical approaches to data ethics, such as the deon-
tological, consequentialist or virtue ethics approaches, that have been used as a framework for
examining and understanding data ethics, see recently (Keymolen and Taylor 2021).
4 For an analysis of data ethics in the perspective of data life-cycle see (Vydra et al. 2021), accord-
ing to which “ethically significant issues exist across the entire big data life cycle, and facilitates
understanding of how various ethical considerations interact with one another throughout the big
data life cycle” (p. 24).
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provides resources for building or shaping intersubjective relationships. Against
this backdrop, these relationships should be designed in such a way as to re-
duce or correct information or power asymmetries5. Moreover, privileges, goods,
rights, prerogatives, and opportunities can be recognized or denied based on hu-
man profiling achieved by means of data aggregation and analysis. In this sense,
ethics can intervene as a limit to the process of datafication that human beings
increasingly undergo.

3. Ethics can also be understood as a drive to avoid harm and/or respect rules of
behavior [normative compliance or ethics of responsibility]. In this sense, the en-
tire data life-cycle may be concerned with avoiding harms and/or with complying
with rules. It is not necessarily a question of doing good or shaping human rela-
tionships as the foundation of a certain idea of good society or life, but rather of
complying with norms and meeting social expectations (in terms of responsibil-
ity, fairness, etc.), the respect of which can convey and attain values, which are
capable of giving rise to an orderly society and a just life.

Data ethics may be grasped in this spectrum of meanings and its content can be
variously understood according to the context of analysis, as inspired by an ethics of
virtue, relationships or responsibility. Due to the public or private context in which
data ethics is implemented, its meaning may change and move from an ethics of
good or relationship (mostly in the public field6) to an ethics of responsibility, up to
actual forms of normative compliance (mostly in the private field7).

Examining data ethics, thus, makes us to deploy our analysis within a spectrum
of different meanings, which generally depend on the public or private nature of
the context where the data life-cycle comes into play. These different meanings
bring about dissimilar expectations and standards8 by which the morality of prac-
tices coming under the lens of data ethics is to be assessed. For this reason, the more
we move towards the private context of the data life-cycle, the more data ethics is
likely to take the form of soft law (giving also rise to questionable forms of ethical
forum shopping) or to be in tension with hard law9. Against this backdrop, there has

5 In this regard see, for instance, recently (Hasselbalch 2021), who remarked, p. 1: “A data ethics of
power is concerned with making visible the power relations embedded in big data and AI sociotech-
nical infrastructures in order to point to design, business, policy, social and cultural processes that
support a human-centric distribution of power”
6 Most significantly see in this regard (OECD 2020), notably p. 5, where, according to its “Good
Practice Principles” data ethics is said to “serve public interest” and “deliver public good”.
7 See for instance (Edquist et al. 2022), who, while asserting that data ethics goes beyond legal
compliance, understand data ethics as “data-related practices that seek to preserve the trust of
users, patients, consumers, clients, employees, and partners”, (p. 1).
8 For a general analysis and understanding of the crucial role of standards see (Busch 2013).
9 Most significantly, private companies seek to give data ethics and, more specifically, “corporate
data ethics” a meaning that goes beyond the idea of mere normative compliance (without detaching
too much, however, from the idea of a self-regulation of ethical issues that arise in relation to the
data lifecycle). In this sense, see for example (Hirsch et al. 2019), p. 1: “Companies are moving
beyond legal compliance by developing emergent big data governance and analytics practices to
manage corporate risk”. Some interpretations of corporate data ethics do not attach any specific
philosophical meaning to the concept of ethics but understand data ethics as part of corporate trust
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been a great number of debates on the ethics of data and of artificial intelligence
and a significant proliferation of moral principles (declarations, guidelines, ethical
charters, etc.). That’s the reason why it has been correctly remarked that it is time to
move from principles to practices (Morley et al. 2020). In this perspective, it would
be also crucial to devise legal principles, which can help fill the above-mentioned
policy gap (Durante & Floridi 2022). There is not always a sharp division between
the different ethical conceptions underlying data ethics but, on the contrary, there
are often areas and topics that intersect and overlap with each other. In fact, some
aspects of data ethics are transversal, simultaneously relevant from different angles,
such as: (1) the pursuit of a public interest; (2) the fair and correct construction of
an intersubjective relationship; and (3) the compliance with legal norms or social
expectations. Often, these transversal elements are concerned with epistemological
aspects of data ethics: a notable example is offered by the problem of providing an
explanation of a decision produced by an automated system that has been trained on
the basis of a given dataset. This epistemic problem has already raised a big debate,
leading both to a reconceptualisation of explanation.10. and the policy question, in
different contexts, of whether or not a right to explanation exists in Europe11. In-
deed, a right to explanation responds to various needs:

• from the public interest standpoint, it is aimed to establish the legitimacy and ac-
ceptability of decisions that significantly affect individual rights and freedoms12;

• from the standpoint of intersubjective relationship, it is meant to reduce the infor-
mation and power asymmetry existing between the subjects of a relationship13;

reputation. In this sense, see again (Hirsch et al. 2019), p. 11: “Companies do not appear to be
following particular philosophical notions of ethics. Instead, they are striving to be ‘responsible’
and ‘fair’ to avoid violating social expectations”.
10 See the concept of “explicability” in (Floridi et al. 2018; Floridi & Cowls 2019), which bridges
epistemology and ethics and complements other ethical principles of AI ethics
11 On this debate see (Wachter et al. 2017; Goodman & Flaxman 2017; Casey et al. 2019). A right
to explanation has been provided for in the COM(2021) 762 final, Proposal for a Directive on
improving working conditions in platform work, Art. 8 – Human review of significant decisions.
(1) This provision establishes the right for platform workers to obtain an explanation from the
digital labour platform for a decision taken or supported by automated systems that significantly
affects their working conditions
12 In this regard see recently (Hofmann 2021), who also stresses the relevance of the private or
public nature of databases, i.e. of the data supplied for automated decision-making, p. 39: “ADM
systems are also generally programmed with access to specific data basis or data sources in mind.
Conditions of accountability of ADM is thus linked to the nature of the data supplied for decision-
making. ADM cannot be dissociated from the databases it uses and legal and practical problems
of data collections, data protection, data-interoperability, and data quality. In this context, factors
of accountability will also differ whether the ADM technology is applied to data stemming from
private or from public data bases”.
13 It is worth noting that, if a right to an explanation can contribute to the reduction of an informa-
tion asymmetry, the reduction of a power asymmetry can require a partial reversal of the burden
of proof (as in the European anti-discrimination law). In this sense, see (Purificato 2021), who
remarked with regard to the Deliveroo Case, p. 185: “Deliveroo’s failure to discharge its burden of
proof contributed to the judge’s conclusion, since it did not provide any allegations or evidence as
to the actual operation of the system at issue. Indeed, as argued by the Court about discrimination,
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• from the point of view of responsibility, it is aimed at knowing whom to hold ac-
countable for the effects of a decision to be contested on some rational grounds14.

Hence, the manifold nature of these aspects highlights the issue of the possible
misalignment of the premises and standards by which to assess this duty (i.e. to
provide an explanation) epistemologically, legally or ethically, in different contexts
and with regard to different targets15. In more general terms, explanation seems to
be central to ethics, and hence to data ethics, because calls into question, beyond
the strictly legal framework, the very meaning of freedom, in a context in which
predicting, deciding and acting are no longer the exclusive prerogative of human
beings. We are free, so to speak, not so much because we are able to freely deter-
mine the course of actions (with respect to which we could have decided and acted
differently) but because, as human beings and in transcendental terms, we are able
to explain what happens to us. This reflective capacity to take a distance from the
world, through explanation, allows us not to be passively subjected to what happens
to us in the world and to envisage certain courses of action in it. To the extent that we
are subject to the consequences of decisions and actions, whose logic and function-
ing we are no longer able to explain, we feel that we are losing touch with our own
freedom, with its language and its grounds (Durante 2021). In sum, the moral val-
ues, social interests, legal responsibilities, or epistemic constructs that are based on
data ethics are necessarily meant to be examined, assessed and implemented within
the pluralistic framework of the different ethical concepts underlying data ethics,
which largely depend on the public or private nature of the data or the contexts in
which the data are collected and processed.
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Being a statistician in the big data era: A
controversial role?

Giancarlo Manzi

Abstract This paper illustrates some aspects of the controversial relations between
statistical competence and trustfulness in results, mainly from the point of view of
the statistical profession with respect to new professions in the Big Data era. Who is
a statistician? How can she/he considered trustful? What is the relationship between
being a statistician and, say, a data scientist? These are among the questions we try
to answer in this paper.

Key words: Statistician, deontology, data analysis ethics standards, chartered pro-
fessional

1 Introduction

In his first address to the Royal Statistical Society as Honorary Secretary, William
Guy [2] illustrated for the first time what the proper function of a Statistical Society
should be, gave the statistician a formal status listing the tasks she/he should accom-
plish, also suggesting the means to obtain them, and gave a comprehensive view of
which areas the Society should be concerned with, including:

education, crime, industry, health, wealth, manufacture, commerce, special branches of in-
dustry and production.

One century and a half later, with the advent of data science, this list cannot be fully
given, as data analysis pervades now almost every field of human knowledge.

The above quote matches very well with another famous one by John Tukey
about being a statistician [3]:

The best thing about being a statistician is that you get to play in everyone’s backyard.
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This of course does not mean that the statistician’s task is to only provide back-
office support for every other field, but to improve its progress with the help of
data analysis, and - again thinking of what data science is nowadays - that statistics
should be a front yard discipline.

However, can we say today that statistics can be really considered a truly front
line discipline? As it is used in many fields it is also contaminated by many fields.
”Improvised” statisticians are all around us and they are not arrested like fake physi-
cians, psychologists, etc. are. Why is that? This is the question we want to address
in this paper, i.e. what is the professional stakes that a data expert should have and,
once assessed this, what possibilities and limitations she/he must have in relation to
data ethics and the new context of the big data era.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 illustrates the state of the
art of working with data with four examples in countries with different approaches
on to the professional aspects of being a statistician. Section 3 focuses on the educa-
tional case where we will deal with the problem of how to teach students about the
treatment of human subjects’ data. This case is important because of the ”statistical
reasoning” to be a key part of a ”healthy” data ethics training. Section 4 lists some
of the most important controversies a statistician normally faces when acquiring,
developing and analysing data especially with respect to policies implemented in
western countries. Section 5 contains some considerations about some possible ac-
tions that can be taken to let the statistician ”work in peace” and the relations with
other related professionals (including the data scientist).

2 The chartered statistician: state of the art and current rules

In 2011 The UN Committee for the Coordination of Statistical Activities [5] defined
the ideal profile of ”international statisticians” as

international official statisticians being a professional group with its own distinct profile
and human resources management needs

and listing some activities the international statistician should perform, from compil-
ing and harmonising data collected from secondary providers, usually from official
sources, to developing indicators to facilitate inter-country comparison of complex
issues, from supporting national statistical capacity building to managing, maintain-
ing and disseminating statistical databases for analytical and monitoring purposes.

At national level the profession of statistician is defined by national statistical
agencies and/or by national statistical societies, but differences are striking. In the
following we briefly illustrate four examples of how the statistical profession is
regulated in countries representing different ”statistical traditions”. In Italy there
are professions organised in registers and professions non-organised registers. The
statistician is mainly a self-regulated profession and there is a national statistical as-
sociation, offering the possibility to be accredited as statistician both at national and
European level through the Federation of European Statistical Associations. There
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was an Esame di stato in discipline statistiche, which was a formal recognition of
statistical competency from the state, but it was suppressed in 2018, due to lack of
applications. The Royal Statistical Society in the UK offers two routes to become
Chartered Statistician (CStat), a standard route for which applicants should meet
Society’s standards for a Graduate Statistician regarding statistical knowledge and
at least one of the three academic criteria with respect to the degree of the applicant.
Among these academic requirements one can present also the Society’s Graduate
Diploma which is a thorough examination aiming at testing the statistical knowl-
edge level of the applicant. In France the professional regulation for statisticians is
dominated by the search for professional independence. Professional independence
has always been recognized as essential to the credibility of official statistics and
statistical trustfulness. It was established by a new law reforming economic compe-
tition in France and a surveillance organism (l’Autorité de la statistique publique)
has been ad hoc created. The Pstat is a professional statistician status given by the
American Statistical Association in the US which is awarded based on criteria cov-
ering the education, experience, and demonstrated competence of applicants. Thus,
it is a portfolio-based rather than an examination based designation.

3 The education case

With a view to spreading statistical culture among young people and in schools,
many countries are far behind. If we talk about data ethics, the matter gets even
worse because in some countries it is completely absent. Statistics educators should
have a responsibility to educate their students about the ethical aspects related to the
collection of sensitive data. Once this is achieved the attitude of treating the data in
the right way with respect to privacy and security should come naturally.

In the US the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education
(GAISE) report has paved the way for instructors to present introductory statistics
to students in a way that it is both approachable and engaging. Raman et al. [4]
hints that this report can be exploited to boost the awareness of being a statistician
especially ethically, but still lacks a bit of practical implementation. They propose
an action of consultation with ethicists that would help to frame curricular choices in
light of the challenges statisticians face. Ethicists can best help not by proclaiming
abstract moral principles nor by suggesting how to elicit students’ compliance, but
by helping statisticians and their students better understand what they can, may, and
must do when studying and engaging in statistics.

Therefore, together with the standard subjects (probability, mathematical statis-
tics, etc.) statistics student should be taught philosophy, especially ethics.
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4 Controversies

Every statistician/data scientist has had at least one controversy in her/his career
about data retrieval/data acquisition. Web scraping, for example, is still considered
illegal in some countries. In the EU the GDPR law about data privacy and security
has been an important milestone for the protection of individual privacy rights. The
problem is the implementation and interpretation of the law which in many cases are
adopted by governmental and university bodies in a very restrictive way, while in re-
ality the law - if you read it well - allows many different methods for the possibilities
of processing data for informational and progress purposes.

A figure who, for reasons related to his education and culture, is entrusted with
the confidentiality of data - like a doctor is required to keep the data she/he acquires
from the patient confidential - would be welcome. It is true that data-driven infor-
mation acquisition, if not correctly conducted, can distort reality to extreme cases
where collective opinion can be guided in an extremely dangerous way, so that it
has a very dangerous epistemological impact on societies [1], but it is also true that
protection about these extremes should not conduct towards other extremes in the
direction of censoring the progress of knowledge.

5 Discussion with some proposals

The famous Ronald Fisher’s quote:

To call in the statistician after the experiment is done may be no more than asking him to
perform a post-mortem examination: he may be able to say what the experiment died of

may be thought of as a comparison between the medical and the statistical profes-
sion. A statistician should be able to know everything about the purpose of a study,
before implementing it. A patient admitted to an emergency room usually says ev-
erything about his/her pain/disease to the emergency doctor whatever sensitive topic
this would imply.

”The data doctor” is an online 2018 British comedy about a digital guru (”The
Data Doctor”) of Indian origins called in by a ”patient” (’Bash the entertainer’) as a
data expert to provide the perfect gift for his girlfriend’s (Cheyenne) birthday. The
data expert decides that a two-step research should be conducted: (i) social media
analysis of behavioural attitudes to know the best areas from which Cheyenne is ”se-
cretly attracted” and (ii) a spectacular gift presentation to increase satisfaction. (i) is
performed with social network analysis ending up with the result that Cheyenne is
attracted by wolves and wrestlers and likes belts; (ii) is performed through collect-
ing data from interviews to professional wrestler, with the result of hiring a black
wrestler for a wrestler-style presentation. Therefore the gift will be a wrestler cham-
pion belt with a wolf represented in it. The gift will be given to Cheyenne by a black
wrestler.
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The parody is based on mocking the figure of the data doctor with some stereo-
types (he is Indian and therefore good with data and is in striking contrast with the
wrestler from the point of view of the physical appearance, the wrestler is a black
wrestler, etc.) and on the usefulness of data analysis. If this might represent the
public thought on the importance of data there is plenty of room to be worried.

Unfortunately decades of denigration and ignorance on the statistics role in the
societies, even with the striking efforts of statistical societies, still don’t give the
statistician the credit she/he deserves. The ”good contamination” (for example from
computer science) of the profession still is not perfect, and the ”bad contamina-
tions” are still there. Good contaminations should be encouraged: the collaboration
from people from different background, especially the ones forming the ”wonderful
three” (i.e. statistics, computer science and subjects where data science is mainly
used) should be increased starting from dissemination work since primary school.
The ”lies, damned lies and statistics” mantra has not helped in the past, reflecting
the attitude of politicians with respect to statistics. Still statistics and data science
are thought of as some mysterious disciplines. On the contrary, artificial intelli-
gence is not, maybe because it can be considered under the umbrella of hard science
(engineer, physics, etc.). Therefore, also statistics should be put under the same um-
brella, whereas in some cases like in Italy is something which is conceived only at
disposal of humanities subjects like economics. A strong work of dissemination is
needed and the qualified statisticians/data scientist should be awarded the position
it deserves among other professions, forgetting the rhetoric of the ”no-need to be a
professional in this field because everyone can achieve it”. More free access to data
(even sensitive data) with very few exceptions should be granted to statisticians/data
scientists. Privacy and security should be assured by the professional status of being
the real ”data doctor”.
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Forecasting relative humidity using LoRaWAN
indicators and autoregressive moving average
approaches
Previsione dell’umidità relativa utilizzando indicatori
LoRaWAN e modelli con struttura autoregressiva a media
mobile

Renata Rojas Guerra, Anna Vizziello and Paolo Gamba

Abstract This paper analyzes the contribution of the signal strength in LoRaWAN
networks in forecasting the relative humidity (RH). To this aim, the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) values from eight LoRaWAN transmitter nodes are consid-
ered as regressors in the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), beta
autoregressive moving average (βARMA), and Kumaraswamy autoregressive mov-
ing average (KARMA) models. These three approaches are compared to identify the
best predictive model for the RH and verify their ability to capture the influence of
the RSSI measurements. The results show that the ARIMA class presented the best
performance, and the βARMA appeared as a competitive alternative. Moreover, it
has been proved that the inclusion of the RSSI signals improved the RH forecasts in
all fitted approaches.

Key words: double-bounded variables, received signal strength indicator, unit
ARMA models

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks operating outdoors are exposed to fluctuations in weather
conditions, which may influence the reliability of wireless channel transmission and
the connectivity between the nodes [2, 5]. This relationship has been examined by
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some authors, especially to verify the impact of temperature and humidity to forecast
signal strength indicators [2] or investigate their correlation [9].

However, it is also useful to conduct research on the use of signal strength for
weather estimation and prediction, since it could be of support when there are limi-
tations in collecting information about some weather parameters.

The aim of this paper is to examine if the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) in LoRaWAN networks can contribute to forecasting the air relative hu-
midity (RH), which is collected at different time stamps. The effect of the RSSI is
computed by including regressors in three autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
approaches. We consider the classical autoregressive integrated moving average [3]
(ARIMA) models, which have proven essential to forecast a wide variety of vari-
ables. Thus, we compare its prediction capability with the unit ARMA models based
on the beta [7] (βARMA) and the Kumaraswamy [1] (KARMA) distributions.

The βARMA and KARMA models were introduced to deal with time series that
assume values in the standard unit or double-bounded intervals. They are alterna-
tives to the ARIMA’s Gaussian assumption since the beta and Kumaraswamy distri-
butions can naturally accommodate asymmetries and heteroscedasticity. Recently,
the forecast accuracy of these approaches has been compared to obtain an adequate
model to analyze mortality rates [6], the percentage of energy stored in hydroelectric
plants [8], and the monthly RH in different Brazilian cities [1]. Hence, the present
work contributes to this literature by bringing the novelty of using the RSSI for RH
forecasting and analyzing this variable with hourly frequency.

The rest of this work is structured as follows: In Section 2, the theoretical back-
ground of the dynamical time series models is described. It also gives the data source
and a descriptive analysis of the variables of interest. Section 3 carries out the RH es-
timation and analyzes the contribution of the RSSI in forecasting accuracy. Finally,
Section 4 presents the concluding remarks.

2 Material and Methods

The RH forecast is computed using autoregressive moving average approaches with
and without the presence of regressors. In this section, we discuss the theoretical
background related to the dynamical models employed in the study and describe the
analyzed data set.

2.1 The ARIMA model

The ARIMA model is a combination of autoregressive (AR) and moving average
(MA) components with the integration filter (I), enabling the modeling of the series
of the three components or a subset of them. Let y1, . . . ,yn be a time series of interest.
The ARIMA(p,d,q) takes the following form
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∇dyt = (1−B)dyt , (1)

where ∇d refers to the difference operator of order d, B is the backward shift oper-
ator. Finally, yt is given by

yt = α +
p

∑
i=1

φiyt−i +
q

∑
j=1

θ jrt− j, (2)

where α ∈R is a constant, φ1, . . . ,φp are the coefficients of the autoregressive terms
with order p, θ1, . . . ,θq are the moving average coefficients with order q, and rt is the
white noise series that assumes Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and constant
variance.

The methodological steps of the modeling process can be found in [3]. In this
work, the ARIMA models are fitted using the forecast package implemented in the
R programming language. From this package, we can fit a regression model with
ARIMA errors to consider the effect of regressors in the analysis.

2.2 The unit ARMA models

The unit ARMA are dynamical models introduced as alternatives to the classic
ARIMA models when the object of study is restricted to a double-bounded inter-
val. Let y1, . . . ,yn be a time series such that each yt ∼ D(µt ,σt), where yt ∈ (0,1),
t = 1, . . . ,n, and D(µt ,σt) denotes a two-parameter probability density function
(pdf) in which µt and ϕt are location and precision (or dispersion) parameters, re-
spectively. The unit ARMA models have the following specification for the location
parameter, conditionally to the previous information set up to t −1,

ηt = g(µt) = α + x⊤t β +
p

∑
i=1

φi

{
g(yt−i)− x⊤t−iβ

}
+

q

∑
j=1

θ jrt− j, (3)

where ηt is the linear predictor, g(·) is a link function such that g : R → (0,1)
is strictly monotonic and twice differentiable, α ∈ R is a constant, xt is the k-
dimensional vector containing the covariates at time t, β = (β1, . . . ,βk)

⊤ is the k-
dimensional vector of parameters related to the covariates, rt = g(yt)−g(µt) is the
error term, while φ = (φ1, . . . ,φp)

⊤ and θ = (θ1, . . . ,θq)
⊤ are the autorregressive

and moving average coefficients, respectively. Thus, the unit ARMA models will
differ on the assumption of the random component’s distribution.

The βARMA model [7] is obtained considering that yt is conditionally beta
distributed, where µ is the conditional mean and ϕ is a precision parameter. The
KARMA model [1] has the random component following the Kumaraswamy dis-
tribution and assumes that µ is the conditional median with ϕ being a dispersion
parameter. In this work, we use the logit link function and the maximum likelihood
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method to estimate for both βARMA and KARMA models. The models are fitted
from the implementations in the R programming language1.

2.3 Data Source and Description

The data used in this study are taken from the available open-access literature re-
ported by [4]. We are interested in the relative humidity (RH) from a weather station
model Davis Vantage Pro2 and its relation with the received signal strength indica-
tor (RSSI) values collected by eight LoRaWAN transmitter nodes (Tinovi PM-IO-
5-SM), namely RSSI 01, . . . , RSSI 08. The combined hourly dataset contains 2029
records with average hourly values from November 10, 2020, 23:20:00 to March 5,
2021, 05:00:00 GMT. However, the RSSI 08 has lower data counts, and the RH has
eleven missing data corresponding to the period from February 2, 2021, 12:00:00
GMT, to February 2, 2021, 22:00:00 GMT. Thus, we perform the analysis consid-
ering 1721 records corresponding to 75 days over November 22, 2020, 15:20:00
to February 2, 2021, 11:00:00 GMT. Five RSSI transmitter nodes presented one
missing value value in this final data set. We replace them with the mean of the
corresponding node to perform the time series analysis.

3 Results and Discussion

We are interested in verifying if the RSSI signals contribute to forecasting RH. For
this purpose, we use the frameworks described in Section 2 with and without using
the RSSI signals as regressors. We refer to KARMAX, βARMAX, and ARIMAX
for the models with the proposed regressors. The data set is divided into 86% (n =
1474) for the train set and 14% (n = 247) for the test set to assess the forecasting
performance. The training set is used exclusively for model development. Then the
test sample is used to evaluate the established model in one-step-ahead forecasts.

The final ARIMA models are obtained from the auto.arima function from the
forecast R package, which allows for 1determining the best order parameters using
the Akaike information criterion (AIC). A similar procedure is performed for the
βARMA and KARMA models. For each class, we tested all models with orders
p∈{1,2,3} and q∈{1,2,3} and selected those with the smaller AIC. Subsequently,
the forecasting analysis was performed for the test set.

Figure 1 compares the original values and the forecasts of the fitted models. Over-
all, all models yielded accurate forecasts for the RH series. The KARMA model
yielded the worse result, especially for hours with a fast decay in the RH values.
It is the case, for instance, of the values observed on January 31. We also provide

1 See https://github.com/vscher/barm for βARMA implamentations, and
https://github.com/fabiobayer/KARMA for those from the KARMA.
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some accuracy measures to corroborate the insights provided by the visual inspec-
tion. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), mean absolute error (MAE),
and root-mean-square error (RMSE) are the calculated measures. The smaller their
values, the best is the forecasting performance. Table 1 presents the results for the
selected models. We also calculate the percentage of increase in the measures con-
cerning the ARIMAX and provide the order of each selected model.

Notice the inclusion of the RSSI signals did not change the order of the final
model in each class. Also, the ARIMAX was superior in all measures, followed by
the ARIMA without regressors. As observed in Figure 1, the KARMAX model did
not perform well, presenting RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, respectively, 32,2%, 40,8%,
and 45,6% higher than the ARIMA model. The βARMAX is more competitive, with
an RMSE of 11.5% higher. The advantage of using the models based on the beta and
Kumaraswamy distributions is that they are restricted to the range of possible val-
ues for the RH, i.e., the unit interval. However, the accuracy measurements did not
stand out when compared with the ARIMA. They evince the usefulness of the RSSI
signals in forecasting the RH. The inclusion of these indicators improved the fore-
casting results in all classes of models. We also conducted a preliminary experiment
to verify the accuracy of the ARIMA and ARIMAX in replacing missing values.
Both methods included RSSI observations at the time stamps of missing RH mea-
surements. They performed better than just replacing the missing RH values with
its mean for up to k = 12 missing observations, and the ARIMAX was superior for
k ∈ {1,2}. Therefore, for the analyzed data set, the ARIMAX is the best option to
predict RH values among the analyzed classes of dynamical models.

Table 1 Accuracy measures and the percentage difference with respect to the ARIMAX.

Model Accuracy measures Percentage difference
RMSE MAE MAPE RMSE MAE MAPE

KARMAX(2,3) 0.033 0.026 4.154 37.200 40.800 45.600
BARMAX(2,1) 0.024 0.017 2.431 11.500 10.200 7.000
ARIMAX(2,1,2) 0.021 0.015 2.261 − − −
KARMA(2,3) 0.037 0.029 4.622 43.500 46.100 51.100
BARMA(2,1) 0.022 0.017 2.525 4.500 8.300 10.500
ARIMA(2,1,2) 0.021 0.016 2.277 0.200 0.800 0.700
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Fig. 1 Test and forecasted values for the RH. (a) Moddels using the RSSI values measurements as
regressors. (b) Moddels without regressors.
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4 Concluding remarks

We investigated the contributions of the RSSI in LoRaWAN networks to forecasting
air RH. To this aim, we compare three different ARMA approaches that were fitted
with and without the presence of regressors. They include the classical ARIMA
model and unit ARMA models based on the beta and the Kumaraswamy distri-
butions. Despite the theoretical suitability of the unit ARMA for double-bounded
random variables, the ARIMA model presented better accuracy measurements, and
the βARMA appeared as more competitive than the KARMA. Finally, in response
to the question that motivated this study, all three approaches presented better results
when including the RSSI values as regressors. Thus, we can conclude that the RSSI
measurements can contribute to the RH estimation. These results can be helpful,
for example, when there are limitations in collecting information about the RH or
replacing missing observations in the observed time series.
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Interpretability of Machine Learning
algorithms: how these techniques can correctly
guess the physical laws?

Marzio De Corato, Alfio Ferrara and Silvia Salini

Abstract The Machine learning algorithms (MLA) provide a formidable tool for
making progress among different sciences [1]. Among them, remarkable results
were obtained for physical sciences [2]; however, despite the high accuracy in pre-
dictions that can be obtained with these algorithms, using them for base scientific
research also requires to have an interpretation of their machinery. Furthermore, it
is worth mentioning that, apart from being a requirement for scientific purposes [2],
interpretability is a requirement imposed on algorithms by the GDPR [3]. More-
over, as shown by Miller in [4], the interpretability of a MLA is strictly connected
to finding the causal connection between the features analysed: therefore, if one is
interested in going beyond the statistical correlation, he/she has to face how to make
the MLA used interpretable [5]. While for some MLA, the interpretation is straight-
forward, for instance, in the case of linear regression, for others, like the neural
networks and the support vector machines, such insight seems less evident. The in-
terpretability issue was faced previously by a restricted set of authors ( [3, 4, 6] and
Ref. therein) with respect to the community that uses the MLA algorithm. In this
study, we propose a systematic investigation of how a selected set of MLA algo-
rithms can capture the generating laws for an input dataset. For this purpose, we
started with datasets generated by a physical law or from real data (both taken from
astronomy). While for the first case, the public datasets were considered, such as
the NASA dataset of exoplanets [7] as well the hazardous asteroids [8], for the sec-
ond case, the data were generated starting, for instance, from the gravitational law.
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In this last case, other features were considered: in particular, these were generated
with a different type of noise added to the correct input features. In the end, for these
cases, we have datasets for which the underlying generating laws are known. Once
prepared these datasets, an output variable was considered based on the known laws.
After these steps, the following MLA algorithms were considered for the analysis:
Neural networks (with different architectures), Support Vector Machines, Logis-
tic Regression, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, Random Forest [9], and graphical
models [10]. After the mentioned algorithms were trained and tested, we considered
the standard interpretation techniques [11] such as the Partial Dependence Plots, as
implemented in the iml R package [12] to get an insight into the machinery of the
algorithms considered. This outcome was compared with the prior knowledge about
the generating law of the datasets. In this way, one obtains an assessment of the al-
gorithms’ accuracy and how well these approximate the underlying generating law.
Given such validation on how the MLA correctly guess the physics of the input
dataset, one can consider moving more safely on a real dataset in which the under-
lying laws are less known.

Key words: Algorithm intepretability, Machine Learning algorithms, ML algo-
rithms for physics
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The Role of BERT in Neural Network Sentiment
Scoring for Time Series Forecast

Basili R., Croce D., Iezzi D.F., Monte R.

Abstract Sentiment scores measure the strength of customer sentiment when eval-
uating a product or service. This score is expressed as positive (and negative) for
a numerical value between 0 and 100, where 100 is the most favourable possible
result, and 0 is the least. This paper aims to combine a product’s sales volume time
series with the sentiment score time series of tweets generated by the BERT-NN
within a state space model. We apply this model to the monthly sales volume of the
Fiat L500 time series from August 2012 to Dec 2018.

Key words: BERT, ETS, Neural Network, Sentiment Scoring, state-space Model

1 Introduction

State-space models are structural models for fitting and predicting time series. Al-
though naturally arising in multivariate contexts where the explanatory variables of
a phenomenon are only partially or indirectly observable, state-space models also
embody ARIMA models and can account for seasonal effect (see Durbin-Koopman
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(2012) [4] 1.2, 3.4, see also Harvey (1990) [5]). A simplified form of state-space
models, the so-called ETS model, has been developed in the works of Holt (1957)
[7], Winters (1960) [12], and Hyndman (2008) [8]. It is currently used in the most
diverse industrial applications. The ETS model decomposes a time series into three
components: a trend-cycle component, split in turn into a level component and a
slope component, and a seasonal component. Furthermore, these components share
a common innovation. The level, slope, and seasonal components are considered not
observable. Therefore, the ETS model is essentially a state-space model with three
non-observable state processes and the time series of interest as a single observation
process.

Taking for granted the reasonably simple idea that consumer sentiment for a
product influences the sales volume dynamics, the question arises of how to account
for this sentiment. Referring to the ETS model, similar to Iezzi & Monte (2022)
[9], we propose applying a state-space model in which we interpret one hidden
component, the slope, as consumer sentiment for the product while observing a
proxy of consumer sentiment, the Bert score. In contrast to the ETS approach, our
goal is to use the information conveyed by the two signals to improve sales volume
forecasting and, at the same time, obtain a consumer sentiment forecast. Therefore,
we introduce a state-space model with three hidden state processes, one of which is
consumer sentiment, and two observation processes, the time series of interest, in this
paper, the Fiat 500L monthly sales volume.1 and the Bert score proxy of consumer
sentiment (see Yu et al. (2012) [13] for another approach). We use BERT in a neural
network (Bert-NN) to build the proxy for consumer sentiment. Introduced by Devlin
et al. in 2019 [3], BERT has rapidly become a highly regarded pre-trained neural
model in the natural language processing community for its ability to tackle a wide
range of language processing tasks. Its adoption by Google in 2020 further reinforced
its status as a leading model in the field. BERT stands out for its bidirectional nature,
which enables it to consider contextual information from both the previous and
subsequent tokens in a given text. Combined with its unsupervised pre-training,
BERT can effectively encode text data and generate high-quality representations that
can be fine-tuned for various NLP tasks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the pre-
dictive models. Section 3 discusses BERT and neural networks. In Section 4, we
present the data and main results.

2 Our State Space Models

We use as a benchmark the ETS-AAA model introduced by Hyndman et al. (2008)[8].
This can be written as follows:

1 See the website: https://www.carsitaly.net/fiat-car-sales italy.htm
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𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = ℓ𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

ℓ𝑡𝑡 = ℓ𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜆𝜆𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 = 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝛽𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚 + 𝛾𝛾𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 ,

where 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 is the value of the time series of interest at time 𝑡𝑡, the hidden variable ℓ𝑡𝑡
[resp. 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 , resp. 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 ] is the level [resp. slope, resp. seasonality] of the Holt-Winters
decomposition of 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 , and the variable 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 represents the innovation term at time 𝑡𝑡

with variance 𝜎𝜎2. Parameter 𝜎𝜎2 is determined together with the parameters 𝜆𝜆, 𝛽𝛽, 𝛾𝛾,
and the initial states of the model in the estimation procedure.
Our idea is to attribute to the slope variable 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 the role of consumer sentiment for
the product (see also [9]). Of course, we cannot expect to perfectly observe such
a variable, which is retained as a hidden variable, while we observe a proxy of it,
which BERT-NN builds. As a consequence, in this paper, we study a state-space
model where the state and observation equations take the following forms:

state equations




ℓ𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽ℓ,ℓℓ𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝛽ℓ,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜎𝜎ℓ,ℓ𝑤𝑤
(𝑙𝑙)
𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽𝑏𝑏,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑤𝑤
(𝑏𝑏)
𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 = 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡−𝑚𝑚 + 𝜎𝜎𝑠𝑠,𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤
(𝑠𝑠)
𝑡𝑡 ,

observation equations


𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽𝑦𝑦,ℓℓ𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽𝑦𝑦,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽𝑦𝑦,𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦,𝑦𝑦𝑤𝑤

(𝑦𝑦)
𝑡𝑡 ,

𝑧𝑧𝑡𝑡 = 𝛽𝛽𝑧𝑧,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧𝑤𝑤
(𝑧𝑧)
𝑡𝑡 .

Here, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 is still the observed sales volume time series of the product, and 𝑧𝑧𝑡𝑡 rep-
resents the observed BERT-NN score on the hidden sentiment variable 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 . To add
more flexibility to our model compared to the ETS-AAA model, we introduce the
additional parameters 𝛽𝛽ℓ,ℓ , . . . , 𝛽𝛽𝑧𝑧,𝑏𝑏, Moreover, we introduce independent innova-
tions 𝑤𝑤 (𝑙𝑙)

𝑡𝑡 , . . . , 𝑤𝑤
(𝑧𝑧)
𝑡𝑡 , with variances𝜎𝜎2

ℓ,ℓ
. . . , 𝜎𝜎2

𝑧𝑧,𝑧𝑧 , respectively. All these parameters,
together with the initial states of the models, are estimated in a recursive procedure
using the functions of the MARSS [6] R library.

3 Transformed-based Sentiment Analysis

To capture the sentiment expressed in text for use in a state-space model, we treated
the semantic processing problem as a classification task and utilized the BERT neural
classifier to address it. This approach is based on the work of Devlin at al. (2019) [3],
and Vaswani et al. (2017) [11]. BERT provides a sentence encoding model capable of
producing contextualized lexical embeddings for individual words and an encoding
vector for the whole sentence. This is achieved through a pre-training stage applied
to millions of unlabeled texts, primarily based on acquiring an expressive and robust
language and text model. By stacking a dedicated network, BERT can easily be
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adapted to various and diverse tasks through fine-tuning. Usually, a shallow multi-
layer perceptron is represented by a dense layer to optimize task-specific parameters.

In this work, we adopted a fine-tuning process for BERT dedicated to sentence
classification, i.e., operating on a single text given as input. It enables customization
of the final classifier to suit the specific problem and fine-tun all network parame-
ters, including those of BERT, over just a few epochs. This prevents “catastrophic
forgetting” of the linguistic information gained during pre-training. It is important
to note that pre-training imposes no bias on the target language. The language model
learned by BERT can be acquired regardless of the language used in the input texts
used in the pre-training stage. This has led to the creation of multilingual language
models, such as XLM-RoBERTa, as demonstrated in Conneau et al. (2020) [2].
Here, we fine-tuned such a multilingual architecture on the SENTIPOLC dataset in
Basile et al. (2021) [1] that includes tweets in Italian annotated about subjectivity
with polarity labels reflecting the writer’s sentiment. In the tweet analysis, we gener-
alize the simplified view that a tweet can be either positive or negative. Instead, we
acknowledge that a text can express both positive and negative polarity. Hence, two
classifiers are necessary to estimate the two independent probabilities 𝑝𝑝(pos|𝑡𝑡) and
𝑝𝑝(neg|𝑡𝑡) of a message expressing a positive and negative sentiment, respectively.
This allows mapping the classification task into two binary classification tasks2. To
fine-tune the targeted sentiment analysis task, we adopt the XLM-RoBERTa archi-
tecture to generate the final hidden vector 𝑡𝑡 ∈ Rℎ (with ℎ the dimensionality of the
embedding space) corresponding to the first input token ([CLS]) as the aggregate
representation of each micro-post. Two different classifiers are applied, one for the
pos class and one for the neg one. For each class, we stacked a classification layer
with weights W𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ Rℎ and W𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ∈ Rℎ. The output probability 𝑝𝑝(pos|𝑡𝑡) is estimated
by evaluating the sigmoid function, i.e., 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡 W⊺𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) and 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑡𝑡 W⊺𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛). The
two binary cross-entropy losses L𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and L𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 are evaluated against the anno-
tated data. The final loss is combined in a multi-task fashion as in Liu (2019) [10],
i.e., L = L𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + L𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛. After fine-tuning the architecture, each tweet is processed
through a BERT-based neural network, which assigns both a probability that the text
is positive and a probability that it is negative3. Time forecasting needs to account
for subjectivity and polarity signals over time. A specific aggregation method was
employed to translate the classification evidence from individual tweets into signals
that reflect collective information for a given period. While other methods exist, the
chosen strategy is simple and easily implementable. First, probability values are used
to map tweets to classes through thresholds. All tweets having 𝑝𝑝(pos|𝑡𝑡) ≥ 𝜏𝜏pos are
considered positive, while all tweets 𝑝𝑝(neg|𝑡𝑡) ≥ 𝜏𝜏neg. To summarize the expression
of sentiment in messages 𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 that refer to a specific time (i.e., the month 𝑠𝑠), we
define the probability 𝑝𝑝(pos|𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚) ≈ | {𝑡𝑡∈𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 | 𝑝𝑝 (pos |𝑡𝑡 )≥𝜏𝜏pos }

|𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 | . This corresponds to the

2 A tweet is judged fully positive when associated with 𝑝𝑝 (pos |𝑡𝑡 ) = 1 and 𝑝𝑝 (neg |𝑡𝑡 ) = 0. A
perfectly negative tweet is mapped to to 𝑝𝑝 (pos |𝑡𝑡 ) = 0 and 𝑝𝑝 (neg |𝑡𝑡 ) = 1. As a result, a neutral
tweet corresponds to 𝑝𝑝 (pos |𝑡𝑡 ) = 0 and 𝑝𝑝 (neg |𝑡𝑡 ) = 0, while a contrastive tweet expresses both
polarities with 𝑝𝑝 (pos |𝑡𝑡 ) = 1 and 𝑝𝑝 (neg |𝑡𝑡 ) = 1.
3 For example, t = “Fiat 500L, la “macchina” che fa anche il caffe’ @anonymizedauthor!’’ is
considered by the classifier to be 𝑝𝑝 (pos |𝑡𝑡 ) = 0.72 and 𝑝𝑝 (neg |𝑡𝑡 ) = 0.09.
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percentage of tweets observed during 𝑚𝑚 classified as positive. The same holds for
the negative polarity, i.e., 𝑝𝑝(neg|𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚) ≈ | {𝑡𝑡∈𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 | 𝑝𝑝 (neg |𝑡𝑡 )≥𝜏𝜏neg }

|𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 | . The initial empirical
evidence suggests a correlation between the target distribution and the negative po-
larity expressed in the messages. As a consequence, we fed the state space model
with the distribution of 𝑝𝑝(neg|𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚) with a threshold value of 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0.7.

4 Main Results

To test our model, we consider the FIAT 500L monthly sales volume time series,
from August 1, 2012, to December 31, 2018. We collected a corpus of 20,137 tweets
for the same period and measured sentiment using BERT-NN. As benchmarks, we
apply the ETS-AAA model to both the sales volume and the sales volume logarithm
time series. The necessity of introducing the logarithmic time series is dictated by
the different scales of the sales volume time series and the sentiment signal. Table
1 summarizes the results of our analysis. Fig. 1 [resp. 2] shows the last part (from

Models logLik AIC BIC AICc RMSE MAE MAPE SMAPE % MASE
ETS-AAA data -606.879 1247.759 1285.738 1259.759 867.621 706.553 48.772 18.469 0.698
ETS-AAA log-data -68.734 171.469 209.448 183.469 0.597 0.469 6.512 3.110 1.440
BERT-NN (y) log-data 7.442 9.115 35.924 11.611 0.287 0.207 2.797 1.376 0.635
BERT-NN (z) log-data 7.442 9.115 35.924 11.611 0.033 0.025 35.631 19.064 0.651
diffuse initial state
BERT-NN (y) log-data 84.288 -144.575 -117.766 -142.079 0.423 0.318 4.298 2.145 0.977
BERT-NN (z) log-data 84.288 -144.575 -117.766 -142.079 0.037 0.028 35.922 21.680 0.718
random initial state

Table 1 Validation measures - ETS - AAA and BERT-NN for Fiat 500L

Dec 2016 to December 2018) of the fitted and predicted results from log-scaling the
ETS-AAA model [resp. from the BERT-NN model] for FIAT 500L sales volume
[resp. sales volume logarithm].

Fig. 1 Log-scaling of ETS-AAA data Fig. 2 BERT-NN (y) log-data

While the ETS-AAA for the original time series outperforms the ETS-AAA
for the logarithmic time series, the BERT-NN with a diffuse initial state seems to
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outperform both models. However, the training set fitting of the latter model presents
non-optimal residuals in terms of serial correlation because it seems unable to filter
the seasonal component of the time series. On the contrary, despite the higher
MASE, the BERT-NN model with a randomly determined initial state performs
better overall. Moreover, evaluating the performance of the BERT-NN state-space
model, we should consider that we obtain not only the fit and forecast of the time
series of interest but also the fit and forecast of the consumer sentiment time series.
The latter might be an interesting piece of information to advise the management for
a better-tailored advertising campaign.

Given the above results, we believe the state-space model approach is promising
and worthy of further studies.
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Diagnostics for topic modelling. The dubious
joys of making quantitative decisions in a
qualitative environment

Andrea Sciandra, Matilde Trevisani and Arjuna Tuzzi

Abstract Diagnostics is a crucial component of any topic modelling application.
However, available measures seldom offer indisputable and consistent solutions.
We analyse the score distribution of a large set of intrinsic measures by varying
two model inputs: text length and topic number. The first aim is to identify an ideal
text length (or range of) by exploring per-length diagnostic distributions over the
topic number. The second aim, once the optimal text length has been set, is to select
the best model (or candidates) by comparing different specifications that include
document metadata. We will also detect any conflict or ambivalence in the solutions
produced by the different diagnostics.

Key words: diagnostic measures, topic modelling, structural topic modelling, model
selection

1 Introduction

Diagnostic measures are a crucial component of any topic modelling application.
This is because several decisions need to be made before estimating the final model
for meaningful results to be obtained. However, identifying and justifying these
choices is a challenging journey, and available measures seldom offer indisputable
and consistent solutions. In general, selecting an appropriate topic model (TM) in-
volves a variety of trade-offs and judgments by the human researcher. In this study,
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we discuss the role of diagnostic measures towards selecting the most appropriate
topic structure of a diachronic corpus.

Using a TM as an unsupervised tool involves focusing on how the learned topics
align with human evaluations and help differentiate between aspects of a discourse.
Until recently, the evaluation of such models has been ad hoc and application-
specific, ranging from a fully automated intrinsic approach to a manually crafted ex-
trinsic approach. Intrinsic evaluation, based on statistical measures, can be problem-
atic because the measures do not account for domain relevance. Meanwhile, extrin-
sic evaluations are hand-constructed and often costly to perform for domain-specific
topics. In any case, the real-world deployment of topic models requires time-
consuming expert verification and model refinement to gain semantically meaning-
ful topics within the domain of analysis.

Because of the ability of intrinsic measures to standardise, automate and scale
the evaluation of TMs, the analyst generally picks one or more diagnostics of this
type to be guided in the landscape of possibilities from which to choose the best
model. Two broad classes can be envisaged: diagnostics that measure the predictive
accuracy of the model (of which perplexity and marginal probability are the most
well-known and widely applied) and diagnostics that assess the quality of topics (of
which semantic coherence and Kullbach-Leibler (KL) topic divergence are among
the most frequent instances, although the diversity of metrics is greater in this class).
Moreover, any diagnostic can be variously implemented. Importantly, assessing a
TM based on its predictive ability generally involves choices that are misleading, if
not conflicting, in their judgements based on the quality of topics.

In this paper, we analyse the score distribution of a large set of intrinsic measures
by varying two model inputs: text (or text partition) length and topic number. While
topic number selection has been extensively studied, the impact of text length on
a model’s performance has been rarely addressed. In particular, some studies focus
on the relationship between text length and topic number [8] or propose a docu-
ment partition to improve model estimation [5]. In this study, we widen the research
scope by first seeking to identify an ideal text length (or range) that optimises the
selected diagnostics by exploring their distribution over the topic number. Once we
have determined the optimal document chunking, we will analyse what the same
diagnostics suggest for model selection by comparing alternative specifications that
include document metadata. We will also detect any conflict or ambivalence in the
solutions produced by the different diagnostics.

Within the panorama of topic modelling, we chose for our simulation study the
structural topic model (STM, [7]) because it is a natural extension of the most fa-
mous and widely used TM, i.e. the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): it allows for
correlation both between topics and between the topics and document-level covari-
ates. At present, STM is very popular among topic modelling practitioners com-
pared to other LDA generalisations. Moreover, it suits our application in which the
effect of corpus metadata on topic determination is of interest.

Section 2 summarises the STM and introduces the data. Section 3 presents the
simulation plan and selected diagnostics. Section 4 shows the results of a prelimi-
nary pilot study carried out on reduced dataset and simulation scope.
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2 Model and data

STM is an unsupervised method for identifying the topical structure of a collection
of texts. The method incorporates observable metadata information (i.e. covariates
at the text level) to capture their effects on topics. STM can be conceptually divided
into three components. The first is a topic prevalence model, which controls how
words are allocated to topics as a function of covariates:

γκ ∼ Normalp(0,σ2
k Ip), f or k = 1 . . .K −1, (1)

θd ∼ LogisticNormalK−1(Γ
′
x
′
d ,Σ), (2)

where Γ is the matrix of coefficients for the topic prevalence model specified by
Equations (1) and (2), d stands for document, k is the number of topics, X is the
matrix for topic prevalence, and σ is a k-dimensional hyper-parameter vector; The
second is a topical content model that controls the frequency of the terms in each
topic as a function of covariates:

βd,k,v =
exp(mν + k(t)k,ν + k(c)yd ,ν + k(i)yd ,k,ν

)

∑ν exp(mν + k(t)k,ν + k(c)yd ,ν + k(i)yd ,k,ν
)

f or ν = 1 . . .V and k = 1 . . .K, (3)

where k(t)k,ν + k(c)yd ,ν + k(i)yd ,k,ν
is a collection of coefficients for the topical content

model, and mν is the marginal log-transformed rate of term ν ; The third is a core
observation model that combines models (1), (2), and (3)

zd,n ∼ Multinomialk(θ d), f or n = 1 . . .Nd , (4)
wd,n ∼ Multinomialν(B zd,n), f or n = 1 . . .Nd , (5)

The core observation model allows for correlations in the topic proportions using the
logistic normal distribution. The topic prevalence (which describes the association
of a document with a topic) and the topical content (which describes how the words
are used within a topic) components enable the expected text-topic proportion and,
respectively, the topic-word probability to vary as a function of the observed text-
level covariates X rather than arising from global parameters shared by all texts.

The diachronic corpus under scrutiny is a collection of all end-of-year addresses
of the Italian Presidents of the Republic. Time (i.e. years of the speeches) and Presi-
dent (i.e. speakers) are the covariates employed to test their effect on the STM com-
ponents. The corpus includes 73 addresses (1949-2021) delivered by 11 presidents.
The corpus is available in both original and lemmatised versions and is continuously
updated through the collation of digitalised text with audio-visual recordings. Word
selection relies on part of speech (POS) information and frequency.
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3 Simulation plan and selected diagnostics

We consider and discuss two main problems: 1) determining the length of the texts
under scrutiny and the opportunity to work with equal-sized chunks; and 2) choos-
ing the best model (which involves topic number selection) by comparing alternative
specifications (i.e. metadata). Concerning the first, although speech length varies
considerably, the presidential addresses generally represent medium-length texts
(i.e. longer than a social media post, shorter than a novel). This raises the follow-
ing questions: would length standardisation improve model performance? Is there
a text length more appropriate to topic modelling? Given these questions, we com-
pare per-length diagnostic score distributions over the topic number for the original
setting (consisting of the whole documents) and for standardised settings (obtained
by chunking the original speeches into equal text fragments). Given that we chose to
first select content words (by POS tagging and frequency threshold) and then split
the documents, we decided to make chunks constituted of 10 to 100 words that in-
crement by a 10-word step. The selected content words cover roughly 50 percent of
a sentence; a chunk of 10 words corresponds to a short-medium 20-word sentence,
and a chunk of 100 corresponds to a 200-word text that is close to the shortest orig-
inal documents. Lastly, related to the first aim, we discuss the assumption that each
text is necessarily multi-topic, also in relation with the length of the text itself. As
for the second objective, once we have applied the best chunking option (including
no chunking), we will compare diagnostic score distributions over the topic num-
ber to select the best model from the different combinations of both covariates and
model specifications (i.e. year and/or President included as prevalence and/or con-
tent model).

We chose the most widely used intrinsic measures for TM evaluation to compose
the set of diagnostics under investigation. Within the class of diagnostics for ad-
dressing a predictive task, we calculate the following: (p1) held-out log-likelihood,
(p2) residuals, (p3) perplexity and (p4) model posterior probability. The first two
are provided by the stm R package and correspond to the (p1) log-likelihood of
the held-out set of words, according to the document completion method [9] and
the (p2) multinomial dispersion of model residuals (i.e. when the model is correctly
specified, the multinomial likelihood implies a residual dispersion σ2 = 1). Per-
plexity (p3) is the most well-known diagnostic in topic modelling and is defined as
the inverse geometric mean of the per-word probability of a held-out set of words.
(p4) is the model posterior probability under a Bayesian estimation approach [4].
The class of topic quality diagnostics includes countless examples. However, a ‘red
thread’ that allows a synthetic interpretation can be borrowed from the literature
of psychology (i.e. self-definition) and organisation theory (‘category’ definition),
which explains that a well-defined topic requires the co-presence of distinctiveness,
coherence and continuity. A non-exhaustive list of quality measures contains the
following: (q1) semantic coherence, (q2) exclusiveness, (q3) consistency and dif-
ferentiation (CD) scores, (q4) between-topic (cosine) similarity [6], (q5) symmetric
Kullbach-Leibler divergence between the singular value distribution of the topic-
word matrix and the row L1 norm of document-topic matrix [1], (q6) the Jensen-
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Shannon divergence between all pairs of topics [3] and (q7) distinctiveness whence
saliency [2]. (q1) and (q2) are provided by the stm package, though only for those
specifications without content covariates (to overcome the limitations of existing
packages, we developed ad hoc R procedures for each measure). We propose using
(q3) to synthetise the trade-off between (q1) and (q2) by calculating the L2 norm of
the two min-max normalised measures to pinpoint the top-right region of the plane
generated by the two metrics.

In this work, we first focus on the p1–p2 and q1–q3 measures. The idea is to
extend the empirical part to the other diagnostics presented above. We repeat the es-
timation of each configuration (length, topic number, model) 30 times to control the
variability associated with model initialisation (i.e. different random seed values).
The topic numbers range from three to 50.

4 A pilot study

For our pilot study, we chose to work with sole nouns that occur at least 10 times
(612 lemmas). Figure 1 shows the first two predictive (p1–p2; top left and middle
panels) and topic quality diagnostics (q1–q2 on the same plane; synthesis q3, the
CD score; in bottom left and middle panels) required for text length selection. Both
the p1–p2 and q3 measures clearly favoured longer chunks, so we chose a chunk
size of 50 nouns. This represented the longest chunk possible and appeared to exalt
interpretability while maintaining both the highest levels of held-out log-likelihood
and the lowest levels of residuals. The CD score provided two more insights: (1)
equal-sized chunks ensure better results than whole documents, and (2) each CD
curve reaches its optimum level around k within 10 to 15 topics. This indicates that
chunking does indeed produce a form of standardisation. A topic number that is
slightly higher than the number of presidents may suggest a combination of factors,
such as the distinctive influence of the presidents’ personal traits and the evolution
of socio-political historical facts. Once the ideal chunk length was fixed, the next
step was to determine the optimal model specification. We experimented with dif-
ferent settings to test the effect of the Year (smoothed with splines) and/or President
covariates on the topic prevalence (θ ) and/or the topical content (β ) components.
These settings were as follows: (i) no covariates for neither θ nor β ; (ii) Year for
θ and no covariate for β ; (iii) President for θ and no covariate for β ; (iv) Year for
θ and President for β ; (v) no covariate for θ and President for β ; (vi) President on
θ and Year on β ; (vii) no covariate for θ and Year for β . Models that included the
President factor in the topical content were found to perform far better (Figure 1,
top-right). Given a topic, a different lexicon characterised the Presidents. The ideal
topic number was determined at slightly above 10 or 20 across all models. By pick-
ing the best or second-best topic number, most models (except for the best couple
with President in β ) performed similarly on the predictive side (bottom-right).
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Fig. 1 (Left and middle panels) Per-length predictive (p1-p2; top) and topic quality (q1-q3; bot-
tom) diagnostic distributions for choosing the best text length; (right panels) predictive distribu-
tions for choosing the best model structure (p1, top; p2, bottom)
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Mapping the thematic structure of Data Science
literature with an embedding strategy

Antonio Irpino, Michelangelo Misuraca and Giuseppe Giordano

Abstract The term Data Science covers a family of methods aiming at extracting
useful information from large amounts of complex data for decision-making pur-
poses. However, there is a lack of a shared definition, and the diverse communities
of scholars and practitioners involved in this research field influence the different
conceptualisations. To overview the different methodological approaches and appli-
cation domains of Data Science and try to depict its thematic structure, we propose
a scoping review of the last 10-year reference literature. In the framework of science
mapping analyses, we employed a topic detection strategy relying on word embed-
ding to define and describe the how and the what of Data Science, contributing to
the ongoing debate about the nature and the peculiarities of this research field.

Key words: Science Mapping, Topic detection, BERT model

1 Introduction

The evolutionary process of Data Analysis began a long time ago, paralleling the
development of ICT and the growing availability of large data volumes as well as
new types of data in any domain of interest. At the beginning of the 1970s, J.P.
Benzécri – exposing the basic principles of Data Analysis from a statistical perspec-
tive – stated the importance of computers in the analysis of complex phenomena
and preached the necessity of considering the greater number of dimensions to pro-
vide a suitable representation of these phenomena [1]. This vision, in some ways
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ahead of his time, had its roots in the new conception of Statistics as an exploratory
science originally proposed by J.W. Tukey [19], and anticipated highly topical is-
sues such as the use of big data. Over the years, communities of scientists from
diverse backgrounds presented their views of Data Analysis, somewhat with con-
vergent positions. About thirty years ago, whereas C.R. Rao defined Statistics as
the methodology for extracting information from data and expressing the amount of
uncertainty in decisions people make [17], G. Piatetsky-Shapiro introduced the term
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [15] to denote the process of extracting
implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data, giving
a well-defined goal to Data Mining techniques. Between the 1990s and the 2000s,
there was a close competition between statisticians and computer scientists, with
the proposal of methodologies and practical solutions that often overlapped and dif-
ferentiated just for the formalization and the terminology used by the two distinct
scientific communities. The advent of the new century has seen the term Data Sci-
ence increasingly employed as a replacement for Data Analysis. According to some
authors, Data Science has to be seen as a new generation of Statistics [4]. In contrast,
other authors argued that Data Science is a consolidation of several interdisciplinary
fields [7, 2] or even a new body of knowledge [5].

Due to the difficulty of providing an unambiguous and shared definition of Data
Science and identifying the conceptual, methodological and applicative character-
istics of the domain, in this paper, we aim to contribute to the ongoing debate by
performing a scoping review on the primary methodological approaches as well as
the application domains. For this purpose, we analysed the abstracts of publications
concerning Data Science appearing in scientific journals from 2013 to 2022 in order
to map the thematic structure of the last 10-year reference literature. To accomplish
this task, we implemented a topic modelling strategy based on word embedding [8],
an algebraic representation of texts that captures the semantic structure and consid-
ers the context surrounding each word. The use of BERTopic [9] allows leveraging
the embedding logic in the topic detection procedure, creating interpretable themes
related to the different methods of Data Science and their practical uses and keeping
the most important words employed in the themes’ description.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the research methodology
and the data selection method. Section 3 outlines the preliminary results, provides
some remarks and leads the way for the future developments of the research.

2 Methodology and data selection

Documents written in natural language incorporate the information in a form that
is difficult to analyse from a quantitative point of view because the textual content
is composed of unstructured data. The most used algebraic model for represent-
ing textual content as structured data is the so-called vector space model (VSM)
[18], in which a document or a text chunk is transformed in a p-dimensional vec-
tor (where p is the number of words belonging to the text, i.e. its vocabulary). The
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encoding scheme beneath this model – known as bag of words (BoW) – treats texts
as multi-sets of the words that compose them, retaining their multiplicity (in terms
of word occurrences) but disregarding grammatical and syntactic roles. The adop-
tion of BoW simplifies the computational treatment of extensive collections, but at
the same time, it limits the possibility of considering the context of the use of the
different words. Resorting to words’ co-occurrences allows dealing with this draw-
back since the context may be (partially) recovered by the relational structure of
words in text chunks, with a level of detail that can go from the entire document
to its single component clauses. An alternative to VSM is the so-called word em-
bedding [8], whose primary goal is to map words to a vector of real numbers in a
high-dimensional space. Differently from BoW, word embedding captures both the
semantic and syntactic meaning of words.

It is possible to distinguish several types of word embedding, but they can gen-
erally be categorised into three groups:

• prediction-based approaches, which predict a word given its context or a context
given a word, like Word2Vec [12];

• hybrid-based approaches, which predict a word taking into account its co-
occurrences with the other words used in the collection, like the Global Vectors
for Word Representation (GloVe) [13];

• transformer-based approaches, which use particular neural networks known as
transformers [20] to generate contextualised embeddings for words, like the Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [6].

Basically, the architecture of the different embedding models is based on neural
networks, with only one or two hidden layers for prediction-based and hybrid-based
approaches (i.e., with a shallow learning perspective) and several hidden layers for
transformer-based approaches (i.e., with a deep learning perspective). The main
advantage of the latter is that it is possible to produce a different embedding for each
word depending on the given context, whereas other approaches produce the same
embedding even with a different context. Another advantage of transformer-based
approaches is that it is possible to employ pre-trained models tuned for a specific
purpose. Starting from the original version of BERT, several models for specific
kinds of texts (e.g., [10]) or for given languages (e.g., [16]) have been developed
and applied to cope with several Text Mining tasks.

Aiming to perform a topic detection procedure on Data Science literature, we
decided to employ the BERTopic model here. This approach relies on a three-fold
strategy for determining which are the topics addressed in a collection of texts and
describing them by means of the most relevant words used in the texts themselves.
In the initial step, a pre-trained language model is used to obtain document-level in-
formation, capturing the contexts of the documents. Subsequently, a dimensionality
reduction is performed on the embedding space before creating semantically sim-
ilar document clusters for representing distinct topics. Finally, an adapted TF-IDF
weighting scheme is used to select the most relevant words in each cluster-topic and
obtain, in this way, a topic description. The separate steps used in BERTopic allow
using different alternative solutions. In this early stage of our study, we decided to
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employ – as in the original configuration of the analysis – the uniform manifold
approximation and projection (UMAP) [11] to reduce dimensionality and the hier-
archical density-based clustering (HDBSCAN) [3] to find topics.

3 Preliminary results, remarks and future developments

The collection of scientific publications concerning Data Science has been obtained
from the WOS (Web of Science) database, searching for the records containing the
term Data Science as an author keyword. Up to March 2023 10th, we obtained
3,876 entries, but after applying some filters on publication type (→ Article, or Pro-
ceeding Paper, or Review Article, or Book Chapters), publication stage (→ final),
publication language (→ English), and publication years (→ 2013–2023), we re-
duced the set to 3,680 entries. Removing all the records without an abstract, we
obtained a final dataset of 3,460 entries. To bring out the thematic structure of Data
Science literature, we employed the BERTopic model on the abstract field of the set.

In Fig. 1, we show the yearly production of papers according to the publication
type. As we can see, there was an increasing production of contribution about Data
Science, with a wider share of articles.

Fig. 1 Documents type production over the last 11 years. Note that 2023 is truncated up to March.

For the sake of interpretability, we set the model to produce 1 and 2-grams. After
removing the stopwords, the model provided 57 topics. After performing the UMAP
and the HDBSCAN step we obtained the topic map shown in Fig. 2

In the following, we reported the main interesting findings:

• topics related to the education field arise on the right part of the map and show
a strong interest among scholars in how to educate new generations about data
science;
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Fig. 2 Map of the documents and the topics generated by the BERTopic algorithm.

• topics related to the health-care of data science techniques (left and left top part
of the map) shows a variety of interests;

• at the center of the map, topics related to the computer science and statistical
aspects of data science arise;

• on the bottom topics related to the environmental and energy application arise;
• application of data science to sport (the little cluster at the top of the map) and

cybersecurity issues (the little cluster at the bottom) shows some niche topics.

The beforementioned findings are just a very brief list of results. Other aspects
will be shown during the presentation and are eligible for further interpretation.

From a methodology point of view, a deep investigation of the method calls for
further reflections and potential improvements. Some issues are:

• an abstract of a document is classified as belonging to a single topic, and this can
be too restrictive;

• topics in research may have a rapid evolution, an analysis using dynamic models
could return some interesting patterns;

• papers are classified by the authors through the keyword. Furthermore, journals
belong to some peculiar research subject categories. It could be interesting to
study to what degree the topics of a paper are consistent with the keywords or the
subject categories.
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Critical Visual Explanations. On the Use of
Example-Based Strategies for Explaining
Artificial Intelligence to Laypersons.
Spiegazioni visive critiche. Uso di strategie basate su
esempi per spiegare l’intelligenza artificiale ai non addetti
ai lavori.

Beatrice Gobbo

Long Abstract. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) has started to develop both
as a field and as a collection of techniques for enabling humans to understand and
interpret Artificial Intelligence (AI) mechanisms and decisions that permeate the
lives of many human beings today. [16] While much effort was initially put into
making AI systems and algorithms intelligible to their developers and creators, over
time, interest expanded towards newcomers, domain experts and laypersons [18, 4],
opening new challenges and research opportunities. For instance, promoting algo-
rithmic fairness, accountability, trust, ethics, and awareness at all levels has become
a significant challenge in terms of governance. [1] As a consequence, expanding
audiences and scopes have made room for other disciplines. Indeed, surveys and
State-of-the-Art Reports (STARs) on AI Explainability witness the proliferation of
scientific contributions increasingly leaning towards multidisciplinary cooperation
where efforts in organising and classifying AI explanations have been made con-
sidering a large variety of parameters including, for instance, strategies, media and
audience [8, 11]. Specifically, strategies define how the line of explanation reasoning
goes. Media and audiences define the visual, audio or text apparatus staged for sup-
porting the explanation and its target public. [8] Among the numerous combination
that could be found in the literature [11], this paper will discuss and critique from
an information design perspective the use of example-based [16] visual explanations
[19] for AI addressed to laypersons. While some oversimplification and misunder-
standing risks have emerged when addressing with expert users [14], example-based
explanations supported by visual means are considered efficient when targeted to
laypersons [13, 7, 10, 15].

A study carried on by Cai and colleagues in 2019 aimed at evaluating the effec-
tiveness of comparative and normative visual explanations for a sketch recognition
system on a sample of laypersons [2] demonstrates that normative explanations are
more effective than comparative explanations. In other words, it demonstrates that
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the sample of lay users involved in the study, when trying to understand the reason
why a sketch recognition system did not recognise their drawings (see the screenshot
depicting two examples of Visual Explanation provided by the system in Figure 1),
prefer to establish a norm for what drawings look like in the target class (1 , left)
instead of understanding the system relying on the comparison between the user’s
drawing and similar drawings from alternative classes (1 , right).

Fig. 1 The image juxtaposes normative (left) and comparative (right) example-based visual expla-
nations. Source: [2] using QuickDraw

Hence, although example-based visual explanations are effective when dealing
with laypersons, possible limitations emerging from this case study concern the risk
of relying on widespread sample datasets [3] and providing biased explanations of
complex, unstable and situated systems such as Artificial Intelligence machines. In
this regard, it is worth mentioning that Artificial Intelligence algorithms have been
defined as socio-technical assemblages [9], and megamachines [5] since they are so-
cially, historically and materially entangled with data. Thus, the contribution revolves
around the discussion on how to engage laypersons in understanding such complex
machines using example-based visual explanations and how the concept of critical
information visualisation [6] could support their design process. The principles of
critical information visualisation are meant to help designers and researchers to for-
mulate questions during the design, use, and study of information visualisations.
Similarly, this paper aims to provide researchers with — preliminary — conceptual
tools to critically design and stage example-based visual explanations for laypersons.
1.

• Enrich to counteract the norm — In line with the idea of plurality proposed
by Dörk et al. [6], exposing multiple perspectives could enhance the audience’s

1 Note that we do not criticise the explanation of the system per sé — if the system is explainable
— but the way the examples are displayed while explaining it.
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ability to identify with the complex system. For instance, the ’Anatomy of an AI
System’ [17] provides a ramified visual explanation involving different actors,
materials and technologies.

Fig. 2 The Anatomy of an AI System is a project by Share Lab, which explain how Amazon Echo
by Alexa works using a multi-perspective range of examples. Source: [17]

• Dissect to disclose the process — Drawing on the disclosure principle proposed by
Dörk et al., being critical in presenting example-based visual explanations implies
being able to inform the audience about design decisions, such as the reason why
particular examples have been presented instead of others. For instance, Mauri
and colleagues present a collection of visual posters explaining a collection of
statistical models (including some AI algorithms) to laypersons using examples.
There, visual explanation fragments are usually accompanied by texts specifying
the reason behind the choice of each example.

• Simulate to empower the audience — Simulation is a well-known procedure in
computing and statistics. Indeed, many examples of visual explanations simulate
the functioning of Artificial Intelligence systems enabling the users to interact with
them. Moreover, the simulation of examples was revealed to be convincing when
dealing with experts and newcomers [12]. Here, we are promoting simulation to
support example-based strategies to empower the audience. Indeed, users could
have the opportunity to play with their data or produce data with the algorithm
in a real-time scenario (i.e., the ”Simplicial Depth Measure” and ”Page Rank”
examples proposed by Mauri et al. [15]).

In the first part, the author presented example-based visual explanations as effec-
tive tools for explaining AI to laypersons. In the second part, the use of examples
has been challenged. Finally, by drawing on the principle of plurality, contingency,
disclosure, and empowerment proposed by Dörk et al., the paper outlined the need to
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promote a critical approach to the design of example-based visual explanation and
denoted an increasing need for collaboration, where computer scientists, statisticians,
social scientists and information designers cooperate in co-design settings.
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Visualising unstructured social media data: a

chart-based approach

Visualizzare i dati non strutturati dei social media: un

approccio basato su grafici

Elena Aversa

Abstract This paper tackles the visualisation of unstructured data generated on so-

cial media platforms. Due to the inherently noisy, multimodal, and heterogeneous

nature of these datasets, which offer a variety of information fields, a flexible ap-

proach has been chosen for both analysis and visualisation. Drawing from the In-

formation Design field, the aim of this study is to show that a chart-based approach,

where different visual models map different data variables, provides an effective

means for presenting and analysing unstructured social media data.

Key words: information visualisations, visual models, unstructured data, social

media platforms

1 Introduction

The past few years have been marked by a surge in the use of social media plat-

forms [2]. This trend has been particularly evident during social issues [9] such as

the COVID-19 pandemic, as shown by multiple studies [3] [6] [8]. The increasing

reliance on social media as a primary source of information [19] has produced a

plethora of data in various formats, including text, images, and videos. This study

focuses on the visualisation of such unstructured data, drawing from the field of

information design. What visual models can be used to visualise unstructured data

generated on social media platforms? In this paper, ”visualise” not only means pre-

senting data in ”graphical or pictorial form to make the information easy to under-

stand” [5], but also and above all, the exploration of the dataset aimed at allowing

reasoning and enabling diverse interpretations of the same phenomenon. Visual-

ization tools are crucial for effectively navigating large datasets from the web and
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discovering valuable insights, as noted by Dahyot et al. [4]. The objective is to il-

lustrate visual models that can effectively represent unstructured social media data

based on a set of potential research questions. To address the aforementioned ob-

jective, the study examines an ”active controversy” [17], the earthquake that struck

Turkey and Syria on February 6, 2023.

2 Related Work: Visual models in information design

In this paper, the term ”information visualization” refers to Isabel Meirelles’s [11]

definition of ”visual displays in which graphical approaches play a central role in

communicating information in a meaningful way”. In this paper, those ”graphical

approaches” are called ”visual models”, namely different ways to present visual

variables that encode the data dimensions. Among the various visual models avail-

able [7] [14], this study focused on the following:

1. Temporal models → how data points change over time;

2. Relational models → connections among data points;

3. Hierarchical models → hierarchical relationships as parts of wholes;

4. Visual analysis → visual representation of collections of images.

3 Methodology

This research follows a chart-based approach to data visualisation [10], focusing on

how different visual models can be used to map different variables ranging from

qualitative to quantitative and visual data.

3.1 Data collection

The dataset analysed in this paper consists of 10156 tweets collected using the 4CAT

Capture and Analysis Toolkit [12]1 with the query ”earthquake AND turkey AND

syria has:images -is:retweet”2 for a single day, February 6th, 2023, the day of the

earthquake. The structure of the dataset encompasses both qualitative and quanti-

tative data, ranging from timestamp to engagement count, the body of the tweet,

and images attached, among others. The focus was limited to those tweets with an

1 4CAT is a software suite created by OILab and the Digital Methods Initiative at the University

of Amsterdam, designed to gather data from various online sources and analyse it using analytical

processors.
2 ”has:images” restricts the collection to tweets that have images, while the ”-is:retweet” exclusion

ensures that tweets that are retweets of tweets already included in the dataset are not collected.
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engagement 3 greater than 100. This was done to concentrate on tweets that reached

a wider audience. As a result, the number of tweets subjected to analysis was 487.

3.2 Research questions and data analysis

Five diverse visual models were utilised to address the five research questions.

3.2.1 RQ.1 What type of content circulated on Twitter within the first 24

hours after the earthquake in Turkey and Syria?

The analysis of both the corpora and attached media allowed for the identification

of three types of content: links to external websites, videos, and images. In this case,

the visual model used to map all the variables considered was the Beeswarm plot.

The Beeswarm plot is employed to depict the distribution of data points along a

continuous axis. Each data point is represented as a dot, and the vertical dimension

prevents the overlap between them, thereby revealing their distribution.

3.2.2 RQ.2 Who were the actors involved in the circulation of the analysed

tweets? And what relationships are set up between them?

Networks are employed to visualise complex relationships among a substantial

number of elements. These relationships are depicted through lines (edges) link-

ing the different elements (or nodes). Specifically, the visualisation focused on the

relationships between ”actors” (intended as users who shared the tweets) and the

hashtags present in the corpus. Twitter hashtags feature significantly in discussions

on the platform, to the extent of being considered a means of facilitating a distributed

discussion among users who are not connected through their network of followers

[13].

3.2.3 RQ.3 What is the main subject matter of the analysed tweets?

To identify the subject of the conversation, a hierarchical visual model, the word

tree, was employed. Wordtrees facilitate the recognition of repeated words within

the contextual framework of a phrase while exhibiting the structure of said con-

text, allowing for comprehensive exploration [18]. The analysis of the corpus of

tweets was carried out using three separate queries as the roots, namely, the key-

words served for the data collection phase. In the visualisations, the dimension of

3 The engagement for each tweet is determined by adding together the counts of ”likes,” ”quotes,”

”retweets,” and ”comments”.
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each word also represents the frequency of occurrence - the larger the word, the

more frequently it appeared within the specified context.

3.2.4 RQ.4 How is the event represented through images?

The last research question explores the role of images, as non-linguistic pictorial

elements, in generating meanings and reinforcing narratives. According to Aiello

and Parry [1], images are a crucial component of communication, identity, and con-

nection in social media environments. The selected visual model is the grid, useful

to cluster images by colour or similarity and thus have a comprehensive overview

of the collection. The images displayed are 707, a larger number compared to the

tweets because, in some tweets, more than one image was published. The sorting in

the grid was done by colour.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 RQ.1 → Time-series: Beeswarm

Figure 1 displays the Beeswarm4 of the content circulated. Each dot stands for a

single tweet, and the size reflects the level of engagement it received. The tweets

are organised on the Y-axis into three groups: tweets shared with images, tweets

that include images and external links in their corpus, and tweets with videos and

images. The first cluster resulted to be the densest and most engaging, as well as the

most consistent over time. Meanwhile, tweets that included both links and images

were fewer in number but maintained their stability over time. Tweets containing

videos and images, on the other hand, emerged later and in smaller quantities.

3.3.2 RQ.2 → Relational models: Network

The network5 shown in figure 2 clarifies not only the involved actors but also the

elements that establish connections between them: the hashtags. The size of the ele-

ments depends on the type of connections; for example, if a hashtag is used by many

actors, its size will be larger and vice versa. Despite the earthquake affecting mostly

Turkish territory, the visualisation shows that actors are mentioning the Syria and

Turkey hashtags equally. This raises questions about which actors are participating

and why, and whether they are verified entities, news agencies or automated bots.

4 The visualisation was realised using RAWGraphs[10] and polished and annotated on Adobe

Illustrator.
5 The graph was created using Gephi, an open-source tool for network exploration, and was spa-

tialised using the Force Atlas 2 layout. Adobe Illustrator was then utilised to improve the visual

appearance of the graph and add annotations.
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Fig. 1 Beeswarm of the content circulated on Twitter in the first 24 hours after the earthquake,

with the keywords “Syria”, “Turkey” and “earthquake” in the corpora of the tweet. The reference

time is CET.

3.3.3 RQ.3 → Hierarchical models: Wordtree

Wordtrees use a branching structure to illustrate the connection between a pre-

selected word and other words in the phrase, adding context to their usage. Figure

3 displays the three wordtrees6 created from a merged corpus of 35154 words. The

visualizations show the most frequent words following ”earthquake”, ”Turkey”, and

”Syria,”. The word ”Turkey” is consistently followed by the word ”Syria,” while

the opposite is not as prevalent. A similar trend is observed when the root word is

”earthquake.”

3.3.4 RQ.4 → Visual analysis: Grid of images

The final research question refers to that part of the data which is neither text nor

numerical: images. To understand how the event was visually depicted, the 707

analyzed images were arranged in a grid7, and sorted by colour. As shown in figure

6 The three visualizations were created using the Wordtree feature on 4cat and refined with Adobe

Illustrator
7 The visualization was created with ImageSorter, an open-source software developed by the Visual

Computing Group at the HTW Berlin.
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4a, four clusters emerged mainly: photographs, charts and maps, images with text,

and graphic images. Many of these images are repeated in the grid: this indicates

common usage in tweets. Figure 4b shows a picture that was shared across nine

tweets. It’s noteworthy that the photograph in question was not actually taken in

Syria or Turkey, but rather, it was a stock photo under the classification of ”rescue

dog”.

A B

Fig. 4 A-Grid of images sorted by colour. B-Repeating images.

4 Conclusion

This paper presented a chart-based approach for visualising and exploring unstruc-

tured data generated on social media platforms. The purpose of this study is to em-

phasise the need for a flexible approach to visualising social media data, which is

now ubiquitous. The study remains at a general level of data analysis. Still, it opens

up avenues for reflection on visualising unstructured data, web-generated data, and

the chart-based approach.
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From teaching Statistics to designers to teaching
Statistics through design

Michele Mauri and Simone Vantini

Abstract This paper draws on our experience in introducing statistics to design
students. Information design professionals today cannot avoid working with data:
creating visualizations, or data driven narrative, designing dashboards, or using it
as part of their creative process in the development of new services and products.
However, approaching the teaching of statistics with frontal, theoretical lessons risks
encountering disinterest or rejection from the students, who see such information
as something too far from their needs and practice. To overcome this issue, we
developed an approach in which the classical didactical approach in statistics is
reversed: rather than starting from general principles and then moving to specific
application, we proposed to the students to make a research on a particular statistical
method and present it visually to their peers by means of paper posters. In detail,
this approach brought to the development of 14 different posters in the course of the
last two years that will be exposed at the end of the talk.

Key words: Algorithms, Information Visualization, Visual explanations, Design
education, Posters

1 Introduction

This paper draws on our experience in introducing statistics to design students.
Information design professionals today cannot avoid working with data: creating
visualizations, or data driven narrative, designing dashboards, or using it as part of
their creative process in the development of new services and products. It is therefore
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needed to provide, in design education, an overview of what it means to work with
data [5, 3]. This knowledge is meant to highlight two aspects that influence the
design process, from the micro to the macro level. On the micro level, designers
need techniques and tools to work directly with data when they need it in their daily
work. On the macro level, knowing the basics of statistics is useful to understand
and have a critical stance on the process followed by others in the creation of the
data that designers are using for the creation of graphics, interfaces or services.

Given this overall goal, difficulties emerge when outlining a didactical approach
that can fit in a design curricula highly oriented on practical activities, based on
studio-courses. Students are used to learn-through-doing activities [4], in which the
needed knowledge is provided by teachers and assistants and directly used in the
development of a real or mock-up project. Approaching the teaching of statistics
with frontal, theoretical lessons risks encountering disinterest or rejection from the
students, who see such information as something too far from their needs and practice.
To overcome this issue, we developed an approach in which the classical didactical
approach in statistics is reversed: rather than starting from general principles and
then moving to specific application, we proposed to the students to make a research
on a particular statistical method and present it visually to their peers.

2 Course Description and Topics

This approach was developed over several years in a studio-course at Politecnico di
Milano called “Final Synthesis”. Studio-courses are based on laboratorial activities,
in which students develop one or more projects over the semester, and they are
evaluated on the outcome of their work. Students usually work in groups, allowing
them to develop and test their teamwork abilities. The course “Final Synthesis” is
the last studio-course followed by design students in the Communication Design
Master at Politecnico di Milano. All the students are therefore at the end of their
education and the goal of the course, as the name outlines, is to face them with design
challenges in which they can show all the acquired knowledge. The duration of the
course is four months and it carries a value of 18 ECTS (European Credit Transfer
and Accumulation System), which equates to 180 hours of classroom instruction and
a comparable amount of independent study.

The course is held in parallel sections with the same goals, but on different topics.
One of these sections, coordinated by researchers affiliated to DensityDesign Lab,
focuses on the topic of the visual representation and communication of complex
phenomena, with an in depth focus on information visualization and data visualiza-
tion. The faculty of the course is composed of design teachers, a semiotic teacher,
and a statistics one. The course, described in a previous publication [2], is divided
in three main modules: the first one focused on statistics, the second and third one
more related to information design and public communication. By framing the first
module as a warm-up project, students are asked to represent statistical algorithms
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with a static paper poster. The choice of the algorithms was related to the following
issues:

• We favor algorithms provided with a simple intuitive explanation not necessarily
requiring an explicit mathematical formalization. For this reason we focus on al-
gorithms which rely on a geometrical exploration of data and not on a probabilistic
modeling of data.

• We focus on algorithms which could be splitted in consecutive and possibly
iterative steps which are more prone to a visual and diagrammatic representation.

• To trigger students’ curiosity we finally focus on algorithms for which some
popular and compelling real world applications can be identified.

Here comes a partial list of the algorithms selected by the students: hierarchi-
cal clustering, k-means clustering, edge-betweenness community detection, Cheng
and Church biclustering, principal component analysis, kernel density estimation,
depth measures, K-nearest neighbor classifier, classification trees, control charts, and
bootstrap estimation.

The request to design a printed poster is specifically aimed at nudging the students
to leverage on their visual abilities to overcome the constraint of the printed papers,
identifying a clear visual structure, balancing texts, visualization and illustrations,
and providing a coherent narrative. The union of the two (statistical algorithms and
the design of poster) allows also to leverage on the field of “visual explanation”, a ris-
ing approach for making technologies, and in particular digital ones, understandable
to a larger public [1].

3 Course structure

In the course preparation, the statistics teacher identified ten possible topics to be
represented by the students. At the beginning of the course, in the first lesson the
overall goal was explained, and the identified topics were briefly presented with the
exclusive use of naive pictures and examples of applications. Student groups made
their choice, and started their research. The module lasted five weeks, and each group
had a weekly 1-to-1 30-minute review of the project with the statistics professors
and design one.

The work advancement was roughly divided as follows:

• Week 1: collection of source, understanding of the topic, first sketches on paper.
The goal is to check that students identified sounding sources and properly un-
derstood the topic. Teacher elicit them to delve into details of the method: how it
works, which other statistical knowledge is needed to understand and explain it.

• Week 2: first draft of the overall structure, identification of narrative strategy.
Students have to identify the best strategy to explain their methods: if showing
its working step by step, if by showing the result and explaining the process
backward, or if showing it as a general schema
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• Week 3: consolidation of choices, definition of the language, identification of the
relevant knowledge to be shown. At this point of the module, students face with
the dilemma of knowing more that they can represent, and they have to make
choices and focus on the most salient and peculiar feature of the method

• Week 4: general consistency. While most of the choices have been made, the
students have the opportunity to identify small and bigger inconsistencies, both
in the language, in typography and on visual choices

• Week 5: fine tuning. At this point, if the previous steps were properly followed,
students have time to focus on the fine tuning and testing of the result.

The above description illustrates the average process, which in the practice may
vary according to students’ ability to understand the topic and find a suitable visual
solution and narrative strategy. However, during the weekly reviews the teacher helps
the students in passing through those checkpoints both to keep them on track and
also to test their understanding of the topic. The results are then presented by each
group in front of the class and of the whole course faculty, both the two teachers that
followed them in this module, and by the other ones.

4 Conclusions

This didactical approach brought to the development of 14 different posters in the
course of two years. The results, while with different levels of completeness and
correctness, proved to be a suitable tool to introduce statistical concepts to design
students. Many of them proved also to be results almost ready for real dissemination
of the illustrated statistical methods. A selection of the posters will be presented at
the conference venue.

Furthermore the experience posed the basis for adopting, conversely, didactical
approaches from the field of design to statistics. In detail, the didactical approach
which is typical of a design course was tested also with students of the Master of
Science in Mobility Engineering in a course dedicated to network analysis. The
strong heterogeneity of the students of this master makes it too difficult to set a
level of formalization that could suit most of the students. Also in this case, we
build the course around the group projects dedicating only 50% of the lectures to
theory and lab sessions with the remaining 50% of the course instead dedicated to
project revisions and to class and faculty presentation. The students’ feedback to this
seminal experiment was extremely positive. The most relevant feedbacks were two:
the students perceived the learning experience as specifically personalized for each
group and adapted to the group specific strengths and weaknesses; the continuous
evaluation was not perceived as a mere grading process but rather as a further
opportunity of personalized learning.
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Forecasting Spatio-Temporal Data with Bayesian
Neural Networks
Previsione di Dati Spazio-Temporali Tramite l’Utilizzo
di Reti Neurali Bayesiane

Federico Ravenda, Mirko Cesarini, Stefano Peluso & Antonietta Mira

Abstract Nowadays researchers have to deal with both geo-referenced and temporal
data in a wide range of fields i.e., in medicine and in economics. We propose a
Bayesian Spatio-Temporal Neural Network to achieve two goals: (1) create a model
that can infer both spatial and temporal components; and (2) combine the flexibility of
Neural Networks (which does not need to satisfy any statistical assumption) with the
uncertainty quantification of a Bayesian model. Our architecture is compared with the
established INLA on COVID-19 data, with clearcut better prediction performances
of the proposed method.

Key words: Entity Embedding, INLA, Probabilistic Deep Learning, Node2Vec,
Time Series

1 Motivation

The research question that guides this work is as follows: Can a flexible neural
network (NN) compete or even improve the performances of traditional statistical
Spatio-Temporal models?
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The idea of this work is to transpose the most relevant aspects of a hierarchical
Bayesian framework [1] capable of modeling both the spatial and temporal compo-
nents [2], into a deep learning architecture. To achieve this, the Bayesian learning
paradigm is applied to NNs. The main contribution of this work is the joint combi-
nation of:

• Bayesian Neural Networks for forecasting purposes and uncertainty quantifica-
tion;

• Probabilistic Layers to model the outcome variable;
• Embeddings of different types to synthesize temporal and spatial components;
• Recurrent, Convolutional, and Attention based layers to model dynamical

temporal data sequences.

The proposed Neural Network Architecture, applied on COVID-19 dataset, reaches
satisfactory goodness-of-fit performances, delivers precise predictions of events
(combined with uncertainty quantification), works over varying size time intervals,
and outperforms in terms of predictions a traditional parametric spatio-temporal
model, INLA [3], as discussed in Section 3.

2 Methods

2.1 Modelling Spatial and Temporal Components with Embeddings

Embeddings are numerical representations of categorical variables, commonly used
in machine learning [4]. They capture the semantic meaning of the variable by
mapping it to a dense vector of real numbers. Models built with embeddings can learn
the relationships between the variables in a continuous space rather than as discrete
values, and this can result in an improved performance. In the Neural Networks (NN)
literature two methods are proposed to embed the spatial component. They can be
seen as complementary methods that synthesize different spatial characteristics, and
for this reason, we opt to jointly fed them as inputs to our Bayesian Spatio-Temporal
Neural Network (BSTNN) architecture. The first one, Node2vec [5], represents the
geographic information. It is used for learning low-dimensional representations of
nodes in a graph: different locations are represented as vertices (nodes) and adjacent
locations share a common edge (edges’ weights represent the distance between
locations). In contexts where the geographic location is important to explain the
phenomenon of interest (nearby sites have similar behaviours), embeddings are
expected to be very informative. Another way to embed spatial component is by
synthesizing “context” information (locations with similar behavior have similar
latent representation). Entity Embedding [6] serves this purpose: the idea is to
map categorical variables into Euclidean spaces using a function approximation
problem where categories are turned into “Entity” (a.k.a. category) Embeddings. It
is expected that values with similar function outputs are close to each other in the
embedding space.
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Fig. 1: A plot of the embeddings extracted using the Entity Embedding Approach. For visualization purposes t-SNE was
applied to represent embeddings in 2 dimensions.

In the same way, temporal components e.g., month and year, can be modelled. To
give an intuition on how embeddings work we can observe Fig. 1. In this case, data
come from the COVID-19 Daily-Deaths time-series for each of the 20 Italian regions
(data are available at the following link https://github.com/pcm-dpc/COVID-19) and
the goal is to embed each region in a latent space using the Entity Embedding
approach. It can be observed that regions that have had a similar incidence of deaths
from COVID-19 lie close together in the dimensional-reducted space (after applying
t-SNE [7] to the latent representation vectors for visualization purposes), creating
natural clusters between regions which can be intuitively justified.

2.2 Model Architecture

We want to build a NN architecture that is able to learn patterns of space-time data.
Furthermore, our NN will account for uncertainty in its forecasts, like a traditional
Bayesian statistical model.
One of the characteristics of this architecture is that, even as the forecast interval
increases, it is able to provide satisfactory predictions with low error scores compared
with other traditional models, as will be discussed in Section 3. We now introduce
the BSTNN architecture (Fig. 2), focusing on the most original aspects. Suppose we
want to analyze the temporal trend of a particular phenomenon in 𝑁𝑁 different sites.
Formally, for each site 𝑗𝑗 = 1, ..., 𝑁𝑁 a phenomenon is observed in 𝑇𝑇 temporal instants
and we want to make predictions for the following times, up to horizon 𝑇𝑇 + ℎ.
The architecture in Fig. 2 is structured as follows. In the first layer there are 𝑁𝑁

inputs, as many as the considered sites. Each input goes through two convolutional
layers (Conv1D) which create a temporal smoothing and find relevant patterns in
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Fig. 2: Skeleton of the BSTNN architecture.

the time series. The output of each convolutional layer is flattened [8] 1 and reshaped
to feed the next layers. At this point two LSTMs [9] are stacked, followed by an
Attention layer [10] to extract sequential information from the data. The information
is then concatenated to the temporal and spatial embeddings. At each time instant
the same input data will feed the network 𝑁𝑁 times, each time coupled with the spatial
embedding related to the site whose prediction is to be generated.
The rationale for providing both data and spatial embeddings as network inputs is
that the embeddings will supply useful information to compute the output for a
specific site, while taking into account the input data collected from several sites.
Once the embeddings are concatenated with Convolutional layers, Dense layers with
decreasing number of neurons are executed, up to the Output layer (a dense layer or
a Probabilistic layer). One key aspect of our NN is that it is Bayesian. To transpose
the Bayesian framework into Deep Learning the main idea is the following. Consider
a neuron weight 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 . In a standard (deterministic) NN, this weight is estimated with
a single value �̂�𝑤𝑖𝑖 , learnt via backpropagation. In a Bayesian NN weights are treated
as random variables and thus their prior distribution is specified and then, using
the Bayesian paradigm, their posterior distribution is estimated, given the data. This
allows for uncertainty quantification on the output of the network, which is not just
a single point estimate but a posterior distribution. This makes the network more
robust to overfitting, as it can incorporate the uncertainty in its own parameters. In
Bayesian statistics, regression problems are commonly solved with Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) [11]. MCMC methods work well for small problems e.g.,
10 to 100 parameters, but not for larger networks such as Deep Learning models
with millions of weights. There are two computationally more efficient alternative
approaches to obtain an approximation of the posterior: the Variational Inference
(VI) Bayes [12] and the Monte Carlo (MC) dropout [13]. The proposed BSTNN

1 Flattening is a procedure required to prepare data for the subsequent layers
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architecture has been implemented both with a Variational Inference approach and
MC dropout. Results shown in Section 3 are obtained with MC Dropout.

3 Results

Region BSTNN INLA
ABRUZZO 1.14 1.38

BASILICATA 0.00 0.48
CALABRIA 1.43 1.19
CAMPANIA 1.95 3.90

EMILIA ROMAGNA 2.38 4.57
FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA 1.86 1.10

LATIUM 2.33 2.86
LIGURIA 0.81 2.00

LOMBARDY 4.00 10.00
MARCHES 0.71 1.48

MOLISE 0.19 0.19
PIEDMONT 0.81 5.90

APULIA 1.90 3.00
SARDINIA 0.81 1.05

SICILY 2.10 4.86
TUSCANY 4.57 3.52

TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE 1.05 0.90
UMBRIA 2.05 1.76

AOSTA VALLEY 0.14 0.14
VENETO 3.00 3.86

Table 1: MAE scores for every model conditioned on each
region. The lower the score the better the model. In bold the
best model for each region.

The data source is the github repository
of the Italian Civil Protection. We fo-
cus on COVID-19 New-Daily deaths in
each Italian region. This phenomenon
is subject to high variability and strong
shocks; for this reason, capturing the
signal and purifying it from the noise
requires the use of complex models. Per-
formances are evaluated over a forecast
range of 7, 14 and 21 days. The test set
is from 2022-09-21 to 2022-10-11.
The goodness of our BSTNN model is
compared with that of a state-of-the-
art statistical estimation methodology,
INLA [3]. Performances are evaluated
using Mean Absolute Error (MAE) at
regional level (Table 1 & Fig. 3 (a)) and
on each test horizon (Fig. 3 (b)).
Table 1 shows that the BSTNN model
performs, for most regions, better than
INLA (best performer highlighted in
bold). Another interesting result can be
seen in Fig. 3 (b): as the forecast interval
increases, the INLA (green line) fore-
casts significantly worsen in terms of
MAE, while BSTNN (red line) predic-
tions 21 days ahead, also deteriorates,
but much less showing a more stable
predictive power.
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Oracle-LSTM: a neural network approach to
mixed frequency time series prediction

Alessandro Bitetto, Paola Cerchiello

Abstract In the context of macro-economic indicators there are two main concerns
regarding the frequency of the variables. The first is related to MIxed DAta Sam-
pling (MIDAS), i.e. some indicators are reported annually, some quarterly, others
monthly. The second deals with the need of forecasting predictions between report-
ing dates, e.g. before the end of the year, and it is known as ”nowcasting”. Existing
methods rely on the alignment of high-frequency input data to low-frequency target
variable by the means of lagged variables and their temporal-decaying weighting.
We develop a two-steps algorithm that makes use of two Recurrent Neural Net-
works. The first, called Oracle, is a Deep Autoregressive network and predicts the
target variable at high-frequency given past information. The second, called Predic-
tor, is Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network and learns the relationship be-
tween Oracle’s predictions and high-frequency input data. The prediction error is a
weighted average of three terms: the first two compare the observed low-frequency
target with predictions of both Oracle and Predictor, respectively, the other com-
pares the Predictor’s high-frequency predictions with the Oracle’s ones. Our model
is tested on both simulated data, where we know the generated high-frequency data,
and real macro-economic data. Our results show better performances compared to
classical approaches.

Key words: Mixed frequency data; Artificial Neural Networks; LSTM; Nowcast
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1 Introduction

This paper arises in the context of prediction with mixed-frequency time series. We
want to cover the problems that usually emerge when dealing with forecasting by
the means of macro-economic indicators. The first problem is related to different
frequencies of both input and target time series. Generally, some indicators like
GDP are reported annually and some official proxies can be found at most with
quarterly frequency. Instead, other useful predictors, such as interest rates and stock
prices, are available at daily or even hourly/minutes/seconds frequencies. This leads
to asymmetry in the available information and usually summary aggregations are
required in order to align all the time series and to apply any prediction algorithm.
The second problem deals with the delays in reporting the official values of macro-
economic indicators, that are available after the expected reference date, e.g. the
GDP annual figures are usually published at the end of the first quarter of the fol-
lowing year. Therefore, there is the need to get the expected values right after the
end of the year and to monitor the evolution of the indicator at higher frequen-
cies, e.g. to have monthly estimates of GDP. This problem is usually referred to
”nowcast” [1]. Within the existing literature, several methods have been proposed,
ranging from classical econometric models to more complex Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANN) architectures. The milestone in modelling mixed frequency time se-
ries was the mixed frequency data sampling model (MIDAS) [2], which extends
the auto-regressive structure with a wise alignment of the different frequencies and
their weighted lagged contribution subjected to parsimony constraints. It has the
advantage of requiring few parameters to be estimated, thanks to the regularisation
constraints, despite of the polynomial limitation in modelling the time series. Re-
cent ANN architectures [3, 4, 5] push forward the same idea by taking advantage
of their ability of non-parametric modelling the non-linear relationship in the data.
They have the advantage of capturing non-linearities beyond the polynomial form
but, due to their highly complex architecture, they have a big number of parame-
ters to be estimated, thus requiring large amounts of data. It is important to notice
that, although daily and monthly data can account for large numbers of data points,
annual indicator are, at their best, limited to hundreds of observations. Therefore,
ANN can be trained with at most hundreds of samples, a number that can hardly be
sufficient for achieving good and reliable performance. Trying to combine the ad-
vantages of both previous approaches, we develop a two-steps algorithm that makes
use of two Recurrent Neural Networks. The first, called Oracle, predicts the low-
frequency target variable at the given high-frequency past information. The second,
called Predictor, learns the relationship between Oracle’s high-frequency predic-
tions and high-frequency input data. Our model is tested on both simulated data,
where we know the generated high-frequency data, and real macro-economic data.
Our preliminary results show better performances compared to classical approaches,
motivating further investigation and improvements on the proposed methodology.
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2 Methods

The classical approach of MIDAS [2] is formally different from auto-regressive
models, also known as distributed lag models, because the predictors’ lags have
different frequencies. Supposing we have a single low-frequency target variable and
k high-frequency predictors, the model can be expressed as:

yt −α1yt−1 −·· ·−αpyt−p =
k

∑
i=0

li

∑
j=0

β (i)
j x(i)tmi− j + εt , (1)

where yt is the low-frequency univariate process, p is the lag for the target vari-
able, x(i)τ , i = 1, . . . ,k is the i-th high-frequency process with frequency mi (e.g.
mi = 30 if x(i) is daily and yt is monthly), so that τ = (t −1)mi + j, j = 1, . . . ,mi, li
is the number of high-frequency timesteps within each low-frequency interval and
εt is the error. Eq. 1 can be written into a compact form:

ααα(B)yt = βββ (L)⊤xxxt,0 + εt , (2)

where B and L are the lag operators for yt and x(i), respectively. In order to estimate
the parameters ααα and βββ the target and input variables must be aligned, meaning
that all the high-frequency predictors x(i) must be lagged by the corresponding mi.
For example, given a quarterly yt , the monthly predictor x(1)t = xt and the weekly
predictor x(2)t = zt , so that m1 = 3 and m2 = 12, we have:
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(3)
where β (1)

t = βt and β (2)
t = γt . It is worth noticing that each row of Eq. 3 corre-

sponds to a sample’s observation and that the number of lags to be used is selected
a-priori. At this point, any estimation algorithm can be used to estimate the pa-
rameters. This leads to the Unrestricted MIDAS (U-MIDAS). However, given the
high number of parameters, it is possible to impose some sparsity constraints on the
βββ , so that the contribution of each fixed lag can be weighted with an appropriate
decay function Φ(δδδ iii), where δδδ iii are the parameters of the function for each predic-
tor i. The aim of this function is to push as many β (i)

t to zero. In order not to add
further parameters to be fitted, the Φ function should not be too complex and low-
order polynomials or exponentials are usually used. Recently, the MIDAS model
has been coupled with Artificial Neural Networks. In [6], the authors propose the
ANN-MIDAS where the high-frequency time series are firstly aligned and combined
through the decaying weights and then fed into a fully-connected neural network to
predict the low-frequency target. Both, number of lags and parameters of function
Φ are estimated through back-propagation. Similarly, [7] adds Attention mecha-
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nism and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) block to the fully-connected part of
the network. Attention automatically selects the appropriate number of lags for each
series, and selects the most relevant features to be used in the LSTM recurrent block.
As explained in Section 1, the MIDAS model has the limitation of modelling only
a small set of non-linearities, whereas the ANN-MIDAS can suffer from the small
amount of available target variables, which all high-frequency time series must be
aligned to. Our suggested model combines two neural networks: one, defined as
Oracle, aims to produce reliable high-frequency predictions of the low-frequency
target variable, the other, defined as Predictor, learns the relationship between the
predicted high-frequency target and the high-frequency input variables. In this way
the Oracle can generate many target observations at once, that are then used as
targets by the Predictor. Instead, in the setting of MIDAS/ANN-MIDAS only the
observed low-frequency target samples can be used. For the sake of simplicity, let’s
suppose a monthly target variable yt and a single daily predictor xt , as shown in Fig.
1.

Fig. 1 Architecture of Oracle-LSTM network.

The Oracle is a Deep Autoregressive network, consisting in a multilayer percep-
tron (MLP) f : X 1 → R, X 1 ⊂ Rl1 a fully-connected ANN, that takes as input l1
lagged observations of x ∈ X 1 and returns the unknown daily prediction ỹ ∈ R of y.
The predicted ỹ are then used as target variable for the Predictor, namely a neural
network with LSTM block g : X 2 × Y → R, X 2 ⊂ Rl2 ,Y ⊂ Rl1 that takes as in-
put l2 lagged observations of x ∈ X 2 and returns the expected prediction ŷ ∈ R of
ỹ. During the training phase, the parameters of both networks are updated sequen-
tially through back-propagation. During each epoch of the training, depending on
the fixed lags l1 and l2, both f and g are repeatedly applied with a rolling window
so as to predict all required ỹ and ŷ. Supposing being at prediction step t, where t
corresponds to the last day of the month, we define X̄t−1 = {xt−1,1, . . . ,xt−1,30} the
set of daily observations between t −1 and t, so that (t −1,30) = t. Then, we have:

f (x f ) = [ỹt,1, . . . , ỹt,29] (4)
g(xg; [yt , ỹt,1, . . . , ỹt,29,yt+1]) = [ŷt , ŷt,1, . . . , ŷt,30] (5)
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where x f ∈ X̄t−1, x f ∈Rl1 and xg ∈ {Xt−1,30}∪ x̄t , xg ∈Rl2 . Once both models made
the predictions, the loss for back-propagation is evaluated as the weighted average
of three terms:

L = w1L f ([yt ,yt+1], [ỹt , ỹt,30]) (6)
+w2Lg([yt ,yt+1], [ŷt , ŷt,30]) (7)
+w3L f ,g([ỹt , ỹt,1, . . . , ỹt,30], [ŷt , ŷt,1, . . . , ŷt,30]) (8)

where L f and Lg are the reconstruction loss of the observed low-frequency tar-
get and the prediction of the Oracle and Predictor, respectively, and L f ,g is the
reconstruction loss of the Oracle’s estimations ỹ and Predictor’s predictions ŷ.
The weights wi are defined as hyperparameters and the Root Mean Squared Er-
ror (RMSE) is used for all three losses in order to normalize each contribution that
is evaluated on a different number of observations. The parameters to be estimated
are then the weights of the two models. Given the temporal nature of the data, we
tune the parameters with a rolling-window cross-validation approach, where the
window’s size depends on the dataset’s temporal length.

3 Data

Two sets of data have been tested: a simulated one and a real one. For the simulated
one a mix of sinusoidal function and time-decay function have been combined so as
to simulate seasonality with different periodicity and trends. Then, a target variable
has been evaluated applying a different non-linear function to each input variable
with the addition of noise. The input variables have been simulated with monthly
pace and only values at the end of the year have been retained for the target vari-
able. For the real dataset, annual GDP, monthly inflation, unemployment, balance
of trades and current account for Italy from 1960 to 2021 have been used. To make
the comparison fair, the same amount of data has been generated in the simulated
dataset and target variables have been scaled into [0,1] interval.

4 Empirical findings

Our preliminary results provide evidence that the proposed model performs better on
both datasets compared to MIDAS and ANN-MIDAS. Table 1 reports the average
RMSE for train and test set of the fitted models. Our model has a significantly lower
error than MIDAS and improves the performance of ANN-MIDAS.

The results show that our model can be a good candidate in the set of tools used
by central banks and governments to nowcast macroeconomic variables in a reli-
able way. Therefore, further investigation and improvements are required to assess
robustness and interpretability of the predictions. Additional sensitivity test will be
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Table 1 Average RMSE for train and test for MIDAS, ANN-MIDAS and Oracle-LSTM.

MIDAS ANN-MIDAS Oracle-LSTM

Dataset train test train test train test

Simulated 0.275 0.331 0.134 0.176 0.105 0.122
Real 0.318 0.379 0.197 0.212 0.168 0.193

performed and explainable methods must be applied to understand which input vari-
able affect the most the model’s outcomes. In particular, different architectures for
both Oracle and Predictor should be tested, as well as mixed-frequency input data.
Model-agnostic methods (such as Shapley values) should be used as benchmark and
model-dependent (such as gradient-based explainer) should be applied for feature
importance evaluation.
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Streamlined Variational Inference for Modeling
Italian Educational Data

Gioia Di Credico, Claudia Di Caterina, Francesco Santelli

Abstract The streamlined version of the mean field variational Bayes (MFVB) al-
gorithm for linear mixed models with crossed random effects allows simplifying
calculations but may require one group’s dimension to be moderate.Data collect-
ing high school students’ first term evaluations and INVALSI scores for Italian and
Maths subjects perfectly comply with this setting: students are a vast random sample
of those who enrolled at the university in 2019/20, while the number of tests is lim-
ited to 6. Three different MFVB product restrictions with incremental complexity
are evaluated. All of them are convenient with respect to classic MCMC solutions
from both a computational and a memory storage viewpoint. Results and interpre-
tation of model coefficients are in line with the literature on educational data.

Key words: Crossed random effects, INVALSI, Mean field variational Bayes.

1 Introduction

Linear mixed-effects models are commonly used to analyze data with a continuous
Gaussian outcome and multiple levels of variability arising from a grouped data
structure. In order to account for the variability introduced by the nested or crossed
structure of the observations, it may be convenient to include random effects treated
as random variables in the model.

In the following, we focus on a crossed-data application where two levels of vari-
ability exist. Crossed designs imply that each combination of the group levels is rep-
resented in the data [1]. Our data refer to a random sample of students who enrolled
in a Bachelor program at an Italian university in the academic year 2019/2020. Out-
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comes consist of students’ evaluations during their 10th and 13th high school grades.
Here, students and the type of tests define our two-group crossed-data design. As the
groups size increases, model estimation gets slower and may even become unfeasi-
ble. Streamlined variational inference has recently been applied to overcome these
estimation difficulties in random-effects models, e.g. by [3] for the nested group
structure and by [4] for the crossed one. The key idea relies on the sparseness of the
matrix to be inverted, which enables a quicker computation and less storage capac-
ity. Nested data imply a so-called arrowhead block structure for this matrix [5], and
non-zero sub-blocks can be easily identified to simplify the calculation of its inverse.
In the crossed-data case studied here the matrix is less sparse, however, consider-
ing the most accurate restriction, the streamlined approach offers advantages when
one group is moderate in size. Our motivating data exhibit such a feature: the num-
ber of students involved is very large (around 7000), while the tests whose mark is
recorded on each student are limited to 6.

2 Methods

For each ith student, we assume the scores yii′ on test i′ follows a linear mixed model
with two crossed random effects:

yii′ |β,ui,u
′
i′ ,σ

2 ind.∼ N(Xii′β+Zii′ui +Z ′
ii′u

′
i′ ,σ

2I), i = 1, . . . ,m, (1)

ui|Σ
ind.∼ N(0,Σ), u′

i′ |Σ
′ ind.∼ N(0,Σ′), i′ = 1, . . . ,m′,

where Xii′ is the nii′ × p design matrix, Zii′ and Z ′
ii′ , respectively of dimension

nii′ ×q and nii ×q′, are the random effects matrices, β is the p-vector of fixed-effect
coefficients, ui and u′

i′ , respectively q× 1 and q′ × 1, are the vectors of random
effects, Σ and Σ′ are their q×q and q′ ×q′ respective covariance matrices and σ2

is the error variance.
The joint a priori density of the p fixed effects is β ∼ Np(µβ,Σβ). For the error

variance σ 2 and the random effects covariance matrices Σ and Σ′, we consider the
following family of marginally non-informative prior distributions [2]:

σ2|aσ2 ∼ Inverse-χ2(νσ2 ,1/aσ2), aσ2 ∼ Inverse-χ2(1,1/(νσ2s2
σ2)),

Σ|AΣ ∼ Inverse-G-Wishart(Gfull,νΣ +2q−2,A−1
Σ ),

Σ′|AΣ′ ∼ Inverse-G-Wishart(Gfull,νΣ′ +2q′ −2,A−1
Σ′), (2)

AΣ ∼ Inverse-G-Wishart(Gdiag,1,ΛAΣ
), ΛAΣ

= {νΣ(s2
Σ,1,s

2
Σ,2)}−1,

AΣ′ ∼ Inverse-G-Wishart(Gdiag,1,ΛAΣ′ ), ΛAΣ′ =
{

νΣ′(s2
Σ′,1,s

2
Σ′,2)

}−1
.

In our application, the first group of random effects ui (i = 1, . . . ,m = 7005) cor-
responds to students enrolled at an Italian university in 2019/2020, and the second
group u′

i′ (i′ = 1, . . . ,m′ = 6) corresponds to scores from assessments of Italian and
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Math skills. Specifically, for each student, a written and oral score was recorded at
the end of the first term and one written standardized INVALSI score (see Section
3) was recorded at the end of the final term. Each combination student/test, corre-
sponding to the pair (i, i′), is observed nii′ = n = 2 times, namely in the 10th and
13th grades of high school. The design matrix Xii′ has p = 32 columns, including
the intercept. Moreover, q = q′ = 2 because we consider both random intercepts and
random slopes for the two groups, meaning

Zii′ =Z ′
ii′ =


1 x1,ii′ j


j=1,2 ,

where x1,ii′ j = 1,2 is the year indicator encoding the two high school grades. Ac-
cording to (1) and this set-up, the two scores of the ith student on the i′th test are
modeled to be

yii′ j|β,u0i,u1i,u′0i′ ,u
′
1i′ ,σ

2 ind.∼ N(β0+u0i+u0i′+(β1+u1i+u1i′)x1,ii′ j+
31

∑
k=1

βkxk,ii′ j,σ2)

for j=1,2. The formula above shows that this modelling strategy allows for a differ-
ent intercept and slope for every student/test combination. Heterogeneities among
intercepts and slopes are defined by appropriate entries ofΣ andΣ′.

We consider three product restrictions on the mean field approximation of the
joint conditional density function of all parameters in (1) with covariance priors (2)
([4], Sect. 3):

q(β,u,u′,σ2,Σ,Σ′) =




q(β)q(u)q(u′)q(σ2,Σ,Σ′), restriction I,

q(β,u)q(u′)q(σ2,Σ,Σ′), restriction II,

q(β,u,u′)q(σ2,Σ,Σ′), restriction III.

(3)

Product restriction I has the simplest streamlined implementation and scales well
to very large problems, but may produce small posterior variances as it sets all pos-
terior correlations between β, u and u′ to zero. Conversely, product restriction III
allows for a full joint posterior covariance matrix of (β,u,u′), leading to higher in-
ferential accuracy but challenging computing that can be streamlined for limited m′.
A compromise is given by product restriction II, which includes posterior correla-
tions between β and u, for u larger than u. For all the product restrictions, the prior
distributions specification 2 leads to a fully factorization of the q-densities related
to the covariance matrix and auxiliary variables [4].

The q-density parameters can be obtained using a coordinate ascent iterative
algorithm. However, if applied naı̈vely, the potentially prohibitively large matrix
Σq(β,u,u) requires storage and inversion. Product restrictions I, II and III lead to
streamlined mean field variational Bayes (MFVB) algorithms with varying degrees
of storage and computational overhead (see [4], Sect. 4).
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3 Italian students’ proficiency data

Data drawn from the Italian ‘Anagrafe Nazionale della Formazione Superiore’ has
been processed according to the research project ‘From high school to the job mar-
ket: analysis of the university careers and the university North-South mobility’ car-
ried out by the University of Palermo (head of the research program), the Italian
‘Ministero Università e Ricerca’, and INVALSI. The dataset is known as MOBYSU.
In the Italian School System, the scholastic assessment is in charge of the ”Italian
national institute for the evaluation of the school system” (INVALSI), which uses a
set of standardized tests to evaluate the proficiency of students attending different
schools at different years. Several domains are tested, and the main domains are
Mathematical skills, English language, Italian language, and Science.

Our data regard the cohort of pupils that finished high school, achieved the
Diploma in 2018/19, and then enrolled at university in 2019/20. Such students are
more than 240000. To be included, students must have never failed a scholastic year,
and must attend high school for the first time in the Italian school system. The re-
sponse variable refers to students marks: four recorded at the end of the first term
(Italian and Math, written and oral) and two throughout the INVALSI test (Ital-
ian and Math, written), during their 10th and 13th high school grades. Predictors
involved in the analysis are listed in Tab.1. They include information on the socio-
economic background, parental occupation and demographics.

Table 1 Model predictors, their description and reference categories.

Variable Description Reference

Gender Male, Female Female
Age Reception (one year ahead), Regular Regular
Nation Foreigner, Italian Italian
Student escs (EscsStud) student socio-economic level
School escs (EscsSch) school socio-economic level
School type (SchTy) 13 categories Classical Lyceum
Work Mother (Work.M) 5 categories Unemployed
Work Father (Work.F) 5 categories Unemployed
Year School year
NUTS2 classification (NUTS2) 5 areas Center
School Private, Public Public

4 Analysis and results

First term and INVALSI scores were centered to the national means and INVALSI
were also scaled to standardize them to a common range and adapt to the prior
distributions setting. Furthermore, we excluded students with missing information
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so that valid and complete data refer to 21228 students. The final model is fitted on
a random sample of 33% of the units, corresponding to 7005 total pupils.

As hyperparameters, we set µβ = 0, Σβ = 1010I , νσ2 = 1, νΣ = νΣ′ = 2,
sσ2 = s2

Σ,1 = s2
Σ,2 = s2

Σ′,1 = s2
Σ′,2 = 105. For each product restriction, we run the

MFVB algorithm for 100 iterations. Computational times were about 8 minutes for
the MFVB with product restriction I, 11 and 21 times longer for the MFVB with
product restriction II and III. The model 1 with prior distributions as in 2 was also
simulated through MCMC in Stan. In particular, 4 chains of 2000 iterations each
(1000 warm-up; 1000 sampling) were simulated. In the following, MCMC inference
is based on the sampling step draws. The running time for the MCMC setup was of
19 hours.

As expected, variational inference on the random effects and error variance com-
ponents are relatively affected by the MFVB product restriction used, giving very
similar results (Tab. 2). Differences between MFVB and MCMC on the tests ran-
dom effects variability are likely due to a slow convergence of the MCMC chains,
advised by a low effective sample size on the Σ′ parameters. The product restriction
impact is evident on the estimated variability of the fixed effects. While approximate
posterior means of the fixed effects are the same across product restrictions, the least
accurate (I) strongly underestimates the variability, while restrictions II and III lead
to very similar results on all the coefficients, except for the year variable (see Fig. 1).
On average, fixed marginal effects suggest that male students and those from islands
and Southern Italy regions perform worse, while the Northeast is the area with best
proficiency. The socio-economic status dimension has a significant positive effect,
as expected, both at the individual and school levels. Lyceums record the best scores
on average, with Scientific lyceum overperforming all the others. When parents are
less involved in demanding jobs, students usually perform better. No clear effects
are found for Italian nationality and students one year ahead. In both random inter-
cept and slope, the variability carried by the student group is slightly larger than the
item group one.

Table 2 Random effects standard deviation estimates (approximate posterior mean). Square root
of diagonal entries of Σ̂ (Σ̂′) are denoted by σ̂1 (σ̂ ′

1) and σ̂2 (σ̂ ′
2). Correlation between random

intercept and slope is denoted by ρ̂ (ρ̂ ′).

σ̂1 σ̂2 ρ̂ σ̂ ′
1 σ̂ ′

2 ρ̂ ′ σ̂

MFVB I 0.677 0.114 0.252 0.540 0.087 -0.578 0.931
MFVB II 0.678 0.114 0.251 0.540 0.087 -0.578 0.931
MFVB III 0.678 0.114 0.251 0.591 0.095 -0.523 0.931
MCMC 0.679 0.114 0.251 0.883 0.189 -0.201 0.931
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Fig. 1 Fixed effects: approx-
imate posterior means (dots)
and 95% credible intervals
for the MFVB with the three
product restrictions (I in
green, II in orange and III in
blue).

5 Conclusions

The work analysed Italian students’ proficiency data using the streamlined MFVB
algorithm based on three product restrictions. The code is not optimized and com-
putational times are reported for comparative purposes only. Even so, the MFVB
algorithms are much faster than standard MCMC solutions. Comparing the three
MFVB product retrictions, the second appears to be an excellent compromise bal-
ancing estimation speed and results accuracy.
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Abstract Among the various oncological pathologies, brain cancer continues to be one of the most wide-spread, as well
as lethal, diseases. Within this paper we used Keras and Tensorflow to implement state-of-the-art convolutional neural
network (CNN) architectures, such as EfficientNetB0, Res-Net50 and VGG16, using Transfer Learning to detect and
classify three types of brain tumors namely say – Glioma, meningioma, and pituitary. The dataset we used consisted
of 3264 2-D MRI images and 4 classes. Due to the small number of images, various data augmentation techniques
were used to increase the size of the dataset. Our proposed methodology consists not only of data augmentation, but
also of various techniques of image denoising, skull strip-ping, cropping and bias correction. In our working proposal,
the EfficientNetB0 architecture gave the best results providing a very high accuracy. The purpose of this document is
to distinguish between normal and abnormal pixels and classify them more accurately.

Key words: Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Network, Glioma, Meningioma, Pituitary, Transfer Learning

1 Introduction

A brain tumor is an abnormal growth of cells in brain tissue, which can be benign or malignant. The central nervous system is part of the
brain and consists of two parts: the brain and the spinal cord. Together they control both voluntary functions, such as walking, talking,
etc., and involuntary functions, such as breathing, digestion, and so on. The central nervous system is also the basis of sensory functions
(sight, smell, touch, hearing and taste), of emotions and of all the so-called higher activities such as memory and learning.
Typically, the process of diagnosing a brain tumor begins after the patient has seen their general practitioner about the onset of symptoms.
The doctor then evaluates the need for an in-depth study with the neurology specialist or prescribes instrumental diagnostic tests. In some
cases, however, the onset of symptoms is sudden and requires urgent evaluation in the emergency department.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain is the main test in case of suspicion of a brain tumor. Compared to CT, nuclear magnetic
resonance (MRI) with and without the use of paramagnetic contrast medium (gadolinium), allows to identify lesions and nodules,
provides 3D (three-dimensional) images, allows to identify the site, the dimensions, the extension of the disease and the relationships
with the surrounding structures, the so-called ”eloquent” areas. Furthermore, the use of functional methods in MRI (diffusion and
perfusion) can provide further information on the cellularity and vascularization of the analyzed regions.
Based on 3264 2-D MRI images, advanced analysis models will be evaluated, with the support of machine learning techniques, with the
aim of distinguishing between normal and abnormal pixels and classifying them more accurately.

2 Method

Recently, deep learning methods have demonstrated excellent performance in analyzing medical images compared to traditional machine
learning methods.[3] This is mainly due to the ability to extract features during the learning process and to the possibility of optimizing
the network parameters in order to minimize the error committed.
For this study several networks based on the CNNs architecture were used: more in details, two convolutional networks were imple-
mented from scratch which represent the benchmark with respect to compare the pretrained networks ResNet50, VGG16 and Efficient-
NetB0, used through the transfer learning technique[1].
The typical pipeline of an image-based cancer classification study using CNNs[2] is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: Pipeline of CNNs-based Brain Cancer Classification

2.1 Pre-processing

As a first operation, the dataset was split into Training Set and Test Set. Subsequently the preprocessing operations were applied only on
the Training data and during the training of the models, 10% of the Training data was used as Validation Set for parameters tuning.
Fig. 2 shows the data split.

Fig. 2: Distribution of classes for Training Set and Test Set

2.1.1 Pre-processing of the image

1. Resize: The first pre-processing operation applied was to resize the image to a size of (150, 150).
2. Noise Reduction: To change the resolution of the original images, a Gaussian filter has been applied to reduce noise and blur the

images.
In Fig. 3 it’s possible to see an example of an image filtered.

Fig. 3: Original Image and Filtered Image with Gaussian Method

3. Data Augmentation: To make the proposed methods more robust and reduce the overfitting effect, Data Augmentation was applied
with various transformations, in particular:

• rescale
• rotation with an angle of 30 degrees
• vertical and horizontal shift
• image zoom
• horizontal flipping
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In Fig. 4 it is possible to observe the example of an original image and the respective transformations.

Fig. 4: Example of Original Image and Respective Transformations

4. One-Hot Encode: The last operation carried out was the transformation of the reference variable which was originally coded as
numeric into a categorical variable.

2.2 Proposed Methodology

We chose to use a CNN architecture over any other model because CNN employs several convolutional filters to scan the whole feature
matrix and perform dimensionality reduction, hence making them well suited for image processing and classification. Famous CNN
architectures like VGG16, ResNet and EfficientNet-B0. All these architectures were implemented using Transfer Learning.

2.2.1 Configuration Model

To make it possible to compare the different classifiers, the same parameter configuration was used for the different models. To speed
up the training a batch size of 32 was used and the models were trained for 15 epochs. The optimization algorithm chosen to train the
models is Adam, because it is computationally efficient, easy to implement and works well for problems that involve large amounts of
data or parameters.
The chosen loss function is the Categorical Loss-Entropy that is used to calculate and minimize the error of the model during the
optimization process. This is a typical choice for a multi-class classification model.
The loss is defined by:

out putsize

∑
i=1

yilog(ŷi) (1)

To avoid overfitting and save the model with the best performance on the validation set, a model checkpoint procedure has been
implemented. During the training epochs, the validation loss is monitored and if it does not decrease for two consecutive epochs, the
Learning Rate is reduced. The parameters used were: factor = 0.3, patience = 2 and minimum value of delta = 0.001.
For the convolutional networks implemented from scratch, in addition to the above configuration, several techniques have been used to
improve their performance. The first model contains 5 layers including input and output layers. Each layer consists of 2D convolution,
Max Pooling 2D, Batch Normalization and Dropout operation. The final layer (Fully Connected Layer) is composed of 128 neurons
connected to the 4 output neurons (one for each class to be provided) and managed by the softmax function. The activation function
chosen is the ReLU function. For the dropout operation, the value of p is 0.2 and 0.3 for the fully connected layer.
In order to improve the performance of the first model, the second one contains 6 layers including input and output layers and the final
layer is composed of 1024 neurons. In this case, the value of p is 0.25 and 0.4 for the fully connected layer. For performance evaluation,
the following metrics were used: Precision, Recall, F1-Score.

3 Results and Discussion

In order to see the predictions of the models we employed a confusion matrix and drew conclusions from it. In this study we want to
maximize the number of True Positive which means correctly classifying patients with the disease and minimizing False Negative, i.e.
reducing the risk of not treating patients who are actually ill.
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Fig. 5: Confusion Matrix

In Table 1 is possible to see the performances of the models,

Model Precision Recall F1-Score
CNN (V.1) 0.79 0.78 0.78
CNN (V.2) 0.90 0.92 0.91
VGG 16 0.74 0.77 0.74
ResNet 50 0.95 0.97 0.96
Efficient Net - B0 0.97 0.95 0.97

Table 1: Comparison of performances

As we can observe from the table the best model is Efficient Net-B0, the result is not surprising considering the advanced architecture
and the recent study of it. It is also interesting to note that the second convolutional network from scratch performs almost similarly to
the ResNet 50 network and even better than VGG 16. Despite several attempts and parameter configurations, the big loser is VGG 16,
probably the poor performance is due to the few images contained in the dataset and to the network architecture.
In Figure 7 it is possible to observe the plot of the various metrics considered with respect to the number of epochs.
In Figure 8 we can see the Confusion matrix.

Fig. 6: Performance Metrics Vs. Epochs

Fig. 7: Confusion Matrix Efficient Net - B0
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For the interpretation of the confusion matrix, we remember that:

• 0: Glioma Cancer
• 1: No Cancer
• 2: Meningioma Cancer
• 3: Pituitary Cancer

4 Conclusions and Future Works

This study represents only one of the possible approaches to this type of problem. As we have seen, using a pretrained network does
not always guarantee better performance than a network implemented from scratch and the results obtained strictly depend on the
preprocessing operations carried out. In fact, for future works other preprocessing techniques could be applied such as image cropping,
i.e. a technique that allows to modify the image by removing a portion that is not considered useful and focus attention on the part of
the image needed for classification. Another improvement could be to perform object detection, i.e. detecting the actual location of the
cancer with bounding boxes using segmentation and sophisticated detection algorithms such as YOLO (You Only Look Once) and SSD
(Single-Shot Detector). In conclusion, future studies in this area may lead to better results, possibly using other pre-processing methods
and further refining the model hyperparameters.
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Modeling and clustering of traffic flows time
series in a flood prone area
Modelli statistici e clustering per serie temporali dei flussi
di traffico in un’area soggetta a inondazioni

Paola Zuccolotto, Giovanni De Luca, Rodolfo Metulini and Maurizio Carpita

Abstract Time series of traffic flows, recovered by mobile phone origin-destination
signals, are used to monitor mobility and crowding in an area subject to flooding
risk. We propose a time series model based on vector autoregressive with exoge-
nous covariates combined to dynamic harmonic regression and a subsequent clus-
tering procedure, aimed at obtaining groups of areas characterized by the common
tendency to the occurrence of extreme events, that in this case study are extremely
high incoming traffic flows.

Key words: Flooding risk, multivariate time series modelling, copula functions,
tail dependence, time series clustering

1 Introduction

It is well known that extreme weather events often have huge social consequences
for communities and individuals. Their immediate effects consist of loss of human
life, devastation of crops, damage to goods, and deterioration of overall health and
wealth conditions. Considered their social and economic impact, the statistical study
of extreme weather phenomena can also be approached from a management per-
spective. In fact, natural Disaster Management ([7]) recommends the development
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of a framework of exposure risk that can exploited in an early warning perspective.
In this work we focus attention on floods. To draw flooding risk exposure maps is of
fundamental importance, in order to face, in the best possible way, a flooding event.
Such maps cannot ignore human presence and people mobility, but they traditionally
assume a constant crowding over time. This assumption is far from reality, espe-
cially in metropolitan areas, so, a more detailed description of people presence and
mobility is a critical issue to determine an accurate flooding risk. To do that, mobile
phone network data have been used to obtain a dynamic monitoring of crowding in
areas with hydrogeological criticality ([1]). Another approach consists of using mo-
bile phone origin-destination signals, in order to recover information on traffic flows
and then build statistical models, able to give accurate forecasts of people mobility.
[6] proposed a model, based on combining vector autoregressive with exogenous
covariates and dynamic harmonic regression. They applied the method to the case
study of Mandolossa (an urbanized area subject to flooding, located on the western
outskirts of Brescia) using hourly data from September 2020 to August 2021. The
method worked quite well, but residuals exhibited a leptokurtic distribution with
heavy tails determined by a number of extreme events (i.e., days with particularly
high or low traffic flows). In this talk we propose to use the method of time series
clustering based on copula functions, proposed by [3], in order to cluster the resid-
uals time series with respect to their upper tail dependence. The aim of the analysis
is to obtain clusters of areas for which extreme events (in terms of extremely high
traffic flows) tend to occur together.

2 Data

Mobile Phone origin-destination (OD) data flows have been provided by Olivetti
S.p.A. (www.olivetti.com) with the support of FasterNet S.r.l. (www.fasternet.it) for
the MoSoRe Project 2020-2022 and they refer to one year of hourly observations
(from September 1st, 2020 to August 31st, 2021) of traffic among Aree di CEnsi-
mento (ACEs) in the province of Brescia. OD data refer to the number of phone
SIM cards connected to the TIM network that were retrieved during a 1-hour inter-
val by the antenna in a given ACE i and, after five or more minutes, by the antenna
in ACE j. 1 For each time interval t, and for selected ACEs (let say, i and j) in the
province of Brescia, three types of flows are available: flows arriving in i (inflows),
flows departing from i (outflows), and internal flows from i to i (internal).

1 Two types of cards can be distinguished: human SIM (about 85% of the total SIM) and M2M
technology machine SIM (about 15%). Since a user might have both a human SIM and some
devices with an M2M machine SIM, we restricted our attention to human SIMs to avoid double
counting of users.
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3 Time series modeling

In this work we limit our attention to 4 ACEs inside the flood prone area of the Man-
dolossa and to 38 properly selected neighbour ACEs. Specifically, with the final aim
of obtaining uncorrelated estimated residuals to whom perform the clustering, we
estimate, for each single neighbour ACE j the following VAR model with eXoge-
nous variables (VARX, [9]):

yt, j = ν j +
p

∑
h=1

Ah, jyt−h, j +B jxt, j + ε t, j , j = 1, . . . ,38 , (1)

where y is a vector of length 3 made of inflows to i (where i is represented by the
union of the 4 ACEs inside the Mandolossa), outflows from i and internal flows in
i, and where Bxt contains a two-way (i.e., daily and weekly periodicities) Dynamic
Harmonic Regression (DHR) component (which is based on a combination of sine
and cosine Fourier bases) and proper weekdays and month dummy variables.

The model recalls that used in [6], but lags of order smaller than 24 are here al-
lowed. According to an AIC criterion, we model the DHR component by including
7 daily and 4 weekly Fourier bases. We then calibrate the model by choosing the
autoregressive (AR) order based on the AIC, the Auto Correlation Function (ACF),
the Partial ACF and the Ljung-Box test. After having tested different AR structures,
we opted for a model with the first 25 lags (i.e., p = 25), that display a very lim-
ited autocorrelation with small values of ACF and with the Ljung-Box test almost
always rejected (by varying the AR order). The final model has been used to obtain
estimated residuals. Despite the analysis of all estimated residuals might be inter-
esting, in this application we just use the ones related to the inflows, as they allow
to cluster ACEs in terms of the dynamic of traffic to the area of the Mandolossa.

4 Time series clustering on upper tail dependence

In this Section we describe the clustering procedure we propose to define groups
of time series for which extreme events (in this case, extremely high traffic flows)
tend to occur together. To do that, we rely on the method originally proposed by
[3], where time series clustering is performed on a dissimilarity matrix based on
bivariate tail dependence coefficients, estimated by means of copula functions. A
2-dimensional copula ([8]) is a function denoted by

C : [0,1]2 → [0,1].

Given the random variables Xj,Xh, and their cumulative distribution functions
Uj = Fj(Xj),Uh = Fh(Xh), the 2-dimensional copula function applied to u j,uh, is
equivalent to the joint distribution function,
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C(u j,uh) = P(Fj(Xj)≤ u j,Fh(Xh)≤ uh)

that is
C(u j,uh) = FX

(
F−1

j (u j),F−1
h (uh)

)
.

Then
FX (x j,xh) =C (Fj(x j),Fh(xh)) .

Copula functions describe the joint distribution in a very flexible way, by com-
bining the univariate marginal distributions of the variables and a copula function
joining the margins. When a joint distribution is described by means of a copula
function, some interesting features of the multivariate distribution can be easily re-
covered. Examples are the tail dependence coefficients (TDCs): given two variables
Xj and Xj, the lower and upper TDCs are given, respectively, by

λ L
j|h = lim

v→0+
P(Uj ≤ v |Uh ≤ v)

and
λU

j|h = lim
v→1−

P(Uj > v |Uh > v).

In case of tail independence, λ L (λU ) is null, while, when λ L (λU ) is in the range
(0,1] then the extremely low (high) values of the two variables are dependent, with
stronger dependence as the coefficient value increases.

In this work we are interested to upper tail dependence, as events to be monitored
are exceptionally high traffic flows. To cluster times series based on upper TDCs,
the procedure proposed by [3] requires to obtain the ∆ S dissimilarity matrix ∆ ,
containing the dissimilarities δ jh between all the pairs of the N time series under
study, with

δ jh =− log(λU
j|h). (2)

The dissimilarity matrix ∆N is then used as a basis for the adopted clustering al-
gorithm [3, 4, 2]. In this work we propose a clustering algorithm able to take into
account, beyond dissimilarities, the spatial contiguity between areas. So, we intro-
duce a new dissimilarity measure δ θ

jh as a modification of (2),

δ θ
jh =− log(λU

j|h)+θc jh, (3)

where c jh is a contiguity coefficient assuming value 0 when the jth and hth time
series denote traffic flows coming from neighbouring areas, and 1 otherwise. The
dissimilarity matrix obtained by (3) is denoted by ∆ θ .

The parameter θ > 0 adjusts the impact of the contiguity coefficient in the dis-
similarity between two time series, and has to be determined through an iterative
procedure, as detailed in Algorithm 1.

Note that the quality of the clusterization is evaluated by the adopted internal
clustering validation indices with reference to the dissimilarity matrix ∆ . The ratio-
nale for this choice is that contiguity between areas is used to define a set of optimal
clusterizations at given values of θ , but the final choice among them is done by
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Algorithm 1 Upper tail dependence clustering with spatial structure
Require: Two dissimilarity matrices ∆ and ∆ θ , obtained as in (2) and (3).
1: Define a sequence Θ of values, starting from 0, that could be plausible values for θ (e.g.

0.005,0.01,0.015, . . . ,4)
2: for θ assuming all the values in Θ do
3: perform cluster analysis with a hierarchical agglomerative algorithm, using ∆ θ as dissim-

ilarity matrix
4: identify the optimal number of clusters k, by cutting the dendrogram with the method

proposed by [5]
5: for the clusterization into k groups, compute internal clustering validation indices (e.g.

Average silhouette width, Dunn index, Calinski and Harabasz index, ...) on the dissimilarity
matrix ∆

6: end for
7: plot the graphics of the values of the internal clustering validation indices versus θ , and decide

its optimal value

selecting the one that ensures the best separation among clusters, only in terms of
upper tail dependence. We carried out the procedure on the data described in Sec-
tion 2. The estimated standardized residuals of model (1) applied to the 38 traffic
flow time series have been used to derive the corresponding distribution functions
Û jt . For each of the (38×37)/2 = 703 pairs (Û jt ,Ûht), we estimated by Maximum
Likelihood a set of elliptical and Archimedean copulas and selected the best one
according to AIC. Once obtained the corresponding estimates of the upper tail de-
pendence coefficients, we carried out the clustering procedure of Algorithm 1 with
Θ = {0.005,0.01,0.015, . . . ,4} and using a hierarchical agglomerative algorithm
with complete linkage. As internal clustering validation indices we adopted the Av-
erage silhouette width, the Dunn index, the Calinski and Harabasz index, that all
suggested an optimal value of θ around 0.04 (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1 Graphics of the values of the internal clustering validation indices versus θ (point 7 of
Algorithm 1)

With θ = 0.04 the areas turn out to be divided into 4 clusters, as displayed in
Figure 2. We can observe that ACEs are grouped in a quite strong spatial neighbour-
hood structure, with extreme events occurring together in time in geographically
contiguous areas. We found a group (coloured in blue) of ACEs located in the south
outskirt of the Mandolossa. Those ACEs are characterized by a strong amount of
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streets going to the Mandolossa. Belongs to a second cluster (in purple) many of the
ACEs that are not contiguous to the Mandolossa but with large streets connecting
them with the Mandolossa itself. The other two clusters contain only a few ACEs,
with Caino being a group by itself.

Fig. 2 Map of the 38 Aree di Censimento grouped with the upper tail dependence clustering with
spatial structure applied to estimated residuals of flows to the Mandolossa (depicted in orange).
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Global mobility trends from smartphone app
data. The MobMeter dataset.
Indici di mobilità globali derivati dai dati di applicazioni
smartphone. Il dataset MobMeter.

Francesco Finazzi

Abstract During the COVID-19 pandemic, mobility trends derived from smart-
phone data helped to understand the impact of lockdown and of the other mea-
sures of social distancing. The two main mobility products provided by Apple and
Google are no longer available or updated, thus the need to replace them. This work
describes the MobMeter dataset which provides time series of the daily average dis-
tance travelled by people and of the daily percentage of people at home for 17 global
countries, uncertainty included.
Abstract Durante la pandemia di COVID-19, i trend di mobilità derivati da dati
smartphone hanno aiutato a comprendere l’impatto dei lockdown e delle altre mis-
ure di distanziamento sociale. I due principali prodotti di mobilità forniti da Apple
e Google non sono più disponibili o aggiornati, da qui la necessità di sostituirli.
Questo lavoro descrive il dataset MobMeter che fornisce serie temporali della dis-
tanza media giornaliera percorsa dalle persone e della percentuale giornaliera di
persone a casa per 17 nazioni, incertezza inclusa.

Key words: human mobility, COVID-19, lockdown.

1 Introduction

Apple’s Mobility Trends Reports and Google’s Community Mobility Reports (Cot
et al., 2021) were global human mobility datasets made available to researchers
during COVID-19 pandemic. Since the pandemic is no longer an emergency, both
have been discontinued and they are no longer updated by the two Big Tech com-
panies. Utility and importance of human mobility data, however, are not restricted
to the COVID-19 pandemic (see for instance Tai et al. (2022) and Manawadu and
Wijeratne (2022)) and the scientific community may benefit from new and similar
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datasets. In this direction, MobMeter (Finazzi, 2022, 2023) offers updated human
mobility trends for 17 global countries: Argentina (ARG), Chile (CHL), Colombia
(COL), Costa Rica (CRI), Ecuador (ECU), Greece (GRC), Guatemala (GTM), Italy
(ITA), Mexico (MEX), Nicaragua (NIC), Panama (PAN), Peru (PER), Philippines
(PHL), Slovenia (SVN), Turkey (TUR), the United States (USA) and Venezuela
(VEN). Specifically, MobMeter provides daily time series of the daily average dis-
tance travelled by people and of the daily percentage of people at home, uncertainty
included. The data source at the base of MobMeter is the app of the Earthquake Net-
work citizen science initiative (Finazzi and Fassò, 2017; Finazzi et al., 2020), which
implements the first global smartphone-based earthquake early warning system.

The next sections discuss the peculiarities of smartphone app location data and
present some results derived from the analysis of 3.8 million smartphone trajecto-
ries.

2 Smartphone app location data

Smartphone app location data are a sub-family of all location data that mobile de-
vices can collect. First of all, they are not GPS data. On a smartphone, to avoid
battery drainage, the GPS receiver is usually off unless the smartphone owner is us-
ing a tracking app or a navigator app. This means that the location acquired by the
app (using the Wi-Fi or the 3G/4G/5G signals) is only approximated, with an accu-
racy that goes from 20 to 1000 or more meters. For the same reason, apps do not
usually collect location data at high frequency. The maximum sampling rate is one
location read every around 15/20 minutes. Additionally, apps can collect location
data only if the smartphone is active and if the smartphone operating system is not
(for any reason) preventing the app from reading the location. Smartphone app lo-
cation data are thus characterised by a low sampling frequency, by a non negligible
uncertainty and by extensive missing data.

Finally, smartphones with a given app installed are not necessarily a represen-
tative sample of the population and the app may have a high penetration in some
regions and a low penetration in others. For instance, the app of the Earthquake
Network initiative is more popular and more installed in seismic regions. Deriving
mobility trends from smartphone app location data is a challenging tasks which calls
for new statistical modelling approaches.

3 Location data analysis

Finazzi (2023) details how smartphone app location data are analysed to derive mo-
bility trends at the country level and how their uncertainty is assessed. Specifically,
the methodology developed in Finazzi (2023) aims at filtering out the smartphone
“ghost” movements which are due to the uncertainty on the smartphone location
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rather than to a real movement across space of the smartphone. Also, the methodol-
ogy aims at providing low-bias mobility trends by taking into account the population
distribution across the country and the spatial distribution of the smartphones with
the app installed. The non-parametric bootstrap technique is adopted to assess the
uncertainty on the mobility trends.

Fig. 1 Estimated daily average distance travelled by people (in kilometre) from March 24, 2020,
to September 22, 2022. Dashed lines are 95% bootstrap confidence bands.

Figures 1 and 2 shows the estimated mobility trends for the above 17 countries
from March 24, 2020, to September 22, 2022. Visual inspection allows to distin-
guish countries which are still recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic (charac-
terised by “spiralling” plots) from countries which fully recovered and that only
exhibit the natural seasonal variability. Bootstrap confidence bands are large or nar-
row depending on the number of smartphone users with the Earthquake Network
app installed in each country.

On the other hand, Figure 3 shows how mobility trends are affected by social and
natural events, like the social unrests in Ecuador and Panama of 2022 and like the
Hurricane Agatha that struck the Oaxaca state of Mexico in May 2022.

4 Conclusions

Among location data, smartphone app data have unique peculiarities like sparseness
and a non-negligible spatial uncertainty. On the other hand, if the app is popular, they
tend to accurately describe human mobility trends. The MobMeter dataset provides
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Fig. 2 Estimated daily percentage of people at home from March 24, 2020, to September 22, 2022.
Dashed lines are 95% bootstrap confidence bands.

Fig. 3 Variations in mobility trends during 2022 social unrest in ECU and PAN and when Hurri-
cane Agatha struck Oaxaca, MEX. M1 refers to the daily average distance while M2 to the percent-
age of people at home.
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updated mobility trends for 17 global countries uncertainty included, and it partially
replaces the discontinued mobility products of Apple and Google. In general, the
body of statistical literature on smartphone app location data is very limited and
many open problems require novel statistical modelling approaches.
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Spatio-temporal statistical analyses for risk
evaluation using big data from mobile phone
network
Analisi statistiche spazio-temporali per la valutazione del
rischio utilizzando big data dalla rete di telefonia mobile

Selene Perazzini, Rodolfo Metulini and Maurizio Carpita

Abstract In this short paper we summarize the ongoing work pertaining the use and
combination of mobile phone data to characterize the spatio-temporal dynamic of
the presence and the movements of people in the context of smart cities. We develop
ad-hoc statistical approaches with the aim of developing small area indicators and
forecasting traffic flows. The application of these strategies is related to the evalua-
tion of flood risk in urban areas.

Key words: Vector autoregressive model; model-based functional cluster analysis;
T-mode principal component analysis.

1 Introduction

Mobile phone data allow for a dynamic and fine-grained representation of human
activities in urban systems. They are particularly suitable for the analysis and the
mapping of the density of people’s presences [1, 11] and movements [16, 12]. For
this reason, they are increasingly adopted for the analysis of smart cities [2]. Some
recent statistical applications can be found in [5, 4, 6, 9, 10].

Different sources of mobile phone data exist and might be used for different pur-
poses. Here, we overview our ongoing work related to the development of statisti-
cal modeling and classification methods aimed at characterizing the spatiotemporal
dynamic of people’s presences and movements. The presented works concern the
region of the Mandolossa (in the northwest outskirt of Brescia, Italy), which is an
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interesting case study because, being exposed to the risk of flooding, local authori-
ties need several accurate information about people in the area. We restrict our at-
tention to applications connected to three United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals: 9 - Industry, innovation, and infrastructure; 11 - Sustainable cities and com-
munities; 13 - Climate action. In particular, we focus on human exposure to flood
risk, which is constituted by both the individuals staying in and those passing by the
area. An accurate representation of human exposure should therefore account for
the phenomena’ static and dynamic characteristics. We show that the two aspects
can be captured using different sources of mobile phone data. Their adoption allows
for a multifaceted representation of human exposure at the small-area level, there-
fore providing a level of accuracy so high that it is rarely achieved by other types of
data. We dedicate particular attention to the monitoring of traffic networks, which
is a goal of Mission 3 of the Italian National Recovery and Resilience Plan (part
of the Next Generation EU Programme). Furthermore, we show some examples of
how different mobile phone data sources can be combined with each other’s or with
other types of data for the analysis of traffic.

2 Mobile phone data

We consider three types of mobile phone data:

• Crowding data (MPD), representing the Mobile Phone Density - i.e., the average
number of mobile phone SIM cards in a squared cell of a pixel grid of dimension
150×150 meters in a 15-minute interval;

• Flows data (OD), representing the Origin-Destination flows - i.e., the number of
SIM cards moving from one of the “Aree di CEnsimento” (ACE) of the Province
of Brescia shown in the left map of Figure 1 to another in a 1-hour interval;

• Signals data (MDT), representing the data collected using the “Minimization of
Drive Tests” technology that registers radio measurements of signals (i.e., phone
calls, text messages, internet browsing, or technical operations on the network)
transmitted over the 3G/4G mobile network from/to terminal devices with GPS
enabled. The signals are collected in 15-minute intervals and geo-referenced on
a grid of pixels measuring 10 meters per side. Though the MDT data only repre-
sents a sample of users, the accurate geolocation allows for small-area estimation.
Since a mobile phone can produce multiple signals in 15 minutes, we refer to the
number of grid cells from which MDT signals originated in an area.

The three types of data concern users subscribed to TIM and cover different peri-
ods and partially different (but overlapping) areas (see the left map of Figure 1). The
MPD data was provided by the Municipality of Brescia in the context of a territo-
rial monitoring project between 2014 and 2016. For this reason, they collect phone
signals from April 1st, 2014, to August 11th, 2016. The OD and MDT data have
been provided by Olivetti S.p.A. (www.olivetti.com) with the support of FasterNet
S.r.l. (www.fasternet.it) for the MoSoRe Project 2020-2022. The OD data cover the
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period between September 2020 and August 2021, while the MDT data refer to 5
days of November 2021 (namely Wednesday 10th, Friday 19th, Saturday 20th, Sun-
day 21st , and Monday 22nd). Indeed, MDT data require particular technologies to be
activated and tested before data collection. For this reason, the data collection pro-
cess is costly and takes time, and the produced MDT datasets typically cover short
periods and small areas (see the right map of Figure 1). To overcome this issue, days
for MDT data collection have been chosen in such a way as to represent a typical
week.

It is worth noticing that, while the MPD and the OD data have already found
applications in statistics, the MDT data have been very recently released and have
been almost exclusively adopted in network engineering.

Fig. 1 Left: map of the ACEs of the Province of Brescia (black), and the areas captured by the
MPD data (green) and by the MDT (red) datasets. Right: map of the ACEs (black) in the MDT
dataset (red) and of the flood risk map with time to return equal to 20 years (blue).

3 An overview of statistical analyses

As a first step, we show that mobile phone data can be used to produce small-area
indicators. In this regard, in [13] we use the MPD and the MDT data to represent
respectively crowding and traffic intensity in the “Sezioni di CEnsimento” (SCE)
(which are subdivisions of the ACEs) within the area captured by the MDT database.
To this scope, since the MPD data are defined over a grid of quite large pixels, the
number of users in each cell is distributed among the SCEs proportionally to the
fraction of the area of the cell overlapping each of them:
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MPD jt = ∑
k

MPDkt ·
Area(SCE j ∩Cellk)

Area(Cellk)
(1)

where j indicates a SCE and t a time interval. As far as the traffic intensity is con-
cerned, the MDT database is compared to a street map and is restricted to the phone
signals originating from streets. Then, we count the number of cells of the MDT
pixel grid corresponding to streets for each SCE j and each time interval t, and the
obtained values are divided by the area of the street network in the j-th SCE:

MDTjt =
Number(Streets Cells jt)

Area(Streets j)
. (2)

The two resulting sets of data (eq. 1 and 2) are analyzed and spatial patterns are
investigated. At last, two indicators are defined using two T-mode principal compo-
nent analyses [3] (see the left map of Figure 2 for an example). Given the strategic
role of the road network in flood emergency management, three indicators captur-
ing the main characteristics of the streets in the SCEs are also defined based on
the available street maps. The joint analysis of the two mobile-phone-based and
the three street-map-based indicators might be used to identify the areas with high
concentrations of people or major connecting routes.

Mobile phone data can also be used for estimation and forecasting. In this re-
spect, in [12] we use the OD data to analyze the traffic flows linked to the ACEs
overlapping the flood risk map (see the right map of Figure 1). In that paper, a vec-
tor autoregressive model with dynamic harmonic components capturing complex
seasonality [7] has been defined to forecast traffic flows:

FFFlllooowwwt = ννν +
p

∑
h=1

AAAhFFFlllooowwwt−24×h +BBBxxxt + εεε t (3)

where FFFlllooowwwt is a vector of length 3 containing the flows to, from, and within the
ACEs exposed to floods. ννν is a constant vector of length 3, p is the autoregressive
parameter, AAAh is a 3×3 matrix of coefficients to be estimated, εεε t is the 3×1 vector
of the error terms at time t, xxxt is the vector of the l exogenous variables at time
t, and BBB is the 3× l matrix of coefficients of the exogenous variables. The vector
BBBxxxt is modeled using proper dynamic harmonic regression components. Despite the
partial autocorrelation function of the estimated residuals showing significant first-
order autocorrelation and a leptokurtic distribution with heavy tails, by means of a
k-folds cross-validation we find that the model achieves satisfactory performance in
forecasting both the number of people moving (see figure 2, that shows true versus
fitted values for randomly chosen validation days) and the level of traffic intensity.

Then, in [14] we show that the estimation can be improved by combining the
OD data with the MDT. We use the MDT data to estimate the proportion of traffic
flows related to the flood-prone area in an ACE. The resulting ratios are then applied
to the OD data as weights, in such a way as to obtain the traffic flows at risk. The
combination of these two pieces of information allows us to produce statistical es-
timation and forecast of traffic flows for short time intervals at the small area level.
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Fig. 2 Results of the analyses. Left: map of the traffic intensity indicator. Right: Observed (black)
versus forecasted (colored) internal traffic flows. Validation days: Saturday February, 13th, 2021
(top), Tuesday July, 13th, 2021 (bottom).

This information can be used by local authorities to promptly activate traffic control
actions aimed at preventing human losses and injuries.

4 Discussion and future developments

In this paper, three modern sources of mobile phone data have been presented, and
their potential in the analysis of people’s presence and movements has been shown
through the discussion of some applications. We showed that the combination of dif-
ferent mobile phone databases can improve the accuracy of estimation. This aspect
is still part of our current research. For example, we are working on a VARX model
for forecasting traffic flows in risky areas, including traffic intensity and crowding
indicators as regressors. Moreover, we presented some examples of how mobile
phone data can be combined with other data sources to provide a multifaceted rep-
resentation of a complex phenomenon. Nowadays, we are extending our research by
introducing further data sources in the analysis and exploring the dynamics that link
them. For example, in the context of the project “Data Science for Brescia”, we are
jointly analyzing mobile phone data and expenditure indices defined on Mastercard
payment data to monitor the social and economic impacts of cultural events in the
city of Brescia.
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A Robust Approach to Profile Monitoring

Christian Capezza, Fabio Centofanti, Antonio Lepore, Biagio Palumbo

Abstract The main aim of statistical process monitoring (SPM) is to detect unusual
operating conditions, which, by definition, result in an out-of-control (OC) state. On
the contrary, when the process operates under standard conditions, it is said to be
in control (IC). In modern industrial processes, data acquisition systems allow the
collection of massive amounts of high-frequency data. Several examples may be
found in the current Industry 4.0 framework, which is reshaping the variety of sig-
nals and measurements that can be gathered during manufacturing processes. In this
context, the experimental measurements of the quality characteristics of interest are
often characterized by complex and high dimensional formats that can be well rep-
resented as functional data, which are also referred to as profiles [10, 6].
The simplest approach for the SPM through one or multiple functional data is based
on the extraction of one or more scalar features from them and applying classi-
cal techniques for multivariate data [8]. However, feature extraction is known to be
problem-specific, arbitrary, and possibly masking useful information. This justifies
the growing interest in profile monitoring [9], which is the monitoring of a process
through quality characteristic observations in the form of one or multiple profiles.
Control charts are known as the main tools for SPM and are commonly implemented
in two phases. The first is usually referred to as Phase I and is concerned with the
identification of a clean data set to be assumed as representative of the IC state of
the process, named Phase I sample or Phase I observations. This data set is then
used to quantify the expected variation of a future observation to be used for the
prospective process monitoring in the second phase, which is usually referred to as
Phase II. However, the identification of Phase I observations in high-dimensional
contexts is not an easy task due to the presence of several outliers in one or more
components of the quality characteristic observation. Control charts are indeed very
sensitive to the presence of outlying observations in the Phase I sample that can lead
to inflated control limits and reduced power to detect process changes in Phase II.
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To deal with outliers, SPM methods use two common alternatives, namely the diag-
nostic and the robust approaches [5]. The diagnostic approach is based on standard
estimates after the removal of sample units identified as outliers and may fail in de-
tecting moderate outliers that are not always as easy to label correctly. The robust
approach accepts all the data points and tries to find a robust estimator which re-
duces the impact of outliers on the final results [7].
Several robust approaches for the SPM of a multivariate scalar quality characteristic
have been proposed in the literature [2, 4], while, to the best of authors’ knowledge,
a robust approach able to successfully capture the functional nature of a multivariate
functional quality characteristic has not been devised so far. Moreover, in presence
of many functional variables, the lack of robust approaches able to deal with out-
liers is exacerbated by the curse of dimensionality. In addition, multivariate robust
estimators assume a casewise contamination model for the data only, where the ma-
jority of the cases is free of contamination. These traditional estimators are affected
by the problem of propagation of outliers [3], when they consider outliers arising
in each variable independently from the other ones, defined as cellwise outliers.
Unfortunately, when the dimensionality of the data is high, under an independent
contamination model, such as cellwise outliers, the fraction of perfectly observed
cases can be rather small and the traditional robust estimators may fail. Moreover,
as pointed out by Agostinelli et al. [1], both types of data contamination, casewise
and cellwise, may occur together.
To perform the SPM of multivariate functional data in presence of casewise and
cellwise outliers, we propose a new framework, referred to as robust multivariate
functional control chart (RoMFCC). By means of a Monte Carlo simulation study,
the ability of the RoMFCC in identifying mean shifts in the functional variables
in presence of casewise and cellwise outliers is compared with other control charts
already appeared in the literature. Moreover, we consider a real-case study on the
SPM of a resistance spot welding (RSW) process in automotive body-in-white man-
ufacturing that motivated this research.

Key words: Statistical Process Monitoring, Profile Monitoring, Casewise and Cell-
wise Outliers
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The FDA contribution to Health Data Science

Francesca Ieva

Abstract This contribution aims at presenting examples of Health Data Science
where advanced methods based on Functional Data Analysis are used to bring value
to clinical and biological problems.

Key words: Healthcare Research, Health Data Science, Health Analytics, Func-
tional Data Analysis

1 General Background and motivations

Healthcare research generates a significant portion of big data from administrative
routine, clinical practice, molecular sources, imaging investigations. This data is of
paramount interest for defining a comprehensive fingerprint of patients’ status to
be used in primary and secondary prevention, therapy endpoints predictions and
scoring [1]. This requires proper management and analysis in order to derive mean-
ingful information from diversified data sources [2]. There are various challenges
associated with each step of handling healthcare data, ranging from data access and
integration, to development of advanced models for fingerprint extraction, to issues
in late fusion of this information into suitable predictive models [3] [4]. That is
why, to provide relevant solutions for improving public health, healthcare providers
are required to be fully equipped with appropriate infrastructure to systematically
generate and analyze data.

Among others, in this paper we focus on situations where the interest lies in deal-
ing with time-varying processes, i.e., phenomena evolving over time. Examples are
the dynamic monitoring of biological or vital signals, or models for longitudinal ob-
servations and covariates to be properly summarized and treated for plugging them
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into Statistical and Machine Learning models and algorithms. In all these cases,
Functional Data Analysis (FDA)[5] may be used as a proficient support to precision
medicine, since it allows for developing powerful methods which account not only
for baseline or cross sectional information, but also for the dynamic of the process
at hand.

In particular, in Sect. 2 an overview of clinical applications where models ex-
ploiting FDA techniques are used will be presented, with the aim of highlighting
FDA potential in supporting clinical practice and precision medicine approach. The
first one (Sect. 2.1) concerns the extraction of dynamic information about patterns
of care from Healthcare Utilization Databases. In the second case (Sect. 2.2), the
dynamic monitoring of longitudinal biomarkers is presented. Finally, the third ap-
plication (Sect. 2.3) is related to the assessment of genotype association with specific
phenotypes of interest.

2 Case Studies

The case studies proposed in this Section are part of current researches carried out
within the Health Analytics group at MOX lab (Department of Mathematics, Po-
litecnico di Milano) and at the Health Data Science Center of Human Technopole.
In particular, we exploit results coming from [6], [7] and [8].

2.1 Functional modeling of recurrent events on time-to-event
processes

In clinical practice, it is often the case where the association between the occurrence
of events and time-to-event outcomes is of interest; thus, it can bemodeled within
the framework of recurrent events. The purpose of our study is to enrich the informa-
tion available for modeling survival with relevant dynamic features, properly taking
into account their possibly time-varying nature, as well as to provide a new setting
for quantifying the association between time-varying processes and time-to-event
outcomes.

In [6] and [7] we propose and discuss an innovative methodology to model infor-
mation carried out by time-varying processes by means of functional data, modeling
each time-varying variable as the compensator of marked point process the recur-
rent events are supposed to derive from. By means of Functional Principal Com-
ponent Analysis, a suitable dimensional reduction of these objects is carried out in
order to plug them into a Cox-type functional regression model for overall survival.
We applied our methodology to data retrieved from the administrative databases of
Lombardy Region (Italy), related to patients hospitalized for Heart Failure (HF) be-
tween 2000 and 2012. We focused on time-varying processes of HF hospitalizations
and multiple drugs consumption and we studied how they influence patients’ over-
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all survival. This novel way to account for timevarying variables allowed to model
self-exciting behaviors, for which the occurrence of events in the past increases the
probability of a new event, and to quantify the effect of personal behaviors and ther-
apeutic patterns on survival, giving new insights into the direction of personalized
treatment.

2.2 A wavelet-mixed landmark survival model for the effect of
short-term oscillations in longitudinal biomarker’s profiles

In many chronic diseases, patient’s disease progression and status can be monitored
over time through easily measured biomarkers. Medical decisions regarding treat-
ments are often made on the basis on such monitoring. Hence, it is important to
have quantitative tools to exploit information given by such measurements. Since
the final goal of medical decisions is the minimization of the risk of adverse events
such as hospitalizations or death, survival models are very often the building blocks
of such tools.

Recently two methods have been in widespread use for the modeling of longi-
tudinal internal time-dependent covariates and survival: joint models and landmark
models [9]. In joint models the longitudinal biomarker process is modeled through
linear mixed effects models which allow to consider the subjects’ specific trajecto-
ries of the biomarker through the inclusion of random effects into the model. These
latent variables are used to model the effect of unobserved variables that are respon-
sible of subjects’ deviation from the overall mean trajectory specified through the
fixed effects [10].

One of the main advantages of modelling the longitudinal process of the biomarker
is that we can study the relationship between the rate of change of the biomarker and

Fig. 1 Example of workflow for Healthcare Utilization Databases (HUD) exploitation. Functional
data here represent the compensators of suitable stochastic processes describing re-hospitalizations
over time and drug purchases for a given diseases of interest. They are analytically treated to be
properly plugged into a predictive model for the main endpoint of the study (here long-term any
cause survival).
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the time-to-event process. However, a limitation of existing methods is that they
don’t take into account that the time scale of the survival process is very differ-
ent from the time scale at which changes in the biomarkers happen in the human
body. While in observational studies with the survival as the outcome of interest
the follow-up period can be very long (e.g. years), intervals of measurements times
are highly irregular because they depend of the clinical requirements. For exam-
ple, during drugs up-tritation or acute disease periods more frequent measurements
are required. As a consequence, such data is characterized by a very high obser-
vation period/time-between-measurements ratio. Sudden changes in biomarkers are
very often important from a prognostic point of view. However, linear mixed ef-
fects model consider transient changes as measurement error when the length of
the follow-up is much greater then their duration. Therefore, both joint models and
landmark mixed models implicitly make a strong assumption, i.e., that short-term
oscillations in biomarkers are either not present or they don’t have effect on the risk
of adverse events.

In [8] we propose a novel approach to study the association between a contin-
uous timedependent longitudinal covariate and a time-to event outcome in order
to overcome this limitation. Our method allows to identify and study the role of
the short-term oscillations of the biomarker over time via a wavelet based func-
tional approach and to set up a dynamic monitoring tool to support clinical deci-
sion making. The method is based on coupling a linear mixed effect model with
a wavelet filter. The first allows to identify the effect of fixed covariates and the
long-term effect of time. On the other hand, the wavelet filter is used to identify
the subject-specific shortterm oscillations. The main idea is to combine a between-
subjects model with a within-subject method such as a wavelet transform to obtain a
functional and subject-specific representation of the biomarker trajectory over time
[11]. Moreover, FDA offers methods to obtain functional objects from discrete and
noisy longitudinal data and its application on time-dependent biomarker covariates
offers a novel approach to extract biomarkers behaviors over time not observable
with other methods.

2.3 Genomic trajectories

It is often the case in healthcare research that not the single measurement related to
a quantity of interest is informative of the patient’s status, but the evolution (a.k.a.
behavioral pattern) of this quantity over time is. This is actually becoming partic-
ulary true in genomic studies, where the association between genomic traits and
phenotypes are the goal of the analysis [12].

In such cases, the development and application of novel methodologies to study
the genetic architecture of biomarkers’ evolution over time, and their relationship
with clinical outcomes of interest is the focus, and needs FDA application for both
representing longitudinal trajectories and then modeling their effect on suitable end-
points as well as to assess their association with other clinical and biological traits.
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Primary care and hospital administrative data can be exploited to derive longitu-
dinal biomarker trajectories. Modelling Gene-biomarkers associations (considering
single or multiple trajectories at a time) will result in the identification of repre-
sentative biomarkers trajectory groups, and their association with individuals’ ge-
netic background. The considered biomarkers may include BMI, cholesterol, blood
pressure, and others. Further clinical time varying information can be retrieved and
included in modelling gene-biomarker relationships, to adjust for exogenous con-
founders influencing biomarkers’ evolution, such as prescriptions and health condi-
tions.

Once the trajectories are pointed out, further analyses will identify the effect of
specific trajectory groups on the clinical endpoints (for the case of interest, ischemic
stroke, coronary artery disease and diabetes). This enables novel insights on how
biomarkers evolution over life time can increase the risk of adverse events and/or
diagnoses. The application is carried out on UK Biobank data [13].

Fig. 2 Example of workflow for biomarkers monitoring in the context of Diskalaemya for Heart
Failure patients.
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3 Conclusions

In this paper we tried to emphatize the role FDA may have in different part of the
health analytics process. The combination of advanced statistical methodologies
with challenges proposed by recent clinical and biological problems may end up
in a re-shaping of future directions of research in healthcare setting.
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A new topological weighted functional
regression model to analyse wireless sensor data
Un nuovo modello di regressione per dati funzionali con
dipendenza topologica per analizzare flussi di dati
provenienti da sensori wireless

Andrea Diana and Elvira Romano and Antonio Irpino

Abstract Nowadays, modern sensor devices can generate a wide range of data types,
including functional data, which can be challenging to analyse due to their complex
dependencies. In order to effectively analyse these types of data, it is important
to consider both the functional and topological dependencies, as well as any prior
information that may be available. This may involve using advanced statistical tech-
niques, such as functional data analysis or machine learning methods, to uncover
patterns and insights from the data. In this paper, we focus on predicting the signal
from such devices considering the topological structure induced by the connectivity
sensor network. The approach we propose, is to pre-process the raw discrete func-
tional data into smoothed functional data, which can help to reduce noise and make
patterns in the data more clear. After that, a geographically weighted functional
regression (GWFR) model is generalized to analyse functional data with topolog-
ical dependencies induced by the connectivity of the network. Simulation studies
with several types of connectivity were conducted to evaluate performances of the
method. The method is motivated by an applicative study on the Intel indoor dataset
(http://db.csail.mit.edu/labdata/labdata.html) to study the data prediction problem in
a wireless sensor network.
Abstract In questo articolo proponiamo di analizzare flussi di dati provenienti
da sensori considerando la struttura topologica indotta dalla rete. L’approccio che
introduciamo generalizza un modello di regressione geografico pesato per dati fun-
zionali (GWFR) a dati con dipendenze topologiche. Il metodo, generalizzabile a
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Fig. 1 Intel Berkeley Research Laboratory sensor network.

diversi contesti applicativi, nasce dal caso studio relativo al noto set di dati Intel
indoor (http://db.csail.mit.edu/labdata/labdata.html).

Key words: Topological dependence, functional data, regression model, commu-
nication network

1 Introduction

This work is directly motivated by a real case study where signals are data consisting
of 2.3 million readings collected by 54 sensors, including date, time, timestamp,
node id, temperature, humidity, light, and voltage once every 31 seconds. Sensors
data contain the coordinates of devices expressed in meters and relative to the upper
right corner of the lab (Fig. 1) and aggregate connectivity information. Connectivity
describes a communication network where a sender sends a message to a receiver
with a certain probability of successful delivery. Unique IDs identify the sender
and receiver, and the probability of successful delivery is specific to the sender-
receiver pair, meaning that the probability of a message being successfully delivered
from the receiver to the sender may differ. The additional information related to the
probability of successful delivery may be helpful for making predictions about the
relationships between signals in different spatial regions.

This type of communication network is useful in various real-world systems such
as communication networks, transportation networks, medical images and social
networks. In this sense, the proposed method can be useful in various applications.

The main aim of this work is to propose a topological weighted functional regres-
sion model (TWFR) for sensor data able to predict a continuous signal considering
the communication network structure. It is a generalized spatial functional regres-
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sion model for functional data spatially dependent. The spatial dimension is the grid
of the communication network with the additional information related to the de-
livery of the sensors. TWFR can be used to identify patterns in the data that may
indicate changes in the environment or the functioning of the sensors. TWFR can
also be used to identify sensor failures or other issues that may affect the network’s
performance.

2 Topological Functional Data

Communication network data refers to data that describes the connections and inter-
actions between individuals or devices in a network. This can include information
on the number of connections between nodes, the strength of those connections,
and the patterns of communication between nodes. Looking at the signal informa-
tion over time as functional, communication networks data can be represented as
graph or topological functional data.

We define topological functional data as undirected weighted attributed graph.
Where the nodes of the graph represent the spatial data points and edges represent
the relationships or connections between them, in general refers to the shortest path
between two nodes or the probability of connection.

A undirected weighted attributed graph is a directed graph where some at-
tributes are associated with the vertices and weights are associated with edges
G = (V ,E ,FV ,FE ) where:

• V is a non-empty set of vertices (nodes);
• E ⊆ V ×V is a set of edges (links) which is symmetric;
• FV : V → DV are the attributes associated with each nodes;
• FE : E → R+ are weights associated with each edge.

DV is a description space containing numbers, categories, or functional data. For
example, if FV : V → N, FV are called types.

In our case, a topological functional date is a undirected weighted attributed
graph with spatial functional attributes, characterised by DV = L2(T )p, so FV :
V → L2(T )p is a vector of p ∈ N spatial functional data.

Let V = {v1, . . . ,vi, . . . ,vn} ⊆ D ⊆ Rd to be n nodes of undirected weighted at-
tributed graph. Let { fv1(t), . . . , fvi(t), . . . , fvn(t)} to be a set n of geostatistical func-
tional data [2], [3]. V identify the n locations where the random functions fv (t) are
located. Each function fv (t) is defined on T = [a,b] ⊆ R and is assumed to belong
to a Hilbert space L2(T ) = { fvi : T →R, such that

∫
T f 2

vi
(t)dt < ∞}, with the inner

product 〈 fvi , fv j〉=
∫

T fvi(t) fv j(t)dt. We assumed that the observed functions could
be expressed according to the following model:

fvi(t) = µvi(t)+ εvi(t), i = 1, . . . ,n (1)

where εvi(t) are zero-mean residual functions and µvi (t) is the mean one.
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If we consider FE : (vi;v j) ∈ E → h ∈ R+, where h is defined as h =
∥∥vi − v j

∥∥
∀ vi,v j ∈ V , we can see spatial functional data as also topological functional data.
Topological functional data can be seen as an extension of spatial functional data,
in which the spatial element is not associated with geographical location but rather
with the degree of connection between the nodes of the network.

3 Topological weighted functional regression (TWFR) model

Topological weighted functional regression model (TWFR) we propose is a method
that combines topological data analysis (TDA) ([1]) with spatial regression tech-
niques to analyse topological functional data. The method uses topological features,
such the probability in connectivity between two items like sensors, to analyse the
underlying structure of the data and identify patterns that are not visible using tradi-
tional methods. TWFR applies a weighting scheme to the regression coefficients of
a Geographically weighted regression model ([4]) , this allows the model to take into
account the underlying structure of the data and the relationships between different
features, which can improve the accuracy and interpretability of the model.

Consider i.i.d. regression data (χv1(t),Yv1(τ)), . . . ,(χvn(t),Yvn(τ)) ∼ P of the
undirected weighted attributed graph G=(V ,E ,FV ,FE ), where each (χvi(t),Yvi(τ))
is a multivariate topological functional stochastic process or a multivariate topolog-
ical functional random field in L2(T )K ×L2(T1), comprised of a response vari-
able Yvi(τ) and a K− dimensional vector of features (or predictors, or covari-
ates) χvi(t) = (Xvi,1(t), . . . ,Xvi,K(t)). The topological weighted functional regres-
sion model (TWFR) specification follows the classical GWFR in [5] and is given
by

Yv j(τ) = β0(τ,vi)+
K

∑
k=1

∫

T
Xv j ,k(t)βk(t, τ,vi)dt + εv j(τ), j = 1, . . . ,n, (2)

where β0(τ,vi) is the mean function at location vi, βk(t,τ,vi) is the regression
function for the k−th covariate at location v j, and εv j(τ) is a random error func-
tion at point v j. Suppose, additionally, that the functional data can be approxi-
mated by a set of centred basis functions φk(t) = (φk,1(t), . . . ,φk,m1(t))

T and ψ(τ) =
(ψ1(τ), . . . ,ψm2(τ))

T . The functional variables are expanded as XD,k(t) = CT
k φk(t)

for each k = 1, . . . ,K, YD(τ) = AT ψ(τ) and βk(t,τ,vi) = φ(t)T Bk,viψ(τ) for each
k = 1, . . . ,K where Ck, A, and Bvi,k are matrices of dimensions n × m1, n × m2,
m1×m2, respectively. The procedure estimation of βk(t,τ,vi) leads to the following
equation:

(CkJJJφ )
T Wvi(

K

∑
k=1

CkJφ Bvi,k)Jψ = (CkJJJφ )
T WviAJψ (3)

where Jφ =
∫

φ T (t)φ(t)dt, Jφ =
∫

φ T (t)φ(t)dt and Wvi , the weight matrix, is diag-
onal with following form
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Wvi = [wviv1 ,wviv2 , . . . ,wvivn ]
T In. (4)

The elements of [wviv1 ,wviv2 , . . . ,wvivn ] are the weights associated to the connectivity
between the node vi and all the other nodes v1, . . . ,vn, i.e., they are related to FE ,
which are involved in the calibration of the model for the location vi.

In the classic GWFR, the information from the geographic coordinates is trans-
formed into a proximity matrix Wvi . If Wvi is derived from a matrix of geographical
distances, then we are examining spatially dependent functional data, but if Wvi

originates from a connectivity matrix, then we are working with topologically de-
pendent functional data.

In the TWFR model, the matrix Wvi is linked to FE , which weights the connec-
tivity between nodes. This method is useful for examining phenomena where the
influence between the attributes of nodes is dependent upon the edges of the graph.
For example, in a study of Intel Berkeley Research Laboratory’s sensor network (as
seen in Fig. 1), two nearby sensors may be divided by a wall such that the influence
between their attributes depends on the level of connection between them, rather
than on their geographic location. In this instance, the connection level between two
sensors is determined by the probability of one sensor of receiving the signal from
the other.

4 Data prediction in wireless sensor networks

In this section, we apply the proposed methods and show the main results on the
Intel indoor dataset (http://db.csail.mit.edu/labdata/labdata.html) to study the data
prediction problem in a wireless sensor network. Functional data prediction can be
used to improve data quality and reduce unnecessary data transmission. We focus
on the study of micro clime changes in the Lab. We primarily evaluate the perfor-
mances of the proposed conformal methods for studying the impact of the Temper-
ature and the Light on the relative humidity. The data was collected by the Intel
Berkeley Research Laboratory using Mica2Dot sensors between February 28th and
April 5th, 2004, with the TinyDB in-network query processing system built on the
TinyOS platform. The data consists of 2.3 million readings collected by 54 sensors,
including date, time, timestamp, node id, temperature, humidity, light, and voltage
once every 31 seconds. Sensors data contain the coordinates of devices expressed in
meters and relative to the upper right corner of the lab (Fig. 1).

After a preprocessing steps, we use the functional form (Fourier basis expansion)
for temperature (T EMP), humidity (HUM), and light (LUX) for estimating the re-
lationship between the environmental variables using a TWFR model. The dataset
contains the coordinates of sensors and the connection between them expressed by
the average probability that the message sent from a sensor is correctly received by
another one. To accurately simulate the dynamics of the phenomenon, we compared
the GWFR, where W depends on the geographical distances between sensors, and
TWFR model, where W depends on the connectivity between sensors induced by
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the probability of successfully delivery of a signal, using the classical indexes of
goodness of fit for functional regression model like the Integrated Residual Sum of
Squares (IRSS) and Squared Correlation Function R2(t). For the sake of brevity, we
do not report the results of the analysis.
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Clustering for rotation-valued functional data
Clustering per dati funzionali a valori nel gruppo
ortogonale speciale

Lise Bellanger and Aymeric Stamm

Abstract This methodological paper is motivated by the strong case study of mon-
itoring gait for early detection of gait impairment in patients diagnosed with gait-
affecting disorders. This leads to data with a great complexity that makes any kind
of statistical analysis non-trivial. In effect, we collect functional data that evaluates
on the Lie group of three-dimensional rotations. In this work, we develop sound
statistical methods to enable joint clustering and alignment of such functional data
by borrowing ideas from the existing 𝑘𝑘-means alignment approach.

Key words: functional data, 𝑘𝑘-means clustering, smooth manifold, tangent space,
Lie group, Lie algebra, gait analysis.

1 Introduction

Functional data analysis pertains to the statistical analysis of samples of infinite-
dimensional functions on which some regularity conditions can be assumed [6].
Such 𝑘𝑘-differentiable representations of discrete observations of such curves pro-
vides new insights into the temporal or spatial dynamics of the data at hand. An
intrinsic property of functional data is the mixture of two sources of variability
called amplitude and phase variability [10, 4]. The former captures variability in
the co-domain of the curves while the latter captures variability in the domain of
the curves. In some contexts, it can be desirable to separate these two sources of
variability as they often come with enhanced interpretability. It is often the case for
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instance in clustering analysis where integrating alignment of curves in the clus-
tering process yields more interpretable clusters. The 𝑘𝑘-means alignment algorithm
has been proposed along these lines [8, 9] and showed a clear improvement in the
resulting partition for a variety of concrete examples in various fields [1, 2, 5, 7].
However, it focuses only on R𝑝𝑝-valued functional data.

In this paper, we present a natural extension of the 𝑘𝑘-means alignment clustering
algorithm for rotation-valued functional data, that is functional data that evaluates
on the special orthogonal group SO(3). The special orthogonal group is both a
differentiable manifold and a Lie group with the property of being non-Abelian.
Rotation-valued functional data are common in motion analysis when rotation motion
of body parts is monitored in time. Joint clustering and alignment can be useful at
two levels. In effect, it can be helpful (i) to resort to alignment with affine warping
functions when computing individual gait patterns (IGP) to bring all gait cycles of the
same individual at a given pace and (ii) to separate amplitude and phase variability
to compare several IGPs expressed in percentage of the gait cycle, hence requiring
boundary-preserving warping classes. We will therefore discuss extensions of the
k-means alignment strategy for both cases.

2 Representation of rotation-valued functional data

There are a number of mathematical representations of a three-dimensional rotation
in SO(3). One can use a 3×3 symmetric matrix 𝑅𝑅 with det 𝑅𝑅 = 1, which is known as
the matrix representation. One can use a 6-dimensional vector which stores the six
values of the rotation matrix, which is known as the vector representation. One can
use the Euler or Tait-Byan angle representation, which exploits the fact that every
rotation in R3 can be described as the composition of three rotations around the
axes of an orthogonal coordinate system. One can use the axis-angle representation
which stores the axis of rotation as a three-dimensional unit vector u and the angle of
rotation 𝜃𝜃 as a scalar value. Finally, one can use the unit quaternion representation
which uses an hyper-complex number q of dimension 4 to encode the rotation as:

q = cos
𝜃𝜃

2
+ sin

𝜃𝜃

2
�
𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥 i + 𝑢𝑢𝑦𝑦j + 𝑢𝑢𝑧𝑧k


, (1)

where 𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗 and 𝑘𝑘 are complex numbers such that i2 = j2 = k2 = −1 and ijk = −1.
One can easily show that ∥q∥H = q𝐻𝐻 =

√︁
qq★ =

√︁
q★q = 1, hence the name of unit

quaternion. The space of unit quaternions equipped with the multiplication is known
in algebraic topology as the compact symplectic group Sp(1) which is equivalent to
the special unitary group SU(2) and topologically a 3-sphere S3.

The group Sp(1) � SU(2) is exactly a double cover of the group SO(3) of 3-
dimensional rotations since q and −q correspond to the same rotation. All these
groups are Lie groups which are groups that are also smooth manifolds. For any Lie
group 𝐺𝐺, one can define its corresponding Lie algebra 𝔤𝔤, which is its tangent space at
the identity. The Lie algebra is a vector space equipped with an alternating bi-linear
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map called Lie bracket which satisfies the Jacobi identity and is anti-commutative.
In particular, the vector space R3 can be seen as the Lie algebra of the Lie group
of 3-dimensional rotations where the corresponding Lie bracket is the usual cross
product [𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥] = 𝑥𝑥 × 𝑥𝑥.

In the following, we will use the unit quaternion representation of rotations.
Moreover, we will restrict ourselves to functional data on uni-dimensional domains
𝑇𝑇 ⊂ R as the primary target for statistical analysis are motion tracking. This leads us
to introduce the following:

Definition 1 (rotation-valued functional datum). We will say that a random
variable 𝑋𝑋 is an SU(2)-valued functional random variable when it evaluates in
𝐿𝐿2 (R𝑥 SU(2)), that is:

𝑋𝑋 : Ω → 𝐿𝐿2 (R𝑥 SU(2))

𝜔𝜔 ↦→ 𝑋𝑋 (𝜔𝜔) : R→ SU(2)
𝑡𝑡 ↦→ 𝑋𝑋 (𝜔𝜔) (𝑡𝑡)

3 Statistical analysis on the Lie algebra

It is non-trivial to directly extend statistical methods from the functional data analysis
literature to rotation-valued functional data because of the nature of the co-domain of
the realization of such random variables which requires computation of geodesics.
However, since 3-dimensional rotations are a Lie group when equipped with the
multiplication, one can think of projecting them onto the corresponding Lie algebra
which is isomorphic to R3 and corresponds to the tangent space at the identity. In
effect, statistical analyses on random functions evaluating in 𝐿𝐿2 (𝑇𝑇𝑥R3) are more
manageable. In particular, one can define the following:

Definition 2 (logarithm and exponential maps). Let q = 𝑤𝑤+𝑥𝑥i+𝑥𝑥j+𝑧𝑧k = 𝑤𝑤+v ∈ H
be a quaternion. We define its logarithm as:

log q = log ∥q∥ + v
∥v∥ arccos

𝑤𝑤

∥q∥ (2)

and its exponential as:

exp q = 𝑒𝑒𝑤𝑤
(
cos ∥v∥ + v

∥v∥ sin ∥v∥
)
. (3)

It is easy to show that the logarithm defined in eq.(2) maps the Lie group SU(2) to
its corresponding Lie algebra R3 since for any q ∈ SU(2), we have ∥q∥ = 1 and thus
log ∥q∥ = 0. Conversely, the exponential map defined in eq.(3) applied to a vector
in R3, which can be viewed as a pure imaginary quaternion (i.e. with no real part
𝑤𝑤 = 0), transforms it into a unit quaternion which represents the rotation of angle
∥v∥ around the axis v/∥v∥. We therefore have defined maps to bring unit quaternions
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in their tangent space R3 where statistical analysis can be carried out and to bring
them back into SU(2) for interpretation.

Remark 1. While it is true that the logarithm maps the Lie group to its Lie algebra
and the exponential maps the Lie algebra to the Lie group, we have that

exp(log 𝑞𝑞1 + log 𝑞𝑞2) ≠ 𝑞𝑞1𝑞𝑞2, (4)

because the Lie group SU(2) is non-Abelian. Indeed, terms involving the Lie bracket
of 𝑞𝑞1 and 𝑞𝑞2, which amount to zero in Abelian groups, must be taken into account.
This is known as the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. It turns out that if rota-
tions do not deviate too much from the identity (slow motion), the approximation
exp(log 𝑞𝑞1 + log 𝑞𝑞2) ≈ 𝑞𝑞1𝑞𝑞2 can be appropriate to some extent, hence making statis-
tical conclusions reached in the tangent space also valid in the original space.

4 The joint 𝒌𝒌-means and alignment method

The principle behind the 𝑘𝑘-means alignment method is the foloowing. Let us assume
that we have an 𝑛𝑛-sample 𝑓𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 of random curves on 𝑇𝑇 ⊂ R that we want to
cluster according to the 𝑘𝑘-means algorithm exclusively on the basis of their variability
in amplitude, i.e. removing the phase variability. We define an appropriate classW
of so-called warping functions of𝑇𝑇 and a compatible distance 𝑑𝑑 between curves such
that, if ℎ ∈ W, then 𝑑𝑑 ( 𝑓𝑓1 ◦ℎ, 𝑓𝑓2 ◦ℎ) = 𝑑𝑑 ( 𝑓𝑓1, 𝑓𝑓2). In other words, the distance between
any two functions 𝑓𝑓1 and 𝑓𝑓2 must be preserved if both functions are wrapped by the
same warping functions and usually involves minimizing over the classW of warping
functions the 𝐿𝐿2-distance between one of the curve and the warped version of the
second one. Using such a distance in the 𝑘𝑘-means algorithm effectively achieves a
joint clustering (according to the amplitude variability) and within-cluster alignment
of curves.

When the domain of the curves is the whole real line R, it makes sense to
use the affine class of warping functions for which a nice interpretation can be
given when warping time. In effect, a non-null intercept indicates an initial delay
or anticipation while a non-null slope indicate variation in velocity. The 𝑘𝑘-mean
alignnment algorithm with affine warping functions for multivariate functional data
has been described in [8] and we can apply it on rotation-valued functional data once
mapped in R3 via the logarithm map.

When the domain of the curves is an interval of the form 𝑇𝑇 = [𝑎𝑎, 𝑎𝑎], then we
need a class of warping functions that is boundary-preserving. A natural choice
pertains to resorting to the square-root slope function (SRSF) framework [9] which
effectively aligns square-root slope functions of the original curves using the class
of boundary-preserving warping functions. A version of the 𝑘𝑘-mean algorithm using
the SRSF framework is currently available for univariate functional data only.
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5 K-means for the analysis of individual gait patterns

We equipped a number of individuals with a motion sensor clipped on a belt at the
level of the hip on their right side and registered the rotation of their hip over time
on a time grid at 100 Hz frequency in the form of unit quaternions computed from
data collected by 3 different 3-axis sensors: an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a
magnetometer. As shown in Fig. 5, after a preprocessing step which consisted in
correcting for small inconsistencies or artifacts in the collected data and segmenting
the signal into gait cycles, we applied the proposed 𝑘𝑘-means alignment algorithm
using affine warping functions and 𝑘𝑘 = 1 on the gait cycles of the same individual in
order to compute the so-called individual gait pattern which is effectively an average
gait cycle representing the typical variation of hip rotation during one stride of the
individual.
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Fig. 1 Affine registration of individual gait cycles. Raw segmented gait cycles of the individual
(a) are registered via the 𝑘𝑘-mean alignment algorithm using 𝑘𝑘 = 1 and affine warping functions (b);
the resulting registered curves are finally truncated to their common domain which is expressed in
percentage of gait cycle (c) and the point-wise mean defines the individual gait pattern.

We used the above strategy to compute the IGP for a number of individuals. The
goal is then to compare IGPs of patients diagnosed with gait-affecting disorders
against healthy subjects. However, inter-subject gait variability comes from many
different factors which we seek to isolate in order to focus as much as possible on
the variability induced by the pathology. We believe that separating amplitude and
phase variability will help us in this task. We extended the SRSF framework to
accommodate rotation-valued functional data but it is currently limited to functional
data on univariate domains only.

6 Discussion

We successfully extended existing 𝑘𝑘-means alignment strategies to the case of
rotation-valued functional data. This proved to be helpful in defining the concept of
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individual gait pattern which turns out to a useful biomarker for studying gait im-
pairment [3]. We plan to extend the SRSF version of the 𝑘𝑘-means alignment method
to multivariate functional data to efficiently separate amplitude and phase variability
in a sample of IGPs. Finally, we believe that the strategy of performing the statistical
analysis on the Lie algebra of SO(3) is justified by the fact the hip rotation is a slow
motion that does not deviate much from the identity, which should allow us to trans-
fer the result of the statistical analysis back to the rotations themselves. However, in
order to back up such a claim, we also plan to provide a 𝑘𝑘-means alignment method
directly on the space of rotations using geodesics.
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Abstract

Explanations are necessary objects of a decision-making problem. However, complex
Machine learning (ML) models that are usually used to provide decisions lack explana-
tions. Model-agnostic explanation methods are the solutions for this problem and can find
the contribution of each variable to the prediction of any ML model. Among these methods,
SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) is the most commonly used explanation approach
which is based on game theory and requires a background dataset when interpreting an ML
model. In this study we evaluate the effect of the background dataset on the explanations.
In particular, we propose a variant of SHAP, InstanceSHAP, that use instance-based learn-
ing to produce a background dataset for the Shapley value framework. More precisely, we
focus on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) lending credit risk assessment and design an instance-based
explanation model, which uses a more similar background distribution. Experimental re-
sults reveal that the proposed model can effectively improve the ordinary shapley values
and provide more robust explanations.

Abstract in italiano. La spiegabilità dei modelli di Machine Learning (ML) rappresenta
un aspetto cruciale soprattutto nei processi decisionali. Tuttavia, i modelli di ML sono
contraddistinti da un certo livello di complessità che può compromettere l’interpretabilità
dei risultati che ne derivano. Al fine di risolvere questo problema, è possibile ricorrere a
specifiche metodologie agnostiche, ossia indipendenti dal modello, che permettano di ril-
evare il contributo di ciascuna variabile alla previsione generata da qualsiasi modello di
ML. Tra questi metodi, il metodo SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) è l’approccio
esplicativo più comunemente utilizzato. Partendo dalla teoria dei giochi, il metodo SHAP
si basa su un set di dati di base in funzione del quale trarre l’interpretazione di un mod-
ello di ML. L’obiettivo di questo contributo consiste nel valutare l’effetto prodotto dal set
di dati di base sulla spiegabilità. In particolare, proponiamo una variante di SHAP, chia-
mata InstanceSHAP, che utilizza l’apprendimento basato su istanze per generare un set di
dati che funga da background per l’applicazione dei valori di Shapley. Più precisamente,
il focus sarà rivolto alla valutazione del rischio di credito del prestito peer-to-peer (P2P)
lending e sulla definizione di un modello di spiegazione basato sulle istanze, che utilizzi
una distribuzione di background più simile. I risultati sperimentali rivelano che il modello
proposto contribuisce effettivamente al miglioramento nella determinazione dei valori di
Shapley fornendo, di conseguenza, una maggiore robustezza in termini di spiegabilità.

Keywords: Feature attribution; Shapley values; Machine Learning; Explainability.
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A new paradigm for Artificial Intelligence based
on Group Equivariant Non-Expansive Operators
(GENEOs) applied to protein pocket detection

Giovanni Bocchi, Alessandra Micheletti, Patrizio Frosini, Alessandro Pedretti,
Carmen Gratteri, Filippo Lunghini, Andrea Rosario Beccari, Carmine Talarico

Abstract Artificial Intelligence (AI) is now pervasive in everyday life, and it is quite
often based on deep learning techniques. Deep learning continuously proves to be
very effective in many applications, but its inherent opacity is also well known:
deep learning experts cannot always explain AI decisions, even when coming from
systems that were designed by themselves. Thus the need for eXplainable Artificial
Intelligence (XAI).

Key words: XAI, GENEOs, pocket detection.

1 Introduction

Equivariant operators are proving to be increasingly important in deep learning,
in order to make neural networks more transparent and interpretable [2, 7]. The
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use of such operators corresponds to the rising interest in the so called “explain-
able artificial intelligence” [6, 14], which looks for methods and techniques whose
functioning can be understood by humans. In accordance with this line of research,
Group Equivariant Non-Expansive Operators (GENEOs) have been recently pro-
posed as elementary components for building new kinds of networks [3, 4, 8]. Their
use is grounded in Topological Data Analysis (TDA) and guarantees good mathe-
matical properties to the involved spaces, such as compactness, convexity, and finite
approximability, under suitable assumptions on the space of data and by choosing
appropriate topologies.

A GENEO is a functional operator that transforms data into other data. By defi-
nition, it is assumed to commute with the action of given groups of transformations
(equivariance) and to make the distance between data decrease (non-expansivity).
The groups contain the transformations that preserve the “meaning” of our data,
while the non-expansivity condition ensures that the operator simplifies the data
metric structure. Both equivariance and non-expansivity are important: while equiv-
ariance reduces the computational complexity by exploiting symmetries of data,
non-expansivity guarantees that the space of GENEOs can be finitely approximated.

In this paper we will introduce GENEOs and we will show promising results
obtained in an industrial application, namely protein pocket detection.

2 Basic definitions and properties of GENEO spaces

Let us now formalize the concept of GENEO, as was introduced in [3]. We assume
that a space Φ of functions from a set X to Rk is given, together with a group G
of transformations of X , such that if ϕ ∈ Φ and g ∈ G then ϕ ◦ g ∈ Φ . We call the
couple (Φ ,G) perception pair. We also assume that Φ is endowed with the topology
induced by the L∞-norm DΦ(ϕ1,ϕ2) = ||ϕ1 −ϕ2||∞, ϕ1,ϕ2 ∈ Φ . Let us assume that
another perception pair (Ψ ,H) is given, with Ψ endowed with the topology induced
by the analogous L∞-norm distance DΨ , and let’s fix a homomorphism T : G → H.

Definition 1. A map F : Φ →Ψ is called a group equivariant non-expansive oper-
ator (GENEO) if the following conditions hold:

1. F(ϕ ◦g) = F(ϕ)◦T (g) for every ϕ ∈ Φ , g ∈ G (equivariance);
2. ∥F(ϕ)−F(ϕ ′)∥∞ ≤ ∥ϕ −ϕ ′∥∞ for every ϕ,ϕ ′ ∈ Φ (non-expansivity).

If we denote by Fall the space of all GENEOs between (Φ ,G) and (Ψ ,H) and
we introduce the metric

DGENEO(F1,F2) = sup
ϕ∈Φ

||F1(ϕ)−F2(ϕ)||∞, ∀F1,F2 ∈ Fall

the following main properties of Fall can be proven (see [3] for the proofs).

Theorem 1. If Φ and Ψ are compact, then Fall is compact with respect to the topol-
ogy induced by DGENEO.
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Theorem 2. If Ψ is convex, then Fall is convex.

Theorem 1 guarantees that if the spaces of data are compact, then also the space
of GENEOs is compact, thus it can be well approximated by a finite number of
representatives, reducing thus the complexity of the problem. Theorem 2 implies
that if the space of data is also convex, then any convex combination of GENEOs
is still a GENEO. Thus when both properties hold we have an easy instrument to
obtain new GENEOs starting from a finite number of them.

3 GENEOnet

We used GENEOs to build GENEOnet [5], a geometrical explainable machine
learning method to detect pockets on the surface of proteins which are likely to host
ligands (where ligands are usually drugs). Protein pockets detection is a key prob-
lem in the context of drug development, since being able to identify only a small
number of good sites, allows a scientist to restrict the action of virtual screening
procedures, saving thus both computational resources and time.

This problem is particularly suitable to be treated with GENEOs: on one side
there is some important empirical chemical-physical knowledge that can not be di-
rectly embedded in the usual machine learning techniques, but can be injected in a
GENEO architecture, and, on the other side, the problem shows a natural equivari-
ance property, since if we rotate or translate a protein, its pockets will be coherently
transformed in the same way. This suggests that pocket detection is equivariant with
respect to the group of spatial isometries.

To apply GENEOs, input data have been discretized by surrounding each molecule
with a bounded region divided into a 3D grid of voxels. In this way the data are
modelled as bounded functions from the Euclidean space R3 to Rd . We considered
d = 8 distinct geometrical, chemical and physical potential fields, called channels,
that were computed on each molecule 1.

The input data are fed to a layer of GENEOs chosen from a set of parametric
families of operators, each one parametrized by one shape parameter σi, i = 1, . . . ,8.
These families were designed in order to include the a priori knowledge of the ex-
perts of medicinal chemistry. We opted for convolutional operators with L1 normal-
ized kernels: if ϕ is one of the considered channel measured on a molecule, we
compute

Fk(ϕ) =
∫

R3
ϕ(x)k(x− y)dy,

where k is a kernel. The behavior of such operators is determined by their kernels,
thus by making the i-th kernel dependent only on one shape parameter σi, we have
direct control on the action of each operator. We mainly used Gaussian kernels2,
or kernels having shapes of spheres, or of spherical crowns, assuming alternatively

1 See [5] for further details on the specific channels.
2 that is with general expression k(x) =C exp

(
−||x||2

2σi

)
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positive and negative values in different parts of the interior of the sphere or crown,
and zero outside (see [5] for further details about the kernels). Nonetheless all the
kernels are rotationally invariant functions, this fact, together with the properties of
convolution, guarantees that the corresponding operators satisfy the key requirement
to be equivariant with respect to the group of isometries of R3.

In the second step the d operators are combined through a convex combination,
with weights α1, . . . ,αd , with αi ∈ [0,1],∀i and ∑d

i=1 αi = 1. The output of the con-
vex combination is normalized to a function ψ from R3 to [0,1]. Here ψ(x) can
be read as the probability that a point x ∈ R3 belongs to a pocket. Finally, given
a probability threshold θ ∈ [0,1], we get the different predicted pockets by taking
the connected components of the superlevel set {ψ ≥ θ} ⊆ R3. The entire model
pipeline is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Model workflow: input
channels ϕ1, . . . ,ϕ8 are fed
to the GENEOs F1, . . . ,F8
dependent on the shape pa-
rameters σ1, . . . ,σ8. The in-
termediate outputs ψ1, . . . ,ψ8
are combined through convex
combination with weights
α1, . . . ,α8 to get the final re-
sult ψ . To get predictions a
thresholding operation with a
parameter θ is applied obtain-
ing the binary function ψ̂
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The model that was described so far has a total of 17 parameters. The fact that
the model only employs convolutional operators, and their linear combinations, al-
lowed us to set up an optimization pipeline quite similar to a 3D Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN), but with two fundamental differences. First of all GENEOnet
has a really tiny set of parameters3. Additionally the convolutional kernels of the
GENEOs are not learned entry by entry as in classical CNNs (in this way equivari-
ance would not be preserved), instead the kernels are computed at each step from
the shape parameters that are updated during the optimization.

4 Model training and comparison with other methods

In order to identify the unknown parameters, we chose to optimize a cost function
that evaluates the goodness of our predictions, in terms of volume fraction of the

3 For comparison DeepPocket [1], a recent approach that uses a 3D CNN, has 665122 parameters.
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cavity which contains the ligand that has been correctly detected. Eventually, after
training, pockets are found as the connected components of the thresholded output
of the model, resulting in a set of unranked pockets. Actually this representation is
not much informative, since it is usually desirable to compute also the “druggability”
of the identified cavities, that is a ranking score for the pockets, on the basis of their
fitness to host a ligand. Thus we used the ’not thresholded’ output ψ of the model
to score the pockets, so that the final output consists in a list of pockets, ranked by
their corresponding scores [5].

In order to identify the optimal model, we opted for a two-step optimization
procedure: in the first step we generated m = 200 models (M )m

k=1 optimized from
(Tk, ICk)

m
k=1, where Tk is a training set of size 200, subsampled from the whole

dataset and ICk are the randomly generated initial values of the parameters. In the
second step each model was evaluated for its scoring capabilities, by computing H1
(see (1) for the definition) on a validation set in order to select the one with highest
H1. This final model was evaluated on an independent (both from the training and
the validation sets) test set to produce the results of next section.4

We compared the results of GENEOnet with other recent methods for protein
pocket detection, based on ML techniques. We based our comparison on the scores
assigned by the different methods to the pockets. In this way we compared the ability
of the models to assign the highest scores to pockets that match the true ones. Given
a dataset of proteins having only one ligand, and thus one “true pocket” each, we
computed the following quantities

Hj =
#(proteins whose true pocket is hit by the jth top ranked)

#(proteins)
(1)

and the corresponding cumulative quantities

Tj =
#(proteins whose true pocket is hit within the jth top ranked)

#(proteins)
=

j

∑
i=1

Hj.

In this way different methods can be compared directly: if a model has a cumulative
Tj that stands above all the others for all j, then that model is definitely better. The
results reported in Table 1 show that GENEOnet has a better performance than all
the other considered methods.
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Table 1 Tj values for the
methods in the comparison.
In the last column the fraction
of molecules whose correct
pocket has been identified
by at least one of the ranked
cavities is reported. See [5]
for the full analysis.

Method T1 T2 T3 T4 ∑ j≥1 Hj
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Abstract In the medical domain, there is a large amount of valuable information
that is stored in textual format. These unstructured data have long been ignored, due
to the difficulties of introducing them in statistical models, but in the last years, the
field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has seen relevant improvements, with
models capable of achieving relevant results in various tasks, including information
extraction, classification and clustering. NLP models are typically language-specific
and often domain-specific, but most of the work to date has been focused on the
English language, especially in the medical domain. In this work, we propose a
pipeline for clustering Italian medical texts, with a case study on clinical questions
reported in referrals.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, Natural Language Processing (NLP) has seen significant ad-
vances and it has started to be applied also in the medical domain, where Electronic
Health Records store nowadays a large number of textual documents, which often
contain information that is not reported in the structured fields [5].

Medical documents present additional challenges with respect to those in the
general domain, related to the specific lexicon, the high number of ambiguous ab-
breviations, the significant differences that exist in the way in which clinical doc-
uments are structured by different healthcare providers and the lack of annotated
datasets.

Most of the work on NLP for the clinical domain is related to English documents,
although in the last years, other languages are receiving increased attention. The ex-
tension of existing language models to different languages is not straightforward,
due to the scarcity of (annotated) datasets and domain-specific resources [7]. In par-
ticular, there are only a few works which applied NLP to Italian medical documents,
including both rule-based and machine-learning-based approaches [9, 6].

In this work, we present a pipeline for clustering Italian medical documents,
applied to a specific case study: clinical questions that are reported in the referrals
for specialized examinations.

In Italy, there is a standard format for referrals, containing various structured
fields and two free-text fields: the clinical question and the notes. We focus on clin-
ical questions since it is a field that must be compulsorily filled in with a description
of the reason which determined the referral, i.e., the disease or the symptoms of the
patient. For this purpose, we have been given access to a dataset of referrals filled-in
in Lombardy Region in 2021, including their clinical questions.

Clinical questions are the only way to specify the reason for a referral since the
Italian referral form does not provide any structured field for coding the disease or
symptoms of the patients. Being able to automatically identify the disease code from
the clinical questions would allow many subsequent analyses, both in the epidemi-
ological field and on the appropriateness of prescriptions, two topics of paramount
importance for the National Health System.

Referrals’ clinical questions are not traditional clinical documents, in fact, they
are administrative medical data. Administrative databases present the advantage of
large coverage of the population, which is a relevant aspect for the above-mentioned
types of analyses. Nevertheless, since they are meant neither for clinical nor for sta-
tistical use, they present some additional challenges with respect to traditional clini-
cal documents: they often consist of one or two short sentences, missing punctuation
and a proper syntactic structure, with multiple pieces of information not clearly sep-
arated (e.g., the proper clinical question, data on past examinations or past diseases,
information on waiting times).

Due to the initial absence of an annotated dataset of clinical questions and since
one of the most common problems in the medical domain is the absence of annotated
datasets, we focused on the development of a clustering pipeline, which can be
useful for different types of medical documents.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on clustering of Italian refer-
rals and more in general the first on clustering of Italian medical documents, with the
exception of [1] which used proprietary software to cluster handovers of an Italian
mental health institute.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the data
and the clustering pipeline, in Section 3 we discuss preliminary results on the case
study, together with limitations and possible future developments, while Section 4
contains conclusive remarks.

2 Materials and Methods

In this section we present the data for the case study and the clustering pipeline,
discussing its main components.

2.1 Data

The dataset used in this work consists of 5000 clinical questions from referrals filled
in by physicians in Lombardy Region in 2021, related to specialized oncological ex-
aminations. These data have been manually labelled with respect to the most com-
mon types of cancer, identifying 26 clusters, plus a cluster of all the remaining re-
ferrals. The distribution among the different types of cancer is severely unbalanced:
breast cancer has 1287 referrals, the other group has 1144 referrals, while nine other
types of cancers are in the order of hundreds and the remaining ones in the order of
tens of referrals.

2.2 Clustering pipeline

Figure 1 depicts the pipeline with its main steps: pre-processing, text representation,
dimensionality reduction and clustering. In this section, we analyze each of them.

Fig. 1 Diagram of the clustering pipeline
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2.2.1 Pre-processing

We considered the following steps: (i) lemmatization/stemmatization, (ii) abbre-
viations expansion, (iii) stop-words removal, (iv) typos correction, (v) low/high-
frequency words removal. They are all common steps in NLP, with the exception of
abbreviations expansion which is particularly relevant in the medical domain.

2.2.2 Text representation

In NLP there are two main types of representations that can be used: vocabulary-
based representations and neural-network-based embeddings.

The most used vocabulary-based representation is the TF-IDF representation [2],
where the entry for word w j in document di of dataset D has the following value:

T F − IDF(w j,di) =
# occurrences of w j in di

# words in di
× log

(
|D|+1

|d ∈ D : w j ∈ d|

)
(1)

Vocabulary-based representations are sparse, high-dimensional and they do not
take into account semantic similarity between words. Neural-network-based embed-
dings overcome this limitation since they produce fixed-length continuous vectors
whose distance is related to the semantic similarity of the texts they represent. Here
we focus on context-aware neural-network-based embeddings, i.e., those that are
not fixed for a given word but depend also on the context in which it appears. BERT
is a context-aware neural network model which has achieved state-of-the-art perfor-
mances in many NLP tasks in the last years [4].

The original version of BERT has been developed for general-domain English
documents, but many other versions of BERT have been subsequently developed
to improve the performances on specific domains or different languages, using the
same architecture but different training datasets. There are models for the medical
domain [3], but they don’t cover the Italian language, while there are models for the
Italian language, but only for general-domain documents [8]. In our case study, we
compare the results of Umberto, the most recent Italian version of BERT, with two
other models that we have fine-tuned to cover the Italian medical domain:

1. Umberto-medicina: fine-tuned on documents extracted from the Medicine sec-
tion of Italian Wikipedia (21.413 documents, 108 MB)

2. Umberto-malattie: fine-tuned on documents extracted from the Diseases section
of Italian Wikipedia (4028 documents, 23 MB)

The datasets that we have used are much smaller than the original one (69GB),
and for this reason, we adopted a transfer-learning approach, i.e. we fine-tuned Um-
berto instead of training a new BERT model from scratch.
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2.2.3 Dimensionality Reduction

Vocabulary-based representations can easily reach hundreds of dimensions and even
thousands. Neural-network-based embeddings have instead a fixed length, which is
typically in the order of hundreds (768 for BERT). In both cases, there is a need to
reduce their dimensionality before using them in a clustering algorithm. We applied
PCA for this step, but other possibilities could be investigated in the future.

2.2.4 Clustering algorithm

The choice of the clustering algorithm depends on the type of representation, but
also on the dataset. A relevant aspect, common to many clustering algorithms, is the
distance metric to use. For vocabulary-based representations, cosine distance is a
natural choice, while for neural-network-based embeddings both euclidean distance
and cosine distance can be used.

3 Results

The results on the referrals dataset are measured in term of weighted F1-score, after
having determined the best match between the clusters and the classes for which
the data have been labelled. Table 1 shows a comparison between the TF-IDF rep-
resentation and the different BERT-based embeddings. For TF-IDF we have used
k-means as clustering algorithm, since it provided the best results, while for the
BERT-based embeddings the best results have been achieved with HDBSCAN.

BERT-based language-models show large improvements with respect to the TF-
IDF representation, and the fine-tuned versions of Umberto show a relevant im-
provement with respect to the standard Umberto. Umberto-medicina achieved the
best results, probably because its fine-tuning dataset is larger than the one of
Umberto-malattie.

Table 1 Results with different text representations

Text representation W. Precision W. Recall W. F1
TF-IDF 0.167 0.223 0.184
Umberto 0.472 0.372 0.321
Umberto-medicina 0.681 0.454 0.438
Umberto-malattie 0.670 0.437 0.423

An analysis of the detailed results per type of cancer shows that that are signif-
icant differences between them. We have been able to identify clusters associated
with 13 out of 26 cancer types. For most of the identified types of cancer, precision
is high (> 0.90), while recall is low (< 0.50), with a few exceptions.
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There are some types of cancers for which we identified multiple clusters that are
associated with them. In particular, breast cancer, the largest class, has 5 clusters,
while colon cancer has 3 clusters, in our best result. With TF-IDF the results are
not only worse in terms of precision, recall and F1, but also in terms of number of
clusters per cancer type, showing 9 different clusters for breast cancer. Some of these
clusters referred to the same cancer type have a rationale for being separate, e.g.,
some of them contain indications of patients who have been under surgery, others
are specifically referred to right/left breast, but this is not always the case. Further
investigations are needed to understand how to avoid or merge these clusters.

4 Conclusions

In this work we have presented a pipeline for clustering Italian medical documents,
addressing this problem for the first time. While many challenges remain open, rele-
vant improvements have already been achieved with respect to baseline techniques,
highlighting the benefits of BERT-based language models, even in this specific do-
main and without a large training dataset. Further investigations will be focused on
the analysis of different dimensionality reduction techniques and on the problem of
automatic merging different clusters related to the same topic.
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Abstract Recommendation systems have experienced great growth in the last two years. Many
algorithms have been proposed to introduce new models or improve existing ones. It goes without
saying that this is due to the explosive use of the internet for almost everything in our everyday
life. The goal for companies using these recommendation systems is to increase profits by propos-
ing products that the user had not even thought of at the beginning of his browsing, and that he
seems to like and ends up buying, watching, or testing at least. Traditional recommender systems
have been used for a long time. However, their combination with deep learning methods and gen-
erative models makes them now more efficient. This paper presents a comparative study of recent
recommender systems using deep learning, based generative models.
Abstract Abstract in Italian

Key words: : Artificial intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Generative models, Rec-
ommender systems, VAE, GAN, GPT

1 Introduction

There are several different types of Machine Learning models, including Supervised Learning, Un-
supervised Learning, Semi-supervised Learning, Reinforcement Learning, Generative Models, and
Recommendation systems. Today, recommendation systems have evolved a lot. They have experi-
enced spectacular growth and popularity in recent years, thanks to the advances and research made
in this field. They are algorithms that use data about the user’s behavior, preferences, and interac-
tions to suggest items or actions that the user would be interested in. These systems are commonly
used in e-commerce (like Amazon, Alibaba, and Netflix), media (like YouTube, and Spotify), and
social media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn) to personalize content and improve
user engagement. They can be used also in other industries such as banking, healthcare [1], tourism
[2, 3], education [4, 5], or travel. Recommendation systems may use different techniques such as
Collaborative filtering [6, 7, 8, 9], or Deep Learning. In this paper, we present generative mod-
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els based deep learning used for recommendation systems. We discuss their strengths and limits
and compare them according to several criteria such as their components, complexity and training
process.

2 Traditional types of Machine Learning models vs Generative
models

Supervised Learning is where the model is trained on labeled data to predict outcomes for new, un-
seen data. There are two types of supervised Learning, Classification, and Regression. Examples
of supervised learning algorithms include linear regression, logistic regression, and KNN [11, 10].
In unsupervised Learning, the model is trained on unlabeled data to find out patterns or structures
in the data. Some types of unsupervised learning are Clustering, Dimensionality reduction, and As-
sociation rule learning. Examples of unsupervised learning algorithms include k-means [3, 7, 10],
and PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [12, 13]. Semi-supervised Learning is a combination
of supervised and unsupervised Learning. In this case, the algorithm is trained on a dataset that
contains both labeled and unlabeled to improve the performance of a model. The model is gen-
erally trained on a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data. With re-
inforcement Learning [14], the model learns to make decisions by receiving rewards or penalties
for certain actions. Some examples of reinforcement Learning models are Q-Learning, SARSA
(State-Action-Reward-State-Action), and Monte Carlo (MC).
Generative models are a type of Machine Learning model that can generate new unseen data sam-
ples, that are similar to real data present in the training set. Generative models can be used in a
variety of ways as data augmentation to increase the amount of training data, to generate synthetic
data [17] when real data is limited or expensive to obtain, or as a pre-processing step to extract
features that are used in the supervised or unsupervised model.

3 Recommendation systems

In Collaborative Filtering (CF) [6, 7], the past behavior of users is collected, analyzed and used to
predict recommendations. There are two types of this approach: user-based and item-based.

• User based [6]: For example, if user 1 and user 2 have a similar behavioral history. Then, there
is a high probability that they will be interested in the same products in the future. So later,
when user 1 is interested in a product, that product will be recommended to user 2.

• Item based [6]: in this approach, a user will certainly like similar products to those he has
already liked in the past.

Content-based (CB) [6] systems focus on the characteristics or attributes of the items, that a user
had shown interest in them, in order to make recommendations for him. For example, if a user
has already shown interest in a movie or a song, a content-based recommendation system could
recommend videos of the same actor, genre, etc. Popularity-based Recommendation makes recom-
mendations based on the popularity of items, which is simple but can be effective in some cases.
Hybrid Systems [8, 9] combine all the approaches above to make recommendations. In general,
they are usually more scalable and effective, but also more expensive than Collaborative, and
Content-Based Filtering.
To summarize, Collaborative filtering is good for handling a large number of users and items. While
Content-based filtering is good for handling new users and items with no past interactions. Hybrid
systems are good for taking advantage of the strengths of those different methods, overcoming the
limitations of each method used individually. Nevertheless, they are more complex to implement
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and evaluate than the individual methods. They require more data and computer resources, and
the results can be difficult to interpret in many cases. According to Hyeyoung Koet et al in [15],
there has been a big interest in research on hybrid recommendation systems since 2014, which has
resulted in an increase in the number of studies and research on this topic since this year.

4 Generative models for recommendation systems

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning, called also Artificial Neural Network. It is inspired
by the structure and function of the human brain. Deep learning is often used for complex tasks. It
is based on the use of neural networks with multiple layers of interconnected nodes, called artificial
neurons, which process and transmit information. The performance of deep learning algorithms in-
creases with an increase in the amount of data and the layers of the neural network.
Deep Learning-based methods are good for handling large and complex datasets. They are more
accurate than traditional methods, but they may require a large amount of data to train the model,
and they can be computationally expensive and difficult to interpret. Deep Learning-based methods
can be seen as an advancement or an alternative to traditional methods. We can combine all these
different models to take advantage of the strengths of each, and it often improves performance in
most cases. For example, using a combination of clustering and classification for customer segmen-
tation. First, clustering is used to group similar customers together, and then a supervised learning
model is trained to classify each cluster into specific segments. Another example consists of the
combination of a Deep Learning model with recommendation systems by using generative mod-
els. In this case, Generative models can be used to generate new recommendations for users based
on their past behavior by using complex Deep Learning algorithms. There are several types of
generative models using deep learning. Table 1 listed recent works related to this approach. In the

Table 1 Recent works using Generative models based deep learning

Generative models Name of the Generative Model Year

RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machines 2006
VAE Variational Autoencoder 2013
GAN Generative Adversarial Network 2014
cGANs* Conditional GANs 2014
AAE Adversarial Autoencoder 2016
FBGM Flow-based generative models 2016
DCGANs* Deep Convolutional GANs 2016
InfoGANs* InfoGANs 2016
Cycle GANs* Cycle GANs 2017
WGAN* Wasserstein GAN 2017
Transformer-based models Transformer-based models 2017
GPT Generative Pre-training Transformer 2018
StyleGAN* Style-Based Generator Architecture 2018
BigGAN* BigGAN 2019
GPT-3 GPT-3 2020
DALL-E DALL-E 2021

*Variant of GAN

following section, we will focus on the models: VAE, GAN, and GPT. The other solutions are their
variants. VAE is a type of generative model that learns to generate new data by learning a com-
pact representation of the input data in the form of a continuous latent variable. The VAE consists
of two main components: an encoder and a decoder. The encoder is a neural network that takes
the input data and maps it to a lower-dimensional, continuous latent space. The encoder learns to
compress the input data into a compact representation by maximizing the likelihood of the input
data given the latent variables. The decoder is another neural network that maps the latent vari-
ables to the original input space. The decoder learns to generate new samples by sampling from
the latent space and then mapping them back to the input space. VAEs are trained to minimize the
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difference between the generated samples and the real samples. It can be used for tasks such as an
image or speech generation, anomaly detection, and feature extraction. In [16], authors use a VAE
model, upstream of other ML Algorithms (XGBoost, CatBoost and LightGBM), to recommend an
optimal Nitrogen rate for rice growers. As data related to environmental and agricultural resources
suffer usually from discrepancy and noise. Using VAE to reconstruct data, which means generate
clean data, has allowed increasing of 4.32% yield compared to using normal data (without VAE).
It is based on a dataset of 4884 records that contains characteristics of soil and climatic data, re-
mote sensing indices, and farming practices. That information is collected from extended surfaces
cultivated intensively with rice for the last 5 years prior to the article (2017–2021). The Neural
Network is composed of 1024 nodes, and a 128-dimension hidden representation was obtained for
the encoder. Here, some variants and extensions of VAE: Conditional VAE (CVAE), Adversarial
Autoencoder (AAE), Wasserstein VAE, VQ-VAE, and Flow-based VAE model. GAN consists of
two neural networks: a generator and a discriminator. The generator creates new data samples, and
the discriminator attempts to distinguish between the generated samples and the real samples from
the training dataset. The two networks are trained together in an adversarial way. GAN is used
to generate realistic things that have never existed as images, video, text, and music, .... It can be
used to generate synthetic data to train the recommendation model with more data, and then be
more performant. One example in the medical field is about generating 3D synthetic lung [17]. It
is used to solve the problem of lack of healthy lungs, to better train the model and so have good
results, by using a 3D Progressive Growing GAN, named PGGAN, capable of generating unreal
healthy lungs with good resolution. Another example is in the fashion field [18] where the authors
proposed a multimodal transformer-based GAN with cross-modal attention. It explores simultane-
ously visual features and textual attributes. This model applied in fashion recommendation allows
to generate a complete set of outfits and decides the number of items in the set. This model does
not consider audio features, which could be a possible improvement to have better performance.
There are many variants and extensions of GANs that have been proposed recently, including Con-
ditional GANs, Deep Convolutional GANs, Wasserstein GANs, InfoGANs, Cycle GANs, and each
of these algorithms has their strengths and weaknesses. Their use will depend on the problem and
the types of input data. Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) is a type of language model
introduced by OpenAI in 2018. It uses a deep neural network with a transformer architecture to
generate human-like text. GPT is pre-trained on a massive dataset of text from the internet and
fine-tuned on specific tasks such as language translation, question answering, and text summariza-
tion. This allows it to generate high-quality, coherent text in a variety of languages and styles with
remarkable accuracy. GPT-3 has been a real achievement in the field of language modeling and
has generated a lot of enthusiasm in the research as well as the industry. It is the largest language
model to date, with over 175 billion parameters. Today, GPT models are largely used in natural
language processing and have become a major asset in the field. Below is a table comparing these
three models based on the following criteria: architecture, complexity, nature of input data, training
process, data generation, requirement, cost, strengths, weaknesses, and some uses.GPT is now the
way toward conversational recommender systems (CRS) aiming to recommend high-quality items
to users through interactive conversations[19, 20].
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5 Conclusion

Generative models have been around since the early years of machine learning and artificial intelli-
gence. But their growth has multiplied since the progress that deep learning models have achieved.
Much recent research has combined deep learning and generative models to develop new architec-
tures and techniques. These models have shown promising results in improving the performance
of recommendation systems and providing more personalized recommendations.
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Sparse Inference in Gaussian Graphical Models
via Adaptive Non-Convex Penalty Function
Inferenza Sparsa nei Modelli Grafici Gaussiani Mediante
Funzione di Penalizzazione Non-Convessa Adattiva

Daniele Cuntrera, Vito M.R. Muggeo, Luigi Augugliaro

Abstract In this paper, we propose a new penalized estimator for sparse inference in
Gaussian Graphical Models, which is grounded on the adaptive non-convex penalty
function initially proposed in [3]. The proposed estimator enhances several advan-
tages with respect to the non-convex alternatives, such as SCAD and MCP, since
we can control the amount of non-convexity of the objective function through a sec-
ond tuning parameter and, consequently, we can remove the inferential problems
related to the existence of multiple local minima. The performance of the proposed
estimator is evaluated through a simulation study.
Abstract In questo articolo, proponiamo un nuovo stimatore penalizzato per con-
durre inferenza sparsa nei modelli Gaussiani grafici, basato sulla funzione di pe-
nalità non convessa adattativa inizialmente proposta in [3]. Lo stimatore proposto
presenta diversi vantaggi rispetto agli altri stimatori basati su funzioni di penaliz-
zazione non convesse, come SCAD e MCP, in quanto possiamo controllare il grado
di non convessità della funzione obiettivo attraverso un secondo parametro di tuning
e, di conseguenza, possiamo rimuovere i problemi inferenziali legati all’esistenza
di minimi locali multipli. La performance dello stimatore proposto è valutata at-
traverso uno studio di simulazione.
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function, penalized inference, sparse inference
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1 Introduction

Gaussian Graphical Models (GGM) are probabilistic graphical models based on the
assumption that the random vector X ∼ N(µ,Σ) :

f (x; µ,Σ) = (2π)−p/2|Σ |−1/2 exp{−1/2(x−µ)⊤Σ−1(x−µ)}, (1)

The inverse of the covariance matrix, denoted by Θ , is called precision matrix and
its off-diagonal elements, denoted as θhk, are the parametric tools by which den-
sity (1) factorizes according to the undirected graph G = {V ,E }, where the edge-
set E encodes the conditional dependence and independence structure among the p
random variables. Formally, (h,k) ̸∈ E ⇔ Xh ⊥⊥ Xk | XV \{h,k} ⇔ θhk = 0 (see [5]
for more details), therefore, our goal is to infer µ and Θ , as well as recover the
conditional dependence structure encoded by E . Suppose that a set of n i.i.d. obser-
vations are drawn from density (1). In principle, inference on E can be carried out
by maximizing the profile log-likelihood function ℓ(Θ) = logdetΘ − tr(SΘ), where
S is the empirical covariance matrix. Then, the edge-set E the can be estimated by
Ê = {(h,k); θ̂hk ̸= 0}.

Although the procedure described above is theoretically well-founded, the appli-
cation to real datasets is limited for two main reasons. Firstly, the number of mea-
sured variables is often larger than the sample size, implying the non-existence of
the maximum likelihood estimator of the precision matrix. Secondly, the maximum
likelihood estimator will exhibit very high variance even when the sample size is
large enough. In terms of GGMs, this evidence translates into the assumption that Θ
has a sparse structure; consequently, a number of authors have proposed a penalized
approach to estimate Θ and G at the same time. We refer the interested reader to [1]
for a review on sparse GGMs.

2 Sparse inference via adaptive non-convex penalty function

The proposed model. Following the approach presented in [7], in this paper, we
propose to estimate Θ and E using a penalized approach grounded on the adaptive
non-convex penalty function introduced in [3]. Formally, the proposed estimator is
defined as follows:

Θ̂ = argmin
Θ≻0

−ℓ(Θ)+ρ
p

∑
h,k=1

P(|θhk|/νhk), (2)

where ℓ(·) is the log-likelihood and P(|θhk|/νhk) = νhk
∫ |θhk|/νhk

0 exp{−x2/2}dx. In
the proposed estimator, ρ > 0 is the tuning parameter aimed to control the amount
of sparsity in Θ̂ , i.e., if ρ is large enough, some θ̂hk are shrunken to zero resulting in
the removal of the corresponding link in Ê . The additional parameter νhk allows the
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penalty function to be flexible enough to mimic the widely popular penalty functions
proposed in the literature, e.g. LASSO [6], SCAD [4] and MCP [8]. For example,
noting that ρ limν→∞ P′(|θhk|/νhk) = ρ we can conclude immediately that, for large
enough ν-values, the results given by the proposed model are approximately equiva-
lent to the one given by the graphical lasso (gLASSO) model [7]. Moreover, ν plays
a central role in terms of stability since it acts on the degree of non-convexity of the
proposed penalty function. More specifically, like SCAD model, the objective func-
tion in (2) can have multiple local minima when ν is small enough. Nevertheless, as
discussed in [3], it is possibile to show that exists a unique lower bound, denoted by
νmin, such that the propose objective function have a unique global minimum, for
any ρ-value.

Computational aspects: an efficient ADMM algorithm. We propose an efficient
Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to compute the proposed
estimator. We begin defining the solution of our minimization problem (2) as the
solution of the following equality-constrained minimization problem, with matrix
variables Θ and Z:

min
Θ ,Z≻0

− ℓ(Θ)+ρ
p

∑
h,k=1

P
(
|Zhk|
νhk

)
,

s.t. Θ −Z = 0.

According to the standard ADMM theory, the augmented scaled Lagrangian func-
tion takes the form:

L (Θ ,Z,U) =−ℓ(Θ)+ρ
p

∑
h,k=1

P
(
|Zhk|
νhk

)
+

τ
2
∥Ω −Z +U∥2

F − τ
2
∥U∥2

F , (3)

where τ > 0 is a penalty parameter, U ≻ 0 is the scaled dual matrix and ∥·∥F denotes
the Frobenius norm, respectively. Using (3), the solution of the problem (2) can be
computed through the following procedure:

1: repeat
2: Θ k+1 = argminΘ≻0−ℓ(Θ)+ τ

2∥Θ −Zk +Uk∥2
F ,

3: Zk+1 = argminZ≻0
τ
2∥Θ k+1 −Z +Uk∥2

F +ρ ∑p
h,k P(|Zhk|/νhk),

4: Uk+1 =Uk +Θ k+1 −Zk+1

5: until convergence criterion is met.
As we shall show, the main advantage of the ADMM algorithm consists of the abil-
ity to split the initial complex problem into a series of simpler problems, each of
which is easy to solve. In the remaining part of this section, we shall study in detail
the minimization problems defined in Step 2 and 3.

Updating Θ . The problem in Step 2 has been studied in [2], where the authors
show that Θ k+1 admits the solution in closed form. To get more insight into the
updating formula, consider the first-order optimality condition of the problem in
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Step 2, which can be rewritten in the following more convenient form:

τΘ −Θ−1 = τ(Zk −Uk)−S. (4)

Let QΛQ⊤ be the spectral decomposition of τ(Zk −Uk)− S, then from the equa-
tion (4) we can immediately conclude that Θ k+1 can be written as QΛ̃Q⊤, where Λ̃
is a diagonal matrix whose elements are solutions of the equation τΛ̃ −Λ̃−1−Λ = 0,
i.e.,

λ̃ii =

(
λii +

√
λ 2

ii +4τ
)
/(2τ),

which are positive since τ > 0.

Updating Z. Before delving into the technical details related to the update of the
matrix Z, we note that the objective function in Step 3 takes the additive structure
τ
2 ∑p

h,k=1

{
(θ k+1

hk +Uk
hk −Zhk)

2 +ρP
(
|Zhk|
νhk

)}
, which implies that the minimization

problem in Step 3 can be split into p(p+1)/2 univariate optimization problems that
can be solved in parallel. Therefore, in the remaining part of this section, we focus
on the sub-problem

Zk+1
hk = argmin

Zhk

τ
2
(θ k+1

hk +Uk
hk −Zhk)

2 +ρP
(
|Zhk|
νhk

)
.

Following [3], we solve the problem above using the local linear approxima-
tion (LLA) method [9], that is, Zk+1

hk is computed as solution of a sequence of new
minimization problems involving a new objective function obtained replacing the
penalty function with a suitable local approximation. Formally, Zk+1

hk is obtained by
the following iterative procedure:

1: Let Z̃k
hk be a starting value

2: repeat
3: Let whk = exp{−(Z̃k

hk/νhk)
2/2}

4: Z̃k+1
hk = argminZ̃hk

1
2 (θ

k+1
hk +Uk

hk − Z̃hk)
2 + ρ

τ whk|Z̃hk|
5: until convergence criterion is met
6: Return Zk+1

hk = Z̃k+1
hk

In Step 4, we immediately recognize a weighted lasso problem; therefore, we have
that the updating step of Z̃k+1

hk admits solution in closed form, i.e.,

Z̃k+1
hk = S(θ k+1

hk +Uk
hk;ρwhk/τ),

where S(x;λ ) = sign(x)(|x|−λ )+ is the soft-thresholding operator.
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3 Simulation Study

We run some simulation experiments to compare the behaviour of the estimator
with the one obtained using the SCAD penalty function. As discussed above, the
gLASSO model is a limiting case of our proposal, i.e., as the tuning parameters
ν go to infinity, the estimates given by the estimator (2) are asymptotic equiva-
lent to the ones given by gLASSO model. Therefore, in this study, we are aimed
to evaluate the effects of ν on the entire path of Θ̂ . More specifically, we used an
evenly spaced sequence of six ν-values, from νmin to νmax = 3, where the largest
ν-value was chosen after a preliminary study to ensure that our estimates are ap-
proximately equal to gLASSO ones. To appreciate the effects of ν for different
values of the ratio n/p, we set p = 50 and considered four different sample-size,
i.e., n = (13,38,63,100). We defined the edge set as a collection of J disjoint
edge sets encoding star structures to simulate a sparse precision matrix. Formally,
E = ∪J

j=1E j, where E j = {( j,k) : k = ( j+ 1), . . .( j+ k j)}. In our setting, k j = 24
and, consequently, J = 2. The corresponding off-diagonal entries of Θ are simulated
using a uniform distribution on the interval (0.65,1). In contrast, diagonal entries
are computed to make the resulting precision matrix positively definite. For each
possible combination of ν and n, we run 100 simulations.

The performance of the considered models is evaluated in terms of graph struc-
ture recovery and Frobenius distance between estimates and true precision matrix.
Concerning the first aspect, we summarize the coefficient paths using the AUC based
on the ROC curves in each simulation run. Concerning the Frobenius distances, we
take the minimum value of the entire path of each estimator; then, we average the
minima across replicates: in this way, we are looking at the best performance that
all estimators can reach.

Figure 1 (a) displays the curves of the Frobenius distances varying ν and the
value obtained using the SCAD penalty. When the number of parameters is much
larger than the number of observations, SCAD has the maximum average Frobenius
distance. At the same time, it is observed that using our proposal, the distance de-
creases as ν increases (although, in absolute terms, the decrease is not large). As the
ratio n/p increases, it is observed that the lowest value of the distance to the true
matrix Θ is obtained using the smallest value of ν , i.e. νmin. The advantage con-
cerning the opposite limit case (i.e., gLASSO) increases as the ratio n/p increases.
Finally, by considering the capacity of the correct selection of non-zero coefficients
(and thus the boxplots of AUCs), it is observed that our proposal always gives better
results than SCAD. For different values of ν , the AUC tends to improve as the value
of ν increases, but the differences decrease as the ratio n/p increases.

4 Conclusions

We have presented a new approach to estimate penalized graphical models, using
the penalty function given for the first time on [3]. The penalty function is a trade-
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Fig. 1 Frobenius distances (left panel) and AUC (right panel) for SCAD (red dotted line in the left
panel) and our proposal varying ν .

off between the LASSO and the L0 penalties. From the evaluations based on the
simulations study, it can be seen that it may be crucial to propose a method for se-
lecting the ν parameter, which certainly depends on the n/p ratio: for lower values,
the ν optimum will tend to take high values (and thus, the solution is very close to
the gLASSO ones); conversely, when the n/p ratio is large, the ν optimum will take
values close to νmin.
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Bayesian causal inference from discrete
networks

Federico Castelletti and Guido Consonni

Abstract We consider a collection of categorical variables whose joint distribu-
tion encodes a set of conditional independencies that can be represented through a
Directed Acylic Graph (DAG). Focusing on one variable in the system, we are in-
terested in evaluating the causal effect following an hypothetical intervention on an-
other variable. The latter crucially depends on the underlying DAG structure which
is typically unknown and accordingly must be inferred from the available data. We
propose a Bayesian methodology which combines structure learning of DAGs and
causal effect estimation.

Key words: Bayesian model selection, categorical data, causal inference, directed
acyclic graph

1 Introduction

Graphical models based on Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are widely employed
for representing dependence relationships between variables in multivariate settings
[7]. Typically the underlying DAG structure is unknown and accordingly must be
inferred from the available data, a process known as structure learning. To this end,
several methodologies, both frequentist and Bayesian, have been proposed; see for
instance [4, 5] and [2, 3] respectively. Under causal assumptions on the data gener-
ating mechanism underlying the graph, DAGs can be adopted for causal inference
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purposes, namely to evaluate the effect on a variable following an intervention which
is applied to another variable of the system [8].

When all variables are discrete, the allied multivariate joint distribution follows a
categorical DAG model, whose parameter corresponds to a collection of conditional
probabilities representing parent-child relations between nodes in the DAG. It can
be shown that any causal effect between variables can be expressed as a function
of the DAG-parameter. The latter is however dependent on the underlying DAG
which is typically unknown. As a consequence, a unified approach which combines
structure learning, parameter inference and causal effect estimation is required.

We propose a Bayesian methodology which computes the posterior distribution
of any causal effect of interest based on a DAG model for categorical data. Our
method can be extended to settings with uncertainty on the underlying DAG struc-
ture using Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) techniques.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data distribution and likelihood

Consider a DAG D = (V,E), where V = {1, . . . ,q} is a set of nodes each associated
with a categorical variable in the collection {X1, . . . ,Xq}, and E ⊂V ×V is a set of
directed edges. Let X j be the set of levels of Xj, j ∈V , X :=× j∈V X j the product
space generated by the levels of the q variables and x = (x1, . . . ,xq) ∈ X a generic
element of X . Additionally, for each node j, let pa( j) be its set of parents in the
DAG, namely the set of all nodes u ∈V for which u → j is in D .

For S ⊆ V , we let XS = (Xj, j ∈ S) and XS := × j∈SX j. We also let θ j |pa( j)
x j |xpa( j)

=

Pr(Xj = x j |Xpa( j) = xpa( j),θθθ) be the conditional probability for the event {Xj = x j},
given the parent configuration {Xpa( j) = xpa( j)} with xpa( j) ∈ Xpa( j), where θθθ is the
vector of all conditional probabilities. Under DAG D , the joint probability factorizes
as

p(X = x |θθθ) =
q

∏
j=1

p
�
Xj = x j |Xpa( j) = xpa( j),θθθ


, (1)

where X = (X1, . . . ,Xq)
⊤ and similarly x = (x1, . . . ,xq)

⊤. We refer the reader to [7]
for further notation. Under a random sample of size n from (1) collected in the (n,q)
data matrix XXX , whose i-th row is (xi1, . . . ,xiq), the likelihood function can be written
as

p(XXX |θθθ) =
q

∏
j=1


 ∏

k∈Xpa( j)


∏

m∈X j


θ j |pa( j)

m |k

nfa( j)
(m,k)



 , (2)
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where faD ( j) = j ∪ paD ( j) is the family of node j in D and nfa( j)
(m,k) the number

of observations corresponding to configuration (m,k) of variables in fa( j), with

∑ j∈V ∑m∈X j ∑k∈Xpa( j)
nfa( j)
(m,k) = n.

2.2 Prior parameter distribution

We now proceed by assigning a prior to the DAG-dependent parameter θθθ . Specifi-
cally, consider for each j ∈V and xpa( j) ∈ Xpa( j) the vector-parameter


θ j |pa( j)

x j |xpa( j)
,x j ∈ X j


:= θθθ j |pa( j)

xpa( j)
. (3)

We introduce the following assumptions on the collection of parameters above.

• global parameter independence, i.e. independence across j ∈V ;
• local parameter independence, i.e independence across xpa( j) ∈ Xpa( j).

Therefore, assuming (independent) Dirichlet distributions with hyper-parameters
{aaa j |pa( j)

k , j ∈ V,k ∈ Xpa( j)} on each vector-parameter in (3), the joint prior on

θθθ = (θθθ j |pa( j)
k , j ∈V,k ∈ Xpa( j)) can be written as

p(θθθ) =
q

∏
j=1


 ∏

k∈Xpa( j)

pDir


θθθ j |pa( j)
k

aaa j |pa( j)
k



 ; (4)

see also [6] for details and considerations on hyperparameter choices.

2.3 Posterior distribution

Both the likelihood function in (2) and the prior on θθθ in (4) admit the same node-
by-node factorization. Moreover, because of conjugacy of Dirichlet priors with
categorical-data models, it is easy to show that the posterior of θθθ is such that

p(θθθ |XXX) ∝ p(XXX |θθθ) p(θθθ)

=
q

∏
j=1



 ∏

k∈Xpa( j)

pDir


θθθ j |pa( j)
k

aaa j |pa( j)
k +NNNk

fa( j)




 ,

(5)

where NNNk
fa( j) denotes the collection of counts for variables in fa( j), obtained by

including only those observations corresponding to configuration k ∈ Xpa( j). The
posterior in (5) thus corresponds to a product of independent (posterior) Dirichlet
distributions, so that direct sampling from p(θθθ |XXX) is straightforward.
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2.4 Causal effect estimation

Consider a DAG D , implying the factorization in (1), and let Y ∈ {X1, . . . ,Xq} be a
variable of interest. We focus on the causal effect on Y following an intervention on
Xv ̸= Y , consisting in the action of setting Xv = x̃. Assuming a deterministic inter-
vention [8] denoted by the do-operator do(Xj = x̃), the post intervention distribution
can be written as

p
�
X = x |do(Xv = x̃),θθθ


=




∏
j ̸=v

p
�
Xj = x j |Xpa( j) = xpa( j),θθθ


if xv = x̃

0 otherwise.
(6)

When Xv is binary so that Xv ∈ {0,1}, the causal effect on Y following an interven-
tion on Xv is defined as

γv(θθθ) = E
�
Y |do(Xv = 1),θθθ


−E

�
Y |do(Xv = 0),θθθ


. (7)

Moreover, it can be shown [8] that

γv(θθθ) = ∑
k∈Xpa(v)

E
�
Y |Xv = 1,XXXpa(v) = k,θθθ


Pr

�
XXXpa(v) = k,θθθ



− ∑
k∈Xpa(v)

E
�
Y |Xv = 0,XXXpa(v) = k,θθθ


Pr

�
XXXpa(v) = k,θθθ


.

(8)

It is straightforward to write the causal effect in terms of the DAG-parameter θθθ as

γv(θθθ) = ∑
k∈Xpa(v)


θ Y | fa(v)

1 |(1,k) −θ Y | fa(v)
1 |(0,k)


θ pa(v)

k


≡ γv. (9)

Importantly, since γv is a function of θθθ , inference on γv can be retrieved from the
posterior distribution (5).

3 Learning causal effects under model uncertainty

Although omitted from the notation, the causal effect in (9) depends, through θθθ , on
the underlying DAG D , which is typically unknown. When the available data are
purely observational, the latter cannot be estimated because DAGs are not identifi-
able. Accordingly the output of any structure learning procedure is typically a (po-
tentially large) Markov equivalence class of DAGs [4] containing all DAGs which
share the same conditional independencies. This represents an issue from the per-
spective of causal inference because the same intervention experiment can lead to
distinct causal effects even when DAGs are Markov equivalent. Moreover, this ac-
tually happens whenever the parent set pa(v) in (8) varies across DAGs belonging
to the same equivalence class.
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To overcome this difficulty, a conditional strategy consists in estimating first an
equivalence class and then, for each DAG within the class, obtaining an approxi-
mate posterior distribution of each causal effect. Specifically, let [D ] be a Markov
equivalence class of DAGs and focus on the causal effect γv in (8) for a given re-
sponse variable Y and intervened node v ∈V . For each DAG D we can first sample
values of θθθ from the posterior distribution p(θθθ |XXX ,D) where we now emphasize
the dependence on DAG D , and then compute corresponding posterior draws for
the causal-effect coefficient γv by applying Equation (9), leading to the approximate
posterior p̂(γv | ,XXX ,D). The previous procedure can be iterated across all DAGs in
[D ].

Finally, having assigned a prior p(D), an approximate weighted (BMA) posterior
distribution for γv can be computed as

p̂(γv |XXX) = ∑
D∈[D ]

p̂(γv |D ,XXX)p(D |XXX). (10)

The previous strategy is predicated on a given (estimated) equivalence class of
DAGs, so that (10) should be written as p̂(γv |XXX , [D ]), where [D ] is a Markov equiv-
alence class. A more general procedure would also account for the uncertainty on
[D ] through a posterior distribution (see for instance [3]), and then proceed with a
further BMA step relative to p([D ] |XXX); see [1] for a similar strategy implemented
in the Gaussian framework.
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Sign-Flip tests for Spatial Regression with PDE
regularization
Test con Sign-Flip per Regressione Spaziale con
regolarizzazione alle equazioni alle derivate parziali

Michele Cavazzutti, Eleonora Arnone, Federico Ferraccioli,
Livio Finos, Laura M. Sangalli

Abstract We develop an innovative inference tool for Spatial Regression with Par-
tial Differential Equation regularization. These regression models have a semipara-
metric structure, which combines a standard regression on space-varying covariates
with a regression on a nonparamteric component. The problem of making inference
in this class of models is challenging and little explored. We propose a modification
of a resampling procedure, developed in [2]. The resulting test has higher power
with respect to the original one. Based on the proposed nonparametric inference
tools, we also develop nonparametric confidence intervals. The efficacy of the novel
procedure is validated through empirical arguments. The proposed inference meth-
ods are employed to study chlorophyll-a concentration in the Mediterranean sea.

Key words: Semiparametric regression, smoothing, nonparametric inference
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1 Introduction

In this work we consider Spatial Regression with Partial Differential Equation reg-
ularization (SR-PDE), reviewed in [6]. Defining efficient and powerful uncertainty
quantification tools for these semiparametric models has been shown to be non-
trivial [2]. In [2], some first inference tools for the linear part of these models have
been proposed. Specifically both parametric and nonparametric approaches are pre-
sented. We show that the resulting tests, although asymptotically exact, may suffer
the effect of the bias induced by the smoothing penalization of the SR-PDE model,
especially in small sample scenarios. Here we propose an empirically validated pro-
cedure, called Enhanced Eigen-Sign-Flip (Enhanced ESF), that allows to reduce the
effect of the bias of the Eigen-Sign-Flip (ESF) test in [2]. The resulting test is shown
to enjoy a higher power. The procedure is validated empirically, showing that its per-
formance is always better or equal to the ESF test in [2]. Based on this proposal, We
also provide an algorithm to produce nonparametric confidence intervals. Finally
we apply the proposed methods to the study of chlorophyl-a concentrations in the
Mediterranean sea.

2 Enhanced ESF

We consider a SR-PDE model. Let Ω ⊂ R2 be a bounded domain. Let {pi}i=1,...,n
be a set of n locations distributed over Ω at which we observe the value zi of a
variable of interest, and a vector of covariates wi ∈ Rq. We assume there exist a
vector βββ ∈ Rq and a function f : Ω −→ R s.t.

zi = w⊤
i βββ + f (pi)+ εi (1)

for i = 1, ...,n, where {εi}i is a set of i.i.d. errors with 0 mean and finite variance σ2.
The unknowns βββ and f are estimated by minimization of the functional

J(βββ , f ) =
n

∑
i=1

(
zi −w⊤

i βββ − f (pi)
)2

+λ
∫

Ω
(L f )2, (2)

where L f = 0 is a PDE encapsulating available prior information on the problem
under analysis. In SR-PDE the problem (2) is discretized using a finite element basis
over the domain Ω . Let f be the discretization of the nonparametric term f usign
such finite element basis, Ψ the matrix of the evaluation of the finite element basis
functions at the observed spatial locations, P the discretization of the penalization
term in (2), and Q := I −Ψ(Ψ⊤Ψ)−1Ψ⊤. Then [6] show that the estimators for βββ
and f are

f̂ = (Ψ⊤QΨ +P)−1ΨQz (3)

β̂ββ = (W⊤W )−1W⊤(z−Ψ f̂). (4)
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To exemplify the application of the model, consider the data illustrated in Figure 1,
concerning Chlorophyll-a concentration across the Mediterranean sea. These data
are provided by GIOVANNI Modis Aqua satellite, together with the sea surface tem-
perature and particulate organic and inorganic concentrations in the same locations.
In this example, the Mediterranean sea is the domain of interest, Ω , discretized with
the mesh reported in Figure 2. We consider a SR-PDE model where the observed
chlorophyll-a concentration z is explained as the sum of a nonparametric compo-
nent f and the effect of three covariates of interest: particulate inorganic carbon
concentration w1, particulate organic carbon concentration w2 and the sea surface
temperature w3, as expressed in (1). In this context we want to asses whether the
effect of the covariates is significant. Therefore we are interested in defining tests
and confidence intervals for the vector of regression coefficients βββ .
Different strategies are available to make inference in the context of semiparametric
regression models. The interested reader can find a review of the most common ones
in [4, 5, 7], and references therein. In the SR-PDE context, [2] tackles the problem
by proposing two parametric approaches, based on pivotal quantities, and a non-
parametric one, the Eigen-Sign-Flip, based on the resampling procedure proposed
in [3]. The main drawback in these inference approaches is the fact that all the statis-
tics taken into account are only asymptotically exact, while they are biased in finite
sample scenarios, due to the presence of the penalization in the regularization. In
particular, in the ESF test, the presence of the bias induces a greater variance than
expected in the distribution of the sign-flipped statistic. However, we prove that the
sign-flipping resampling procedure remains valid even if we selectively chose only
a subset of components to be flipped. Thus we proposed a new test, called Enhanced
ESF, that identifies the highly biased components, restricting the sign-flipping pro-
cedure to the unbiased ones, leading to an inference procedure with higher power.

3 Application to chlorophyll-a concentration in the
Mediterranean sea

Chlorophyll-a concentration is relevant to study the ocean carbon cycle and the
health of ocean environment. High chlorophyll concentrations may indeed highlight
poor water quality due to pollution and water stagnation.

The development of micro-organisms responsible for the production of chloro-
phyll is influenced by multiple environmental factors, among which there are sun
exposure, temperature and pollutants. These factors have a complex spatial distribu-
tion that may be addressed in a nonparametric way.

In this application, we aim to model the chlorophyll-a concentration via the SR-
PDE model presented in Section 2. We model the concentration as the sum of a
field f plus the effect of three covariates of interest, particulate inorganic and or-
ganic carbon concentration and sea surface temperature. We perform enhanced ESF
test and we compare it with the existing parametric and nonparametric tests. In this
case particulate inorganic concentration and particulate organic concentration co-
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Fig. 1 Chloropyll-a concentration [mg ·m−3] represented with logarithmic color scale in Mediter-
ranean sea in February 2019, reproduced using NASA application.

Fig. 2 Mediterranean sea mesh with 809 nodes.

variates are strongly significant, with similar estimates β̂1 = 0.0474 and β̂1 = 0.138
and p values p1 < 10−16 and p2 < 10−16. Notice that the model estimates a pos-
itive effect of the two covariates and the chlorophyll concentration, in agreement
to what is known in literature. Indeed the inorganic particulate is the precursor of
the Chlorophyll-a production process, while the organic particulate is clearly its
byproduct. On the converse for sea surface temperature we obtain a weaker result,
with estimate β̂3 = −0.039 and p value p3 = 0.0456. Nontheless the estimate is
coherent with what is expected from biological considerations: higher sea surface
temperature induces higher thermal gradient in sea water, lifting the nutrients and
microorganisms living on the seafloor. We deem that the weakness of the effect is
due to the month chosen for the analysis, February, when this thermal gradient is in
general reduced.
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A novel sequential testing procedure for
selecting the number of changepoints in
segmented regression models
Una nuova procedura sequenziale per selezionare il
numero dei punti di svolta in modelli di regressione
segmentata

Andrea Priulla and Nicoletta D’Angelo

Abstract In this work, we address the problem of selecting the number of change-
points in segmented regression models. We propose a novel stepwise procedure and
assess its performance through simulation studies. We demonstrate that our proposal
behaves well with the Gaussian and Binomial responses.
Abstract In questo lavoro, affrontiamo il problema della selezione del numero di
punti di svolta nei modelli di regressione segmentata. Proponiamo una nuova pro-
cedura sequenziale e ne valutiamo la performance attraverso simulazioni. Dimos-
triamo che la nostra proposta funziona bene con risposte Gaussiane e Binomiali.

Key words: Hypothesis testing, Segmented regression, Changepoints

Introduction

Segmented or broken-line models are regression models where the relationships
between the response and one or more explanatory variables are piecewise linear,
namely represented by two or more straight lines connected at unknown values
i.e. changepoints. This paper deals with the problem of estimating the number of
changepoints in segmented regression models. The aim is to propose a stepwise pro-
cedure and assess its performance via simulations. This procedure will be based on
either the Davies or the pseudo-score test. The structure of the paper is as follows.
Section 1 introduces the segmented regression model, and Section 2 reviews the
sequential hypothesis testing procedure for the selection of the number of change-
points by Kim et al. (2000). Section 3 illustrates our proposal. Section 4 presents a
simulation study to investigate the performance of our procedure. The paper ends
with conclusions in Section 5.
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1 Segmented regression models

The segmented linear regression is expressed as

g(E[Y |xi,zi]) = α + zT
i θ +βxi +

K0

∑
k=1

δk(xi −ψk)+ (1)

where g is the link function, xi is a broken-line covariate and zi is a covariate whose
relationship with the response variable is not broken-line. We denote by K0 the true
number of changepoints and by ψk the locations of the changes in the relation-
ship, which we shall call from now on changepoints. These are selected among
all the possible values of x. The term (xi −ψk)+ is defined as I(x j > ψk), that is
(xi −ψk)I(xi > ψk). The coefficient θ represents the non broken-line effect of zi,
β represents the effect for xi < ψ1, that is the effect of xi before the first estimated
changepoint. Finally, δk is the vector of the differences in the effects. Throughout
the paper, we only consider models with Gaussian iid errors.

The fundamental problem we deal with is identifying the number of changepoints
K0. The estimation of their locations ψk, and the broken-line effects β and δ may
also be of interest. However, these are not addressed here. Much of the literature is
concerned with the problem of determining the ‘best’ subset of independent vari-
ables. The two main approaches for variable selection are information criteria and
hypothesis testing. In this paper, we focus on the hypothesis testing procedure.

2 Selection of K0 through sequential hypothesis testing

A common approach to selecting the number of changepoints relies on a sequential
hypothesis testing procedure (Kim et al., 2000). Typically, this consists in perform-
ing different hypothesis tests starting from H0 : K0 = 0 vs. H1 : K0 = Kmax, where
Kmax is fixed a priori. Depending on the rejection or not of the null hypothesis,
the procedure can test for the next hypothesis system by increasing the number of
changepoints specified in H0 or decreasing the one postulated under H1 . Pseudo-
score and Davies’ tests can be used to identify the correct number of changepoints.
Both tests are originally proposed to test for the existence of a changepoint, that is:

{
H0 : δk = 0
H1 : δk �= 0.

The Davies’ Test (Davies, 1977) is an asymptotic test helpful in dealing with
hypothesis testing when a nuisance parameter is present only under H1. Assuming
fixed and known changepoints, the procedure i) computes K ‘naive’ test statistics for
the difference-in-slope δ1, ii) seeks the lowest value and the corresponding naive p-
value (according to H1), iii) and then corrects the selected (minimum) p-value by
means of the K values of the test statistic.
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Considering the case of multiple changepoints ψ1 < ψ2 < · · · < ψk and relevant K
test statistics, Davies defined an upper bound for the p-value given by

p-value ≈ Φ(−M)+V exp(−M2/2)(8π)−1/2

where Φ(·) ∼ N (0,1), M = max [S(Ψk)]k is the maximum of the K test statis-
tics, and V = Σk(|S(Ψk)− S(Ψk−1)|) is the total variation of {S(ψk)}k. It is crucial
to notice that, despite being helpful in testing for the existence of a changepoint,
Davies’ test is not the best tool to select the number of changepoints. This is be-
cause H1 states the existence of at least one additional changepoint, that is K0 > k
when δk �= 0. In this respect, based on the rejection of the last test, the number of
changepoints selected by Davies’ test is not K0 = Kmax but could be larger.

Alternatively, the pseudo-score test proposed by Muggeo (2016) is based on an
adjustment of the score statistic. This approach requires quantities only from the
null fit, and thus, it has the advantage that the estimation of the nuisance parameter
under the alternative is unnecessary. The pseudo-score statistic is expressed as

s0 =
ϕ̄T (In −A)y

σ{ϕ̄T (In −A)y} 1
2
,

where (In −A)y is the residual vector under H0, with In the identity matrix, A the
hat matrix and y the observed response vector, and ϕ̄ = {ϕ̄1, ..., ϕ̄n}T is the vector
of the means of the nuisance parameter ψk averaged over the range {L ,U }, i.e.
ϕ̄ = K−1 ∑K

k=1 ϕ(xi,ψk), i = 1, ...,n, which does not depend on ψk, so the pseudo-
score can be computed even under H0 : δk = 0 when ψk is not defined.

3 Proposed sequential hypothesis testing

Based on permutation tests, the procedure of Kim et al. (2000) makes testing for
more than two additional changepoints unfeasible with the pseudo-score test. Our
proposal overcomes this problem by making it possible to test for any additional
changepoints using a sequential procedure. Contrary to the procedure of Kim et al.
(2000), our proposal has the advantage of not being limited to testing for a maximum
number of additional changepoints Kmax, fixed a priori.

For simplicity, we outline the algorithm when the maximum number of change-
points is Kmax = 3, restricting the analyses to a contained number of changepoints.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Fit a segmented model to the data, with K̂ = 1 and test
{

H0 : δ1 = 0 (K0 = 0)
H1 : δ1 �= 0 (K0 ≥ 1)
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via the pseudo-score or Davies’ test. If H0 is not rejected, then the procedure
stops estimating K̂ = 0. Otherwise, we proceed with the algorithm;

2. Fit a segmented model with K̂ = 2 and test
{

H0 : δ2 = 0 (K0 = 1)
H1 : δ2 �= 0 (K0 ≥ 2)

If H0 is not rejected, then the procedure stops estimating K̂ = 1. Otherwise, we
proceed to fit the following model;

3. Fit a segmented model with K̂ = 3 and test
{

H0 : δ3 = 0 (K0 = 2)
H1 : δ3 �= 0 (K0 ≥ 3)

If H0 is not rejected then K̂ = 2. Otherwise, K̂ ≥ 3.

The p-value for each hypothesis is obtained via the Davies and the pseudo-score
tests. Furthermore, we control for over-rejection of the null hypotheses at the overall
level α using the Bonferroni correction, comparing each p-value with α/Kmax. Of
course, setting the Bonferroni correction to α/Kmax means putting ourselves in the
most conservative setting.

4 Simulation studies

We simulate four different scenarios, fitting models with different true values of the
number of changepoints, namely K0 = 0,1,2,3. We consider three different sample
sizes n = 100,250,500, including only one segmented covariate taking equispaced
values between 0 and 1. The simulated segmented models are:

yi = 2+15xi + εi

yi = 2+15xi −8(xi −0.2)+ + εi

yi = 2+15xi −8(xi −0.2)+−5(xi −0.5)+ + εi

yi = 2+15xi −8(xi −0.2)+−5(xi −0.5)+ +10(xi −0.75)+ + εi,

considering iid Gaussian errors with standard deviation equal to σ = 0.3. We fix
α = 0.05. For each K0, we fit a set of four models with K̂ = 0,1,2,3. We choose the
best model by applying the procedure proposed in Section 3.

We refer to the segmented package (Muggeo, 2008) in R (R Core Team, 2019)
for fitting the segmented regression models.

Table 1 reports the results in terms of the percentages of the correctly selected
number of changepoints based on both the Davies’ and the pseudo-score tests over
500 simulations. Conditional frequencies are reported in the rows, and therefore, a
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criterion that perfectly selects the right number of changepoints should report values
equal to 1 in the main diagonal of the table and zeros in all the other entries.

Table 1: Percentages of the correctly selected number of changepoints based on
500 simulations and three different sample sizes n = {100,250,500} - Gaussian
response variable.

n = 100 n = 250 n = 500
Davies K̂ K̂ K̂

K0 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
0 0.982 0.014 0.004 0.000 0.994 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.992 0.008 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.994 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.986 0.006 0.008 0.000 0.994 0.002 0.004
2 0.000 0.000 0.990 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.998 0.002 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000
3 0.000 0.000 0.682 0.318 0.000 0.000 0.112 0.888 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Score K̂ K̂ K̂
K0 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

0 0.986 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.976 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.992 0.008 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.996 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.986 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.998 0.002 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.996 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.990 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.999 0.001
3 0.012 0.048 0.286 0.654 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.984 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

The Davies test underestimates the number of changepoints on average compared
to the pseudo-score test. Other simulations studies, omitted for brevity, show that a
sample size larger than n = 500 leads to the same results.

We perform other simulations considering the following logit models

yi = 2+4zi +15xi + εi

yi = 2+4zi +15xi −8(xi −0.2)+ + εi

yi = 2+4zi +15xi −8(xi −0.2)+−5(xi −0.5)+ + εi

yi = 2+4zi +15xi −8(xi −0.2)+−5(xi −0.5)+ +10(xi −0.75)+ + εi

As for the binomial case, the overall performance of the considered tests is worse
compared to the Gaussian case. For this reason, we chose to increase the sample
size to n = 2500,5000,10000 for the simulations. Results are shown in Table 2.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed the problem of the selection of the number of change-
points in segmented regression models. A well-established procedure by Kim et al.
(2000) required a procedure based on sequential testing for the existence of a
changepoint. With this, testing for any additional changepoints is unfeasible. We
have proposed a stepwise procedure that overcomes this problem, and we have as-
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Table 2: Percentages of the correctly selected number of changepoints based on 500
simulations and three different sample sizes n = {2500,5000,10000} - Binomial
response variable.

n = 2500 n = 5000 n = 10000
Davies K̂ K̂ K̂

K0 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
0 0.998 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.996 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.990 0.010 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.998 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.996 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.996 0.004 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.866 0.134 0.000 0.000 0.872 0.128 0.000 0.000 0.874 0.126
3 0.000 0.000 0.460 0.540 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.940 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Score K̂ K̂ K̂
K0 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

0 0.988 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.990 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.990 0.010 0.000 0.000
1 0.000 0.996 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.988 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.992 0.008 0.000
2 0.000 0.000 0.862 0.138 0.000 0.000 0.862 0.138 0.000 0.000 0.870 0.130
3 0.000 0.000 0.352 0.648 0.000 0.000 0.064 0.936 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

sessed its performance via simulations. The results have shown that the proposed
procedure based on sequential hypothesis testing behaves well both with the Gaus-
sian and Binomial responses. These results have some limitations. We run the sim-
ulation studies fixing a small number of changepoints, namely Kmax = 3. Of course,
our method can be implemented to any fixed Kmax. However, a small Kmax is often
reasonable in real-life applications, as shown in Priulla et al. (2021) which deals
with higher education data.
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On the numerical stability of the efficient

frontier

Sulla stabilitá numerica della frontiera efficiente

Claudia Fassino and Pierpaolo Uberti

Abstract We show that the numerical instability of Markowitz model is due to the

linear restrictions of the optimization problem and that it can be exacerbated by

the choice of one single parameter, the expected return of the portfolio. The model

instability depends on the fact that the two linear restrictions are badly scaled and

almost collinear. On the basis of geometric arguments, using the notion of numerical

rank of a matrix, we propose to opportunely restrict the choice of the expected return

in order to reduce the instability. The effectiveness of our proposal is supported by

a bunch of applications that are performed on real financial data.

Key words: Numerical Stability, Markowitz Model, Efficient Frontier

1 Introduction

Numerical instability is a well known issue of the efficient frontier, the solution of

Markowitz optimal allocation problem, see [10]. For numerical instability of the

model we intend that for small perturbations of the input data, the covariance ma-

trix and vector of expected returns, the optimal portfolio identified by the model can

show extreme variations. As a consequence, two portfolios that are very close on the

efficient frontier can have huge differences in their composition. For these reasons

the mean-variance model is very difficult to apply in practice. The instability gen-

erates poor out-of-sample results, see [3], when compared to performance of naive

allocation rules.

In the financial literature the reasons of the numerical instability is discussed.

First, the parameters of the model need to be estimated since they are unknown.
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Then the estimation of the parameters is affected by uncertainty causing the in-

sample frontier to be a biased estimator of the real efficient frontier, see [6]. The

estimation error, identified by some authors as the main cause of instability in the

model, see among the others [1] and [7], becomes worse when the size of the port-

folio increases. In fact, while the number of assets grow linearly, the parameters in

the covariance matrix grow quadratically, see [11]. Moreover, the solution of the

optimization problem is a function of the inverse of the covariance matrix, that is

potentially ill-conditioned and almost singular matrix when the returns of the assets

in the portfolio are numerically close to be linear dependent. The literature proposed

many alternative solutions to handle ill-conditioning: in [5] a Bayesian approach is

discussed, [9] describe a procedure based on the shrinkage estimation, in [8] and

[12] robust optimization techniques are introduced, and Lasso techniques are stud-

ied in [2]. It is clear from the above enumeration that the literature mainly focused

on the covariance matrix that is used to define the objective function of the opti-

mization problem.

Recently, in [4], it has been shown how a structural component of instability is

hidden in the linear restrictions of the optimization problem. Our approach starts

from the previous observation with the objective to fill the gap between the theo-

retical formalization of the model and its application in practice, using numerical

mathematics techniques. In particular, we propose to restrict the interval of the val-

ues for the expected return parameter in order to preserve the numerical ranks of

the matrices involved in the calculations. The impact of the choice of the parameter

is showed, first, through some toy examples. Then we apply our proposal on real

financial data. In particular, since the number of assets in the portfolio strongly af-

fects the results, we apply our methodology to different databases where the number

of assets ranges from 10 for the sectors of the S&P500 to 500 when we consider all

of its constituents.
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Spatial regression with differential
regularization over linear networks
Regressione spaziale con regolarizzazione differenziale
su reti lineari

Aldo Clemente, Eleonora Arnone, Jorge Mateu, and Laura M. Sangalli

Abstract This work proposes a spatial regression method with differential regular-
ization for data observed over linear networks. The method combines a maximum
likelihood approach with a regularization penalty involving the laplacian operator,
that has the purpose of controlling the roughness of the estimates. We apply the pro-
posed regression estimator to a benchmark dataset containing the prices of houses
sold in London during 2001.

Key words: spatial regression, linear networks, finite elements

1 Introduction

Nowadays an increasing amount of data is recorded over linear networks, such as
road or rail networks or river networks. Typical examples in this respect are data
concerning shared mobility or accidents and crimes in a city, referring to the road
networks, or levels of pollutants along a river, for what concerns the river networks.
For instance, Fig. 1 shows the London road network and the locations of houses
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sold during 2001, with the color of the point marker referring to the price of the
houses, in thousands of sterling. The modelling of data scattered over linear net-
works has recently attracted a strong interest in the literature, mostly concerning the
problem of density/intensity estimation over linear networks, see, e.g., the review
in [1]. The literature on spatial regression over these complicated spatial domains is
instead scarcer. For instance, an application in the field of Geographically Weighted
Regression over linear networks is discussed by Lu et al. [3]. Instead, Ladle et al.
[2] and Ver Hoef [6] consider kriging methods for data observed over linear net-
works. This work develops a spatial regression method for data observed over linear
network domains. The proposed method combines a maximum likelihood approach
with a regularization penalty involving the Laplacian operator, that has the purpose
of controlling the roughness of the estimates. In such respect, the proposed regres-
sion method can be seen as an extension to linear network domains of the literature
on spatial regression with differential regularization (SR-PDE) reviewed in Sangalli
[4]. In particular, consider n locations p1, ...pn over the linear network G. At loca-
tion pi we observe a variable of interest yi ∈ R and a set of covariates xi ∈ Rq. We
consider the following model:

yi = x⊤i βββ + f (pi)+ εi i = 1, ...,n, (1)

where βββ ∈Rq is the unknown vector of regression coefficients, f : G →R is the un-
known field and ε1, ...,εn are uncorrelated errors with zero mean and finite variance.
SR-PDE estimates the unknown βββ and f by minimizing the following functional:

n

∑
i=1

(yi −x⊤i βββ − f (pi))
2 +λ

∫

G
(∆ f )2, (2)

where λ is a positive smoothing parameter and ∆ denotes the Laplacian operator.
In the estimation procedure of SR-PDE we have to deal with the presence of a

function defined over the network domain. Hence, suitable functional spaces over
linear network domains have to be introduced. In particular, we locally define spaces
on each edge of the network and then we set continuity conditions between con-
nected edges. Once the opportune functional setting is defined, we can prove some
important theoretical properties for the proposed model, suitably extending the re-
sult obtained for spatial regression with differential regularization over simpler two-
dimensional domains (see, e.g, [5]) The discretized version of the estimation prob-
lem (2) is obtained through Finite Element Method. Section 2 applies the proposed
SR-PDE estimator to a benchmark dataset containing the prices of the houses sold
in London during 2001.
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2 London Houses Prices

In this section we consider a benchmark dataset containing the prices of houses
sold in London (UK) during 2001 (see, e.g, [3]). Fig. 1 shows the London road
network and the locations of houses, with the color of the point marker referring
to the price of the houses, in thousands of sterling. The network is composed of
94498 nodes and 117062 edges, and has a very complicated geometry. The data
consists of 1601 properties sold during the 2001 calendar year. The data and the
London road network are available with the R package shp2graph. We treat as
dependent variable y the overall price of the house and as explanatory variables the
characteristics of the property such as the size of the property, the presence of at least
two bathrooms and the percentage of the workflow in professional or managerial
occupations in the census enumeration district in which the house is located.

200

400

600

Fig. 1: Prices of houses sold in London (UK) in thousands of sterling.
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We fit model (1)-(2) selecting the smoothing parameter through generalized cross
validation. The three considered covariates have significant positive effect on the
price. In particular, the most relevant is the one related to the presence of at least
two bathrooms in the property.

Fig. 2 shows the SR-PDE estimate of the spatial component f . As one might
expect, higher values of the estimate correspond to locations in the city center of
London.

Fig. 2: Estimate of the spatial component of the selling price, for properties in Lon-
don (UK). It highlights the effect of the spatial locations of the houses on the selling
price.

The top right part of Fig. 2 shows a zoom in the city center. This plot highlights
that the estimate complies with the complicated linear network domain. Indeed,
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roads very close in Euclidean distance, such as those on the opposite banks of the
river Thames, may display different price values.
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An Estimation Tool for Spatio-Temporal Events
over Curved Surfaces
Uno Strumento di Stima per Eventi Spazio-Temporali su
Superfici Curve
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Abstract Data coming from spatio-temporal Poisson point processes are attracting
an increasing interest in many scientific fields. In this work we develop an innovative
method for Spatio-Temporal Density Estimation with Partial Differential Equation
regularization, capable to handle point patterns observed over complicated curved
surfaces. We combine a non-parametric likelihood approach with a separable regu-
larization in space and time. We define the functional space where to set the estima-
tion problem, and we prove some important theoretical properties of the estimator.
Leveraging on advanced numerical procedures, we develop an efficient and flexible
method. Through simulation studies and real applications, we validate our method,
assess its performances and highlight advantages over state-of-the-art techniques.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, massive amounts of data are available thanks to recent technologies. In
particular, point pattern data related to spatio-temporal events are attracting an in-
creasing interest in many scientific fields, such as epidemiology, seismology, and
many others. For instance, typical real applications may comprise disease surveil-
lance and occurrence analysis of extreme natural phenomena. As a concrete exam-
ple, consider the situation represented in Figure 1. Points correspond to the loca-
tions of powerful earthquakes occurred worldwide over different time windows, in
the two-year period between 2020 and 2022. Clearly, points are mainly placed on
elongated narrow regions corresponding to the faults in the Earth’s crust originated
by the action of plate tectonic forces. The interest here is in the identification of
major critical areas, jointly combining both spatial and temporal analyses. 1
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Fig. 1 Different views of locations of earthquakes of magnitude greater than 4.5, occurred world-
wide during two different three-month time periods. Points are mainly placed on elongated narrow
regions and therefore the signal turns out to be very skewed and anisotropic.

The main research goal usually consists in determining the characteristics of the
underlying spatio-temporal point processes, that generate the observed data. In other
words, this is equivalent to estimate the spatio-temporal probability density function
associated with the distribution from which data are drawn. However, studying the
mutual interplay of the temporal evolution and the spatial variability of the events is
definitely not an easy task in a general framework.

Despite the broad literature produced in the fields of spatial (refer e.g. to [5, 6]
and [12]) and spatio-temporal (e.g. [7] and [10]) Poisson point process analysis,
state-of-the-art methodologies usually operate under some peculiar restrictive as-
sumptions, either theoretically or computationally. In fact, most of the works are
limited to deal with discrete-time data only, requiring an appropriate binning over
T and therefore narrowing down the resulting analysis to local phenomena. For
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instance, this holds for the Spatio-Temporal Kernel Density Estimation (STKDE)
model presented in [15] and for the implementation of the spatio-temporal Log-
Gaussian Cox Processes (LGCP) described in [8]. Moreover, statistical method-
ologies to analyze spatio-temporal point patterns mainly act on very simple planar
spatial domains or at most d-dimensional spheres, even though real case studies are
set over regions with non-trivial curved geometries (e.g., complicated boundaries,
sharp concavities, interior holes, etc.). On this point, STKDE operates solely with
latitude-longitude data, whereas LGCP is mostly studied for two-dimensional spher-
ical surfaces, as in [4]. Another research direction focuses on separable first-order
spatio-temporal point processes, significantly simplifying the underlying problem.
However, even in very basic settings, to the best of our knowledge ready-to-use
implementations of models to solve density estimation problems over generic man-
ifolds are not easily available.

In order to overcome such limitations, we propose an innovative methodology for
Spatio-Temporal Density Estimation with a Partial Differential Equation Regular-
ization (STDE-PDE) over two-dimensional curved domains. Due to the underlying
mathematical model, STDE-PDE can be seen as a new addition to the class of non-
parametric penalized methods, reviewed by [13], to analyze spatial and functional
data over complex domains in various contexts. However, this novel approach has
only been used to tackle density estimation problems solely in the spatial setting.
In this regard, [9] and [1] present dedicated methods for planar and curved regions.
We rather incorporate the time dimension into the analysis, inspired by the methods
designed to solve spatio-temporal regression problems (refer to [3] and references
therein).

2 Model

Let MT := M ×T be the spatio-temporal domain of interest, where M is a two-
dimensional Riemannian manifold and T a bounded interval. Now let the pairs{
(pi, ti)

}n
i=1 ∈ MT be n independent and identically distributed observations drawn

from a distribution F with density function f : MT → R+ with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. The goal of this work is to elaborate a procedure to estimate
f over MT , starting from the observations

{
(pi, ti)

}n
i=1. To this end, we propose

to combine a non-parametric maximum likelihood approach with a separable reg-
ularization in both space and time based on differential operators. Thus, we obtain
the estimate ĝ = log f̂ as the (unconstrained) minimizer of the objective functional
L(g), which comprises the likelihood and the regularization term R(g). The contri-
bution of the latter is controlled by the smoothing parameter λ > 0. Hence, we are
able to balance the trade-off between the adherence of the model to data and the
smoothness of the estimate eventually produced.

The content of this work has required significant efforts towards various direc-
tions. From a theoretical viewpoint, we appropriately generalize the results achieved
in classical non-parametric literature for multivariate density estimation over sim-
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ple domains (see [14] and [11]). In particular, the introduction of a regularization
in time requires the model to be theoretically validated. In this regard, we first for-
mally define a well-suited spatio-temporal functional space where to set the con-
sidered estimation problem. Then, we rigorously derive the well-posedness of such
a problem under standard regularity assumptions. Afterward, we face methodolog-
ical challenges to ensure the consistency of the proposed estimator. Additionally,
we formally derive the equivalence of the considered problem with the associated
spatio-temporal inhomogeneous Poisson intensity estimation version.

We leverage on an appropriate discretization procedure, based on finite elements
in space and cubic B-spline basis functions in time, ensuring flexibility to han-
dle spatial domains with non-trivial geometries. Moreover, concerning the imple-
mentation of the estimation procedure of STDE-PDE and the optimization aspects
involved, we resort to advanced numerical techniques. This makes the proposed
method efficient and computationally sustainable, even in the case of a large sample
size or fine spatio-temporal discretizations.

Our contribution extends the functionalities provided by the R/C++ fdaPDE li-
brary ([2]), providing the end user with a ready-to-use tool to solve effectively the
considered problem.

3 Simulation study and application to seismic data

STDE-PDE has some important comparative advantages over state-of-the-art meth-
ods, whose details are here omitted for the sake of space. This holds in terms of both
computational costs and accuracy of the estimate eventually produced.

We highlight those aspects extensively throughout several simulation studies with
synthetic data, an example of which is graphically provided by Figure 2. We conduct
the test over a spherical surface with the purpose of allowing comparisons with
competing methods. We sample data from a mixture of time-dependent distributions
via acceptance-rejection method.

In Figure 3 we instead illustrate some qualitative results that the proposed method
achieves on data coming from a real spatio-temporal phenomenon, at two different
time instants. We study the distribution of approximately twenty thousand locations
of earthquakes of magnitude larger than 4.5, occurred worldwide in 2020-2022.
Data are taken from the earthquake catalog of the United States Geological Sur-
vey. As expected, the pattern is highly localized over the faults in the Earth’s crust,
originated by the action of plate tectonic forces.

STDE-PDE proves to be able to capture several highly involved multi-modal
signals in the described continuous-time framework, working successfully in all
the scenarios considered in this work. Actually, as last remark, we stress that our
method shows flexibility and efficiency over manifolds of various type and not only
over simple spherical surfaces.
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Fig. 2 Simulation case study with data generated via rejection sampling. Front view of the sample
(first row), true density (second row) and STDE-PDE estimates (third row), captured at five differ-
ent time instants in T = [0,1].
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c

Fig. 3 Application case study. Main view over the globe (Australian, Eurasian and Pacific plates)
of the STDE-PDE density estimates of earthquakes of magnitude greater than 4.5, captured at two
different time instants, in the period from October 2020 to December 2020 and from January 2021
to March 2021 respectively. The signal turns out to be very skewed and anisotropic.
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Gromov-Wasserstein barycenters for optimal
portfolio allocation
Baricentri Gromov-Wasserstein per allocazione ottima di
portafolio

Alessandro Spelta, Nicolo Pecora, Mario Maggi

Abstract This paper develops a technique for portfolio optimal allocation which
accounts for different market phases according to the behavior of a sentiment index.
The algorithm we design to interpolate among risk-on, risk-off, and risk-neutral in-
put portfolios, is based on the notion of Entropic Gromov-Wasserstein discrepancy.
The resulting optimal portfolio is obtained as the barycenter of the input portfo-
lios with barycentric coordinates that vary depending on the different market con-
ditions. The comparison against suitable alternative portfolios reveals that our pro-
posed technique outperforms benchmarks in terms of both return and risk.
Abstract Questo documento sviluppa una tecnica per l’allocazione ottimale del
portafoglio che tiene conto delle diverse fasi di mercato in base al comportamento
di un indice di sentiment. L’algoritmo che progettiamo per interpolare tra portafogli
risk-on, risk-off e risk-neutral si basa sulla nozione di discrepanza entropica di
Gromov-Wasserstein. Il portafoglio ottimo è ottenuto come baricentro dei portafogli
di input con coordinate baricentriche che variano a seconda delle diverse condizioni
di mercato. Il confronto con portafogli alternativi rivela che la nostra tecnica pro-
posta supera i benchmark in termini sia di rendimento che di rischio.
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1 Introduction

We propose an approach for optimal portfolio choice which dynamically adapts to
market conditions. In order to deal with risk in a more flexible manner, we provide
a generic nonlinear portfolio optimization model that incorporates both normal and
crash risks. To measure market conditions we opt for a “SentimentBased” measure.
We apply a set of technical indicators to the Fear & Greed series, which gauges
the mood of the market, to determine whether investor behavior is pushing towards
a boom or bust phase, or whether a neutral phase is dominating. To provide guid-
ance on investment decision-making in the event that investors believe the market
is moving toward or away from a risk-on/risk-off environment, we first propose to
create risk-on and risk-off portfolios, which we call input portfolios, and then we
design an algorithm to interpolate between them according to market conditions,
by exploiting optimal transport metrics (see Villani, 2009, 2021). Within this paper,
optimal transport is instrumental for computing distances among input portfolios, so
to create a barycentric portfolio accounting for different market conditions. In other
words, our optimal portfolio is a Wasserstein barycenter corresponding to optimal
solutions of transportation problems for several input portfolios. We expand on that
measuring distances among input portfolios in a metric-measure space (see Mémoli,
2007, 2011) and we design a methodology to compare portfolios by exploiting the
notion of Entropic Gromov-Wasserstein (GW) discrepancy (see Peyré et al., 2016).
This definition of discrepancy extends the Wasserstein distance between measure
spaces to arbitrary metric-measure spaces, where a generic loss function allows us
to work with matrices not necessarily positive and that does not necessarily sat-
isfy the triangle inequality. The resulting technique defines the GW-portfolio as the
barycenter of the input portfolios with barycentric coordinates that vary depending
on the different market conditions. We make use of three sets of assets, namely ETF
Bond, Stocks and ETF Short, to build risk-neutral, risk-on and risk-off input portfo-
lios, while the Fear & Greed sentiment index is employed as a reference for market
conditions. Results show that the GW-portfolio outperforms simple Markowitz al-
location in terms of both Profits & Losses and Sharpe Ratio.

2 Methodology

2.1 Gromov-Wasserstein portfolio distance

We consider a portfolio composed by N assets as an entity described by a similarity
matrix S ∈ RN×N , being function of the correlation among its assets returns, and by
a vector of weights w generated by an optimal asset allocation problem, such that
wi ≥ 0, i = 1, ...,N and ∑i wi = 1.
Following Mantegna and Stanley (1999), we define the similarity matrix S as:
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S = 2−
√

2(1−C) (1)

where C represents the correlation matrix among asset returns. The similarity ma-
trices Sp of the different p portfolios, p = 1, ...,P, do not necessarily have the same
size, and portfolios are not generally composed by the same set of assets. Addition-
ally, the portfolios weights do not need to be computed by applying the same opti-
mization methodology. Indeed, we compare portfolios using a soft-assign criterion,
which measures the minimum distortion induced by a probabilistic map from the
rows of one similarity matrix to the rows of another one. This criterion amounts to a
regularized version of the Gromov-Wasserstein (GW ) discrepancy between metric-
measure spaces (Peyré et al., 2016).
We define the GW discrepancy between two portfolios (S1,w1) ∈ RN1×N1 ×RN1

and (S2,w2) ∈ RN2×N2 ×RN2
as:

GW(S1,S2,w1,w2)
def
= min

T∈Cw1,w2

(
ES1,S2(T )− εH(T )

)
, (2)

where
ES1,S2(T )

def
= ∑

i, j,k,ℓ
L
(
S1

i,k,S
2
j,ℓ
)

Ti, jTk,ℓ, (3)

H(T ) def
= −

N

∑
i, j=1

Ti, j (log(Ti, j)−1) , (4)

where superscripts refer to portfolios while subscripts denote assets. The matrix T
is a coupling between the two spaces on which the similarity matrices S1 and S2 are
defined.
Function L in equation (3) represents a quadratic loss function that accounts for the
misfit between the similarity matrices, namely:

L(a,b) def
=

1
2
|a−b|2. (5)

By introducing the 4-way tensor notation, the loss function can be expressed as
follows:

L (S1,S2)
def
=

(
L
(
S1

i,k,S
2
j,ℓ
))

i, j,k,ℓ
,

and thus, the objective function ES1,S2(T ) in equation (2) can be written as

ES1,S2(T ) = ⟨L (S1,S2)⊗T,T ⟩, (6)

where ⊗ denotes the tensor-matrix multiplication.
The non-convex optimization problem in equation (2) can be solved by applying a
projected gradient descent method (see Villani, 2009).
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2.2 Portfolio Barycenters

To create the GW-portfolio, which mediates among input portfolios, we introduce
the notion of barycenter. The design of a barycenter among similarity matrices is
grounded on two primary factors: i) a measure of discrepancy between similarity
matrices and ii) a definition of a mean. In our setting, the GW distance defines the
discrepancy among similarity matrices, while the Fréchet mean is used to define the
barycenter.
In formulae, the Fréchet mean is expressed as:

min
w∈RN ∑

p
λ p GW(S,Sp,w,wp) , (7)

meaning that, given P input portfolios and a set of asset.
Aas in Cuturi (2013), the minimization over w can be solved with the Sinkhorn
algorithm as:

w def.
= ∏

p

(
K⊤ap

)λ p

and
{

bp ← w
K⊤ap

ap ← wp

Kbp

which finally provides the optimal weights of the GW-portfolio given the market
condition expressed via the vector λ .

2.3 Portfolio Construction

In this Subection we exploit the GW barycenter to design a dynamic portfolio able
to adjust to various market conditions. To distinguish among market phases, we
apply the Kaufman’s adaptive moving average (KMA) to the Fear & Greed sen-
timent index provided by the CNN. The Fear & Greed Index is the result of the
combination of seven separate indicators, each of which tracks a different facet of
stock market activity. They are the following: safe haven demand, market volatil-
ity, junk bond demand, stock price strength, stock price breadth, put and call op-
tions. The index measures the deviation between these individual indicators’ aver-
ages and the amount by which they typically diverge. The index gives each indicator
equal weighting when determining a score from 0 to 100, with 100 signifying the
highest level of greed and 0 reflecting the highest level of fear. In particular, we
compute KMA considering two different time horizons. The short-KMA has been
parametrized with the values [5,2,10] while for the long-KMA we have opted for
[10,2,25]. The first input represents the number of days for the Efficiency Ratio
while the second and the third are the number of days for the fastest and slowest
exponential moving averages, respectively. We define a bull market (bl) phase when
the Fear & Greed Index lies above both the short- and long-KMA while a bear mar-
ket (br) is defined by the Fear & Greed below the two KMAs. Otherwise a neutral
market (n) phase is called. Next we build three input portfolios each of which is
composed by assets of different classes, by solving a Markowitz optimization prob-
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lem. These portfolios are the stock portfolio with weights defined by the vectors wst ,
a bond portfolio with weights wb and a short portfolio with weights wsh. We define
combinations of the aforementioned input portfolios considering different weight-
ing schemes α = [αst ,αb,αsh] depending on the market conditions, and we call the
resulting portfolio the Fear & Greed portfolio (FG-portfolio). In other words, the
FG-portfolio weights (w f g) are computed as a weighted sum of the input portfolio
weights, that is:

w f g = αstwst +αbwb +αshwsh (8)

We consider several experiments which involve different asset proportions depend-
ing on the market conditions. For the bull market phase, we set the fraction of stocks
αst as the 90, 80 or 70% of the overall portfolio assets, the remaining 10, 20 or 30%
is constituted by the fraction αb while αsh is zero. In neutral markets, instead, we
opt for the following weighting scheme: αst is fixed as 70, 60 or 50 %, αb is set as
30, 40 or 50% and short assets are not present. Lastly, in bear markets, αst = 0, the
majority of assets is constituted by bonds, fixing αb equal to 70, 80 or 90%, and the
remaining proportion is assigned to αsh. Thus, during a bull market the FG-portfolio
is mainly composed by stocks, with a residual fraction of ETF bonds. During neutral
phases the same asset classes are involved but with a higher fraction of bonds. In a
bearish market, instead, the FG-portfolio is mainly composed by bonds with a small
fraction of short ETF assets.
Finally, the GW-portfolio weights are determined by using: i) the three different
input portfolio weights wst , wb, wsh, ii) their similarity matrices together with, iii)
the similarity matrix of the overall assets, and iv) the FG-portfolio weights as initial
barycenter value. Moreover, the λ vector, which defines the relative importance of
each input portfolio, is set equal to the vector α . Portfolio Results In this Section
we present the results of the application that has been described above. We begin by
showing the cumulative Profits & Losses (P&L) of the GW-portfolio against suit-
able alternative investment strategies used as benchmarks, i.e. a portfolio composed
by only stocks, a portfolio composed by ETF bonds and the FG-portfolio whose
weights are given by Eq. (8). Moreover, we add a further portfolio named as the
GW-portfolio Best Parameter in which we explicitly select the optimal Entropy pa-
rameter ε and the optimal initial risk profile value α .
To generate P&L we opt for multiple parameter configurations, namely we use i)
different lengths of the in-sample windows from 150 to 225 days, with a step of
25 days, ii) different lengths of the rebalancing windows of the input portfolios,
from 10 to 25 days with a step of 5 days iii) different risk profiles combinations
iv) different values of the Entropy parameter ε = {.02, .04, .1}. All these parameter
configurations give rise to 1296 different P&L. Moreover, we consider one basis
point as transaction cost at each portfolio rebalancing.
Figure 1 reports the average P&L of the different portfolios and their respective
standard deviation. We first notice that GW-portfolios, on average, outperform all
the other alternatives. Moreover, the GW-portfolio with the best parameter configu-
ration produces superior P&L with respect to the stock-based portfolio, even in the
worst case scenario, as represented by the lower bound of the standard deviation.
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Finally, we also notice that, during the Covid-19 market crash, the stock-based port-
folio suffered the largest draw-down, compared with the GW-portfolios.

Fig. 1 Cumulative Profits and Losses. The figure reports the behavior of cumulative profits and
losses associated with different portfolios.

3 Conclusion

We present a general nonlinear portfolio optimization which deals with risk in a
more flexible way. Our methodology starts by defining risk-on, risk-off and risk-
neutral input portfolios and interpolates between them using a Gromov-Wasserstein
discrepancy measure. The resulting portfolio, that we named the GW-portfolio, is
obtained as a Gromov-Wasserstein barycenter of the input portfolios, with barycen-
tric coordinates defined by the dynamics of a market sentiment index. We demon-
strate the usefulness of this methodology by comparing the GW-portfolio against
suitable benchmark portfolios through different performance measures, which ac-
count for both return and risk.
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Online Job Advertisements: toward the quality
assessment of classification algorithms for the
occupation and the activity sector
Annunci di lavoro online: verso una valutazione della
qualità degli algoritmi di classificazione per
l’occupazione e l’attività economica

Elena Catanese, Francesca Inglese, Annalisa Lucarelli, Alessandra Righi,
Giuseppina Ruocco

Abstract Online advertisements in job portals and company sites (OJAs) have great
potential to get detailed and timely insights into labor market trends. To use this
information is important to transpose the information expressed in the ads in NL
textual into Standard international statistical classifications (eg., NACE, ESCO). We
describe the strategy we followed for assessing the quality of the procedure used to
classify these variables available in the OJAs Cedefop database. The evaluation of
the efficiency of the supervised classifier algorithms focuses on the experimentation
of procedures that try to combine human and machine learning intelligence in order
to improve the accuracy of the classifiers. This work is part of the activities carried
out within the ESSnet WIN project and aimed at defining a quality framework for
OJA data.
Abstract Gli annunci online nei portali di lavoro e nei siti aziendali (OJA) hanno un
grande potenziale per ottenere informazioni dettagliate e tempestive sulle tendenze
del mercato del lavoro. Per utilizzare queste informazioni è importante trasporre le
informazioni espresse negli annunci in linguaggio naturale in classificazioni statis-
tiche internazionali standard (es. NACE, ESCO). Nel lavoro descriviamo la strate-
gia che abbiamo seguito per valutare la qualità della procedura utilizzata per clas-
sificare alcune variabili del database OJA di Cedefop. La valutazione dell’efficienza
degli algoritmi di classificazione supervisionati si concentra sulla sperimentazione
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di procedure che cercano di combinare l’intelligenza umana e l’apprendimento au-
tomatico al fine di migliorare l’accuratezza dei classificatori. Questo lavoro fa parte
delle attività svolte nell’ambito del progetto ESSnet WIN e mira a definire un frame-
work di qualità per i dati OJA.

Key words: Online job advertisements, web data, validation, classifiers evaluation

1 Introduction

The increasing amount of online advertisements in job portals and company sites
(OJAs) has great potential to get detailed and timely insights into labor market
trends. OJAs do not replace traditional data sources but can complement them to
produce additional indicators, thus enriching the current official statistical produc-
tion. The information acquired from OJAs, thanks to advances in web crawling tech-
nologies, machine learning, and big data techniques, is a relevant data sources for
the analysis of online job vacancies.
The European Center for the Development of Vocational Training (Cedefop) has
implemented a pan-European system for collecting and analyzing OJAs content [1].
Cedefop actively collaborates with Eurostat’s Big Data Task Force and the European
Statistical Systems Network (ESSnet), to explore the use of online job advertise-
ments as a source of data for producing official statistics, as well as the challenges
related to quality assurance. The Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) in-
volved in the ESSnet Web Intelligence Network project (WIN). One of the main
tasks of the project is the development of the use of OJAs and the improvement of
the quality of the information produced. At the European level, OJAs derived from
many online sources (job portals, company sites, social networks, employment web-
sites, employment agencies, job search engines, online newspapers, public employ-
ment services, and employers organizations), are centrally collected, and stored in
a Data Lab. The updated databases are disseminated on a quarterly basis with data
available at a daily level. Databases are available starting from the third quarter of
2018 to the third quarter of 2022.
OJA data are made available in the Data Lab following all phases of collecting,
processing, cleaning, standardizing, and classifying. The validation rules currently
applied to the OJA dataset are both consistency and plausibility rules. Consistency
with Eurostat’s standard classifications (e.g. Multilingual Classification of Skills,
Competences, Qualifications and Occupations ESCO, Statistical Classification of
Economic Activities in the European Community NACE Rev. 2,) is required and
the distribution of ads within categories of a classification is required to be reason-
ably stable over time and across data releases. Besides these rules, operating at the
level of the data record or of a variable distribution, there are some others structural
validation rules, which include the checking of correct naming of datasets and vari-
ables, absence of empty fields, etc.
This paper describes the strategy followed for assessing the quality of the procedure
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used to classify some variables such as occupation and economic activity, which are
of particular interest for the labor market analysis. We consider some methods in
order to both evaluate the quality of the classifiers (machine learning procedures)
and contribute to a possible their improvement. This activity concerns the evalua-
tion phase and follows the data validation process that depends on the efficiency
of the classifier algorithm used and allows to check the internal consistency of the
data but not its accuracy. The evaluation phase aims to increase the accuracy and
efficiency of automatic classifiers that extract statistical variables from the text in
natural language found in the job description and in other structured fields from the
job portals. The activity of evaluation of the classifiers concerns the experimentation
of procedures that try to combine human and machine intelligence in order to max-
imize the accuracy of the classifiers, assist human activities with machine learning,
and increase the efficiency of classifiers. This work is still in progress and is part
of the activities carried out within the WIN project and aimed at defining a quality
framework for OJA data. In the next sections, we describe the classification algo-
rithms within the Cedefop system; then we summarize the methods applied for the
quality assessment of the algorithms. Finally, we present some preliminary results
and future steps needed.

2 Classifier Evaluation

2.1 Classification algorithms

OJAs refer to advertisements published on job portals revealing an employer’s in-
terest in recruiting workers with certain characteristics for performing certain work.
These advertisements normally include a lot of on the characteristics of the job (e.g.
occupation, location, type of contract, working time and salary), characteristics of
the employer (e.g. economic activity sector) and job requirements (e.g. education,
skill and experience) and also on the advertisement itself (e. g. job portal and pub-
lishing and the expiring date of the ads). Part of this information is available only as
natural language textual data. Therefore, to deal with this type of big data requires
specific methodologies in terms of processing, classifying and analysing.
The classification algorithms, for extracting information from OJAs, are based on
ontologies (keyword lists) and a machine learning model. Ontologies create a frame-
work for processing and analysis of online vacancies and are defined for each lan-
guage and for each categorical variable. The Cedefop system uses both standard and
custom ontologies. Indeed, the keywords list is based on existing standard classifi-
cations and is enriched by experts [1].
Ontology based models try to classify OJAs according to the terms contained in the
corresponding ontology. The process first seeks to rank the vacancy using text match
and/or similarity to the relevant ontology. Practically, the raw data of each posting
(job description and other structured fields, such as job title) is searched, and when
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a match is found, the related category is assigned as a result of the classification for
the job posting. If the ontology models provided no results, then a machine learning
algorithm previously trained is applied to classify the OJAs. To train the classifiers,
Cedefop refers to a family of algorithms based on the same principle; the process
must be applied separately for each variable considered and for each language. This
approach is adopted because each model must be trained to best fit the characteris-
tics of the domain and language [1].
Experts regularly validate the results of the machine classification process. The pro-
posed adjustments are used to improve the accuracy of classification. The semi-
automated augmentation process adds new terms and synonyms into ontologies
through machine learning algorithms. Ontologies are also manually updated to in-
corporate new information. The results of corrections of misclassified job vacancies
can also be incorporated into the training set and used to test the accuracy of the
machine learning model [1].

2.2 Methods

Data annotation is the process of labelling the data and refers to the human classifi-
cation of raw data. The set of data annotated with the same specification (annotated
corpus) is a crucial input in the OJAs data classification process. OJAs data revision
constitutes a way to improve the annotated corpus that can be used to train, validate
and test machine-learning algorithms or to estimate the precision of the classifiers.
Accuracy and consistency are the main measures used to evaluate the quality of an-
notated data: accuracy measures how close the labelling is to ground truth, while
consistency refers to the degree of accuracy across the overall dataset [2].
In the WIN project, to evaluate the classification algorithms for the occupation vari-
able, a stratified sample of OJAs containing the raw data and the classification re-
sults (ESCO) is selected for some European countries to accomplish the data an-
notation process. Data labelling was performed by reviewers who checked the se-
lected OJAs, enhancing the correspondence with the classification results. Review-
ers looked at ontologies associated with the occupation classification category and
proposed changes to solve the identified problems. The data labelling tool used for
data annotation is Doccano [3], an open-source text annotation tool for humans, pro-
viding several features to execute different tasks.
In addition to this, a descriptive analysis has been performed to verify the internal
coherence between major occupational groups and economic activity sections. The
aim was to measure the percentage share of occupations related to each economic
section. To evaluate the classification algorithms for the economic activity variable,
a different approach is being implemented. This method is based on the analysis of
a testing sample, and consists in linking the company name deriving from the OJA
with the information included in the Business Register. Then, the accuracy of the
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classifier is assessed, by comparing the attributed NACE code with the information
from the statistical archive.

3 Results

The data annotation exercise on a sub-sample of 400 OJAs selected for Italy showed
that in a rather high percentage (about 45 % of the cases) the two classifications of
the OJAs textual data on the occupation applied (one based on the classification al-
gorithm and the other on the manual annotation process) provided the same results.
In 49% of the cases, the classification made by the algorithm did not correspond to
that resulting from the manual annotation of the data. In a few cases, the manual an-
notation was not able to define a single occupation label for the advertisement (less
than 1% of cases). In a very few cases (around 0.2%), either the advertisements
contained no reference to the type of occupation required or it was impossible to
classify the information at the 4-digit level of the ISCO-08 (International Standard
Classification of Occupations). Furthermore, in less than 1%, the manual annotation
was not able to define a single occupation label, but several ones were assigned to
the advertisement; while in a non-negligible percentage, the sub-sample included
announcements that were not really OJAs (about 4%).
The descriptive approach used to assess internal consistency between the economic
activity and the occupation classification has been carried out at a macro level, by
analysing the major, sub-major, and minor groups of ISCO-08 (International stan-
dard classification of occupations) in each economic activity section of the NACE
classification (Sections B to S of the NACE Rev. 2 classification). In most economic
activity sections, about 75% of the total amount of OJAs of the section has been
classified into a type of occupation consistent with the main activity of the section.
In order to assess the quality of the NACE economic activity classifier, sub-samples
of 500 OJAs have been extracted for some countries, including Italy. After a nor-
malization and cleaning procedures of the company names the matching between
the OJAs sub-samples and the Business register has been carried out. The results
show a significant percentage of matching (around 60% of the sub-sample) but, on
average, the accuracy of NACE classification of the company activity is around half
of the matched cases.

4 Conclusion

Evaluating classifiers to improve OJA classifications and ontologies is an evolving
phase of the OJA data mining process. A cyclical evaluation procedure based on the
audit sample will be put in place, leading to iterative cycles of feedback and im-
provement. We will consider new approaches for selecting an audit sample of OJAs,
for example, oversampling difficult categories. The evaluation dataset released peri-
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odically will lead to 1) evaluation metrics for the classification algorithms (e.g., the
accuracy rate); 2) suggestions for improvement of the sets of keywords, i.e. ontolo-
gies; 3) a set of human-coded data growing over time for training machine-learning
models.
The preliminary activities described in this work constitute a first step towards the
gold standard strategy with the aim to ensure high quality of annotated data. Defin-
ing gold standards for OJA variables of particular interest for the labour market
analysis is the ESSnet project main approach for evaluating and improving the al-
gorithm quality.
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Linear Programming for Wasserstein
Barycenters

Gennaro Auricchio, Federico Bassetti, Stefano Gualandi, Marco Veneroni

Abstract This paper presents a family of generative Linear Programming models
for the computation of the Wasserstein Barycenter of a large set of two-dimensional
images. Wasserstein Barycenters were recently introduced to mathematically gen-
eralize the concept of averaging a set of points, to the concept of averaging a set of
clouds of points, such as, for instance, two-dimensional images. In Machine Learn-
ing terms, the Wasserstein Barycenter problem is a generative constrained optimiza-
tion problem, since the values of the decision variables of the optimal solution give
a new image that represents the average of the input images. Our family of Linear
Programming models rely on different types of Kantorovich-Wasserstein distances
used to compute a barycenter, and they are efficiently solved with a modern com-
mercial Linear Programming solver. We numerically show the strength of the pro-
posed models by computing and plotting the barycenters of all digits included in the
classical MNIST dataset.

1 Discrete Kantorovich-Wasserstein Distances

In several Machine Learning problems, a fundamental step is the computation of a
similarity measure between a pair of objects. These objects very often correspond
to uncertain measure quantities, which are represented as probability density func-
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tions or discrete N-dimensional histograms. The Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance
is a mathematical metric which permits to compute the distance between probability
density functions or N-dimensional histograms by solving a constrained optimiza-
tion problem [15, 10]. Intuitively, the distance between two (discrete) measures is
equal to the total cost of “transporting” all the mass of the first (discrete) distribution
into the second. The cost for transporting a unit of mass from a location of the first
distribution to a location of the second distribution is called the ground distance.
In case of N-dimensional histograms, the locations are associated to the centers of
the bins of the histograms, and the ground distance can be, for example, any of the
standard norms: ℓ1, ℓ2, or ℓ∞.

Given a discrete subset of n points in Rd : X ⊆ Rd , X = {p1, . . . , pn}, a discrete
probability measure on X can be represented as µ̃ = ∑n

i=1 µiδpi , where δpi is the
Dirac delta concentrated on pi ∈ X and µ = (µ1, . . . ,µn) is a vector in the unitary
simplex S n, that is, µ ∈ Rn

+ and ∑n
i=1 µi = 1. For sake of simplicity, we drop the

Dirac delta from the notation and we identify µ̃ = µ ∈ S n.
If we assume that the cost of transporting a unit of mass from position pi to

position p j is given by the ground distance di j = ‖pi − p j‖α , for a suitable norm
‖ · ‖α , (e.g., α = 1,2,∞), the Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance W (µ,ν) between
the two discrete measures µ and ν on X ⊂ RN can be defined as the solution of the
following Linear Program:

W (µ,ν) = min
n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

di jxi j (1)

s.t.
n

∑
j=1

xi j = µi i = 1, . . . ,n (2)

n

∑
i=1

xi j = ν j j = 1, . . . ,n (3)

xi j ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . ,n, j = 1, . . . ,n. (4)

Note that this problem is clearly a special case of the Transportation Problem [9, 11]
and, hence, it can be formulated and solved as an uncapacitated minimum cost flow
problem in a bipartite graph with 2n nodes and n2 arcs [2].

In this paper, we are interested in the Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance between
discrete probability measures when the distance di j in RN is measured with the ℓ1,
ℓ2 and ℓ∞ norms.

2 Wasserstein Barycenters

A very interesting problem, which uses the Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance as a
building block, is the Wasserstein Barycenter problem introduced in [1]: Given
a set of m discrete measures γk, with k = 1, . . . ,m, defined on a space X ⊆ RN , we
have to find a discrete measure ν∗ ∈ S n that has the minimal overall Kantorovich-
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Wasserstein distance to all γk measures:

B(γ) := min
ν∈S n

m

∑
k=1

W (γk,ν). (5)

The new discrete measure ν∗ is called the Wasserstein Barycenter, since it gener-
alizes the idea of averaging of usual Euclidean barycenters. If we denote by γk

i the
i-th element of vector γk, the discrete Wasserstein Barycenter problem is equivalent
to the following Linear Program [3]:

B(γ) = min
y

m

∑
k=1

n

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

di jxi jk (6)

s.t.
n

∑
j=1

xi jk = γk
i i = 1, . . . ,n, k = 1, . . . ,m (7)

n

∑
i=1

xi jk = ν j j = 1, . . . ,n, k = 1, . . . ,m (8)

n

∑
j=1

ν j = 1 (9)

xi jk ≥ 0, i, j = 1, . . . ,n, k = 1, . . . ,m (10)
ν j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . ,n. (11)

The size of problem (6)–(11) depends on the size of each discrete measure γk,
that is equal to n, and on the number m of given discrete measures: there are n2m
variables and 2nm constraints. Indeed, the size of this Linear Program in practice
can become very large. Note that we have m bipartite graphs with n2 arcs each, and
hence, its solution raises very interesting computational challenges.

3 Related work

The state-of-the-art approach to compute Wasserstein Barycenters relies on entropic
regularized formulations of the constrained optimization problem [8], which are
solved with derivations of the Sinkhorn’s algorithm [12, 7, 13]. The main advan-
tages of this class of algorithms are two: (i) they are very easy to understand and to
implement, and (ii) they can be implemented to run in parallel on multiple Graphics
Processing Units (GPU). However, in the regularized formulation of Optimal Trans-
port there is a crucial parameter that has to be tuned manually. As shown in [4], these
methods can be numerically unstable and can provide solutions which are very far
from the optimal value. Other approaches to compute the Wasserstein Barycenters
include stochastic algorithms [6] and gradient descent based algorithms [14]. Un-
fortunately, Linear Programming approaches to compute Wasserstein Barycenters
[3] are repeatedly considered to be extremely inefficient on larger instances [6, 14].
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4 Our contribution

In this paper, we propose a new class of generative Linear Programming models
to solve the Wasserstein Barycenter problem. Building on the results recently pre-
sented in [5], and depending on the norm used as ground distance in the pairwise
Kantorovich-Wasserstein distances, we exploit the geometric structure of the prob-
lem to reduce the size of the linear programs. For the �1 and �∞ ground distances,
we provide exact formulations for the computation of the barycenter of up to 3200
images of size 28×28. For the �2 ground distance, with our approximation scheme
we are able to approximate the optimal barycenter within a guaranteed percentage
error.
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A multi-channel convolution approach for
forecast reconciliation

Andrea Marcocchia and Serena Arima and Pierpaolo Brutti

Abstract Forecast reconciliation for hierarchies of time series, whose idea is that
observed responses at each level have to add up to those observed at higher levels, is
a theme of growing interest in the scientific community. The challenge is to exploit
the high signal-to-noise ratio that characterizes the most aggregated data to boost the
forecast on the more granular data. In this work, a new family of techniques is devel-
oped to solve the problem in a multi-hierarchical scenario, embracing both temporal
and classical hierarchies. The idea is to leverage the predictive power of Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) by designing a multi-channel matrix with the goal of
making all the hierarchies simultaneously consistent. This approach has been tested
on real and simulated datasets, and the new architectures achieve promising results.

Key words: forecasting, time series, forecast reconciliation, hierarchical time se-
ries, convolution, deep learning

1 Introduction

The goal of forecast reconciliation is that forecasted values at a level of the hierar-
chy add up to the predicted demands at higher levels. If forecasting at the different
levels is done independently, we have forecast incoherence, meaning that the bottom
level forecasts do not add up. The various components of the hierarchy can interact
in a variety of complex ways: a change in one series can have an impact on other
series at the same level, as well as on series at higher or lower levels. Reconciliation
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is the process that fix incoherent forecasts.
In this work a new approach is proposed that exploits convolution techniques to per-
form reconciliation in the case of multiple hierarchies at the same time, so that all
the hierarchies are exploited simultaneously to produce the best possible reconciled
values. Most of the techniques in the literature are built to work with a single hier-
archy. However, there are numerous real-world cases in which multiple hierarchies
are valid simultaneously, and the information contained in such data structures and
the gain they can bring must be exploited in the best possible way. The idea is to
introduce an architecture that allows to work with multiple hierarchies in a Deep
Learning framework, such that the output values are coherent for multiple hierar-
chies at once. The hierarchies can be of different types:

• multiple classical hierarchies: all hierarchies are administrative, spatial or groups;
• classical and temporal: one hierarchy is “classical”, while the other is temporal;
• a mix of the two previous cases: the hierarchies can be more than two, so it

possible to fall into a case that is a mix of the previous two.

The innovative and most important aspect of the presented technique is that the val-
ues obtained will be simultaneously consistent for all hierarchies considered, while
exploiting information from all of them. This process is embedded in an end-to-end
architecture, so that all information is also leveraged during the forecasting phase,
and the two steps are not unnecessarily separated, returning in ouput coherent val-
ues.

2 Architecture

The proposed method makes use of Deep Learning, and it is specifically proposed as
an end-to-end architecture. This means that a single loss function is optimized that
keeps together both the forecasting and the reconciliation steps, instead of choos-
ing a different loss and hyper-parametrer setting for the forecast and reconciliation
stage. In the proposed architecture, the task of making the information available in
the different levels of the hierarchy lies within the convolution layer. For this reason,
it is essential to implement this method correctly, so that information circulates in
the best possible way. In the basic scenario of a single hierarchy there are n bot-
tom level series b1,b2, . . . ,bn, and for each of these series the appropriate aggregate
values can be created according to the hierarchical structure. Using a matrix formal-
ization, there are n matrices such as the following one:




z1,1 z1,2 z1,3 z1,4 z1,5 . . . z1,t
z2,1 z2,2 z2,3 z2,4 z2,5 . . . z2,t

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
zk1,1 zk1,2 zk1,3 zk1,4 zk1,5 . . . zk1,t
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 . . . bt








H1


B
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As the matrix shows, there is a bottom level series as the first row of the ma-
trix, and all the aggregate values created according to the hierarchy. The values
zk1,1,zk1,2, . . . ,zk1,t are the values for the first level of aggregation, and t is the time
window observed in the dataset. The z1,1,z1,2, . . . ,z1,t are the t values for the fully
aggregated values according to the first hierarchy[1].
Following this approach, in case of a second hierarchical structure, that shares the
bottom level series with the first hierarchy, it is possible to represent the data as
follows:




y1,1 y1,2 y1,3 y1,4 y1,5 . . . y1,t
...

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

yk2,1 yk2,2 yk2,3 yk2,4 yk2,5 . . . yk2,t
z1,1 z1,2 z1,3 z1,4 z1,5 . . . z1,t

...
...

...
...

...
. . .

...
zk1,1 zk1,2 zk1,3 zk1,4 zk1,5 . . . zk1,t
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 . . . bt





H2


H1


B

This representation is the more intuitive one following the previous approach. In
fact, also in this case there are n matrices in output. The use of this data represen-
tation has the advantage of enclosing all the information related to a bottom level
time-series in a single matrix, thus being able to exploit a convolution step exactly as
done in the case of a single hierarchy. At the end of the convolution step, the values
returned in the hidden state of the neural network will condense information from
both hierarchies. Following exactly the same approach, it is possible to incorporate
a temporal hierarchy within the same data structure, as long as the bottom-level se-
ries is in common. However, this way of representing the hierarchical data has also
many limitations. In fact, the size of the resulting matrix can grow a lot, making the
training step more complex as the number of hierarchies or the depth of the hier-
archies increases. The biggest problem, however, concerns the way the information
circulates within the matrix: the values of the last added hierarchies (H2 in the pre-
vious example) are far removed from the bottom level series, as there is all the data
from the other hierarchies between. In this way it can be very complicated through
the use of a filter to be able to condense the information of the H2 hierarchy with that
of the bottom level series, as one would like. In this way, the matrix representation
that will be obtained at the end of the training will not synthesize the information
in the best possible way, because the series at the bottom level will not be able to
take advantage of the information provided by the hierarchies included in the high-
est part of the input matrix. Only filters applied to the final part of the matrix will
incorporate the series at the bottom level, with the problem of seeing only the data
from the hierarchy immediately above.
The proposed solution is to structure the final matrix in a different way so that all
the hierarchical matrices are simultaneously considered, also maintaining a degree
of specificity so that different information are not mixed together. This can be done
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by using a multi-channel matrix, following an approach similar to that used for the
RGB images in Computer Vision. In order to exploit in a better way the information
contained into all the levels of the different hierarchies, these latter become different
channels in the input matrix, with the bottom-level series always inside, instead of
being stacked all together. The following image represents what the (multi-channel)
input matrix might look like in the case of multiple hierarchies. In this case a new
limitation is introduced: k1, k2, . . . ,kw (the depths of the w considered hierarchies)
must be identical, in order to have the different channels with the same shape.
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where the X are the bottom level series, that is the same for each training sample.
As it is possible to see from the above image, the advantage of this architecture is
that it allows to apply a filter that includes all the information simultaneously. The
filter to be used in the convolution step must also be multidimensional, specifically
having a number of channels equal to the number of hierarchies. In this way the
information is all considered simultaneously, but at the same time a specificity for
each hierarchy is maintained.
The complete proposed method exploits an architecture similar to CNN + LSTM,
in which in a first step there are layers that allow the information contained in the
hierarchy to be shared through a convolution step, and then there is a forecast step
exploiting techniques such as LSTM. The loss function can be evaluated in two dif-
ferent ways: focusing on the bottom level series (and rebuilding the whole hierarchy
using a Bottom-up approach) or focusing on all the levels of the hierarchy. Consid-
ering that the general purposes when forecast reconciliation techniques are used is
to improve the quality of the bottom level series, the first approach is used in the
experiments.

3 Results

The proposed architecture has been tested over multiple dataset: the M5 dataset
[4] of the Makridakis competitions and a simulated dataset. In the M5 dataset, the
time-series represent the hierarchical unit sales of the world’s largest retail company
by revenue, Walmart, and the data comprise 3049 individual products from 3 cate-
gories and 7 departments, sold in 10 stores in 3 different states: the two hierarchy
are built looking at the administrative organization and at the product classification.
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The simulated dataset has a hierarchical structure that mirrors the M5 structure, but
the time-series inside have an easier pattern: all the information are generated using
an ARMA process. Both the dataset have multiple hierarchies defined. The common
goal in analyzing the performances across datasets is to verify if the use of recon-
ciliation techniques is useful in improving the quality of the original forecasts. In
particular, the focus has been on the bottom level series, as these are the most com-
plex and at the same time the most interesting forecasts. The results are evaluated
according to the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The proposed architecture is com-
pared with multiple methods proposed in the literature, such as Optimal Reconcili-
ation methods with OLS Estimator or WLS Estimator [2], Mint [3], Top-down and
Bottom-up [5]. The Top-down approach is tested with three different approaches:
Top-down with forecast proportions (TD-FP), average of the historical proportions
(TD-GSA) and proportions based on the historical averages (TD-GSF). To properly
perform the experiments, all the dataset are divided into training, test and validation.
Specifically, 30% of the dataset is isolated to evaluate the test set, 20% as validation
and the remainder as training. The splitting is performed on the bottom level series.

Table 1 MAE performances on test set

Model Simulated M5

Matrix Conv (multiple hierarchies) 0.0670 0.0921
MINT 0.0578 0.0971
WLS 0.0598 0.0974
OLS 0.0609 0.0981
BU 0.0571 0.0976
TD-FP 0.0810 0.1507
TD-GSF 0.0950 0.1099
TD-GSA 0.0890 0.1119

In both the datasets, the performances are evaluated by focusing on the series at
the bottom level, since these are the ones of greatest interest. All the methods that
require a base forecast algorithm to perform the reconciliation step (all except the
end-to-end architectures that uses Deep Learning) use an Arima model to perform
the base forecast. For the methods that work with only one hierarchy, one of the
defined hierarchical structure is chosen to perform the reconciliation step.
For what concern the simulated dataset, it is possible to observe that the best result
is obtained with the Bottom-Up method: this is quite intuitive since with this ap-
proach the focus is all on the series at the bottom level, and any errors that need to
be corrected in the reconciliation stage affect the series at the higher levels of the
hierarchy. The MINT algorithm also performs well for the reconciliation, but all the
Optimal-reconciliation methods seem to be good. It is important to keep in mind
that for the simulated dataset the generation process and the base forecast algorithm
is the same, so it justifies the better performances of the classical methods with
respect to the end-to-end architectures. Analyzing the M5 dataset, as can be seen
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from the previous table, the method that makes use of neural networks outperforms
all the others. The result is due to the fact that in this case the data are much more
complicated in their structure, so a simple Arima model is not enough to provide
good base forecast. On the other hand, the end-to-end architecture provides a more
flexible and power system to perform the forecast and the reconciliation.

4 Conclusions

Regarding the new reconciliation techniques that exploit convolution over multiple
hierarchies, it has been observed that the results are in line, and sometimes better,
with other methods in the literature. It should be emphasized, however, how com-
putationally complex is to train these models in terms of the hardware resources
required. Experiments on the M5 dataset are carried out by sampling the data in
order to obtain a large number of time series to train the model robustly and generi-
cally. It is necessary because the proposed model have a large number of parameters,
and the convolution steps are really computationally expansive: the use of the whole
dataset is not feasible with the hardware resources at our disposal.
In addition, it is noted that the matrices data structure is very rigid, while the prob-
lem to be modeled requires more flexibility. In fact, although with the proposed
method it is possible to avoid neighboring series in the hierarchy having an exces-
sive distance, the matrix representation is still forced: for example the bottom level
series is repeated for all the channels, producing some redundancy. A possible idea,
that will be subject to further research is to use more flexible data structures, such
as graphs, to perform the convolutional step.
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Abstract

We propose a dynamic method to hedge foreign exchange risk of international equity
portfolios. The method is based on the currency returns predictions obtained from a set
of alternative machine learning models, built on the main factorial components of the time
series currency returns. The analysis of several model performance indicators allows to
conclude that accurate predictions of global factor returns, such as those obtained with non
linear machine learning models, can improve currency risk hedging.

Proponiamo un metodo dinamico per coprire il rischio di cambio di portafogli
azionari internazionali. Il metodo si basa sul prevedere i movimenti dei rendimenti va-
lutari mediante le previsioni dei rendimenti dei principali fattori di rischio. A tal fine,
costruiamo diversi modelli predittivi per la componente dei rendimenti globali dei fattori e
ne studiamo la capacità di generare portafogli azionari con copertura dinamica. L’analisi
di diversi indicatori di performance dei modelli consente di concludere che previsioni ac-
curate dei fattori possono migliorare il grado di copertura del rischio di tasso di cambio.

Keywords: Currency returns, Currency risk factors, Mean-variance optimization, Time series
machine learning.

1. Introduction

Global investment positions are nowadays substantial and have grown quickly in recent decades.
When redenominated in the investors’ home currency, the currency exposure resulting from international
investments can significantly alter the underlying assets’ overall risk-return profile, highlighting the key
question of how investors should manage their foreign exchange exposure.

The main strategy for controlling foreign exchange (FX) exposure is mean-variance optimization,
which establishes the best currency hedging positions. The strategy is theoretically interesting and in-
cludes requirements for both speculative hedging and risk management naturally. However, due to the
well-known difficulties in forecasting exchange rates, this strategy, when used out-of-sample, suffers
from severe estimating error in currency returns - see (3) -, leading to poor overall currency hedging
performance - see (1; 2).

To solve the problem, in the paper we propose a novel methodology to dynamically determine cur-
rency hedge positions, that we denominate dynamic currency factor (DCF) hedging. The approach ex-
ploits the predictability of currency returns desumed from the predictability of the corresponding risk
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factors. Recent breakthroughs in international macro-finance by Lustig et al. (2011) and Verdelhan
(2018) have found that the cross-section of currency returns can be explained as compensation for risk
in a linear factor model that includes two global currency risk factors: dollar and carry. The dollar fac-
tor corresponds to the average return of a basket of currencies against the US dollar, while the carry
factor reflects the returns from currency carry trade. These factors also account for a large proportion
of the time-series exchange rate behavior in contemporaneous regressions, and thus, if their returns
are predictable, currency returns are also partially predictable. We show that exploiting a predictable
component in both global factors helps to mitigate the estimation error that typically hinders traditional
mean-variance currency hedging, thereby delivering important investment gains.

Specifically, we build time series machine learning models to accurately forecast factor returns and
improve the predictability of single currency returns.

To illustrate our proposed methodology from an empirical viewpoint, in the empirical part of the
paper we take the perspective of a US investor who invests in a portfolio of G10 developed economies.
The investor is assumed to have a predetermined long position in either foreign equities or bonds and
desires to manage the Foreign Exchange exposure by forming optimal hedge positions within a mean-
variance optimisation framework. To construct optimal hedge positions, monthly estimates of currency
returns are initially formed by estimating currenciesâ exposures to dollar and carry factors (that is, factor
betas). Factor returns are then forecasted using variables that have been theoretically motivated to drive
either one or both factor returns, including Foreign exchange volatility (Merton, 1973; Menkhoff et
al., 2012a; Cenedese et al., 2014), the average forward discount (Lustig et al., 2014), the TED spread
(Brunnermeier and Pedersen, 2009; Brunnermeier et al.,2009), and commodity returns (Ready et al.,
2017). These predicted global factor returns are combined with the estimated factor betas to form out-
of-sample (OOS) forecasts of currency returns. The predicted currency returns are finally incorporated
within the mean-variance optimizer to produce optimal, currency-specific, hedge positions.

Our empirical results show that the estimation error which frequently affects mean-variance cur-
rency hedging can be reduced and that significant economic investment gains can be achieved by taking
advantage of a non-linear forecasting of components in both global factors.

2. Methodology

2..1 Framework for deriving optimal currency hedge positions
The main goal is to dynamically create the best currency hedge positions, from the viewpoint of a US
investor. FX forward contracts are added to an existing portfolio of reference international equity indices
in order to hedge FX exposure. Currency hedges are chosen to optimize a mean-variance investor’s
utility, whose objective function is used to determine hedge positions, and is specified as

µp,t −
γ

2
σ2
p,t (1)

where µp,t = w′
tµt represents the expected portfolio return for the following period, σ2

p,t = w′
tΣtwt

represents the portfolio risk, µt is the vector of expected excess returns in US dollars with variance-
covariance matrix Σt. The vector wt encompasses portfolio weights, and γ is the investor’s level of risk
aversion.

Portfolio weights in an unconstrained setting are given by w∗
t = 1

γΣ
−1
t µt. In our setup, it is ad-

equate to assume the underlying asset weights are predetermined by the portfolio manager, therefore
determining the weights given to FX forward contracts is the ultimate goal (i.e., the optimal currency
hedge positions). By first partitioning the expected return vector and related covariance matrix across the
underlying equity indices and FX future contracts, the optimization issue can be rephrased as

µt =

(
µx,t

µf,t

)
, Σt =

(
Σxx,t Σxf,t

Σfx,t Σff,t

)
(2)

where the underlying indices and FX forwards are represented by x and f , respectively. Hence, the
optimal weights in foreign exchange forwards are then given by
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w∗
f,t(f | x) = 1

γ

(
Σ−1
ff,tµf,t

)
− δtwx,t (3)

where wx,t is the vector of weights and δt is the regression coefficient obtained from regressing
underlying indices returns on long FX forward contracts returns, namely δt = Σ−1

ff,tΣfx,t.
Each element of w∗

f,t is constrained to be between −wx,t (fully hedged) and zero (unhedged). This
restriction mirrors the practice in currency overlay management that prohibits managers from taking
speculative FX forward holdings above the position in the underlying security - i.e., a position cannot
be overhedged or leveraged by FX forwards. We estimate δt and Σt each month using a 5-year rolling
window and set the underlying portfolio weights to be equally weighted across indices.

2..2 Building currency factors
We firstly define the currency excess return. We use the symbols S and f to represent the log of the spot
exchange rate and the forward exchange rate, respectively, both expressed in terms of foreign currencies
per US dollars. The value of the domestic currency rises when the dollar value does. Simply put, the net
log currency excess return for an investor who goes long in foreign currency i is

rli,t+1 = fi,t − si,t+1 (4)

The investor purchases foreign currency or, equivalently, sells the dollar forward at the price (ft) at
time t and purchases dollars at the price (st+1) in the spot market in t + 1. Similarly, for an investor
who is short the foreign currency - and therefore long in the dollar - the net log currency excess return is
given by:

rsi,t+1 = −fi,t + si,t+1 (5)

We divide the sample of currencies into four portfolios at the end of each period t based on the
forward discounts

di,t = fi,t − si,t (6)

that observed at that time. Portfolio 1 comprises the currencies with the lowest interest rates or smallest
forward discounts, and portfolio 4 contains the currencies with the highest interest rates or largest future
discounts. They are ranked from low to high interest rates. By averaging the log currency excess returns
for each portfolio j, we can get the log currency excess return rji,t+1 for portfolio j. We make the
assumption that investors will short all of the foreign currencies in the first portfolio in order to calculate
returns.

According to predictions made by linear factor models, the average returns on a variety of assets
can be attributed to risk premia related to their exposure to a limited number of risk factors. Our cur-
rency portfolios’ principal component analyses show that two factors account for more than 65% of the
difference in returns across these four portfolios. Since all portfolios load equally on the first principal
component, which we labeled λdol, it can be said that it acts as a level factor and accounts for more
than 65% of the common variation in portfolio returns. Given that portfolio loadings rise monotonically
across portfolios, the second primary component, denoted λcar, which accounts for about 22% of com-
mon variance, can be seen as a slope factor. The systematic component of the dollar factor appears to
correlate with low frequency global business cycle conditions and can therefore be interpreted as captur-
ing the level of global macroeconomic risk - see (4). The carry factor is a zero-cost portfolio, constructed
by investing in high-yielding currencies while funding the position in low yielding currencies.

2..3 Expected currency returns and common risk factors
The expected currency return vector µf,t is a key input in eq. (3), given that the return at time t+ 1, to a
US investor who enters a long forward contract on foreign currency i at time t is defined by eq. (4).
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We model the cross-section of expected currency returns as function of two common risk factors,
named the dollar and carry factors:

Eri,t = ζ(λdol,car
t ) (7)

Factor return predictability is then exploited for forecasting expected returns. In particular, we run
predictive models of factor returns on a set of time t− 1 predictor variables Xt−1 described by:

λj
t = ψj(Xt−1); j = {dol, car} (8)

to derive multi-step-ahead conditional expected factor returns Etλ
j
t+h = ψ̂jXt where h = t+1, ..., t+H

where H is the forecast horizon.
Given the estimated factor betas from eq. (7) and the expected factor returns (premiums) from eq.

(8), conditional expected currency return over the following H periods for each currency pair i can be
found as:

EtRi,t+h = ζ̂(Etλ
j
t+h) (9)

In our setting, we propose to estimate the relationships between Eri and λdol,car, which we label
as ζ, and those among λdol,car and X (ψj) by means of time series machine learning models. Many of
the machine learning algorithms are well known for delivering good forecasting performances and can
be exploited to accurately forecast the dollar and carry factors and the conditional expected currency
returns. In particular, we test different families of machine learning forecasting models for time series,
namely Discriminant Analysis for time series (DA), Regression Trees (RT) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM).

2..4 Currency factor predictors
As currency factor predictors we first exploit the forward currency discount di,t represented in eq. (6).
Secondly, since the carry factor returns exhibit a strong negative relationship with FX volatility we make
use of exchange rates volatility measured as the daily squared returns currency pairs i against the US
dollar. Namely, we exploit the change in FX volatility:

∆σi
t = log

(
σi
t

σi
t−1

)

where σi
t = r2i,t. Thirdly, given that tighter funding liquidity, as proxied by increases in the spread among

the LIBOR and the Tbills, can also forecast carry returns, we employ changes in the LIBOR (LIBORt)
and in the Tbills (Tbillt) as exogenous predictors:

∆LIBORt = log

(
LIBORt

LIBORt−1

)

∆Tbillt = log

(
Tbillt
Tbillt−1

)

Fourthly, it is established that higher commodity prices predict higher carry trade returns. Therefore, we
employ two commodity price indices as currency factor predictors. The first one is the Invesco DB Com-
modity Index Tracking (CI1) which tracks changes in the level of the DBIQ Optimum Yield Diversified
Commodity Index Excess Return plus the interest income from the Fund’s holdings of primarily US
Treasury securities and money market income. The second one is the iShares S&P GSCI Commodity-
Indexed Trust (CI2) which tracks a set of futures contracts on an index composed of a diversified group
of commodities futures. Also in this case, we use changes in the commodity price indices as currency
factor predictors, namely

∆CI1t = log

(
CI1t
CI1t−1

)

∆CI2t = log

(
CI2t
CI2t−1

)
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3. Data

For the purpose of illustrating our method, collect and analyze three main types of time series data:
a) currency spot and future returns; b) international reference equity market indices; c) a set of currency
factor predictors. Firstly, we consider the following countries and their respective foreign exchange
rates: Australia (AUD), Canada (CAD), Switzerland (CHF), Europe (EUR), Great Britain (GBP), Hong
Kong (HKD), Japan (JPY), Norway (NOC), New Zealand (NZD), Poland (PLN), Sweden (SEK), and
South Africa (ZAR). For each currency, we collect spot and future closing prices. Secondly, we retrieve
the equity prices of the reference stock market of each country1. Thirdly, we retreive daily time series
observations related to the exogenous predictors discussed in Subsection 2..4. The analyzed time period
ranges from 27 October 2008 to 30 December 2022.

4. Empirical results

In this Section we present the results of our methodology. The model is back-tested using a dynamic
approach. For the in-sample estimation, we choose a 5-year rolling window, each one shifted by 22
working days, i.e. a trading month. For each of them, we produce out-of-sample predictions for the
following month. Predictions are obtained by the selecting, for each rolling window, the best perform-
ing model across DA, RT and SVM in terms of cross-validation error. To ease computational burden,
we use Bayesian optimization for training the set of different models and tuning their hyperparameters.
Bayesian optimization finds an optimal set of hyperparameters for a given model by minimizing the ob-
jective function of the model, strategically selecting new hyperparameters for each iteration and tipically
outperforming parameter grid search.

Figure 1 (upper panel) shows the cumulative payoff to investing in global equity portfolios, and
specifically the cumulative payoff to a USD 1 invested in equally weighted global equity portfolios under
different currency hedging frameworks from the perspective of a US investor. The payoffs to the linear
DCF hedged portfolio, our proposed DCF hedged portfolio and the unhedged portfolio are highlighted.
The profit and loss metric is complemented with two performance measures as highlighted in the central
and lower panels of Figure 1, which illustrate the Sharpe and the Maximum Drawdown, respectively.
Both measures are obtained with a rolling window of two years. Finally, we also report the empirical
distribution of returns for the unhedged and hedged portfolio, along with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
statistics and associated p-value.

We notice that hedged portfolios, on average, outperform the unhedged alternative. This suggests
that hedging for global currency risk factors is determinant to the profitability of international equity
porfolios. This is further confirmed by the sistematically superior values of the Sharpe ratios and Maxi-
mum Drawdown. Moreover, our proposed ML-hedging produces superior performances with respect to
the linear hedged portfolio. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test provides evidence against the null hypoth-
esis that the returns of the two portfolios come from the same continuous probability distribution at all
conventional significance levels (p = 0.00073).
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Figure 1: Performance of ML-hedged, linear hedge and unhedged portfolios. The upper panel
shows the cumulative payoff to a USD 1 invested in equally weighted global equity portfolios under
different currency hedging frameworks (ML-hedged, linear hedge and unhedged) from the perspective
of a US investor. The central and lower panels of show the Sharpe and the Maximum Drawdown, both
measures are obtained with a two-year rolling window. The right lower panel reports the empirical
distribution of returns for the unhedged and hedged portfolio, along with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
statistics and associated p-value.
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Abstract. This paper presents a statistical machine learning applica-
tion to musical genre classification. Specifically, we draw a sample of
songs from Spotify pertaining to six musical genres, i.e. rock, rap, elec-
tronic dance music, rhythm and blues, latin, and pop, and we apply a
decision tree, a random forest and a boosting algorithm to predict genre
labels. Empirical results show that the latter two methods clearly outper-
form the first one, that speechiness is the audio feature with the largest
classification power, and that rock and rap songs are the easiest to be
classified.

Keywords: Spotify, musical genre, statistical machine learning

1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI), defined as the ability of a system to learn through
experience and solve problems in a continuously changing environment, is cur-
rently one of the most active research fields. AI systems, given their processing
speed and the precision with which they make decisions, are widely used by
companies in order to study the enormous amount of information they collect
everyday about their customers, to understand their behaviour and to suggest
products and services in line with their customers’ interests and preferences [1].

One of the companies that put AI at the business core is Spotify. Founded
in 2006, Spotify has quickly become the leader in music streaming, introducing
an entirely personal way of listening to music [2]. By collecting information
about its users, such as gender, listening history, and interactions with the user
interface, Spotify is able to study its customer through Artificial Intelligence,
make associations between different artists, tracks, podcasts and playlists, and
propose intelligent and increasingly targeted suggestions by machine learning
methods [3, 4].

In particular, playlists are the quintessential element of personalisation: users
can create playlists that collect the tracks they want, they can share it with other
users and they can create collaborative ones. Spotify by default suggests different
types of playlist to different listeners: by artist, by music genre, by event. For
each song, several audio features are automatically encoded and used to build a
playlist according to a specific musical trait.
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In this paper, our aim is to derive the most accurate prediction possible of
the musical genre of a song starting from the knowledge of its audio features. We
consider a large sample of songs from Spotify, pertaining to six musical genres:
rock, rap, electronic dance music (EDM), rhythm and blues (R&B), latin and
pop. For this purpose, we apply classification trees, random forests and gradient
boosting, and we compare their accuracy. We then derive the best predictors of
each musical genre among encoded audio features [5, 6].

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the sample used and some
descriptive analyses. Section 3 reports statistical analyses in detail, with a focus
on performance comparison among the methods used and results interpretation.
Section 4 finally summarizes the main findings.

2 Application

2.1 Data exploration

The first part of the work focuses on data collection by R package spotifyr [7].
Using Spotify’s Web API, 33,042 tracks were randomly selected from the Spotify
catalogue and the relevant catalogue information, like track name, popularity,
genre, . . . . Their audio features were extracted for each of them. The ones we
consider are the following [8]:

– danceability describes how suitable a track is for dancing;
– energy represents a perceptual measure of intensity and activity;
– loudness is the quality of a sound that is the primary psychological correlate

of physical strength;
– speechiness detects the presence of spoken words in a track;
– acousticness is a confidence measure of whether the track is acoustic;
– instrumentalness predicts whether a track contains no vocals;
– liveness detects the presence of an audience in the recording;
– valence describes the musical positiveness conveyed by a track.
– duration ms is the duration of the track in milliseconds.

2.2 Descriptive analysis

In the second part of the work, a descriptive analysis of the dataset was carried
out with respect to musical genre. Our aim is to predict the six genres (rock,
rap, EDM, R&B, latin and pop) from the audio features of musical tracks. Prior
to this, we analyse audio features with respect to musical genres to display the
variables that provide greater separation among genres (see Figure 1). A first
screening of Figure 1 shows that in general the most discriminating variables are
valence, danceability, energy and tempo. Instead, features such as instrumental-
ness and key do not contribute much to the classification by musical genre.

In more detail, we can note in Figure 1 that EDM tracks show very low
values of acousticness, high energy and tempo, but among the genres, it is the
one with the lowest values of valence. EDM tracks are found to sound more
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Fig. 1. Empirical densities of Spotify audio features by musical genre.

negative to the listener, transmitting sadness, anger or depression. Latin tracks,
on the other hand, have the highest valence values and are generally suitable
tracks for dancing, along with rap tracks. The rock genre differs from the others
in that it has lower values of danceability, but still achieves fairly high values of
energy. The R&B genre maintains values similar to pop genre except for energy,
for which it reaches lower values compared to the other categories. Pop, latin
and EDM present on average shorter tracks than the remaining genres.

We exclude 79 tracks with a too long duration, thus restricting the sam-
ple to 32,963 songs. The relationships among audio features are then studied.
Correlation analsyis shows levels close to 0 except for a few feature pairs: the
highest correlation is recorded between energy and loudness (0.66). This result
is not surprising, since among the perceptual characteristics that contribute to
determine the level of energy in a track, in addition to dynamic range, timbre,
onset rate and general entropy, there is perceived loudness [8]. Given the high
level of correlation, it was decided to remove loudness: the choice was guided by
the fact that the density plot in Figure 1 indicates that energy appears more
important in discriminating genres.

3 Genre classification

Once analysed the dataset, we try to successfully classify music genres using au-
dio features. A training set consisting of 80% of the observations was randomly
sampled for this task, while the test set consists of the remaining observations,
i.e. 20% of the initial dataset. Three supervised learning algorithms were imple-
mented: decision tree [9], random forest [10, 11], and gradient boosting [12]. In
particular, decision trees have been implemented by rpart R package, random
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forest by randomForest R package, and boosting by the xgboost algorithm of [13]
implemented in the xgboost R package.
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Fig. 2. Optimally pruned genre decision tree. Below each leaf, we report the distribu-
tion of true genre labels (in the order, EDM, latin, pop, R&B, rap, and rock) among
the songs assigned to that leaf, and the proportion of songs assigned to that leaf.

Decision tree operates by iteratively partitioning the songs into subsets (called
leaves) which are the most internally homogeneous possible. The optimally pruned
tree is reported in Figure 2. Looking at that, we can note that speechiness is the
most important feature by classification power, followed by danceability, instru-
mentalness and duration. In particular, the feature speechiness makes an initial
separation of rap from other classes: tracks with values greater than or equal
to 0.17 fall within the rap genre (25% of the total). Concerning the remaining
observations, we observe that tracks with low danceability are classified as rock
(21% of total); with high instrumentalness are classified as EDM (11%); with
high duration are classified as R&B (11%); with high danceability are classified
as latin (12%); with low danceability are classified as pop (20%). The algorithm
managed to correctly classify 44% of rap songs, 46% of rock songs and 58% of
EDM songs, thus achieving fairly high percentages. For the remaining classes,
however, the percentages were lower: 34% for R&B tracks, 32% for pop tracks
and 35% for latin tracks. Overall, the model achieved an accuracy of 40.67%.

In order to improve prediction accuracy, we decided to employ two ensemble
learning algorithms: random forests and gradient boosting. Random forests are
bagging algorithms, where many weak learners are trained on as many bootstrap
sets (see Chapter 15 in [14]). In this case, 100 decision trees were trained on
as many bootstrap sets generated from the initial training set and then the
obtained predictions were combined into a single classifier. The random forest
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model structured in this way shows an increased level of accuracy compared to
decision tree: 56.10% of tracks were classified in the correct genre.

Gradient boosting falls into the category of boosting techniques, in which a
single weak learner is trained and a new one is added at each iteration (see Chap-
ter 10 in [14]). The added learners consider the errors of the previous learners to
improve prediction accuracy. This was performed by eXtreme Gradient Boosting
(xgboost): it is a scalable machine learning system for tree boosting, designed to
be highly efficient and flexible. It provides a parallel tree boosting, a regularised
model that avoids overfitting. In the present case, using this type of algorithm,
a classification accuracy level of 58.18% was attained.

When shifting from decision tree to random forest and gradient boosting, we
observe an increase in classification accuracy which is differentiated by genre (see
Figure 3): higher increases are reached for rock, rap and EDM (accuracy more
than doubled), indicating that songs falling into these classes have characteristics
which make them easier to discriminate; on the contrary, genres such as R&B,
pop and latin are more difficult to classify: in fact, even by the xgboost classifier,
which turned out to be the most accurate method, they do not even reach a 50%
accuracy.
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Fig. 3. Genre prediction accuracy for each of the three statistical learning methods.

Analysing the optimal decision tree in Figure 2, speechiness clearly was the
most important variable in terms of explanation power. In the end, the degree
of importance of each audio feature for classifying genres was studied for all the
three final outputs produced. It turns out that the most important feature is
speechiness also in the random forest. In xgboost the most important variable is
instead duration. In general, the features with some usefulness for the purposes
of genre classification of music tracks are speechiness, danceability, tempo, in-
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strumentalness, duration, valence and energy. Features such as key and mode do
not instead contribute substantially to classification.

4 Conclusions

Three machine learning methods have been employed to classify the musical
genres of a large sample of songs drawn by Spotify: decision tree, random for-
est and machine learning. We empirically verified that the latter two methods
clearly outperform the first one, we have learnt that speechiness is the audio
feature which has the largest discriminatory power in terms of genre classifica-
tion, followed by danceability, and we have observed that rock and rap songs are
definitely the easiest to be classified.
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The use of Bradley-Terry comparisons in
statistical and machine learning models to
predict football results

Roberto Macrı̀ Demartino, Nicola Torelli and Leonardo Egidi

Abstract Over the last few years, there has been a growing interest in the prediction
and modeling of competitive sports outcomes, with particular emphasis placed on
this area by the Bayesian statistics and machine learning communities. In this paper,
we have carried out a comparative evaluation of statistical and machine learning mod-
els to assess their predictive performance by evaluating alternative summaries of past
performances of the involved teams. More specifically we consider the (Bayesian)
Bradley-Terry model, which is a widely used statistical framework for ranking items
based on paired comparisons that have been applied successfully in various domains,
including football. The analysis was performed including in some canonical goal-
based models both the Bradley-Terry-derived ranking and the widely recognized
FIFA ranking commonly adopted by football fans and amateurs.

1 Introduction

The development of statistical and machine learning models to forecast the outcomes
of international football competitions, such as FIFA World Cups or UEFA Cham-
pion’s Leagues, has always attracted the interest of several statisticians and data
scientists. From a statistical viewpoint, the outcome of a football match may be pre-
dicted using two different approaches. The goal-based approach entails modelling
the number of goals scored and conceded by the teams competing in each match
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using an appropriate count distribution. The underlying distribution for goal scoring
is a double-Poisson distribution (Maher, 1982; Baio and Blangiardo, 2010; Egidi
et al, 2018), with the expected goals depending on team-specific strengths, such as
the attack and defense abilities. However, some bivariate-Poisson models designed
to capture the goals’ correlation have been developed throughout the years (Dixon
and Coles, 1997; Karlis and Ntzoufras, 2003).

The result-based approach consists of explicitly modelling the three-way process:
home win, draw, away win. An ordered probit model was proposed by Koning (2000)
for football results in the Netherlands, whereas Carpita et al (2019) explored and
modelled the European Soccer database using a logit regression model. The increas-
ing popularity of huge volumes of data encouraged the development of fundamentally
different Machine Learning approaches such as Classification and Regression trees
(CART) and ensemble learning methods such as the Random Forests (Breiman,
2001). Schauberger and Groll (2018) examined and evaluated the predictive per-
formance of several Random Forests configurations in the context of international
football matches

This paper aims to compare several statistical models and some result-based Ma-
chine Learning algorithms to investigate prediction performance for future matches
using the outcomes of the FIFA World Cup 2022 held in Qatar. Typically, an addi-
tional source of information is considered using the FIFA ranking as a further model
covariate. However, the aforementioned ranking does not take into account certain
characteristics and has often been accused of merely being a political indicator. As a
consequence, a modification of the Bradley-Terry model (Bradley and Terry, 1952)
introduced by Leonard (1977) can be used to determine a novel world team ranking,
and the latter could then be included in the above models as a further predictor. To
assess the global predictive efficacy, we compared the inclusion of the two alternative
rankings in the models for both the group stage and knockout stage from the FIFA
World Cup 2022. Although not conclusive about the choice of a final world team
ranking, we strongly believe this study could help discriminate between alternative
ranking formulations and, possibly, drive the use of better ranking measures.

2 Statistical modelling and Machine Learning framework

We assess the predictive performance between Poisson statistical models and five
Machine Learning procedures such as Random Forest, Classification and Regression
Trees (CART), Bagged CART, Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS),
and Neural Networks. We consider the inclusion of two Word Cup rankings, one
based on the predictions of a Bayesian Bradley-Terry model (Leonard, 1977), and the
other one based on the usual FIFA rankings, available at https://www.fifa.
com/fifa-world-ranking/men.
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2.1 Goal-Based approach

Goal-based models assume that the number of goals scored in a game by each team
follows a discrete distribution, typically two independent Poisson or a bivariate-
Poisson accounting for positive correlation. Thus, for each game, we need to consider
the pair of counts (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑌𝑌 𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖), for 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 and 𝑛𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑁 . The first count
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 denotes the non-negative number of goals scored by the home team 𝑖𝑖 and the
second count 𝑌𝑌 𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 denotes the number of goals scored by the visiting team j, both in
the n-th game. A general bivariate Poisson model for each pair of counts is

(
𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑌𝑌 𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 | 𝜆𝜆1𝑖𝑖, 𝜆𝜆2𝑖𝑖, 𝜆𝜆3𝑖𝑖

)
∼ BivPoisson (𝜆𝜆1𝑖𝑖, 𝜆𝜆2𝑖𝑖, 𝜆𝜆3𝑖𝑖)

log (𝜆𝜆1𝑖𝑖) = 𝜃𝜃 + attℎ𝑛𝑛 + def𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 +
𝛾𝛾

2
𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖,

log (𝜆𝜆2𝑖𝑖) = 𝜃𝜃 + att𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 + defℎ𝑛𝑛 −
𝛾𝛾

2
𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖,

log (𝜆𝜆3𝑖𝑖) = 𝛽𝛽0,

(1)

where 𝜆𝜆1𝑖𝑖 and 𝜆𝜆2𝑖𝑖 describe the scoring rate for the home team and the away team,
respectively. In particular, 𝜃𝜃 denotes a common baseline parameter; the parameters
att and def denote the unknown attack and defense abilities for the home team ℎ𝑖𝑖
and the away team 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 in the n-th game. The coefficient 𝜆𝜆3𝑖𝑖 describes the dependence
between the two random counts. When𝜆𝜆3𝑖𝑖 = 0, the two components are independent,
then the bivariate Poisson model reduces to a double-Poisson model. Furthermore,
𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 = (𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑛𝑛 − 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 ) is the difference between the chosen World Rankings of
the home and the away team in the n-th game. Some sum-to-zero constraints for the
attack and defense parameters’ abilities is introduced for identifiability.

2.2 The Bradley-Terry model

The Bradley-Terry model (Bradley and Terry, 1952) is typically applied to rank
teams or players in a pairwise comparison context. Let consider a match between
team 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 and team 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 , with 𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑗𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 , we can assume that the winning
probability for 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 over 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗 in the n-th match, with 𝑛𝑛 = 1, . . . , 𝑁𝑁 , is

P(𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 beats 𝑇𝑇𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖) =
exp(𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼 𝑗𝑗 )

1 + exp(𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 − 𝛼𝛼 𝑗𝑗 )
, (2)

where each team’s ability is represented by parameters denoted by 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and 𝛼𝛼 𝑗𝑗 . Pa-
rameter identifiability is obtained by imposing a constraint such as

∑𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇

𝑘𝑘=1 𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘 = 0.
In case of multiple matches between the same two teams, the results are assumed
independent.

However, the classical Bradley-Terry model above does not account for a three-
way process since the ties are not allowed. Davidson (1970) extended the previous
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model by including a novel parameter, 𝜈𝜈, which affects the probability of a draw.
When 𝜈𝜈 = 0, we move back to a standard Bradley-Terry model. Leonard (1977)
proposed a Bayesian formulation of the Bradley–Terry model using non-conjugated
prior distributions. The advantages include greater flexibility to extend hierarchical
models, the ability to specify the prior parameters, and the ability to specify alterna-
tive prior distribution families. The ability parameters estimates can be then used to
create a novel team’s ranking.

3 An application to the prediction of World Cup 2022 results

The selection of the training and test sets is crucial and is likely to influence the
predictions. As a consequence, we opt to train our statistical models and machine
learning algorithms on a starting training set that is iteratively updated including the
incoming outcomes during the World Cup for two different prediction scenarios, the
group stage and the knockout stage.

We consider the results from more than 3000 international matches played be-
tween the years 2018 and 2022 as the initial training set. The matches vary from the
FIFA World Cup through the UEFA Euro Championship to normal friendly matches.
The data excludes Olympic Games and matches in which at least one of the teams
was the national B-team or a U-23 lineup. The aforementioned starting training set
is available on Kaggle at the following link https://t.ly/87nP.

3.1 Predictive performance

We compare the predictive accuracy between some Poisson-based models, fitted
using the footBayes package (Egidi and Palaskas., 2022), and five Machine
Learning techniques outlined in Section 2, provided by the caret package (Kuhn,
2022).

Table 1 shows the accuracy of the predictions for the considered methods in all of
the prediction scenarios. The Diagonal Inflated Bivariate Poisson models, allowing
for draw inflation, perform quite well in the group-stage scenario, whereas most of the
Machine Learning algorithms over-perform the statistical models in the knockout-
stage scenario. Furthermore, Machine Learning models using the Bradley-Terry rank
tend to perform generally better than those with the traditional FIFA rankings in the
first scenario.

Table 2 shows the Brier Score (Brier, 1950) for the considered models in both the
prediction scenarios. Despite the results presented in Table 1, the Poisson models
employed with the Bradley-Terry rank show a better accuracy as compared to the
models that used the FIFA ranking in the first scenario. However, in the knockout
scenario, the models with the FIFA ranking were more accurate. It can be supposed
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that models based on the Bradley-Terry ranking exhibit optimal performance in
scenarios where there is a higher degree of heterogeneity between team strengths.

group-stage knockout-stage
BT Rank FIFA Rank BT Rank FIFA Rank

Diag. Infl. Biv. Pois. 0.521 0.562 0.500 0.562
Biv. Pois. 0.458 0.479 0.500 0.562
Double Pois. 0.458 0.479 0.562 0.562
Random Forest 0.500 0.333 0.687 0.687
Bagged CART 0.521 0.375 0.625 0.750
CART 0.396 0.396 0.437 0.625
MARS 0.458 0.396 0.562 0.625
NN 0.500 0.396 0.625 0.625

Table 1: Prediction accuracy for the selected methods: two prediction scenarios.

group-stage knockout-stage
BT Rank FIFA Rank BT Rank FIFA Rank

Diag. Infl. Biv. Pois. 0.606 0.621 0.542 0.523
Biv. Pois. 0.616 0.630 0.530 0.497
Double Pois. 0.623 0.631 0.521 0.493
Random Forest 0.748 0.867 0.497 0.466
Bagged CART 0.772 0.851 0.472 0.480
CART 0.682 0.663 0.671 0.586
MARS 0.634 0.663 0.561 0.586
NN 0.618 0.664 0.549 0.585

Table 2: Brier Score for the selected methods: two prediction scenarios.

4 Discussion

The Bradley-Terry model and its related approaches have been demonstrated to
be effective in ranking football teams. However, there is potential to further develop
these models to enhance their accuracy and capabilities in predicting the outcomes of
football games. The development of more advanced techniques, such as incorporating
additional variables or a dynamic methodology that accounts for changes in teams’
strength over time, could improve the model’s performance and lead to more accurate
predictions. Moreover, the investigation of the alternative use of Bradley-Terry-
derived rankings in place of FIFA or similar rankings remains open.
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A new approach for quantum phase estimation
based algorithms for machine learning

Oumayma Ouedrhiri, Oumayma Banouar, Salah El Hadaj and Said Raghay

Abstract One of the greatest developments in computer science is undoubtedly
quantum computing. It has demonstrated to give various benefits over the classi-
cal algorithms, particularly in the significant reduction of processing time, because
to the parallelism and entanglement properties. One of the most crucial quantum
computing algorithms is quantum phase estimation (QPE). It is called the eigen-
value finding module for unitary operators. The key to this process is the Fourier
transform. Numerous issues, including the order finding problem and the factoring
problem, have been studied and solved using it. It was also used to calculate the
eigenvalues of unitary matrices and quantum sampling methods. In this paper, we
study and discuss recent improved versions for the QPE procedure, their advantages
and experimentation. We also propose a new approach for QPE based algorithms for
machine learning (ML). These algorithms are the HarrowHassidim-Lloyd (HHL) al-
gorithm for solving linear systems, the quantum singular value thresholding (QSVT)
algorithm for matrix completion in recommender systems, and the quantum princi-
pal components analysis (QPCA) for data visualization.

Key words: Artificial intelligence, Machine learning, Quantum computing, Quan-
tum machine learning, Quantum phase estimation.
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Introduction

One of the essential quantum computing [1] subroutines is quantum phase estima-
tion (QPE). For many quantum machine learning (QML) algorithms [8], it serves as
a fundamental building block [12]. Its main objective is to find the eigenvalues of a
unitary matrix with an unchanging eigenvector (QPE). This routine plays a crucial
role in the creation of quantum algorithms across various disciplines.

The QPE procedure is considered a ”subroutine” that contributes to the comple-
tion of complex computational tasks when combined with other subroutines. As an
example, the QPCA algorithm [7] serves to reveal properties of a quantum density
matrix and enable dimensionality reduction. The HHL algorithm [5, 4] also utilizes
the QPE subroutine to solve linear systems and inpired many QML algorithms. The
QSVT algorithm [3] uses the QPE algorithm along with a rotation module for matrix
completion.

In this paper, we explain the procedure of the QPE algorithm, along with mathe-
matical details. Then, we study and discuss some recent proposed improvements for
the QPE algorithm. Indeed, the advantages of each method are depicted as well as
its experimentation. Finally, a new approach for the QPCA, the HHL and the QSVT
algorithms is proposed.

1 Quantum phase estimation

The objective of the phase estimation process [11] is to determine the phase θ for a
unitary operator U that holds an eigenvector |ψ⟩ and its corresponding eigenvalue
e2πiθ . The QPE algorithm employs two registers: one to store the eigenstate |ψ⟩
and the necessary number of qubits for representation, and another to store t qubits
initialized to |0⟩. The number of counting qubits t is dependent on the desired level
of accuracy in the estimation of θ and the success rate required from the method.
The whole process of the algorithm can be described by the following:

|0⟩⊗n −→ 1
2n/2 (|0⟩+ |1⟩)⊗ (|0⟩+ |1⟩)⊗·· ·⊗ (|0⟩+ |1⟩) (after the Hadamards)

−→ 1
2n/2

(
|0⟩+ e2πi0·φ1φ2···φn |1⟩

)
⊗
(
|0⟩+ e2πi0·φ2φ3···φn |1⟩

)
⊗·· ·

⊗
(
|0⟩+ e2πi0.φn |1⟩

)
( after the CUs)

−→ |φn⟩⊗ |φn−1⟩⊗ · · ·⊗ |φ1⟩ (after the QFT †)
(1)

We can define the phase and then the eigenvalue by measuring the end state. Below
is the quantum circuit for phase estimation [14]. Qubits in the state |ψ⟩ are found at
the bottom of the register, and qubits in the t counting qubits are found at the top.
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Fig. 1 Quantum Phase Estimation circuit

2 Proposed improvements for Quantum Phase Estimation

The QPE algorithm has a lot of limitations. The circuit’s input matrix must be Her-
mitian, unitary, and 2n-dimensional. It should also be normalized to make the uni-
tary matrix. And choosing the amount of counting qubits affects the accuracy of the
circuit. Also, it can be difficult to retrieve information from the circuit’s output. And
finally, reducing depth and controlled-rotation gates is essential to improving the
accuracy of phase finding on quantum computers.

Recently, many approaches were proposed [9, 2, 10, 13, 6, 15] to improve the
QPE algorithm and adress its limits.

Table 1: Comparative study of the mentioned proposed QPE algorithm
improvements

Date Proposed method Experimentation Advantages

2019 arbitrary precision
QPE IBM Q (Python)

• Improved accuracy
• Reduced circuit depth
• Less noise
• Doesn’t require use of ancillary qubits

2021 QPE with squeezed
quazi-Bell states No experimentation

• Increased accuracy
• Advantageous under non-ideal condi-

tions (perturbation, dissipation)
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2021 SPEA IBM Q (Python)
• Hardware requirement reduction
• Can be used in a variational approach
• Considers probabilistic outputs

2021 QPE with GSSs No experimentation

• Exponentially faster than the QPE algo-
rithm

• Using noise-resilient quantum states
• The phase estimation at each step of the

algorithm based on a single measure-
ment

2022 QPESIM C++ environment

• Allow for scalable simulations of previ-
ously inaccessible atomic and molecu-
lar systems

• Take advantage of modest computa-
tional resources

• Implementation allowed for the use of
significantly larger active spaces than
previously possible

• Reduction of error in correlation energy
obtained in simulations

2022 two-step protocol
QPE No experimentation

• Lower error when compared to the QPE
algorithm

• The method’s circuits are shallower
• Independent of the failure probability
• Do not require multi-qubit entangle-

ment

3 A new approach for QPE based algorithms for machine
learning

Enhancing the QPE subroutine can directly help to improve the QPCA, HHL and
QSVT algorithms. The idea is to look for the QPE algorithm that offers better accu-
racy while requiring minimal hardware, and can be implemented on an accessible
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quantum simulator. The SPEA algorithm is the best, since It utilizes a variational ap-
proach and can determine any unknown eigenphase-eigenstate pair, does not require
any new quantum hardware and can be implemented on IBM Q platform.

Adopting the SPEA protocol enhances the accuracy of the QPCA algorithm and
allows to extract the unknown eigenphases-eigenstates pairs without requiring sig-
nificant hardware development. The improved algorithm will be as follows:

Algorithm 1 The improved QPCA algorithm using SPEA
Input: covariance matrix of the dataset Σ ;
Encode Σ in a quantum density matrix ρ;
Perform the SPEA procedure to the density matrix;
Output: Extract the output eigenvalues

Also, improving the QPE algorithm and using SPEA instead can lead to a better
HHL algorithm in terms of accuracy and hardware requirements. The HHL pro-
cess is described in the following algorithm : Finally, using the SPEA module will

Algorithm 2 The improved HHL algorithm using SPEA
Input: matrix A and vector b⃗ ;
State preparation: Load the state |b⟩ ∈ CN ;
Perform the SPEA procedure to U = eiAt to estimate the eigenvalues of A, the input matrix associ-
ated to the system we aim to solve;
Eigenvalue inversion : Add an ancilla qubit and perform a rotation conditioned on the eigenvalues
extracted from the QPE block;
Apply the reverse phase estimation algorithm SPEA†;
Measure the ancilla qubit in the computational basis to get the x vector’s entries.

help the QSVT algorithm to have better outcomes. The proposed improved QSVT
version will go as the following.

Algorithm 3 The improved QSVT algorithm using SPEA
Input: A quantum state

∣∣ψA0

〉
, a unitary eiAt0 , and a constant τ ;

Quantum registers preparation in the state |ψ1⟩= |0⟩|0⟩L|0⟩C
∣∣ψA0

〉B
,

Perform the SPEA procedure to the matrix A on the state |0⟩C
∣∣ψA0

〉B.
Apply the unitary Uσ ,τ to convert the eigenvalues

∣∣σ2
k

〉
to the intermediate result |yk⟩, with yk =

(1− τ/σk)+ ∈ [0,1);
Apply rotations Ry to retrieve the value of yk;
Uncompute: apply U† which represents the inverse of all the operations before of Ry;
Measure the top ancilla qubit to get the output state |ψS⟩
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Conclusion

In this paper, we explained the computational and mathematical details of the QPE
algorithm. Afterwards, a comparison between different approaches to improve the
algorithm was conducted, enabling us to select the most appropriate version. This
was then integrated into the process of the QPE-based algorithms instead of using
the conventional method. The proposed methods hold the potential for improved
performance and efficiency. However, it is necessary to test them on available quan-
tum simulators or even actual quantum devices and experiment on practical issues
such as recommender systems and image processing problems. This will show how
quantum computing can enhance machine learning algorithms and contribute to the
advancement of artificial intelligence applications.
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A comparison of ensemble algorithms for
item-weighted Label Ranking
Un confronto tra algoritmi pesati per la previsione di dati
in classifica (Label Ranking)

Alessandro Albano, Mariangela Sciandra, Antonella Plaia

Abstract Label Ranking (LR) is a non-standard supervised classification method
with the aim of ranking a finite collection of labels according to a set of predictor
variables. Traditional LR models assume indifference among alternatives. However,
misassigning the ranking position of a highly relevant label is frequently regarded
as more severe than failing to predict a trivial label. Moreover, switching two simi-
lar alternatives should be considered less severe than switching two different ones.
Therefore, efficient LR classifiers should be able to take into account the similarities
and individual weights of the items to be ranked. The contribution of this paper is
to formulate and compare flexible item-weighted Label Ranking algorithms using
bagging, random forest, and boosting ensemble methods.

Abstract Il Label Ranking (LR) è una tecnica non standard di classificazione su-
pervisionata che consiste nell’ordinare un insieme finito di alternative in base a un
insieme di variabili esplicative. I modelli LR tradizionali considerano tutte le alter-
native come ugualmente importanti. Tuttavia, in molti casi, non riuscire a prevedere
la corretta posizione in classifica di un’alternativa altamente rilevante può essere
considerato più grave di non riuscire a prevederne una banale. Inoltre, scambiare
due alternative simili dovrebbe essere considerato meno grave di scambiare di due
alternative fortemente diverse. Pertanto, un classificatore LR efficace dovrebbe es-
sere in grado di prendere in considerazione sia la somiglianza tra gli elementi che
i loro pesi individuali. Il contributo di questo articolo consiste nel formulare degli
algoritmi di Label Ranking pesati per l’importanza delle alternative da ordinare, che
fanno uso di noti modelli di ensemble di alberi decisionali, rispettivamente: bagging,
random forest e boosting.

Key words: Ensemble Methods, Label Ranking, Boosting, Bagging, Random For-
est
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1 Introduction

When a group of n people express their preferences on a limited set of objects (m
alternatives), preference data are generated. When alternatives are placed in any pre-
determined sequence and preferences are described by using integers to indicate the
rank of each alternative, preference data are called rankings.
In many real-world cases, the ranking responses are paired with additional features
that characterize the judges, e.g., socioeconomic and socio-demographic character-
istics. In these cases, the goal is to learn a function that predicts the ranking re-
sponses of new instances based on the set of covariates. In this paper, we undertake
a weighted distance-based approach to Label Ranking, employing three ensemble
algorithms. This paper extends the work of Albano et al. (2022), where they propose
an item-weighted boosting algorithm for Label Ranking. Bagging and Random For-
est procedures are used for the same task here, and they are compared to Boosting
methods. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces item-weighted
distance and consensus measures for ranking data. The three ensemble algorithms
are presented in Section 3, and compared employing a simulation study in Section
4. Finally, the conclusions are presented.

2 Ranking data: an item-weighted approach
Formally, given the finite set of alternatives (or class labels) Y = {y1, . . . ,ym}, the
ranking π is a mapping from Y to the set of ranks {1, . . . ,m}, endowed with the
natural ordering of integers; π = {Pπ(y1), . . . ,Pπ(yi), . . . ,Pπ(ym)}, where Pπ : Y −→
{1, . . . ,m} is the rank of each alternative, being 1 for the alternative ranked first, 2
for the alternative ranked second, and so on.
Measuring the gap between rankings using dissimilarity or distance measures is
an intriguing problem in the context of preference data. Distances between ranks
generally regard all items as equally important and do not take the point of dis-
agreement into account. Albano and Plaia (2021) proposed an item-weighted ver-
sion of the Kemeny distance (Kemeny, 1959) by considering a weighting vector
w = (w1,w2, ...,wm) , where wi ≥ 0 is the importance given to the i-th item in a
ranking. The item-weighted Kemeny distance dK,e between two m-size rankings, π1
and π2 is:

dK,e(π1,π2) =
1
2

m

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

wiw j
∣∣ai j −bi j

∣∣, (1)

where ai j and bi j are the generic elements of the score matrices defined by Emond
and Mason (2002). The corresponding item-weighted rank correlation coefficient
(defined as an extension of τx in Albano and Plaia (2021)) is:

τx,e(π1,π2) =
∑m

i=1 ∑m
j=1 wiw jai jbi j

Max[dK,e]
, (2)
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where the denominator represents the maximum value of the weighted Kemeny dis-
tance Max[dK,e] = ∑m

i=1 ∑m
j=1 wiw j.

In some cases, the weights could be determined following the principle that switch-
ing two items that are comparable in some way should carry a smaller penalty than
switching two unrelated ones. In this setting, a symmetric penalization matrix P,
reflecting the dissimilarity among the elements, is needed.
Therefore, Eqs (1) (2) are modified by replacing wiw j with pi j, where pi j (≥ 0) is
the generic element of the P matrix.
The definition of item-weighted measures between rankings allows us to find the
weighted consensus ranking π̂:

π̂ = argmax
π∈Sm

n

∑
l=i

τx,e(π(l),π),

where Sm is the universe of all rankings with m objects. The weighted consensus
is considered the ranking with the highest level of agreement with the whole set of
rankings.

3 Item-weighted ensemble methods for ranking data: Bagging,
Boosting and Random Forest

The three algorithms presented in this section are based on three well-known en-
semble methods: boosting, bagging and random forest. They all use decision trees
as weak learners, extended to ranking data. To build a ranking decision tree, the root
node, which contains all observations, is split into a nested sequence of subtrees.
The process follows a splitting criterion consisting of maximising the impurity re-
duction at each step. To relax the assumption of indifference among alternatives, the
impurity is based on the item-weighted Kemeny distance (Eq. 1).
The item-weighted boosting algorithm (Algorithm 1), introduced by Albano et al.
(2022), repeatedly applies decision trees to weighted versions of the n-size training
sample T . It updates the inclusion probability of each instance so that previously
misclassified instances receive an higher change to be sampled .
In this research we compare it with two new algorithms: Algorithm 2 (the item-

weighted bagging algorithm), which starts from the training set T of size n, and
generates B new training sets size nb, by sampling from T uniformly and with re-
placement. A decision tree is fit at each replicate of the dataset, and the results are
aggregated in the final step; and, Algorithm 3 (the item-weighted random forest
algorithm), that modifies algorithm 2, by considering only a small but consistent
number of unique features in the splitting process.

4 Experimental evaluation
The data simulation was carried out using a two-step method. Firstly, we generated
the predictor space, X = {X1, . . . ,X20}, using the R package MixSim (Melnykov
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Algorithm 1 AdaBoost.R - Item-weighted boosting for ranking data (Albano et al.,
2022)
Input: A training set T , a number of iterations B, a vector of weights w
Output: a ranker Cf (.) that maps a given x to a ranking of the labels

1: initialize pb(i) = 1/n ∀i = 1,2, ...n
2: for b ← 1 to B do
3: take a sample Tb, drawn from the training set T using weights pb(i)
4: fit a ranking tree Cb(.) to Tb

5: eb = ∑i∈Tb
pb(i)

(
1− τx,e(i)+1

2

)
where τx,e(i) = τx,e(Cb(xi),yi)

6: αb =
1
2 ln((1− eb)/eb)

7: update the weights pb+1(i) = pb(i)exp
(

αb

(
1− τx,e(i)+1

2

))
and normalize them

8: end for
9: Cf (xi) = arg maxyi∈Sm ∑B

b=1 αbτx,e(Cb(xi),yi))

Algorithm 2 Item-weighted Bagging ensemble algorithm
Input: A training set T , a number of iterations B, a vector of weights w
Output: a ranker Cf (.) that maps a given x to a ranking of the labels

1: for b ← 1 to B do
2: take a sample Tb, drawn from the training set T
3: fit a ranking tree Cb(.) to Tb

4: end for
5: Cf (xl) = arg maxyl∈Sm ∑B

b=1 τx,e(Cb(xl),yl))

Algorithm 3 Item-weighted Random Forest algorithm
Input: A training set T , a number of iterations B, a vector of weights w
Output: a ranker Cf (.) that maps a given x to a ranking of the labels

1: for b ← 1 to B do
2: take a sample Tb, drawn from the training set T
3: fit a ranking tree Cb(.) to Tb by randomly selecting a sample of the covariates for each split
4: end for
5: Cf (xl) = arg maxyl∈Sm ∑B

b=1 τx,e(Cb(xl),yl))

et al., 2012). It was used to create clustered data given a finite mixture model with
K Gaussian components. We generated K = 5 components, resulting in 5 clusters
(Fig. 1). The total number of data-points is N = 500, while the mixing proportions
(of length K) are uniform, ζ = (0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2).
In a second step, 4-dimensional (m = 4) ranking responses were generated within
each cluster using the Mallows (1957) model, an exponential model defined by a
central permutation π0 and a dispersion parameter θ

Pr(θ) =
exp(−θdK,e(π,π0))

ψ(θ)
. (3)

When θ > 0, π0 represents the mode of the distribution, i.e., the permutation
with the highest probability to be generated. In our case, each of the five clusters
was assigned a different mode Π0 = {π(1)

0 = (2,3,1,3),π(2)
0 = (3,1,2,3),π(3)

0 =

(1,1,1,2),π(4)
0 = (1,1,2,2),π(5)

0 = (1,3,2,1)}. For each cluster, nk rankings are
generated.
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We generated three scenarios by varying the dispersion parameter: (θ = 2 low noise,
θ = 0.7 medium noise, θ = 0.4 high noise). Finally, the weighting vector, used both
for generating rankings (Eq. 3) and for running the label ranking algorithms is set
to w = (2,5,5,2).
Fig. 1 reports the results of a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) applied to the
predictor space. It should be noted that the item-weighted distances between the
cluster modal rankings reflect the euclidean distances between the cluster centroids.
The methods are experimentally evaluated through a five-fold cross validation pro-

(2,3,1,3)

(3,1,2,3)(3,1,2,3)

(1,1,1,2)(1,1,1,2)(1,1,1,2)
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Fig. 1: PCA results in the predictor space

cedure. That is, each dataset (three different scenarios based on θ ) was randomly
partitioned into five separate folds. Four folds were used as the training set in each
branch, and the last fold (a different one for each branch) was used as the test set.
Fig. 2 reports the cross-validation error vs the number of trees. The results show
a general improvement of the classification error as the number of trees increases,
stabilising progressively in each scenario. The predictive performances of the clas-
sification algorithms are strongly related to the value of the dispersion parameter. In
particular, for a low value of θ , the boosting method is the best, while for a medium
level of noise, bagging and boosting achieve comparable results. Finally, the bag-
ging ensemble method performs best for a high value of θ . Therefore, the degree of
label noise is crucial to choose the best algorithm.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the role of ensemble methods based on decision
trees for item-weighted Label Ranking. Three item-weighted ensemble algorithms
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the three weighted algorithms in the three scenarios

(boosting, bagging and random forest) have been employed and compared in tack-
ling the task of predicting rankings given a set of explanatory variables. The predic-
tive performance of the proposed methods is investigated through a simulation study.
The results show that bagging is the best method for low noise levels, hence in sce-
narios that are easier to predict since response rankings are well separated between
clusters. Conversely, boosting achieves better results in scenarios with high noise
and great confusion between the responses of different clusters. Future develop-
ments should focus on extending the set of simulations by investigating differences
in prediction errors when increasing the number of noise explanatory variables and
outliers.
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Unsupervised Learning of Option Price in a
Controlled Environment: a Neural Network
Approach
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Cuomo

Abstract Option pricing is one of the most intense research areas in Finance. In this
work, we deal with the American call option. We approximate the solution of this
free boundary problem through a meshless unsupervised approach based on Deep
Learning. The general framework of this work is the Physics-Informed Neural Net-
works. Thanks to the analytical solution for this problem, we can compare different
approximator configurations and understand how convergence and approximation
errors are related. So, even if the problem we currently face has restricted practi-
cal applications, the primary purpose of this preliminary work is to extract valuable
knowledge about the convergence of such an approach. The final aim is to apply a
similar methodology in other contexts where it can be instrumental in solving prob-
lems with heavy real-world relevance. In this perspective, we carry out experiments
allowing changes in model conditions. So, we can do parametric studies that could
help to calibrate pricing models.
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1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning have greatly improved the field of finance.
Among the various topics discussed in recent years, a focus has been placed on
numerical methods for determining the value of options. Option pricing involves
examining and creating various methods to determine the fair value of financial
options. This study focuses specifically on American call options, which give the
holder the right to purchase a specific asset at a fixed price at any time prior to
maturity. In contrast, European call options can only be exercised at maturity. Al-
though the two types of options are similar in theory, the mathematical treatment
is different. The Black-Scholes model provides an explicit pricing formula for Eu-
ropean options, but no such solution exists for American options [1]. However, it
has been concluded that it is not advantageous to exercise an American call option
before maturity, so its price is expected to be equal to that of a European call option.
Our problem We focus on pricing American call options as this contract is a
helpful reference point for evaluating approximation errors. In the future, we aim
to extend the proposed method to other contracts and more complex models with
no exact solutions. Evaluating the effectiveness of our approach in this context will
give us insight into its potential for use in option pricing. This requires having a
clear understanding of the ”ground truth.”
Our approach In this work, we employ a Partial Differential Equations (PDE)
approach to achieve our objective: determine the price function as the solution to a
PDE. We operate within the framework of the Black-Scholes model. Conventional
methods for solving this PDE have several drawbacks [2]. We aim to overcome these
limitations by using a recent meshless Deep Learning strategy based on Physics-
Informed Neural Networks (PINNs) [3, 4]. PINNs use the power of neural networks
as a universal approximator [5, 6] to find the PDE solution by incorporating the
underlying physics in the loss function. Moreover, the problem is approached in an
unsupervised manner, meaning the network learns the problem directly without the
guidance of other numerical solvers.
Moreover, we also investigate a parametric model, i.e., a model that takes in input
the market conditions, which are usually treated as a parameter. In this way, the net-
work can learn how to price the option as the volatility or the strike price change.
This approach dramatically benefits by allowing a parametric study and several sim-
ulations with different market conditions with just one PINN training. The develop-
ment of reliable parametric models could help to calibrate pricing models, which is
critical in modern financial engineering [7].
Roadmap The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a mathe-
matical overview of the option pricing problem and the model we have developed.
Section 3 presents the experiments and results we obtained. Finally, Section 4 con-
cludes this work and proposes potential areas for future research.
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2 PINN Model for Black-Scholes Equation

In this section, we outline the Black-Scholes equation for pricing American call op-
tions, as well as the initial and boundary conditions and the assumptions we make.
Mathematical formulation It should be noted that an American call option gives
the holder the right to sell a specific underlying asset at a fixed strike price K at any
time between 0 and the option’s maturity T . The option price C is usually expressed
as a function of the underlying asset price, S, and time t, while the other parameters
are usually treated as fixed. We stress that American options can be exercised every
time before maturity T . This implies a free boundary domain mathematically repre-
sented by a function B(t), also known as free boundary. The Black-Scholes model
describes the option price dynamic as follows:

1
2

σ2S2 ∂ 2C
∂S2 + rS

∂C
∂S

− rC+
∂P
∂ t

= f (S, t) = 0 S < B(t); 0 ≤ t ≤ T (1)

where r is the risk-free rate, and σ is the asset volatility. The initial and Dirichlet
boundary conditions are formalized by Equation 2, the free boundary initial and
boundary (Dirichlet and Neumann) conditions are in Equation 3.

C(S,T ) = (S−K)+ S ≥ 0 & C(0, t) = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ T (2)

As for the free boundary initial and boundary (Dirichlet and Neumann) conditions:

B(T ) = K & C
(
B(t), t

)
= B(t)−K,

∂C
∂S

(
B(t), t

)
= 1, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (3)

We work in the interval Ω = [B(t),3K]× [0,T ] for a computational reason ([8]).
Now, we look at the general model developed for solving the American call option
pricing problem. The two unknown functions are approximated by two Feedforward
Neural Networks (FNN), as in [9]. An FNN can be thought of as a collection of
vectors, named layers l j, weights matrices and bias vectors Wj and b j, and usually
non-linear activation functions φ j. More formally, given n j ∈N and j ∈{0,1, · · · ,L},
the layers are linked to each other in this way:

l j ∈ Rn j , Wj ∈ Rn j×n j−1 , b j ∈ Rn j , l j = φ j(Wjl j−1 +b j) (4)

The first layer, also known as the input layer, contains the problem input. The last
layer, or output layer, returns model outputs. For the solution network FNNsol and
the free boundary network FNN f b, the input and output layers are as follows:

lsol
0 = (S, t) ∈ R2 lsol

Lsol ≈ P(S, t) ∈ R l f b
0 = (t) ∈ R l f b

L f b ≈ B(t) ∈ R1 (5)

The approximation ≈ is intended to be after the convergence of the learning process
by minimizing a loss function, namely L sol for FNNsol and L f b for FNN f b.
Collocation points and loss function The loss function plays a crucial role in
adequately training an FNN. This is done by creating an appropriate training set
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X = {xi}i∈N made up of several collocation points belonging to different types,
accordingly to the initial and boundary conditions:

X sol =X sol
PDE ∪X sol

init ∪X sol
Dir ∪X sol

Fb Dir∪X sol
Fb Neu X f b =X f b

init ∪X f b
Dir∪X f b

Neu
(6)

Similarly, the loss functions can be viewed as the sum of the contribution derived
from differential formulation, initial and boundary condition:

L sol = L sol
PDE +L sol

init +L sol
Dir +L f b

Dir +L f b
Neu L f b = L f b

init +L f b
Dir +L f b

Neu (7)

The losses are intended to be the mean square error (that is, the square of l2 norm)
of the difference between the evaluation of the networks in the collocation points
and the target vector given by the differential operator and initial and boundary con-
ditions. Finally, we remark that this kind of problem can be viewed as an example of
Unsupervised Learning. Indeed, no external knowledge is injected into the network,
and the loss functions only look at the mathematical formulation of the problem.
Parametric Model As already mentioned, there are four parameters in the Equa-
tions considered till now. These parameters are fixed. In this work, we also propose
a parametric model, i.e. a model that contains the market conditions and works on
them as input for option pricing. So, the input layers of FNNsol and FNN f b defined
in Equation 5 are modified as in Equation 8. No changes occur in the outputs.

Solution lsol
0 = (S, t,σ ,K)∈R4 Free Boundary l f b

0 = (t,σ ,K)∈R3 (8)

3 Experimental Stage

In the experimental stage, we carry out experiments in the standard setting, that is,
C = C(S, t) and σ ,K,T,r treated as parameters (i.e., the 2D model); we carry out
experiments with the parametric model with C =C(S, t;σ ,K), that is, the volatility
and strike price are allowed to vary (thus, this is a 4D model). In both cases, we con-
sider 8 hidden layers for FNNsol and 4 for FNN f b. As for the activation functions,
we use tanh. The training exploits 6000 epochs with 30000 and 100000 collocation
points in X sol

PDE for 2D and 4D models, respectively; 300 and 10000 for the other
losses, drawn uniformly in Ω . The optimizer is RMSprop [10], and the learning rate
is 0.01 with exponential scheduling of rate 0.975 every 100 iterations. For every step
of FNN f b, five steps of FNNsol are performed.
The convergence results expressed in terms of PINN losses are described in Table
3. In the table, we report training and testing losses. The first ones are referred to
as the training dataset described above. The latter are computed on a test set with
points that are not used in the train set (i.e., unseen from the network). In particular,
10000 points are drawn for L sol

PDE and 1000 for the other losses. As the table shows,
the networks have a good generalization capability. Indeed, the loss values in the
train and test sets are very close.
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Model L sol L f b L sol
PDE L sol

init L sol
Dir L f b

init L f b
Dir L f b

Neu
2D - Train 4.965 0.314 3.848 0.907 0.000 0.104 0.180 0.180
2D - Test 4.692 0.308 3.662 0.826 0.000 0.104 0.174 0.030

4D - Train 3.693 0.855 2.517 0.351 0.000 0.030 0.217 0.217
4D - Test 2.764 0.838 1.676 0.282 0.000 0.031 0.219 0.587

Table 1 PINN losses in the 2D and 4D models. All the losses are intended to be in the scale 10−3.

As for the approximation error, it is obtained by comparing the solution with the out-
put of the Black-Scholes formula. The comparison is made by using 10000 points
(unseen from the approximators during the train). The l1 and l2 norms of the error
vectors are:

2D Model :
{

l1 0.0052
l2 0.0072 4D Model :

{
l1 0.0564
l2 0.0890 (9)

Finally, Figure 1 contains an empirical analysis of the behavior of approximation
error as the network’s width varies. In particular, 9 different widths are compared,
from 8 neurons for each hidden layer in FNNsol and 4 for FNN f b, up to 110 and
45 neurons, respectively. As the figure shows, the error in the 4D model is more
variable, with higher variance and wider oscillations. However, this point deserves
a further and more accurate study.

Fig. 1 Approximation error as a function of the layer’s width. The left and right panels show l1
and l2 losses, respectively. The blue line is for the 2D model, and the orange one is for the 4D. The
error is reported on a logarithmic scale. The network’s width is on the x-axis. The upper number is
concerned with FNNsol , and the lower one with FNN f b.

4 Conclusion

In this preliminary work, we have analyzed the behavior of unsupervised networks
when approximating the solution of a free boundary problem. Knowing the analyti-
cal solution gives us a clear picture of the error behavior, even if it annuls practical
usability. One possible direction for further analysis would be a more comprehen-
sive study about the potentiality of PINNs approximator. This investigation can be
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done by considering the source of randomness derived from random weight initial-
ization. In this context, it is helpful to understand how the error and its variance are
related to the number of network parameters and problem dimensionality. Another
improvement would be the application of such a methodology in more realistic and
complex pricing frameworks, where there is a need for approximation strategies as
no closed-form solutions are available.
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SEMgraph: An R Package for Causal Network
Inference of High-Throughput Data with
Structural Equation Models
SEMgraph: un pacchetto R per inferenza di reti causali
di dati ad alta intesità di elaborazione con modelli di
equazioni strutturali

Mario Grassi and Tarantino Barbara

Abstract The development of high-throughput sequencing (HTS) in molecular bi-
ology and medicine has emphasized the urgent need for scalable statistical methods
for modeling complex biological systems. We created the R package SEMgraph
to combine network analysis and causal inference within the context of structural
equation modeling (SEM). It offers a fully automated toolkit for managing complex
biological systems as multivariate networks, ensuring robustness and reproducibil-
ity through data-driven model architecture and perturbation evaluation, and making
it simple to understand in terms of causal relationships between system components.
SEMgraph is available at https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SEMgraph.
Abstract Lo sviluppo del sequenziamento ad alto rendimento (HTS) nella biologia
molecolare e nella medicina ha sottolineato l’urgente necessità di metodi statistici
scalabili per modellare sistemi biologici complessi. Abbiamo creato il pacchetto
R SEMgraph per combinare l’analisi di rete e l’inferenza causale nel contesto
della modellazione di equazioni strutturali (SEM). Offre un toolkit completamente
automatizzato per la gestione di sistemi biologici complessi come reti multivariate,
garantendo robustezza e riproducibilità attraverso l’architettura del modello basata
sui dati e la valutazione delle perturbazioni e semplificando la comprensione in
termini di relazioni causali tra i componenti del sistema.
SEMgraph è disponibile su https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SEMgraph.
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1 Introduction

In biomedical research, figuring out and comprehending the mechanisms underlying
intricate phenotypic features is of primary importance. High-throughput sequencing
(HTS) technology made it clear how complex disease (and generally phenotypi-
cal) features actually were, bringing molecular biology and medicine inside the big
data age. Signaling pathways, metabolic reaction chains, or extremely vast protein-
protein interaction networks are frequently used to depict biological processes (also
called interactomes). Complexity in biological systems results from interactions and
reactions between its individual components. Structured biochemical and biomedi-
cal data may easily be transformed into networks and statistical models, which we
commonly refer to as knowledge-based models, thanks to the abundance of publicly
accessible biomedical resources. Network models should be updated and tested us-
ing a straightforward and transparent workflow, starting from current knowledge.
From a computational perspective, the goal is to free the user from initial setup se-
lection by immediately estimating the algorithm and model parameters from quan-
titative data using effective and parallelizable methods. This problem inspired us to
create the R package SEMgraph, which uses structural equation modeling (SEM)
[1] to enable causal inference on complex biological networks.

2 The SEMgraph package

Model syntax and graph analysis are combined in the SEMgraph package, which
offers a R environment for automated and data-driven causal inference for system
biology and molecular medicine. HTS data is often structured into pathways or large
networks, enabling either confirmatory or exploratory analysis of salient biologi-
cal properties. Within SEMgraph, this is practically achieved through algorithm-
assisted search for the optimal trade-off between best model fitting (i.e., the optimal
context) and perturbation (i.e., exogenous influence) given data, in which knowl-
edge is used as supplementary confirmatory information. The input network and the
underlying statistical model are interchangeable representations of the same object:
a set of interacting variables linked by causal relationships.
A typical SEMgraph workflow involves four main processes, which are represented
in Figure 1: (i) data import and graph pre-processing; (ii) causal architecture learn-
ing; (iii) looking for (perturbed) network communities and pathways; and (iv) model
fitting. SEMgraph’s primary objective is to identify important participants in the
most appropriate causal model as defined by three contextual sources of data that are
simultaneously used in model construction and analysis: graph architecture, quanti-
tative data, and potential perturbing causes.
To achieve this goal, SEMgraph integrates popular R packages for model manage-
ment and causal inference. Packages igraph [2] and lavaan [3] provide the basic
environment for graph manipulation and model fitting, while glmnet [4] and ggm
[5] constitute the backbone for Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) estimation and Bow-
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free Acyclic Paths (BAP) hidden variables deconfounding. The employed method-
ologies are general enough to accept different graph types (e.g., directed, undirected,
or mixed) and any kind of quantitative data, including bio-molecular, sequencing,
and clinical data.

Fig. 1 SEMgraph basic analysis workflow.

3 SEM fitting functions

The three fundamental SEMgraph arguments are:

• a graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges;
• continuous high-throughput data, Y (n × p);
• a binary group, X = {0,1} that represents the experimental condition and control

groups.

SEMrun() is the primary model evaluation function. This function tests (es-
timates) the positive definiteness of the covariance matrix, transfers data onto the
input graph (removing potential identifier discrepancies), turns the igraph object
into a lavaan syntax, then fits the model. Results of the model fitting are recorded
inside a lavaan object together with the output graph as (colored) igraph object.
SEMrun() will only produce estimates for effects of the path coefficient if the

group argument is not provided. On the other hand, if specified, group influence can
be modeled as an exogenous variable (fit=1) acting on every node and affecting
their activity. By setting fit=2, the two-groups SEM provided in SEMrun() en-
ables estimate of edge perturbation in addition to node perturbation. Standard error
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(SE) computation will be disabled for large graphs (|V | > 100), and parameter es-
timates will instead be computed using package ggm [5] through residual iterative
conditional fitting (RICF) [6], with permutation-based P-values, or for two-group
SEM, a constrained gaussian graphical model (CGGM) [7], and de-sparsified (de-
biased) P-values, will be processed.

A classic illustration of a perturbed route propagating inside the cell regulatory
network is provided by biological signaling pathways. When a ligand interacts with
a cell surface receptor (source), information begins to flow through the cytoplasm
to the cell nucleus, where specific factors (sinks) are either activated or inhibited,
controlling transcription, replication, cell development, and fate. Second messen-
gers, enzymes, and chaperones act as connectors and modulators of this informa-
tion flow. An average causal effect (ACE) can be used to analyze this directional
information flow, which can be computationally represented by a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) [8]. SEMace() function turns the input graph into a DAG and calcu-
lates ACEs between each potential source-sink node pair using a back-door set [9],
the dagitty minimum set [10], or the ”optimal” O-set with the smallest asymptotic
variance [11]. For every ACE, standard errors (SE) are calculated using either the
traditional MLE or bootstrap-based methods.

Additionally, SEMgraph offers a collection of tools for causal inference that
are readily accessible to users with little statistical knowledge. With the goal of
estimating an improved DAG model, we suggest four predefined techniques that
are implemented in the modelSearch() function by combining the SEMdag()
(for LASSO structure discovery), SEMbap() (for latent variables deconfounding)
and resizeGraph() (for knowledge-based graph refinement) functions. Model
search can be controlled only with two arguments: α (i.e., the significance level for
the false discovery rate correction) and β (i.e., the LASSO coefficient threshold).
A companion SEMdata R package, which contains a variety of working datasets
as RData objects and interactomes as igraph objects from widely used biologi-
cal databases, including KEGG, STRING, Reactome, and hiPathia, is accessible at
https://github.com/fernandoPalluzzi.

4 Conclusions

SEMgraph is a quick, simple-to-use, yet effective tool for causal network analysis.
It integrates causal inference and structure learning within the framework of SEM
combining data-driven discovery and confounding correction to model interpretabil-
ity, and bridging graph theory with statistical inference. We will illustrate the utility
of our SEMgraph in empirical examples with RNA-seq expression data and methy-
lation (CpG) data on Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), and the Coronavirus
disease (COVID-19), respectively.
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Dynamic models based on stochastic differential
equations for biomarkers and treatment
adherence in heart failure patients
Modelli dinamici basati su equazioni differenziali
stocastiche per biomarcatori e aderenza al trattamento in
pazienti affetti da scompenso cardiaco

Caterina Gregorio, Nicola Rares Franco, Francesca Ieva

Abstract Studying the temporal relashionships between biomarkers and drug use
can be the key to optimize treatment and improve healthcare. Information contained
in eletronic health records is still not exploited enough for this purpoise. We be-
lieve that multi-subjects models based on stochastic differential equations can be
the answer to understand temporal patters from intensive longitudinal observational
health-care data regarding biomarkers and treatments. In this work we show how
both fixed and random effects models can be used in this framework using a mo-
tivating example coming from a real-world application involving heart failure pa-
tients.

Key words: temporal stochastic differential equations, mixed-effects models, elec-
tronic health records, heart failure

1 Introduction

Thanks to electronic health records, longitudinal data regarding biomarkers and drug
use are now available in real-world clinical settings at a granular and individual
level. This source could provide valuable information about possible patterns and
interactions between these elements over time. With this aim, statistical models en-
abling the study of time-dependent dynamical systems are needed. In this respect,
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models based on differential equations are a standard approach in many fields, such
as biology, economics, and engineering, as they provide a natural way to describe
the temporal behaviour of phenomenons. However, these models are often framed
in the single-subject scenario, that is N = 1. On the contrary, in social and med-
ical sciences it is of interest to consider multi-subjects models. Recently, several
approaches have been developed towards this direction, in an attempt to propose
differential models that can handle repeated measures data coming from multiple
subjects. Another important distinction is the one between models featuring either
fixed or random effects. The first assume the existence of a system common to
all subjects, while the latter relax this assumption, allowing for heterogeneity in
model parameters across subjects due to both measured and unobserved factors.
Hierarchical Stochastic Differential Equations (SDEs) model have been proposed
under a Bayesian framework in the psychometric literature, see the work by Driver
& Voelkle in [1]. However, since complex interactions between biomarkers cannot
be captured by linear systems, nonlinear models have also become of interest. In
[2], Sun et al. proceed along this direction by proposing a semiparametric nonlin-
ear model with fixed effects based on ordinary differential equations, while, in [3],
Chow et al. propose the use of nonlinear ordinary equation models with random
effects. Another interesting aspect concerns higher order systems, which have been
discussed in the framework of hierarchical stochastic dynamical models by Oud et
al. in [4]. The aim of this work is to propose a continuous-time dynamic modeling
approach, grounded on the use of electronic healthcare data, for studying the rela-
tionship between biomarkers and drug use. As a motivating example, we consider
a problem concerning heart failure patients, where one is interested in studying the
joint dynamics of potassium, renal function and treatment adherence.

2 Motivating problem and data

Heart failure is a consequence of many cardiovascular diseases and, despite im-
provements in treatments, mortality, and hospitalization rates remain high. To this
day, the effective management and treatment of heart failure patients mostly relies
on the monitoring of biomarkers over time: among these, two of key importance are
potassium and estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR). Potassium is essential
for the correct functioning of the heart, being one of the substances regulating its
electrical activity. Normal potassium levels are maintained through healthy eating
habits and well functioning kidneys, which help eliminate the potassium resources
in excess. Traditionally, kidney function is measured through the eGFR. Moreover,
potassium levels can also be influenced by substances such as drugs and diseases.
For instance, patients with heart failure may experience alterations of potassium
levels due to the heart failure and renal diseases, but also as a consequence of medi-
cal treatments. Among heart failure treatments, Mineralocorticoid Receptor Antago-
nists (MRAs) are at the same time considered as one of the cornerstone of therapy in
heart failure, but they are also thought to be the main ones responsible for potassium
abnormalities. Therefore, understanding the dynamics regulating the use of MRAs,
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potassium and eGFR at the patient level, is an important step towards the improve-
ment of medical healthcare and the personalization of clinical treatments. However,
suitable models that can properly integrate real-world data in the descriptionof the
relationship between these three actors, have not been developed yet. Among the
several challenges encountered when addressing this problem we mention: 1) the
interest in modeling the overall temporal evolution while also accounting for sub-
jects heterogeneity, 2) the complex interactions between biomarkers and treatments,
which are, in general, unknown and possibly regulated by nonlinear mechanisms.

Data were obtained by the interrogation of the administrative regional health
data of Friuli Venezia Giulia Region in the Northern part of Italy, integrated with
data derived from the Outpatient and Inpatient Clinic E-chart (Cardionet ®). This
integrated database constitutes the Trieste Observatory of Cardiovascular Diseases.
Specifically, this was a cohort observational, non-interventional study involving pa-
tients living in Trieste who had a Heart Failure diagnosis between January 2009 and
December 2020 and had initiated treatment with MRAs with at least one cardiolog-
ical evaluation, two years of observation, and thirty blood measurements over the
two years period. Longitudinal laboratory measurement data, as well drug purchases
data, were used for the analysis.

3 Methods

For each subject i, let mi be the number of discrete time points ti,k = 0, . . . , ti,mi at
which v longitudinal processes of interest are measured. Note that we do not make
any assumption about the regularity of such observations, which might as well be
taken at irregular time intervals. We model the measurement process as

yi(t) = η i(t)+ ε i(t), (1)

where η i(t) is the v-dimensional vector containing the latent values of the longi-
tudinal processes at time t, for subject i, while ε i(t) ∼ N (0v,Σ) models possible
measurement errors with a suitable covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rv×v. As a first step, we
shall prescribe the dynamics of the latent variables, η , through a suitable model
based on SDEs. In doing so, we consider both the case of fixed and random effects.

3.1 Dynamic continuous time models

Following Driver & Voelkle [1], we model the measurement process dynamics
through the following multivariate SDE,

dη i(t) =
(

Aη i(t)+ψ +Mχ i(t)
)

dt +GdWi(t). (2)

Here, A ∈ Rv×v is the drift matrix, containing the auto- and cross-effects, ψ i is a
v-vector describing long term behaviors, χi(t) is a d-vector of fixed and external
time-dependent covariates, which are assumed to be independent of the fluctuations
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in the system, and whose action is dictated by the rectangular matrix M ∈ Rv×d ,
wherease, Wi(t) is an independent Wiener process modeling noise, whose action is
modulated by the lower triangular matrix G ∈ Rv×v. The estimation of the model
parameters, A,ψ,M,G, is obtained under a Bayesian framework, while we exploit
a hybrid Kalman filter for the computation of subjects specific likelihoods.

3.2 Mixed effects dynamic continuous time models

Under the hierarchical Bayesian framework, one can extend (2) in the natural way
to include random effects:

dη i(t) =
(

Aiη i(t)+ψ i +Miχ i(t)
)

dt +GidWi(t). (3)

Let Φ i := [Ai,ψ i,Mi,Gi, ] be the s-dimensional vector of subject-specific parame-
ters, s = v2 + v+ vd + v(v−1)/2. We model the latter as

Φ i = f (µ +Rhi +βzi) with µ,hi,β ∈ N (0,1). (4)

Here, µ ∈ Rs is a common mean vector, R ∈ Rs×s is the matrix square root of
the populations covariance matrix, which parametrizes the effect of subject specific
deviations hi ∈Rs, wherease, β ∈Rs×w describes the effect of the fixed w predictors
zi, and, finally, f : Rs → Rs is a suitable operator that makes (4) consistent with the
parameters support. More detail on the models can be found in Driver & Voelkle, see
[1]. Here, we have described the general model in which all parameters are subject-
specific; however, depending on the problem under study, the model may as well
include random effects only for a subset of the model parameters.

4 Clinical application

For our analysis, we consider three variables: potassium, eGFR and adherence to the
MRAs treatment. Potassium levels are measured directly through blood samples,
while eGFR values are derived from creatinine measurements via the CKD-EPI for-
mula [5], which also accounts for subjects’ age and gender. To measure treatment
adherence, instead, we use a variation of the so-called Proportion of Days Covered
(PDC), which, in pharmacoepidemiology, is a common approach to quantify phar-
macological consumption over a predefined period of observation, cf. [6].

Recently, this definition has been extended to take into account its time-dependent
nature by Spreafico and Ieva [7]. Here, we consider a time-dependent weighted ver-
sion of the PDC that can be tuned to capture short-term behaviors, namely

wPDCi(t) :=

[
∑

ti, j≤t
e−γ(t−ti, j)ai(ti, j)

]
·

[
∑

ti, j≤t
e−γ(t−ti, j)

]−1

∈ [0,1] (5)
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where ai(t) ∈ {0,1} is a binary variable indicating whether, at time t, subject i was
covered or not by the MRAs treatment. Here, γ is a suitable hyperparameter that we
use to tune the sensitivity of the wPDC to local oscillations: note in fact that, for
γ ↓ 0+ we recover the time-dependent definition in [7] while, for γ ↑ +∞ one has
wPDCi(t) = ai(t). Finally, in order for us to treat the wPDC as an (unconstrained)
real-valued variable, we consider its transformation via the logit transform, that is
p → log(p)− log(1− p).

4.1 Results

In the analysis, 73 subjects were included, 62% of which are male. The median age
is 76 years old (IQR: 72 - 82)26% patients reported advanced symptoms, while 63%
of them experienced chronic renal disease. Figure 1 reports the trajectories of the
biomarkers and treatment adherence as observed in 6 subjects (right panel), as well
as a network representation of the dynamical system under study (left panel).

Fig. 1 Observed longitudinal trajectories for six subjects (left panel). Dynamic Network under
study (right panel).

To estimate the dynamics of the continuous models, we relied on the R package
ctsem. For our study, we considered three different models, namely:

• Model 1: A fixed effect model;
• Model 2: A hierarchical model with subject-specific intercepts;
• Model 3: A hierarchical model with random effects and drift parameters;

First, assuming the existence of a common dynamics and intercepts across sub-
jects, it was possible to estimate both the direct and indirect effects of each variable
in the network, together with their total effect over different time intervals. Once this
assumption was relaxed with the introduction of random intercepts, it was possible
to estimate the auto and cross-effects taking into account for possible heterogene-
ity in the average levels of the process due both to fixed covariates such as age, sex
and, Heart Failure Severity and unobserved factors. Moreover, thanks to Model 3 we
were also able to estimate subject-specific networks. Finally, to assess the validity
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of our results , we compared the predictions obtained through the different models
with the observed clinical data.

4.2 Conclusions

The proposed approach based on SDEs and time-dependent continuous models has
proven to being able to capture statistically significant temporal interactions among
potassium, renal function and treatment adherence with MRAs in health failure pa-
tients. In the future, it would be of interest to study extensions of these models
involving more complex dynamics described by higher order models or nonlinear
ones, for instance by adapting the ideas in [2] or [9] to our framework.
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Detecting anomalies in time series categorical
data: a conformal prediction approach
Rilevamento di anomalie in serie temporali di dati
categorici: un approccio basato su conformal prediction

Matteo Landrò, Aymeric Stamm and Simone Vantini

Abstract Despite large portions of the information consist of qualitative features,
only a limited number of methods have been developed to identify anomalous ob-
servations in time-dependant multivariate categorical data. Derived from the Con-
formal Prediction framework, we propose an anomaly detection procedure based on
k-nearest neighbors algorithm and applied in a time series context. The method is
able to successfully detect anomalies in multivariate categorical data either at global
level (the new observation as a whole) or at local level (its single categorical fea-
tures), producing a false alarm rate always bounded by the specified significance
level.

Key words: Anomaly detection, conformal prediction, categorical time series

1 Introduction

An anomaly, or outlier, is an observation which deviates so much from rest of the
data so that to raise suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism [8].
That is, anomalies are the results of a shift in the data generating process. Most
literature on anomaly detection has been devoted to the study of quantitative or nu-
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merical data [1, 15]. By contrast, despite large portions of the information consist
of qualitative features, significantly little attention has been paid toward detecting
outliers in categorical data [17] and only recently we have seen of such procedures
being discussed. [15] present the first review of anomaly detection algorithms for
categorical data. Among all the solutions proposed, a limited number of methods
have been developed to identify anomalous observations in time-dependant multi-
variate categorical data or categorical data streams. Time series data are typically
generated by continuous measurements over time, with values that do not change
significantly or change in a smooth way. It is therefore interesting for the user to de-
pict sudden changes in the underlying data [1]. [3] provide a first review of anomaly
detection methods on univariate categorical data streams. [13] focuses specifically
on transaction databases and propose a method to detect transactions that are likely
to be outliers. To the best of our knowledge, no other research has been published
on the identification of anomalies for categorical time series data, in particular in
the multivariate setting.

In recent times, a new method for anomaly detection based on Conformal Predic-
tion (CP) framework, namely Conformal Anomaly Detector (CAD) has been devel-
oped [9]. Conformal Prediction was introduced in [16]. It allows to produce predic-
tion intervals with guaranteed error rate, with the sole assumption of exchangeable
data. The promising results of this procedure has generated a plethora of new ar-
ticles where Conformal Prediction is applied, from simple multivariate data [10],
to time series data [4] and functional data [11, 5]. For a detailed review on confor-
mal prediction application refer to [7]. Conformal Anomaly Detector is a general
non-parametric algorithm for anomaly detection. It has a well-calibrated false alarm
rate and a principle way of defining the anomaly threshold, which does not make
any assumption on the nature of frequency of anomalies. As for standard confor-
mal prediction, CAD requires a suitable non-conformity measure to be specified
that accurately quantifies how different each observation is from the rest of the data.
Conformal Anomaly Detector has already been applied to a variety of data types
[9, 14, 6, 12], showing good performances compared to traditional methods.

We propose a Conformal Anomaly Detector based on k-nearest neighbors algo-
rithm to detect anomalous observations in multivariate categorical data, which we
further extend to account for temporal dependency.

2 Conformal prediction and conformal anomaly detection

Conformal prediction deals with the definition of prediction intervals for regression
and classification problems. Assume a sequence of n i.i.d. (or exchangeable) exam-
ples z1,z2, ...,zn ∈ Z and a new example zn+1 ∈ Z. We are interested in identifying
a set of elements Γ ε ⊆ Z to contain zn+1 with a certain level of confidence 1− ε ,
with ε ∈ [0,1] defined as the significance level. The idea is to consider each possible
realization z of zn+1 and estimate its corresponding p-value pz. The prediction set
consists of all z having pz > ε . This is analogous with statistical hypothesis testing
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where the most unlikely values are rejected at significance level ε . In order to esti-
mate the p-values, the concept of nonconformity measure is introduced. It is a real
function A(B,z) : Zn × Z −→ R that allows to score how different an example z is
from a set B. For a given zi ∈ Z we define the corresponding p-value as:

pi :=
|{ j = 1, ...,n+1 : α j ≥ αi}|

n+1
(1)

with α j = A(B,z j) representing the nonconformity score for the element j. One
can construct a prediction set Γ ε for the new observation zn+1 including all the
possible realization z ∈ Z of zn+1 with p-value > ε . The resulting prediction sets
show exact finite-sample validity under the sole exchangeability assumption.

Conformal anomaly detection stems from the conformal prediction procedure in
a very simple way. If are only interesting in detecting anomalies we can limit the CP
procedure to check only the p-value for the observed label instead of calculating
p-values for all possible labels. In other words, a new example will be labelled
as anomaly if its p-value is lower that the specified significance level ε . Since the
probability that the conformal predictor erroneously excludes the true label is less
or equal to ε , the expected false alarm rate of a Conformal Anomaly Detector is
bounded by ε .

3 Proposed methodology

Analogously to a conformal predictor, the choice of nonconformity measure is cen-
tral to the performance of a Conformal Anomaly Detector. The more suitable the
nonconformity measure, the more sensitive the algorithm is to detect anomalies.
The notion of similarity or distance for categorical data is not as straightforward as
for continuous data. In the former, the different values that a categorical attribute
takes are not inherently ordered. The simplest way to find distance between two cat-
egorical attributes is by using the overlap measure, which assigns a similarity of 1
if the values are identical and 0 if the values are not identical. The clear drawback
of this measure is that all matches, as well as mismatches, are treated as equal, lead-
ing towards inaccurate distance metrics. To overcome this limitation, one could use
data-driven similarity functions for categorical attributes that take into account the
frequency distribution of different attribute values in a given data set [2]. Examples
of such metrics are the Goodall or the Lin measures.

Another challenge posed by categorical streams is the time dependency between
subsequent examples. Conformal prediction is based upon the notion of excheange-
able data. When data are serially dependent this assumption is violated. In this case,
the conformal procedure can be designed to have a block structure to preserve de-
pendency in order to generate approximately valid results [4]. Moreover, the non-
conformity measure has to somehow take into account the dependence structure in
the data.
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To construct a valid CAD for categorical time series we propose a nonconformity
measure based on a k-nearest neighbors (k-nn) forecasting approach to construct the
p-value for a new observation zn+1. In this case, the target yi of a generic example zi
correspond to zi itself and its associated feature vector xi is described by the l lagged
examples of the target. For every element of the time series, and under a block struc-
ture as in [4], a k-nn regressor searches among all the historical data the k closest
feature vectors, thus identifying the corresponding target which should be the clos-
est to yi, and predicts the new example’s target ŷi by their majority class. Distances
between feature vectors are evaluated through a categorical similarity metric. The
nonconformity score αi is then calculated as the distance between the actual target yi
of the example zi and its associated predicted target ŷi. Once defined the nonconfor-
mity scores for all the element of the time series, the p-value for zn+1 is calculated
according to (Equation 1). Lastly, zn+1 is labelled as anomalous if associated with a
pn+1 < ε .

The procedure presented as such allows to identify anomalies at a global level,
that is, it associates an anomaly score to the observation as a whole regardless if
the anomaly is caused by a certain group of features or another. We also propose
an extension of the global CAD method which can detect anomalies at local level,
specifically the single categorical features of the observation. Assume each example
of the sequence z1,z2, ...,zn ∈ Zm to be a multivariate random vector z = (a1, ...,am)
whose m components are categorical variables. Given a new example zn+1 ∈ Zm, the
local CAD will produce m p-values, one for every attribute of the example, allowing
to identify the specific feature(s) causing the anomaly.

4 Application and main results

The proposed anomaly detection algorithm is applied to a number of simulated
datasets of multivariate categorical time series. The datasets are generated start-
ing from a 2D Haar wavelet which takes a multivariate vector of real values as an
input (i.e. the baseline). The Haar wavelet coefficients are then perturbed according
to an autoregressive (AR) process to add a temporal dependence in the dataset. Fi-
nally, for each example of the time series, the continuous values of each attribute are
binned to form equal sized categories. Anomalies are then inserted in the dataset by
changing the baseline of the Haar wavelet at specific time t of the series.

The proposed method is able to successfully detect the simulated anomalies,
showing a false alarm rate always bounded by ε , both in the global and the local
approach. Different categorical distance metrics and other hyper-parameters of the
procedure are tested and results are compared.

In addition, we show the use of the proposed CAD on a real-world dataset about
land crop monitoring.
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The structural behavior of Santa Maria del
Fiore Dome: an analysis with machine learning
techniques
Il comportamento strutturale della Cupola di Santa Maria
del Fiore: un’analisi con tecniche di machine learning

Stefano Masini and Silvia Bacci and Fabrizio Cipollini and Bruno Bertaccini

Abstract The Brunelleschi’s Dome overlooking the cathedral of Santa Maria del
Fiore in Florence is a symbol of the Italian Renaissance. Because of the presence of
numerous cracks distributed on its entire surface, the Dome is subjected to a con-
tinuous monitoring activity that relies, among others, on electronic sensors, mainly
deformometers, to measure the movements of the cracks, and thermometers, to mea-
sure the masonry temperatures. These instruments are active since more than 30
years and take measures more times a day, thus producing a huge amount of data.
In this contribution, we aim at applying some machine learning techniques (i) to
describe the overall movement of Dome surface through a suitable synthesis of the
measures of the sensors and (ii) to make medium- and long-term predictions about
the evolution of the Dome.
Abstract La Cupola del Brunelleschi sovrastante la cattedrale di Santa Maria del
Fiore a Firenze è un simbolo del Rinascimento italiano. A causa della presenza
di numerose crepe distribuite sull’intera superficie, la Cupola è sottoposta a una
continua attività di monitoraggio che si basa, tra gli altri, su sensori elettronici,
principalmente deformometri per misurare i movimenti delle crepe e termometri
per misurare la temperatura dei muri. Questi strumenti sono attivi da oltre 30 anni
e rilevano le misure più volte al giorno, producendo cosı̀ un’enorme mole di dati.
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In questo contributo, il nostro scopo è l’applicazione di alcune tecniche di ma-
chine learning per (i) descrivere il movimento complessivo della Cupola tramite
un’opportuna sintesi delle misure dei sensori e (ii) fare previsioni a medio e lungo
termini riguardo all’evoluzione della Cupola.

Key words: Artificial Intelligence, Cultural heritage preservation, Dimensionality
reduction techniques, Forecasting, Multivariate time series data, Sensor data

1 Introduction

The cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence (IT) with its Dome is one of the
most famous buildings of the Italian Reinassance. The Dome was built by Filippo
Brunelleschi in the period 1420-1436 adopting a special technique (with bricks dis-
posed as an “herringbone pattern”) that allowed setting up the construction site with-
out shoring. The result was impressive: nowadays, the Dome is still of the largest
masonry domes in the world, weighing more than 43,000 tons. Unfortunately, from
the beginning some cracks appeared on the surface of the Dome, thus the building
has always been subject to careful monitoring.

The monitoring system of Brunelleschi’s Dome is made up of a multiplicity of
instruments, such as piezometers, plumb lines, tele-coordinometers, thermometers,
and mechanical and electronic deformometers. In particular, in 1987 were installed
several electronic deformometers devoted to measuring the movements of the single
cracks at least four times a day. Thus, a huge amount of data has been accumulated
since the late of 1980s. The complex nature of relations among variables (mainly,
movements of cracks and seasonal and daily changes of the masonry temperatures)
together with the limits of the computational resources and competencies available
in the scientific community have meant that to date these data have not yet been
subjected to a systematic study. Indeed, the analyses carried out in previous works
usually focused on a single device or a limited set of them [1, 4, 2]; a more recent
work [3] took into account the entire set of electronic deformometers, but limited to
a one-year period.

In this contribution, we aim at applying some machine learning techniques (i) to
describe the overall movement of Dome surface through a suitable synthesis of the
measures of the sensors and (ii) to make medium- and long-term predictions about
the evolution of the Dome.

Section 2 provides some more details on data, Section 3 describes the machine
learning methods used in the analysis, Section 4 illustrates some preliminary results,
and Section 5 concludes with some final remarks.
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2 Data

In the following we focus on data coming from the 57 electronic deformometers.
A deformometer is a sensor installed on the walls across a crack to measure the
changes of its width: at installation the instrument is set on value 0, so that pos-
itive measures denote a dilatation of the masonry structure and, then, a shrink of
the crack, while negative measures refer to a contraction of the walls and, then, a
widening of the crack. Deformometers are allocated on the entire surface of the
Dome, with a major concentration on those sectors where there is a major presence
of cracks. Here we consider the measurements of the complete set of 57 deformome-
ters collected from 1997 to 2017.

Together with the measures of the deformometers, we also take into account the
measures of the 47 masonry thermometers installed upon the Dome, as previous
studies [1, 4, 2, 3] outlined a strong association between temperatures and move-
ments of the cracks.

To account for gaps and outliers present in the data due to blackouts that pe-
riodically put electronic sensors out of action, producing anomalous oscillations,
full scale values, or missing observations, we have to pre-treat data. For this aim,
we followed the approach proposed in [2], based on the estimation of a quadratic-
sinusoidal regression model per each sensor, thus obtaining a complete data matrix.

3 Methods

The first part of the analysis aims at synthesizing the measures of the entire set of
sensors to describe the overall behavior of the Dome (and not of its single cracks).
This typical problem of dimensionality reduction is addressed through the Kernel
Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) [5].

Compared to traditional PCA, which combines observations in a linear way,
KPCA allows us to make a non-linear projection of the observations preserving the
relative distances between data points. In KPCA we use a function (kernel) to map
the data from the original space in a new high-dimensional features space in order
to verify whether, in the new space, the data are linearly separable. The algorithm
requires to set the kernel type (linear, polynomial, gaussian rbf or sigmoid) and the
gamma parameter (which is a space regularization parameter). In order to find their
best combination, we use ScikitLearn’s GridSearchCV with cross-validation func-
tion and, since KPCA is an unsupervised learning algorithm, we use the distance be-
tween the original point and the pre-image calculated on the new high-dimensional
feature space as reconstruction error.

The principal components resulting from the application of the KPCA as well as
the series of masonry temperatures are then used as inputs in a subsequent analysis
aimed at providing predictions of the movements of the Dome at medium- and long-
term. For this aim, we exploit the performance of some recurrent and convolutional
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neural network models [6], typically adopted for the prediction of multivariate time
series data.

The above neural networks are used to make predictions of a certain number of
steps (days) in the future (multiple-step forecasting). The model is trained using a
sliding window of consecutive days (the further the future is, the wider the window),
with the mean squared error as loss function and the mean absolute error as metric.
The best performing model is a network composed of an initial convolutional layer
with 40 (6x6) convolutional filters, followed by a bidirectional layer [8] with 20
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [7] and 2 more consecutive hidden layers.

4 Results

The results of the KPCA executed on the entire series of measures are displayed in
Figure 1, where the first two principal components are plotted with points related to
observations differently coloured according to the season.
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Fig. 1 Results of KPCA (best model: {’gamma’: 0.1, ’kernel’: ’poly’}): seasonal clustering of
sensor data

The relation between observed cracks and seasonality emerges clearly from the
figure. Namely, clusters of points relating to winter and summer seasons are well
separated.

In light of these results, we execute again the KPCA on separate sets of obser-
vations, according to the location of the deformometers. We distinguish the defor-
mometers into eight groups, corresponding to the eight slice webs that characterize
the surface of the Dome, easily distinguishable with the naked eye thanks to the
white marble cords. For the sake of clarity, the webs are numbered counterclock-
wise starting from the web that faces the nave (see [2] for the planning of the Dome
and its webs). Figure 2 shows the trend of the first principal components for each
web (top panel: odd webs; bottom panel: even webs), together with the trend of the
daily average masonry temperatures (central panel). Note that the figure refers to a
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one-year time window, but the trend repeats with the same pattern throughout the
entire period of observation (i.e., 1997-2017).
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Fig. 2 First principal component of each web (top panel: odd webs, bottom panel: even webs)
along a one-year window (January 1st, 2014 to January 1st, 2015)

Looking at Figure 2, we observe that movements of all webs follow a sinusoidal
trend according to the temperature, with odd webs that move in the opposite di-
rection with respect to even webs. These results provide evidence for a breathing
mechanism of the entire Dome: when even webs shrink, odd webs widen, and vice-
versa.

Finally, the first principal components obtained for each web through the KPCA
are used in input in a neural network to make predictions. Figure 3 shows the next
100 days prediction results for web 2 with a window size equals to 300 ; results for
other webs are similar.

Fig. 3 Forecasting of web 2
trend (window size: 300 days,
steps forward: 100 days)
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5 Conclusions

The application of the machine learning techniques described in the contribution
allowed us to achieve two important goals. First, we demonstrated the close corre-
lation between the temperature and the behavior of the Dome over time, bringing to
outlining a symmetry in the movements of the webs in even position and those in
odd position. Second, we trained and tested some recurrent neural networks in order
to predict the behavior of each web.

For the future, we will prosecute the work along the following main research
lines. First, further variables will be taken into account, such as humidity, wind,
solar exposition, and seismic measurements. Second, a software will be integrated
in the current monitoring system to build a sort of “alarm system” in real-time.

Acknowledgements Authors thank the “Opera del Duomo Foundation” for having making avail-
able the data
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Statistics and Data Science for Arts and Culture:
an Application to the City of Brescia
Statistica e Data science per l’Arte e la Cultura:
un’Applicazione alla città di Brescia

Riccardo Ricciardi, Maurizio Carpita, Selene Perazzini, Paola Zuccolotto, Marica
Manisera
Research group DS4BS †

Abstract This paper introduces the Project ”Data Science for Brescia - Arts and
Cultural Places”. This project combines the use of big data, new technologies, and
complex statistical methods to improve the understanding of how people visit cul-
tural sites. The study examines the people’s presence in cultural places and along
cultural itineraries, and evaluates the visitors’ opinions expressed both offline and
online.
In addition, the research outputs are integrated with multimedia contents, to provide
a holistic vision of artworks as smart objects.

Key words: Mobile Phone Networks, Sensory Museology, Opinion Mining, Smart
Objects

1 Introduction

Statistics and Data Science can make an important contribution to mapping move-
ments and experiences of people in cultural places, by supporting institutions and
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decision-makers in their efforts to improve public engagement and accessibility.
These activities promote good practices in the spirit of the 2030 Agenda of the
United Nations for the 17 Sustainable Development Goals [3].

In this context, the DMS StatLab and BODaI-Lab of the University of Bres-
cia proposed the Project ”Data Science for Brescia - Arts and Cultural Places”
(DS4BS), which aims to improve the understanding of how people visit cultural
sites (museums, theaters, monuments, and historic buildings) in the Italian city of
Brescia. The project combines the use of big data, new technologies, and complex
statistical methods to achieve this goal; particularly, special consideration has been
given to experimenting with new methods for public detection and engagement, in-
vestigating cultural attitudes and perceptions, and creating new forms of access to
culture, especially in the context of cultural tourism.

In this paper, we introduce the main results achieved up to this moment.

2 Research lines

A Data Science approach is developed under the lens of two integrated perspectives,
and the output of the research will be integrated with multimedia contents to define
artworks as smart objects.

2.1 Line 1: People’s presences and movements

The first research line concerns the monitoring of presences and crowding in artistic
and cultural places. We use mobile phone data, which are currently among the best
data sources for the study of social phenomena in urban areas [2]. Indeed, they allow
for observing the presence and movement of individuals at a high geographical (i.e.,
small area) and temporal (i.e., short time intervals) level of detail. The mobile phone
data at our disposal have been provided by Olivetti S.p.A. (www.olivetti.com) with
the support of FasterNet S.r.l. (www.fasternet.it). The database refers to a selection
of Points Of historical, artistic, cultural, or social Interest (POI hereafter) in the
city of Brescia observed during the year 2022. Overall, we have information about
25 POIs, divided into 5 macro-categories (4 monuments, 6 museums, 4 squares, 3
theatres, 8 other typologies), and represented as circles with a 100-meter radius (see
the left map of Figure 1). For each POI, the database reports the statistical presence,
which is defined as the average number of individuals during a 15-minute interval,
along with some information about the individuals (e.g., age and gender).

To further explore the multifaceted impacts of the events, we are analyzing peo-
ple’s presences in conjunction with other data sources. In particular, some expen-
diture indices defined on Mastercard data have been provided by the Municipality
of Brescia for the year 2022. The indices capture variations in different aspects of
expenditure, such as the number of purchases, the total value of purchasing, and
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Fig. 1: Mobile phone and Mastercard data. Left: POIs of type ”squares”. Right:
Map of the 16 commercial systems constituting the DUC (red) and overlapping or
neighboring POIs (blue).

the average value of a purchase, and therefore allow us to investigate the economic
impacts of cultural events. Our database refers to 9 industries (e.g., eating places,
accommodations, total apparel, . . . ) and 3 payment circuits (i.e., international, do-
mestic, overall) in the 16 commercial systems constituting the “Distretto Urbano del
Commercio” (DUC) of the city of Brescia (see the right map of Figure 1).

Various events of the year 2022 have been analyzed, such as the historical car
race “Mille Miglia”. Nowadays, we are studying the recent cultural events in the
context of “Bergamo-Brescia Capitale Italiana della Cultura 2023” (BGBS2023).
In particular, we conducted some preliminary analysis on the inaugural events that
took place over the weekend of 21-22 January 2023. Among these, results about the
concert that took place in the POI “Piazza della Loggia” on Saturday 21st from 5
p.m. are shown in Figure 2. A general increase in the people’s presence with respect
to the average value of Saturdays in 2022 emerges throughout the whole day: the
number of people in the square has been on average 50% higher, with peeks up to
+200%. Soon, the analysis of people’s presence will be integrated with data from
footfall counters collected during the concert.

2.2 Line 2: Visitors’ experience

The second research line investigates the visitors’ experience and is based on both
offline and online opinions.

The visitors’ experience is evaluated offline by means of questionnaires aimed at
evaluating their visit, in terms of expectations and satisfaction with several aspects.
In addition, visitors were asked to describe their experience in terms of sight, hear-
ing, touch, smell and taste, even if the only sense concretely used is sight, or hearing.
Acting in the field of “sensory museology”, the idea was to quantify the emotional
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Fig. 2: Analysis of the people’s presence in Piazza della Loggia during the inaugu-
ration of BGBS2023. Left: A concert on January 21st, 2023. Right: variation (%)
in the average number of people in 15-minute time span on Saturday, 21st January
2023, with respect to the average Saturdays of the year 2022.

impact and the multisensory experience of visitors in front of artworks, resorting
to phenomena like synesthesia and ideasthesia [7], in which activation of concepts
evoke sensory feelings. Focusing on this part of the questionnaire, among different
response scale formats, we proposed multi-point semantic differential scales, which
required the respondent to position himself/herself on a rating between two bipolar
adjectives.

In order to analyse those data with appropriate statistical models, we resorted to
the CUM model (Combination of a discrete Uniform and a - linearly transformed
- Multinomial random variable [6] [5]), recently proposed in the framework of the
CUB (Combination of discrete Uniform and shifted Binomial random variables [8])
class of models. The same approach can be used whenever the response scale has
an odd number of ordered categories with a midpoint that mean indifference, for ex-
ample, “neutral,” “neither positive nor negative,” or “neither agree nor disagree”, as
often is the case of the Likert scales commonly used in several fields. For example,
Figure 3 shows the results obtained from the application of the CUM model to the
responses given by 665 visitors of the Santa Giulia museum in Brescia to a question
investigating the easiness in visiting the museum. The response scale was a 7-point
semantic differential scale ranging from “difficult” to “easy”. Detailed results and
interpretation can be found in [5].

Regarding online opinions, reviews on Google and Tripadvisor are provided by
Fondazione Brescia Musei. Those will be the input of a mixed approach of topic
modeling and sentiment analysis [1] [4], by comparing and integrating top-down
and bottom-up strategies. About the first, an ontology of the attractions, i.e. a dic-
tionary of aspects relevant for the decision-makers, is used as a supervision for the
topic detection task, and then awareness and sentiment by attractions are estimated;
in other words, the frequency and the opinion of people are evaluated for each pre-
defined topic. The bottom-up approach aims, instead, at discovering what (and how)
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Fig. 3: Results from questionnaires about the Santa Giulia museum in Brescia. Top-
left panel shows the frequency distribution, top-right panel the ternary plot, bottom
panels show the observed versus fitted frequencies for the CUM model and the
standard CUB model.

reviewers talk about, without any specific guidance about the topic. Both strategies
are designed to apply traditional and state-of-the-art representations of text to pro-
cess and understand the language used in the reviews.

2.3 Smart objects

Data from questionnaires will be integrated with data collected by mobile apps.
In the computer science literature, several works aim to improve the visitors’ ex-
perience by promoting the cultural heritage through mobile apps, IoT (Internet of
Things) and gamification solutions. In our project, the idea is to define a data lake,
able to link artworks to a rich variety of data, which - in combination with multi-
media materials, visitors’ movements, and artworks classification for different cat-
egories of visitors - will considerably improve the fruition of cultural heritage re-
sources in a customized fashion. Moreover, the information equipment built around
artworks as smart objects will enable the construction of diverse cultural itineraries
by museum professionals, who need knowledge to design and re-organize the ex-
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hibition path, thinking about new communication languages that can be used to
enhance all the facets of the visitors’ experience.

3 Conclusions

This contribution focuses on the DS4BS Project and the city of Brescia, Italy, dedi-
cated by the University of Brescia to support the important BGBS2023 event.

Our approach consists of (1) analyzing mobile phone data to investigate people’s
movements and presences; (2) evaluating the visitors’ offline and online opinions;
(3) integrating the information retrieved in (1) and (2) making smart objects of art-
works, through a data lake that provides information to both a Content Management
System for museums’ professionals and mobile apps for the visitors.

An interesting innovation is the evaluation of tangible, emotional, and multisen-
sory experiences at the museums.

All the stakeholders involved in the DS4BS Project took part to the activities
of research and innovation, according to the principles of a Data science approach,
where computer science, statistics, and expertise in the field intersect in defining the
research questions, transform data into information and value and find agreed con-
clusions. Resorting to the most appropriate statistical methodology plays a crucial
role and the multidisciplinary nature of the project can be useful to spread a sound
statistical philosophy outside the community of statisticians.
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Detecting Stance
in Online Discussions about Vaccines

Francesco Pierri, Fabio Pizzo and Marco Brambilla

Abstract In 2019, the World Health Organization classified vaccine hesitancy as one
of the 10 greatest threats to human health, underlining how about 1.5 million lives
each year could be saved by preventing this phenomenon. It is therefore essential
to analyze the behavior and ideas of the population in this regard. We study stance
of discussants on the matter, by monitoring interactions on social media. We apply
a complex stance detection model that manages to obtain good results even with a
small amount of manually classified data (few-shot learning), by taking advantage
of pre-trained BERT models upon which it applies transfer learning.

1 Introduction

The recent Sars-COV2 virus pandemic has once again focused the attention on one
of the most controversial and debated issues ever, i.e., vaccines, focusing the spot-
light on one of the greatest problems of the last years, defined as vaccine hesitancy.
Misinformation spread online threatens to limit vaccine uptake. In this study, we
try to interpret the phenomenon by applying stance detection to identify the posi-
tion of discussants (in favor or against vaccines) on social media through a learning
model that can effectively monitor the phenomenon at scale. We apply a complex
stance detection model that manages to obtain good results even with a small amount
of manually classified data (few-shot learning), by taking advantage of pre-trained
BERT models upon which it applies transfer learning. Several studies addressed
disinformation and vaccines: [2] explores the correlation between vaccination cov-
erage and Internet searches, [6] studies the dynamics of the no-vax community on
Twitter, and [3] analyzes its the echo chamber effect through Network Analysis, and
[8] explores the case of information crisis in Italy on vaccines-related topics.

Francesco Pierri, Fabio Pizzo and Marco Brambilla
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Stance Detection is a very complex task in the NLP scenario [1, 9]. The research
in [5] explores the reproducibility of several existing stance detection models. With
the work done in [7] the authors proposed a model based on similarity and statistical
features, while in [4], different methods such as LR, SVM, CNN, Word2Vec, LSTM
and FastText are proposed to solve the Stance Detection problem on vaccines-related
Italian Tweets. Since this work regards our Italian scenario, we will take this and [1]
as references in analyzing our results.

2 Data

To retrieve tweets of our interest, we exploited 2 types of Twitter’s API, a set of pro-
grammatic endpoints used to engage with the conversation on Twitter: Search API
and Stream API, by applying search terms related to vaccines in the Italian language.
Once the data is collected, a label that indicates the stance of the tweet with respect
to the vaccines topic is needed, since all the algorithms we employed for Stance De-
tection are Supervised and Semi-Supervised. Usually the approach used in Machine
Learning for Data Annotation is a Human-in-the-Loop (HITL), in which people are
involved in a virtuous circle of improvement of the label assignment. Since doing
this in a completely manual way is very time-consuming, we used a semi-automatic
HITL approach: we labelled a tweet based on the presence of some hashtags, de-
fined as Gold Hashtags, that clearly indicates the stance of the tweets. This can be
done only for ProVax and NoVax stances, because for the Neutral ones there are
no hashtags that clearly show neutral behaviour. By applying this approach, we ob-
tained a dataset of 20,806 labelled tweets, out of which 8,697 are tagged as pro-Vax,
1,898 are tagged as anti-Vax, and the remaining 10,211 are neutral. We performed a
series of preprocessing steps on the collected tweets, including URL removal, stan-
dardization of some domain-specific words, punctuation and stopwords removal,
lowercasing, lemmatization and stemming. Finally, each tweet was vectorized with
a standard tf-idf feature weighting.

3 Methods

Baseline models. We trained Logistic regression, Support Vector Machines, and
Naive Bayes models as baselines for our problem, in order to understand if different
approaches lead to different results. Since the data inevitably presents dimensions
that do not contribute to the prediction of the correct class, we applied dimensional-
ity reduction both through threshold-based feature selection, and Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA).

Language models. We then applied a more complex model to better grasp the
meaning and relationships between words. We chose BERT as a basic brick to
construct our architecture. We seletected the most appropriate pre-trained mod-
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els, from the HuggingFaces library. The set of candidates models must be pre-
trained on Italian corpus and with no differences between uppercase and lowercase
characters. BERT uses an algorithm called BPE (Byte Pair Encoding) to tokenize
words, and the relevant aspect of this is that if a word is not in the training dataset
or it has a very low number of occurrences, it is not considered as a single to-
ken but it is tokenized in the set of its subwords. After a few tests, we chose the
dbmdz/bert-base-italian-uncased model.

Fine tuning. Once the most appropriate model was chosen, a fine-tuning step
was performed. Fine-tuning a pre-trained language model (LM) has become the de
facto standard for implementing transfer learning in natural language processing as
it can be done comparatively inexpensively in a few epochs. In particular, we applied
two kinds of fine tuning, standard and adaptive. We applied standard Fine Tuning
by adding a softmax layer on top of BERT, in order to calculate a class-score ci
for each sample and normalize it so that ∑3

i=1 ci = 1. In the Adaptive Fine Tuning
setting instead, once ended the pretraining phase, a few epochs of training on the
very same pre-training tasks were performed. Before that, the dataset was enriched
with words tokenized as multi-token.

Few-shot learning. Since the way in which we collected data introduces some
biases to the models, and furthermore we didn’t have time and human resources to
manually label tens of thousands of tweets, we needed an approach suitable for these
low-resource settings. The amount of data that a Deep Learning model requires to
generalize on unseen data is directly proportional to its number of parameters, mak-
ing the task of training a huge model such as BERT directly on the Stance Detec-
tion task very difficult. We used a semi-supervised approach recently discovered
for other tasks such as Sentiment Analysis or others and known as Iterative Pattern
Exploiting Training, well described in [10].

Class imbalance. Our dataset is highly imbalanced. Imbalanced classes pose a
challenge for predictive modeling as most of the machine learning algorithms used
for classification were designed on the assumption that every class has the same
number of samples. To rebalance the classes, we applied Synthetic Minority Over-
Sampling Technique (SMOTE) and data augmentation (in the particular interpre-
tation of back-translation augmentation, which consists of taking a sentence in the
original language, translating it into another one, and then re-translating back to the
first one, using a Transformer model already trained for this task).

4 Results

Once the models have been trained, we assessed their performance. We trained
the baseline Machine Learning models mentioned in the previous section, evalu-
ating them on the average of 5 different validation sets extracted with the k-Fold
Cross-Validation approach for hyperparameter-tuning, looking at the accuracy and
weighted F1-Score. The best models obtained maximum accuracy of 0.53 for Lo-
gistic Regression, 0.57 for SVM, and 0.50 for Naive Bayes.
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VALIDATION Performance Accuracy Recall Precision F1 ROC AUC
BERT 0.8976 0.8976 0.8940 0.8956 0.9766

BERT+OverSampling 0.9188 0.9188 0.8991 0.9088 0.9767
BERT+OS+AF 0.9201 0.9201 0.8940 0.8956 0.9769

BERT+OS+AF with new tokens 0.9476 0.9476 0.9040 0.9252 0.9803
TEST Performance Accuracy Recall Precision F1 ROC AUC

BERT+OS+AF with new tokens 0.5944 0.5944 0.6240 0.6001 0.7329

Table 1 Result of the BERT models on the validation set and on the test set.

Starting from these, we removed some noise in the feature vectors by applying
two well-known techniques: Principal Component Analysis (only for SVM and Lo-
gistic regression) and feature selection using log-odds ratio. These improvements
yield to increases in performance of the models, up to an accuracy of 0.5932 for the
SVM model.

BERT. We also applied a BERT-based model. We pre-processed data in the very
same way as for baseline models, but without Hashtag Splitting, since the tokeniza-
tion algorithm already embedded in BERT (BPE) works quite well. We started with
our experiment searching for the best hyper-parameters with a Grid Search method,
on the following: batch-size, max-length, learning rate, weight decay, padding, and
truncation.

We obtained these best hyper-parameter values: Batch-Size = 64, Max-Length =
128, Lr = 0.002, Wd = 0.03. Subsequently we retried the experiment in 3 slightly
modified version in such a way we could be able to conclude something about the
contribution of each component:

1. Oversampling of the minority classes, obtaineing a training dataset composed by
6735 NoVax samples, 6735 proVax samples, 6735 Neutral samples;

2. Adaptive Fine-Tuning to slightly adapt the pre-trained model’s weights to the
words distribution before the Fine Tuning phase;

3. Adaptive Fine-Tuning with some additional tokens, that are the most important
words.

Table 1 shows the results of the experiments on the Validation set of all the vari-
ations of the model, and on the test set for the best model.

We can noticed from the results previously presented that further steps of domain-
adaptation in the fine-tuning phase may be useful for the model in order to apply its
acquired knowledge to our scenario. We also noticed that the results on validation
set are almost perfect, while the ones on the test set they are dramatically lower,
even though the Validation Set is composed of unseen data too.

In this case, we concluded that the problem is not in the model but in the data. In-
deed, the neutral class tweets are retrieved with an automatic procedure from news-
paper account while in the test set tweets are manually labeled both from newspapers
and from private users. This causes a bias that damage the test performance.

A semi-supervised approach: iPET. Although each of the previous experi-
ments highlighted positive aspects to be taken into consideration, they didn’t go be-
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yond the state of the art’s performance. Therefore we optimized them by applying
PET and iPET semi-supervised approaches [10] that exploit an ensemble of BERT
models and use the same task of the pre-training phase (MLM), and assign soft-
labels to unlabelled samples in an iterative way, until obtaining large datasets. As a
result, we generated a huge dataset of 150000 soft-labelled samples used to fine-tune
another BERT model, through a procedure known as knowledge distillation.

To be sure that the obtained results are statistically relevant we repeated the train-
ing for 5 times with different seeds, saving the model for each repetitions and as it
will be shown in the next Section the results remains almost the same.

We trained the model for 0 generations (PET) and then for 1 to 6 generations.
Figure 1 shows the effect of the iterative construction of the soft-labeled dataset and
the result in terms of accuracy with respect to more standard supervised methods
for BERT fine tuning with such a small training set. As we can see the best model
is obtained through 5 generation iterative training.

Fig. 1 The accuracy of the model trained with the iPET method in function of the generations
(left) and a comparison of the different methods that use BERT as a model. In the second figure all
the results of the iPET method come from a 5-generation training.

Table 2 reports the performance measures of the best model, considering 5 dif-
ferent 5-generations iterative training procedures.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score
Mean 0.7093889717 0.735213256 0.7093889717 0.7163866292

Std Dev 0.000231 0.000214 0.00094 0.0003

Table 2 Results of the model obtained with a iPET training for 5 generations and repeated for 5
times with different seeds.
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5 Conclusions

In this study, we applied stance detection on social media interactions to study the
role of disinformation on vaccination hesitancy. We confirmed that baseline ML
models, even with aggressive data pre-processing and augmentation, are not suitable
for the task. We therefore applied a few-shot transfer learning approach on pre-
trained BERT models. To go beyond basic fine-tuning of the model, we adopted
iPET, a semi-supervised algorithm applying knowledge distillation upon a model
ensemble, obtaining much better performance.
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Towards the specification of a self-exciting point
process for modelling crimes in Valencia
Verso la definizione di un modello self-exciting per
modellare i crimini a Valencia

Marcello Chiodi, Nicoletta D’Angelo, Giada Adelfio and Jorge Mateu

Abstract A number of papers have dealt with the analysis of crime data using self-
exciting point process theory after the analogy drawn between aftershock ETAS
models and crime rate. With the aim to describe crime events that occurred in Va-
lencia in the last decade, in this paper, we justify the need for a self-exciting point
process model through spatial and temporal exploratory analysis.
Abstract Numerosi articoli si sono occupati dell’analisi dei dati sulla criminalità
utilizzando la teoria dei processi di punto self-excting, dopo l’analogia tracciata
tra i modelli ETAS e la criminalità. Con l’obiettivo di descrivere gli eventi crimi-
nali avvenuti a Valencia nell’ultimo decennio, in questo articolo giustifichiamo la
necessità di un modello di processo puntuale self-exciting attraverso un’analisi es-
plorativa spaziale e temporale.

Key words: Covariates; Crime data; Hawkes processes; Self- exciting point pro-
cesses; Spatial Statistics; Spatio-temporal point processes

1 Introduction

Following the comparison made by Mohler et al. (2011) between crime and after-
shock ETAS models, a number of articles have addressed the analysis of crime data
using self-exciting point process theory. Given that crime data is typically clustered,
several articles have specifically suggested a Hawkes-type point process modelling
approach for these sort of data (Reinhart and Greenhouse, 2018). Examples of appli-
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cations incorporating the external information in Self-Exciting models can be found
in Adelfio and Chiodi (2020). In particular, Park et al. (2021) modelled gang-related
violent crimes in Los Angeles (California) using spatio-temporal Hawkes processes.
Lastly, D’Angelo et al. (2022) has taken into account the self-exciting behaviour of
points, proposing a spatio-temporal Hawkes point process model adapted to linear
networks to analyse crime data in Bucaramanga (Colombia). In this work, we use
temporal and spatial exploratory analysis to support the necessity for a self-exciting
point process model in order to describe criminal occurrences that occurred in Va-
lencia over the past ten years.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the data. In Section 3, we
introduce the self-exciting point process model. Section 4 contains the exploratory
analyses to justify the need of such self-exciting model for the description of the
crime data. Finally, future works are outlined in Section 5.

2 The data
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Fig. 1: Spatial location of the 78041 crimes occurred in Valencia from 2011 to 2019.

The analysed dataset is related to Valencia city, a town located in the Mediterranean
sea with one million inhabitants. The original data time range is 2010-2020, but
we restricted the analysis to the 2011-2019 period only, due to missing data and
to avoid the lockdown period. The total number of events is, therefore, 78041 (out
of the 90247 original ones). The crimes are categorised into four types: theft after
hitting a person (55610), smooth theft with no force used (25342), theft to a woman
with violence (454), and other thefts or robberies that can not be considered as in
the previous categories (8841). Given the similarity between categories and the pos-
sible heterogeneity inside the latter category, we decided to merge theft to a woman
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with violence into the “other” category. Note that we used this classification for ex-
ploratory analysis only, but we do not aim at including the crime type information
in the modelling strategy. The analysed events are displayed in Figure 1. Variables
based on distances from events to “places of concentration” are also available, in-
cluding the Euclidean distance from the nearest: atm, bank, bar, cafe, industrial site,
marked, nightclub, police, pub, restaurant, or taxi. It is reasonable to assume that the
proximity to some of these locations could influence the occurrence of crimes, and
therefore we include such variables in our modelling strategy.

3 Methodology

Point processes can be formally specified in several ways, for instance, by consid-
ering the joint distribution of the counts of points in arbitrary sets or by defining a
complete intensity function. To model events that are clustered, self-exciting point
processes are often used. Examples include Hawkes models (Hawkes, 1971). The
conditional intensity function of a linear self-exciting process is defined as the sum
of two non-negative functions: a background that describes the large-scale variation
of the intensity, and a triggered component, which describes its small-scale vari-
ation due to the interaction with the events in the past. Let N be a point process
{(ti,xi,yi) : i = 1, . . . ,n} on a spatio-temporal domain X =W ×T ⊆ R2 ×R+, with
area |W |> 0 and length |T |> 0, and with t representing the time, and x and y the two
spatial coordinates. We aim at fitting a self-exciting model with a semi-parametric
specification as follows

λ (t,x,y) = µt(t)µs(x,y)+
∫ t−

−∞

∫

W
g(t − τ)h(x−u,y− v)N(du×dv×dτ), (1)

where µt(t) represents the trend term in the temporal components of the background
rate, µs(x,y) represents the spatial background rate, and g(t − τ)h(x−u,y− v) rep-
resents the sub-process triggered by an event previously occurring at time τ and
location (u,v). Models of this kind are usually fitted by means of the E-M esti-
mation algorithm. We employ a separable form of the spatial and temporal terms
in equation (1) to simplify the underlying mathematics and to look for some prag-
matic strategy. This formulation further allows interpreting separately the temporal
and spatial components, peculiar to the description of our data. In the next section,
along with some exploratory analysis, we show the data support our election.

4 Data analysis

We start the data analysis justifying the separability assumption between the spatial
and temporal components. A common way to empirically confute this hypothesis is
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to assess graphically whether the spatial distribution of points changes conditionally
to different time stamps. Figure 2 shows some kernel space intensity estimates by
month.

Fig. 2: Kernel spatial intensities estimated by month of the year.

Basically, we do not observe any relevant changes in the distribution of points
when looking at different months of the year. The kernel spatial intensities by year,
weekday and hour, also estimated but not shown here for brevity, showed the same
behaviour. Therefore we proceed by assuming separability between the spatial and
temporal occurrence of points.

Next, we perform some exploratory analyses by inspecting the temporal occur-
rence of crimes. Figure 3 displays the distribution of the number of crimes according
to the type of crimes as a function of the year, month, weekday and hour of the day.
It is evident that there is a prevalence in March, and in the summer months. This
motivates us to think that the number of crimes can be affected by the different
number of tourists as Valencia hosts the Las Fallas in March. At the time of writing,
no tourist data at detailed space and time resolution are available. Their dependence,
which is quite natural to expect, remains a key aspect to study in future work. Pre-
liminary analyses at an aggregate level showed a correlation between crimes and
tourist counts. Regarding the distribution by weekday, it looks evident that there is
a prevalence on Friday and Saturday. Also, the hourly pattern appears relevant in
determining the occurrence of crimes.

The temporal component µt(t) of equation (1) can be fitted by means of a Poisson
log-linear model. After comparing different specifications with the AIC values, we
found out that the best model contains all the temporal components (year, month,
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the number of crimes according to the type of crimes as a
function of year, month, weekday and hour of the day.

weekday, and hour). Moreover, considering both the serial month and the serial
hour, further decrease the information criterion used to select the best model. These
new variables are obtained as: serial hour = (weekday− 1) ∗ 24 + hour;
serial month = month+ 12 ∗ (year− 2011). Finally, the best model for the
temporal trend is

µ̂t = exp(α̂ + β̂1 ∗serial montht + β̂2 ∗serial hourt).

Finally, for justifying the need for a triggering component in our model, we
compute the differences in the time occurrence for subsequent events (denoted dt
henceforth). We also compute the spatial distance between such events (ds). We
then fit a Gamma GLM with inverse link function, mainly to assess the effect of
ds on dt. After comparing different specifications of such models, including some
covariates, the best model is

d̂ti =(α̂+ β̂1∗weekdayi+ β̂2∗houri+ β̂3∗marchi+ β̂4∗ind.disti+ β̂5∗dsi)
−1.

(2)
The variable march is dichotomous, indicating the event occurrence in March. We
found that including this variable improves the fitting of the model, than including
the categorical month variable. The main result here is that ds is significant and
with a negative estimated coefficient. This basically means that the closer the oc-
currence of subsequent events, the closer also their time occurrence. In other words,
the spatial vicinity of crimes increases the vicinity in time. We also checked whether
the contrary was true, that is to say, whether the vicinity in time could influence the
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vicinity in space. We basically fit the same Gamma glm with inverse link function,
but with ds as the response variable. As expected, the best model among the com-
petitor ones contains different covariates than (2), here listed: weekday, hour, march,
the type of crime, and many other spatial covariates among which the distance from
the nearest atm, bank, bar, cafe, industry, market, nightclub, police station, pub,
restaurant, taxi. The main result is that also dt is significant in explaining ds, also
with a negative coefficient. We take these results as the implicit evidence of the need
for a triggering component in our model.

5 Future work

In this work, we have performed an exploratory analysis of the occurrence of crimes
in Valencia from 2011 to 2019. With the aim of proposing a Hawkes-type self-
exciting point process model, we first explore whether the separability assumption
between the spatial and the temporal component is reasonable. Then, we have es-
tablished that the self-exciting behaviour of points is actually needed, by means of a
Gamma glm for modelling the time differences between subsequent events. The re-
sults motivate us to believe that a self-exciting model could be appropriate for both
describing the data and predicting future events.
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A Clusterwise regression method for
distributional data

Antonio Balzanella and Rosanna Verde and Francisco de A.T. de Carvalho

Abstract The focus of our work is the development of a clusterwise algorithm which
utilizes a novel regression method for distributional data. Our approach involves cre-
ating a more effective regression model for distributional data by using a Logarithm
transformation of the Derivative Quantile functions (LDQ) to map density functions
into a Hilbert space. By using this new LDQ-based regression model, our algorithm
can predict the response variable by dividing the set of objects into K clusters, where
each cluster is associated with a local regression model that best fits the data.

Key words: Clusterwise regression, distributional data, quantile density functions

1 Introduction

This paper describes a new regression method and a clusterwise strategy for dis-
tributional data. The input data consists of distributional variables with a response
variable and predictors represented by probability functions or empirical ones. The
proposed approach involves partitioning the set of distributional-valued data into
subgroups using a K-means-like clustering algorithm. The centroids of the clusters
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are represented by linear regression models, and objects are assigned to the clusters
based on the minimum sum of squared errors.

The first contribution of the paper consists in defining a more suitable regression
model for distributional data. Previous methods, such as [7] and [4],used Non-Linear
Least Squared method and the Wasserstein metric in a linear space, but imposed
the constraint of non-negativity to ensure that the outcome remains a distributional
variable. The proposed method addresses this issue by transforming the quantile
functions into log quantile density functions, as described in [8], allowing for a
mapping of density functions into a Hilbert space, resulting in a regression model
that is better suited to Distributional Data Analysis (DDA).

The second contribution is a clusterwise method based on the new regression
model using the LDQ transformation. This method predicts the response variable
by partitioning the set of objects into K clusters, with each cluster represented by a
regression model.

The clustering process involves two alternating steps. Fixed a predefined K num-
ber of clusters, the first steps involves representing the clusters with regression mod-
els; the second steps allocates the elements to clusters according to the minimum
sum of the squared errors. The two steps are repeated until convergence to stable
clusters is achieved.

2 Regression linear model for Distributional-valued Data

This section describes a new regression model that is used to analyze distributional-
valued data. The main issue to address is that probability density functions, cumula-
tive distribution functions and their inverse, quantile functions, are not in a Hilbert
space.

Recently a suitable transformation has been introduced for mapping probability
densities to a Hilbert space of functions through a continuous and invertible map
[8]. A probability density function is firstly transformed by the derivative of its
quantile function: q(t) = dQ(t)

dt = dF−1(t)
dt , which is strictly positive and continuous

in its domain [0,1], and then, by the logarithmic transformation of q(t):

l(t) = lnq(t) = ln
1

f (q(t))
=− ln f (q(t))

where l(t) denotes the logarithmic transform of the derivative of the quantile func-
tion (LDQ). On these functions it is possible to define the addition and scalar mul-
tiplication operations, the inner product and the Euclidean norm. The squared Eu-
clidean distance between two LDQ functions l1(t) and l2(t) is given by:

d2
LDQ(l1(t), l2(t)) = ‖|l1(t)− l2(t)‖2 =

∫ 1

0
(l1(t)− l2(t))2 dt
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The LDQ transform has a limitation in that it does not preserve information on
the location parameters of the distribution. This is because the derivatives of two
quantile functions that differ by a constant term are equal.

A linear model on the LDQ transformation functions of yi(t) and xi j(t) was pro-
posed by [10]. However, this model did not effectively solve the problem of preserv-
ing information on the position of the density functions. The regression model, here
proposed, attempts to overcome this issue by dividing the model into two regression
models, as follows:

ym
i = β m

0 +
p

∑
j=1

β m
j xm

i, j + εm
i

yl
i(t) = β l

0(t)+
p

∑
j=1

β l
j x

l
i, j(t)+ ε l

i (t)

where: ym
i is related to the minimum values xm

i j; yl
i(t) and xl

i, j(t) are the LQD
function of yi(t) and xi, j(t); εm

i is the i-th residual error of the minimum value; ε l
i (t)

is the i-th residual error function of the LDQ function.
The parameters of the models are estimated by minimizing the sum of squared

errors, by:

SSEOLS−LDQ =
∫ 1

0

[(
ỹl(t)− X̃l(t)β l

)�(
ỹl(t)− X̃l(t)β l

)]
dt+

+(ym −Xmβ m)� (ym −Xmβ m) (1)

The least squares estimators for β l(t) and β m represent the solutions of the two
independent systems.

We propose the algorithm CRL-LDQ which is a method combining the Dynamic
Clustering Algorithm [6] and the OLS-LDQ regression method for distributional-
valued data. For a fixed number K of clusters, it looks for the best partition Pk =
C1, . . . ,CK and the best fitting models ŷk, for each cluster Ck, by minimising the
SSEOLS−LDQ(Pk, ŷk):

SSEOLS−LDQ(Pk, ŷk|β l
j(k),β

m
j(k)) =

K

∑
k=1

∑
ei∈Pk

[
‖ε̃ l

i(k)(t)‖
2 +(εm

i(k))
2
]

The algorithm is performed alternating two steps, until the convergence to a sta-
ble value.

• Set the number K of clusters.

• Step 1 - Representation step (best fitting):
The local regression models are estimated by minimizing the objective function
SSE(Pk, ŷk∗) on the parameters β l

(k)(t) and β m
(k) (1 ≤ k ≤ K).

The OLS estimations are provided as solutions of the two independent systems.
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• Step 2 - Assignment step (partitioning Pk):
The optimal clusters Pk which minimize the criterion SSE(P∗

k , ŷ
k), are obtained

according to the following assignment rule:

Pk =

{
ei ∈ E :

[
‖ ˆ̃ε l

i(k)(t)‖
2 +

(
ε̂m

i(k)

)2
]
=

K
min
h=1

[
‖ ˆ̃ε l

i(h)(t)‖
2 +

(
ε̂m

i(h)

)2
]}

Thus, the observation ei is assigned to cluster Pk if the sum-of-squared errors are
minimal for this cluster regression model.

The convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed by the decreasing of the criterion
according to the improvement of the cluster regression models fitting.

3 Preliminary results on simulated data

The proposed method’s efficacy was tested using simulated data. The performance
of the regression model was evaluated by measuring its ability to fit the data, which
was determined by using values of K ranging from 1 to 4. A value of K = 1 repre-
sents the use of the model without partitioning the data into clusters. The simulated
data consisted of 600 individuals and included one response variable and two pre-
dictors, which were generated from Gamma random variables with varying param-
eters. The response was a combination of the predictors with added Gaussian error.
A pseudo R2 index was calculated using a suitable decomposition of the deviance,
and the result was 0.59 for K = 1. When the cluster-wise procedure was introduced,
the results improved to 0.61, 0.74, and 0.95 for K = 3, which corresponded to the
number of clusters in the data.
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Increasing accuracy in classification models for
the identification of plant species based on UAV
images
Aumentare l’accuratezza nei modelli di classificaizone
per l’identificazione delle species vegetali basati su
immagini UAV

Anna Simonetto, Girma Tariku, Gianni Gilioli

Abstract The identification of plant species from RGB images is a challenge of
growing importance in the field of biodiversity assessment. This study aims to de-
velop an image pre-processing procedure that increases the accuracy of classifica-
tion models applied to low-resolution plant images collected by RGB Unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs). This procedure, based on contrast enhancement and super-
resolution techniques, has been successfully tested on RGB images collected in
agroecosystems.

Key words: Accuracy, Classification procedures, RGB images, Neural networks,
K nearest neighbours

1 Introduction

Biodiversity assessment is a crucial aspect of the sustainable management of natural
capital. In order to quickly and accurately analyse the biodiversity in wide areas,
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are increasingly being used due to their high
mobility and ability to cover areas at different altitudes and locations with relatively
lower costs [16]. The drawbacks is that at a high altitude, UAVs will have a low
spatial resolution and it could make more difficult to detect features on plants [2].
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Furthermore, images taken by UAVs have shadows due to terrain factors [14]. The
image pixel brightness of the shadow areas is compressed, and the information is
deficient, which impacts the recognition of image information and thus limits the
subsequent image application. Due to the development of different machine and
deep learning topologies over the last few years, classification methods for plant
identification from RGB images are focused on supervised learning techniques [7]
by using machine learning tools [12] or transfer learning tools [13].

In our paper, we propose a pre-processing step based on image contrast enhance-
ment [3] and super-resolution (SR) [15] image preprocessing technique for the train-
ing image dataset to improve the classification accuracy of low-resolution plant im-
ages of RGB UAVs. Although using high-quality images for image analysis would
be ideal, this is not always possible in practice (e.g., attempting to identify relatively
small objects in remote sensing imagery [10]). In these cases, performing transfor-
mations to increase image quality may prove useful in the attempt to identify and
classify less salient objects in the imagery [3].

2 Procedure for plant image classification

The procedure used to generate the training image dataset is graphically illustrated
in figure 1. The first step to produce an orthomosaic map of the studied area is
collecting RGB images. We use DroneDeploy [9] to design an automated flight
plan to take aerial pictures perfect for producing orthomosaic maps and 3D models.
Then, we merge RGB images in the collection by looking for ”link points” and we
use a digital surface model (DSM) to produce orthomosaic images from the drone
photos. The orthophoto is segmented into useful single-picture objects. eCognition
Developer v9.0.0 software [11] is used to segment the tree canopies applying the
multi-resolution segmentation algorithm [1] to Orthomosaic image and DSM. Scale,
shape, and compactness are the segmentation criteria. Following the segmentation
process, plant species mapping is carried out for a limited set of pixels of image
objects using the eCognition software, taking into account the spatial features of the
image objects with regard to one another. A set of pixels would in this way act as
a training sample for the classification technique known as supervised object-based
classification [6]. We apply supervised learning using K nearest neighbours (KNN)
to map plants. A class prediction for each group of pixels would then be generated
by the KNN classification technique. Then, the training dataset plant pictures are
extracted from the Orthomosaic image of the ground truth map with a class label.
In the final step, we perform the classification using pre-trained transfer learning
models.

The procedures proposed in this study focused on two steps (Image Contrast
Enhancement and Super-Resolution preprocessing) as key elements to improve the
classification accuracy of plant species. These steps are briefly described in the fol-
lowing sections.
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2.1 Image Contrast Enhancement

Contrast enhancement is adjusting the dynamic range of pixel intensity distribution
for good contrast enhancement in images facing low contrast concerns. we used an
Image contrast enhancement technic for improving extracted UAV training dataset-
images quality by decreasing the impact of distortions (i.e., blur, shadows, contrast
issues, and noise) contained therein. The histogram of an image is an approximation
of the pixel values distribution and can be calculated as:

h [i] = nk/(M×N) k ∈ [0, ..,L−1] ; (1)

where I is the intensity of the pixel, L is the number of values (different intensi-
ties) that can be assumed by each pixel, nk is the number of pixels with intensity k,
M×N is the number of image pixels.

Starting from the consideration that good contrast images have a histogram close
to uniform distribution U(0, L-1), we apply the following procedure:

• Compute the Image Histogram (probability distribution)
• Compute the Cumulative Distribution F [k] = ∑k

i=0 h [i];
• Apply the point transformation Ieq [i, j] = T [I [i, j]] = F [I [i, j]]
• Rescale Ieq [i, j] form [0;1] to [0;L−1].

where Ieq [i, j] is the equalized image pixel intensity value at (i = 0, ...,M − 1, j =
0, ...,N − 1), T [I [i, j]] is point transformed image pixel intensity value at (i =
0, ...,M − 1, j = 0, ...,N − 1) and [I [i, j]] is the pixel intensity value K at (i =
0, ...,M−1, j = 0, ...,N −1).

Fig. 1 Processing procedure to classify plant species starting from RGB images. The steps anal-
ysed in this study (contrast enhancement and super-resolution image preprocessing techniques) are
highlighted in orange.
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2.2 Super-Resolution preprocessing

When training a super-resolution network with a per-pixel loss function, the goal is
to minimize the per-pixel difference between the output and the ground truth im-
age. When using the perceptual loss function, high-resolution images are generated
by minimizing the difference between high-level image features of the output and
ground truth, which are extracted from a pre-trained convolutional neural network.
We propose an algorithm of single image super-resolution using a generative ad-
versarial network based on the work of Ledig et al [4] and graphically described in
Figure 2.

For the Generator Network, the input is a LR image with 9*9 kernels with 64
filters and ReLU. Then B residual blocks are applied and each block has 3*3 ker-
nel with 64 filters followed by batch normalization and ReLU. Then two sub-pixel
convolution layers are applied to the up-sample image to 4x. In the Discriminator
Network, a discriminator will also discriminate real HR images from generated SR
images. It contains eight convolution layers with an increasing number of 3x3 filter
kernels, increasing by a factor of 2 from 64 to 512 kernels. To reduce the image res-
olution, stride convolutions are applied each time the number of features is doubled.
The resulting 512 kernel feature maps are followed by two dense layers and a final
sigmoid activation function to obtain a probability for the real or fake image. For
each layer of the neural network (orange blocks in Figure 2), we defined as activa-
tion function the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLu), and the value of each neuron needs
to be calculated by the activation function to obtain a final value. In neural networks,
the role of the activation function is to transform the neural network from linear to
nonlinear, so that the neural network can better solve more complex problems.

Batch Normalization is applied to make neural networks faster and more stable
adding extra layers in a deep neural network. The new layer performs the standard-
izing and normalizing operations on the input of a layer coming from a previous
layer.

Fig. 2 Super resolution algorithm
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We adopted mean squared error as loss function between content loss and adver-
sarial loss. Adversarial loss tries to train the generator such that it produces natural-
looking images which will be difficult for the discriminator to distinguish from real
images.

3 Preliminary results

In Figure 3 we shown an application of the proposed algorithm to identify four plant
species in an agroecosystem. We applied the ResNet50 pre-trained transfer learning
model for four plant classes to 769 RGB UAV picture datasets. When we applied
super-resolution and picture equalization, the classification accuracy jumped from
70.2% to 83.2%.

From our preliminary results, the proposed super-resolution and image contrast
enhancement using histogram equalization methods improve the discriminative ca-
pacity of the applied classification model, helping to overcome the possible diffi-
culties encountered when analysing low-resolution plant images collected by RGB
UAVs.
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Travel time to university as determinant on
students’ performances
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Abstract This research aims to investigate the impact of home-university travel
time on university students’ performance. The study uses a two-step process where,
first, home-university travel times are estimated using a data-driven methodology
and then evaluated for their impact on students’ performance using statistical meth-
ods. The accessibility to university is measured using GPS data of anonymous indi-
viduals in the Comune di Milano collected by Cuebiq Inc. The estimated commut-
ing time to university is used to create isochronous maps with Kernel Regression
Estimation. The second phase uses personal and academic information of first-year
engineering students from Politecnico di Milano to investigate the effect of travel
time on performance. In this step Linear Mixed Effect methods are applied. The
study is innovative as it is one of the first to focus on the topic and, in particular, it
uses a new model for the estimation of commuting time.
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1 Introduction and Literature Review

Factors that affect university students’ performance are multiple. These determi-
nants range from personal characteristics of students, such as gender or nationality,
to characteristics not observable, such as motivation or innate ability, but also factors
of the context surrounding students, such as the school environment, family context
and accessibility to educational institutions [4]. A possible measure of accessibility
is the travel time, which refers to the time that a student takes to reach the university
from home. The travel time is precisely the subject of this study, and the objective
is to investigate the effect of home-university travel times on students’ university
performance.

In literature only few studies deal with assessing the impact of travel time on
students’ outcome and face the problem of how to estimate that time. The works
by Kobus et al. (2019) [6] and Tigre et al. (2017) [10] use the most common and
simple practice to collect this information that is via questionnaires. However, it
has been shown that respondents tends to under-report their commuting time [9].
Falch et al. (2013) [3] estimate the travel time by assuming that journeys are made
by car over the road network at the maximum velocity allowed by the road speed
limits. In [2] Contreras et al. (2018) use a two-step process: firstly they compute the
travel time from students’ home and their university in three mode of transport (by
car, by public transport and by foot) using Google Maps API, then, with Machine
Learning algorithms and information about personal characteristics of students and
home-school distance, they predict the mode of transport of the students. The main
limitation of these two studies, however, is the need to make assumptions about the
means of transport used, which may limit their validity for certain urban areas.

2 Methods and Data

The analytical framework develops in two phases. The first phase involves building
isochronous maps of Milan starting from the GPS trajectories of anonymous users.
Using the students’ home addresses and the maps built, it’s possible to estimate an
arrival time at the university for each student. This information is combined with the
student’s collateral information to evaluate using statistical models if it’s a determi-
nant of the student’s university performance (Fig. 1).
A detailed description of the method and its application can be found in Burzacchi
et al. (2023) [1].

2.1 First phase: Estimate travel times

The aim of the phase is to create accessibility maps to the two university campuses
of Politecnico di Milano, i.e. Leonardo and Bovisa campuses, and to use them as
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Fig. 1 A graphical representation of the conceptual framework

a proxy for the home-university travel time spent by students. The accessibility to
university is evaluated using GPS data to create data-driven isochronous maps of
travel times to university, i.e. to build travel time estimates from any point of origin
within the city of Milan to the university sites of Politecnico di Milano.

The dataset of GPS traces was collected and provided by Cuebiq Inc., a firm
specialised in location intelligence, and provided for research as part of their “Data
for Good” programme. The dataset consists of records of geo-localisations of mobile
phones that opted-in to anonymized data collection for research purposes through
a GDPR compliant framework. Aligning with the project objectives, the original
dataset is reduced and only the period and area of interest is considered. The selected
observations are located in the Comune di Milano and its surroundings during one
month of the first academic semester 2019/20, i.e. in the period from December 1st
to December 20th 2019. A further reduction of the dataset is applied to consider only
observations of working days (from Monday to Friday) and morning peak hours
(arrival between 7:30 and 9:30), under the assumption that students’ journeys to
university are made for the first lesson of the day. Another necessary reduction is
to consider GPS traces of users whose journey end at one of the two campuses
of Politecnico di Milano, so that the final time estimation would be based GPS
data of actual travellers to Politecnico di Milano. In this framework, a journey is
defined as the representation of a user spatial movement through a sequence of GPS
data points, ordered with respect to the timestamp, from an origin moving point
to a stopping point. The selected identification criteria for journeys from GPS raw
data set global constraints on distance, time and velocity between consecutive GPS
measurements, applicable for all users, and additional device type-based constraints,
which differ according to user’s smartphone operating system.

Two reduced datasets are hence obtained, one for each university campus. Re-
garding the Leonardo campus, the reduced dataset comprises 10458 GPS data points
related to 1074 journeys of 594 unique Cuebiq users. The number of journey per
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user ranges from 1 to 11, with an average of 1.8. Each journey collects a number of
observations varying from 6 to 85, with 9.5 on average, describing trips of length
from 330m to 63km, with 9.6km on average. Bovisa campus yields similar results.

Students’ home-university travel times are finally estimated through the devel-
opment of non-parametric geospatial statistical methodology for GPS data. The
isochronous maps of travel times to Politecnico di Milano are created using Kernel
Regression Estimation through Nadaraya-Watson Estimator ([7]; [11]) with Gaus-
sian kernel and generalized nearest-neighbor bandwidth ([8]; [5]). The estimation
performance is evaluated on a test set of 15% of journeys. For the case of Leonardo
campus, the test set comprised 1578 observations of 161 journeys, and the estimate
achieved a Mean Absolute Error of 5.5min and a Mean Square Error of 77.9min2.
Kernel regression is finally used to make predictions about the values of students’
commuting time to university at the locations of their residence address, by looking
at the values of commuting time observed at sampled locations of GPS traces.

2.2 Second phase: Investigate impact of travel time on students
performance

The project focuses on first year engineering students at Politecnico di Milano in the
academic year 2019/20. Only students resident in Milan are selected, finding a total
of 669 observations. For each student, there are known the number of credits passed,
the marks average obtained in the exams, and the number of exams passed at the
end of the first semester of that academic year. Also known is the student’s personal
information, such as gender, age and family income; information regarding previous
career, such as final grade obtained in high school and track followed; information
regarding current career, i.e. admission grade and track followed in university; and,
finally, through the students’ address of residence and the analyses carried out in the
first phase of the project, estimated commuting time to Politecnico di Milano. The
descriptive statistics and description of the variables used in this phase of the study
are reported in Table 1.

Linear Mixed Effect methods and Generalized Linear Mixed Effect methods are
applied with the objective of investigating whether the travel time is one of the deter-
minants of performance and, if so, to what extent. Students are nested in university
track and the models proposed are two level models. Various models are analysed
with different output variables: probability of passing an exam, marks average, num-
ber of credits passed and number of exams passed.
For instance, for each student i, i = 1, . . . ,nl ; n = ∑l nl , in the track l, l = 1, . . . ,L
the model for marks average can be written as:

yil = β0 +
K

∑
k=1

βkxkil +ul + εil with ul ∼ N(0,σ2
track), εil ∼ N(0,σ2

ε ) (1)

where yil is the output variable of student i, in track l; βββ = {β0, . . . ,βK} is the
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Table 1 Students’ variables description and descriptive statistics

Variable Description Type Values
Number of passed exams Number of passed exams by the

student during the first semester of
2019/20

Num. [0;5]; mean=1.67;
sd=1.32

Number of CFU passed Number of CFU passed during the
first semester of 2019/20

Num. [0;37]; mean=15.09;
sd=11.81

Passed exams The student pass at least one exam
during the first semester of 2019/20

Bin. 1= 507

Marks mean Average of marks obtained by the
student during the first semester of
2019/20 (baseline 18) [only for stu-
dents that pass at least one exam]

Num. [0-12]; mean=5.58;
sd=3.04

Commuting time Estimated commuting time in the first
step expressed in hour

Num. [7-2643];
mean=0.38; sd=0.17

Admission score Score obtained by the student in the
admission test

Num. [0.34-1];
mean=0.68; sd=0.10

Admission age Age difference of the student at the
time of admission to the university
with respect to the baseline of 18
years

Num. [-1;14]; mean=0.67;
sd=1.23

Gender Student’s gender Cat. M:490
High school grade Grade obtained at the end of the high

school by the student
Num. [0.6-1]; mean=0.81;

sd=0.12
High school track High school track attended by the stu-

dent
Cat. Cl: 44; Sc: 565; Tec:

47; Other: 13
Income Income of student’s family Cat. High: 380; Middle:

115; Low: 48; Grant:
126

Bachelor track (level) Track of student’s bachelor Cat.

(K+1)−dimensional vector of parameters; xkil is the value of the k−th predictor at
student’s level; ul is the random effect of the track l; εil is the error; and it is assumed
that uuu is independent of εεε .

3 Discussion and further developments

This research is innovative both in terms of the subject matter and the model used
to estimate home-university travel times. This is the first study to assess the travel
time to university estimated using GPS data and a fully data-driven approach as
determinant of university students’ performance.

A potential extension of this work would be to expand its reach beyond just stu-
dents resident in Milan. By applying the same methodology to student commuters,
this study could provide valuable insights into the challenges faced by students
across a wider geographical area. This expansion would provide a more compre-
hensive understanding of the impact of home-university travel times on student per-
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formance. Additionally, it would be interesting to compare the results across differ-
ent cities and identify any regional patterns or differences. Such an extension of the
work would not only deepen our understanding of the subject matter, but it would
also demonstrate the versatility and applicability of the innovative model developed
in this study.
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The FAITH project: integrated tools and
methodologies for digital humanities
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Abstract Integration of many different sources and expertise is a key factor to solve
specific research problems, especially in areas such as social sciences. The FAITH
(Fight Against Injustice Through Humanities) project’s main objective is to provide
common tools and methodology for the collection, digitization and integration of
different historical sources. In particular, the proposed solution involves the employ-
ment of an unique meta-model gathering information from different artifacts. More-
over, the FAITH project aims at applying data analysis techniques (e.g. bayesian
networks, natural language processing techniques, image processing techniques) to
provide insights about social issues in a diachronic perspective.
Abstract Abstract in Italian

Key words: digital humanities, data integration, data analysis.

1 Introduction to the FAITH Project

Social sciences are characterized by the need of an interplay between different ex-
pertise to support research activities. In particular, anthropological studies lean on
many types of historical artifacts such as ancient manuscripts and skeletons. In such
cases, integration between different sources is fundamental, but its technical imple-
mentation could represent an obstacle hindering research activities, especially when
there is a lack of data management skills. Moreover, each discipline has its own
methodology to tackle research problems: this approach naturally leads to the sepa-
ration among studies carried by different specializations.
In order to provide common tools and techniques to approach anthropological
research scenarios, the FAITH (Fighting Against Injustice Through Humanities)
project aims at providing a methodology for the collection, digitization and inte-
gration of sources that can allow scientists to address crucial social issues through a
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real interdisciplinary research. In particular, the project focuses on the extrapolation
and digitization of archaeological, anthropological, medical, genetic, environmen-
tal, geological, documentary, literary, legal and artistic data, across different histori-
cal periods (Roman, Middle Ages, modern and contemporary), in a diachronic per-
spective. To show the potential and usefulness of such approach, the FAITH project
is developing a case study considering signs of violence, abuse and discrimination
in Milan in the XIII century.

2 Collecting and Integrating Data in the Humanities

Ease the interaction between researchers of different fields and allowing them to
have an exhaustive perspective on the historical period of interest, are the main rea-
sons for having a central storage where all the data converges. Unfortunately, these
circumstances rarely arise in practise, especially in the humanities, where a consid-
erable amount of resources and time is required in order to perform even simple
analysis. This is mainly due to the difficulties encountered in collecting and inte-
grating such kind of data.
When it comes to collecting data, there are two main procedures followed, depend-
ing on the format they are in: usually the data acquisition process is still performed
with analog tools or, when the data is already digitized, it is organized following a
very rigid and domain oriented schema, which makes the integration with other data
sources difficult. We are in strict collaboration with experts of the different fields in
order to assist them in digitizing already collected information and providing them
specific tools in order to facilitate the acquisition of new data.
The fundamental step performed towards the accomplishment of these goals has
been the definition of a flexible and general meta-model, capable of adapting and
supporting the heterogeneity that distinguishes data in humanities. The model re-
volves around the idea of an abstract ENTITY, which then materializes in one of the
following main sub-classes:

• SOURCE: it represents an historical data source from which are extracted all
the pieces of information described in the database. Apart from the title, we are
interested in characteristics, such the conservation status, the completeness or the
material of which it is made;

• EVENT: it represents an historical event in which other entities appear. It can be
described by a short summary and include a degree of certainty;

• PERSON: it is used to record data regarding people;
• PLACE: it is used to record data regarding geographical places, with the possi-

bility of specifying also their coordinates;
• ANIMAL: it is used to record data regarding animals;
• INSTITUTION: it is used to record data regarding institutions;
• OBJECT: it is used to record data regarding objects;
• APPELLATION: it is used to register the names (appellations) of other entities,

namely: PLACE, PERSON, ANIMAL, INSTITUTION and OBJECT;
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• GROUP: it used to define a set of entities showing common characteristics.

Each of the previous entities can be in relationship with any other entity, even one of
the same class. These relationships are shaped using the TYPE entity, determining
which is the kind of relationship between the objects, together with PLACE and
TIME SPAN entities, specifying where and when the relationship holds. Entities can
be associated with one or more attachments, defined by the ATTACHED entity, that
can be represented by any kind of media file, such as images, video or audio. Finally,
it is possible to report the measurement of an aspects of an entity using a METRIC,
which is associated to the value it assumes and its error, recorded in a certain UNIT
OF MEASURE.
A practical example is shown in Figure 1. One textual SOURCE we imported in
the database is the Liber Mortuorum, which contains records of dead people in the
area of Milan around the XV century. A single record from this source, the ‘Death
of a PERSON’, is inserted as an EVENT in which the dead person appears as an
instance of the PERSON entity. The dead PERSON has her name recorded using an
APPELLATION (i.e. Petra), her biological sex registered using the corresponding
GROUP (i.e. Female) of a specific TYPE (i.e. Biological Sex) and her age measured
with the METRIC ‘Age’ using ‘Years’ as UNIT OF MEASURE. The place in which
the event takes place is registered as an instance of the PLACE entity having its own
APPELLATION (i.e., S. Bartolomeo intus), while the date in which it happens is
recorded with a TIME SPAN.

PlaceInEvent

PersonHasAppel.

PlaceHasAppel.
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Fig. 1 The FAITH meta-model in practice: an example taken from the Liber Mortuorum.
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3 Analysis Methods for the Digital Humanities

The application of data analysis techniques to digital humanities has a dual objec-
tive in our scenario: first of all, it allows experts to have an immediate high-level
glimpse at the data at disposal, performing simple aggregation queries; on the other
hand, complex statistical models can be built in order to model the intrinsic domain
knowledge. Insights resulting from this last approach may also be included in the
database, enriching even more the current available information.
Given the data at our disposal, we chose to focus mainly on probabilistic approaches.
Indeed, our attention has been directed at integrating different data sources regard-
ing the lifestyle of people in the area of Milan in the Late Middle Ages, in the
attempt to reconstruct this specific historical context. We are trying to achieve this
result employing Bayesian Networks, probabilistic graphical models that are able to
exploit both tabular data and experts’ knowledge in order to represent the informa-
tion available. They are extremely effective at modeling the relationships elapsing
between variables, computing the likelihood of certain scenarios, i.e. combination
of evidences, and studying phenomena evolving over time with dynamic BNs [1].
They are particularly suitable for our task since the number of available tabular data
is, at time, not sufficiently large for building an exhaustive network. BNs allow to
support the phases of structure and parameter learning from data with the help of
experts’ knowledge: it is possible to define white and black lists in order to draw or
avoid drawing edges between nodes, i.e. allowing for or denying dependencies rela-
tionships between variables; it is also possible to operate on the parameters, asking
experts to estimate the values of conditional probabilities.
The expected outcome is a BN that allows us to generate ‘what if’ scenarios; in
particular, we are in strict collaboration with anthropologists, studying how living
conditions affected the modality with which people died at the time. This kind of
analysis is interesting not only for inference purposes, but also in order to compare
different time periods: for instance, we are currently observing how violent deaths
distribute in Late Middle Ages with respect to now.

4 Ongoing Work and Future Prospects

At the present time, the FAITH project has built two data sources including, com-
prehensively:

• more than 40000 records representing events, people and relations between peo-
ple occurred between 1452 and 1485 in Milan extracted from the Liber Mortuo-
rum; specifically, these tuples record diseases (e.g. person X’s disease), traumatic
events (e.g. person Y is found dead at a specific place and time) and relationships
(e.g. person X is married with person Y);

• 600 events from the Liber sententiarum potestatis Mediolani [2], which was writ-
ten in 1385, and reports the criminal sentences pronounced by the chief magis-
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trate of Milan Carlo Zen during his mandate. Each tuple stores information about
different crimes decorated with the respective type of crime, people involved and
type of condemnation or absolution.

We are currently working on an automated methodology to gather data from dif-
ferent sources and to organize it in the proposed meta-model. An experiment has
been performed on partially structured data (e.g. Excel spreadsheets) to build the
first mentioned data collection.
Based on the sources currently gathered, we have identified some research activities
that will be pursued in the following months:

• we are going to employ probabilistic models, such as Bayesian Networks, in
order to study the information recorded in the Liber Mortuorum. We would like
to study how variables regarding personal data may effect the cause of death of
an individual, and compare these relationships with the ones extracted analysing
a dataset of a different time period;

• NLP techniques may be applied on the events extracted from the Liber senten-
tiarum potestatis Mediolani: also in this case, a temporal comparison with data
from another time period can be made, considering, for example, the different
type of crimes committed and the characteristics of the people involved in them;

• finally, when it comes to image processing, we are considering the possibility of
applying CNNs to medical images, such as CT scans and RMI, with the objective
of developing unsupervised strategies for clustering and retrieving images.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the dynamics of human travel behavior is pivotal for developing
transportation strategies, both for the long term planning, the short-term, or even
real-time, transportation management [8, 1]. Examples of the latter are the re-
allocation of vehicles on specific routes adapting the service offer to the mobility
demand in quasi-real time. Considering the long term planning, travel behavior pro-
vides insights on the current transportation needs. Moreover, it can anticipate future
response to change in the infrastructure or in the transport service by enabling the
identification of determinants of mobility [6].

The development of information sensing and communication technologies and
their rapid diffusion in the last decades led to the proliferation of digital traces, in-
cluding GPS trajectories, ticketing data, mobile phone traces. In this context, data
from automatic passenger counting systems represent a valuable source of knowl-
edge on mobility patterns of users using the public transport system. Automated
Passenger Counters (APC) are people counting sensors installed on vehicles that are
able to count the number of boardings and alightings at each stop of the network.

During the last decades, the analysis of travel behavior was based primarily on
data collected through surveys. Authors underlined the limited quality of these re-
searches, due to error proneness – as questionnaires collect self-reported average
habits - and lack of scalability [3]. The latter is the result of the expensive cost
and long time required for sampling, designing the questionnaire, and doing inter-
views. As a result, these data often cover less than 2 percent of the population [7],
and there is no guarantee that they provide a statistically significant sample: ac-
cording to Cools, Moons and Wets (2010) [2], an accurate understanding of human
mobility patterns would require data from more than half of a population. Further-
more, surveys are made on a yearly base at most, while travel patterns show spatial
and temporal variability as well as intrapersonal variability [4]. On the contrary,
data from APCs provide a more precise understanding of human mobility patterns,
enabling spatio-temporal analysis and ensuring higher accuracy and completeness.
Moreover, APCs represent a cost-efficient data collection method. However, these
data may present errors that might hinder the analysis of travel behavior. Addressing
the need of evaluating the quality of APC data, this study aims at creating a high-
quality dataset for subsequent decision-making for public transport operators, by
identifying the major quality problems, including noise, missing data, and outliers.
Moreover, the study provides a comparison of data from APC with data manually
collected in order to evaluate the accuracy of the APC data.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 the methodology adopted for vali-
dating data is presented. More specifically, anomalies and inconsistencies of input
data are identified and quantified, both in terms of frequency of occurrence and mag-
nitude of anomalies. In section 3, the comparison between automatically collected
data and manually collected data is presented.
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2 Validation and anomaly detection of APC data

The company responsible for the management of public transport in Milan, which
manages both the surface transport and the underground transport of the munici-
pality, provided data from APC of vehicles moving on the surface of the city. The
sample of data includes 789 rides on 16 different routes covering different areas of
Milan. The analysis of the raw data enabled the identification of a set of anomalies
that need to be considered when pre-processing the data. It is worth to highlight
that, for the purpose of the study, pre-processing of raw data was performed with
the final goal of analyzing mobility demand on a given route. Data from APC were
integrated with information on the defined routes to validate data in order to identify
anomalies and noise. This phase led to the recognition of three anomalies:

• noise: raw data may provide correct information on people counting but the in-
formation on the geo-localization could be inaccurate;

• detours: the vehicle is taking an unplanned detour with people on board;
• missing data: no signals registered for one or more stops along the route.

The noise registered affects 38% of the rides included in the sample, but it is not
evenly distributed among routes. By analyzing the magnitude of noise in terms of the
percentage of signals per ride that are affected by noise, we notice that the average
value per route is lower than 2%. Moving to detours, the frequency measured in
terms of re-routed rides is lower than 8% and affect two routes. The magnitude of
the phenomenon is limited to 4 to 6% of the total number of observed signals per
route. Missing data affects 18% of the rides. The link between missing data and
noise is analyzed by means of an ANOVA test to determine if there is a statistically
significant difference between the group of incomplete rides affected by noise and
the group of incomplete rides not affected by noise. The test revealed that the two
groups are statistically different (p value= 0.00025).

The detection of anomalies in the people counting data is performed, in a first
step, by examining people counting data per vehicle in order to identify malfunc-
tions in the automated people counting systems fitted to the vehicles. Two types of
anomalies were identified:

• absence of both boarding and alighting passengers at each ride and every stop;
• absence of alighting passengers and presence of boarding passengers at each ride

and every stop, and vice versa;

Anomalies in the APC data affected 102 vehicles. However, it is worth mentioning
that the identified vehicles were equipped with sensors with low reliability. More-
over, outliers data in boarding and alighting passengers were identified by means
of a bag-plot [5]. The identification of outliers data was performed by extracting
the bi-variate sample (people boarded and people alighted) at each stop for a week
of observations. If the sample does not present any anomalous measurement (both
people boarded and alighted are never more than a certain threshold, fixed at 50),
all the observations are classified as non-outliers. Otherwise, all the observations in
the sample are classified according to a bagplot:
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• bag: if the observation falls into the convex region that contains 50% of the data;
• outer: if the observation falls outside the bag but in the convex region (fence) that

is obtained by inflating by a factor of three the bag;
• outlier: if the observation falls outside both the bag and the fence.

Additional domain knowledge was then applied to identify other outlies that were
not captured in the bagplot. Outliers affect 0.1% of the analyzed rides and impact,
on average, on less than 10% of stops per rides.

3 Comparing APC data with manual counting

The evaluation of the quality of measurements from APCs has been made possible
by the provision of an additional data source, containing the manual measurements
of transit passengers, including boardings, alighting and passengers on boards. Man-
ual counting data were measured at the same stop of some surface lines and are re-
lated to subsequent rides. The matching of the provided datasets of manual counts
and the corresponding APCs allows the comparison of 464 measurements of auto-
matic and manual data on 10 surface lines. Each observation is also characterized
by the measure time, ranging from 6am to 12pm, and by the type of APC employed
for automatic counting. Following the guidelines of industry experts, sensors are
classified according to their degree of reliability in high, mid, and low, getting the
following proportion of measurements per sensor reliability: 17% high, 39%, and
45% low.

The first analysis performed on the quality of the APC data aims at evaluating
the sensors’ ability to detect the presence and absence of boarding and alighting
passengers. Despite manual counting data cannot be considered ground truth, it can
be assumed that manual measurement is completely reliable in identifying the pres-
ence and absence of transit passengers, and this information can therefore be used
as a certain baseline to compare the APC data with. Table ?? shows these results
in a misclassification table. For 82% of the measurements, we found consistency
between automatic and manual measurements, showing good accuracy of the sen-
sors in terms of identification of the presence/absence of transit passengers. It is also
noted that the error of the sensor in counting passengers in their absence (1%) oc-
curs in a lower percentage than the opposite error of not detecting passengers in their
presence (5%), revealing the tendency of the sensors to underestimate the presence
of transit passengers with respect to the absence. The analysis was repeated consid-
ering separately data from sensors of different reliability degree. The results show
that high reliable sensors outperform the others the in terms of classification accu-
racy, increasing it from 80.6% of low reliable sensors and 80.1% of mid reliable
sensors to the 89.6%.

Subsequently, the accuracy of APC data is evaluated by quantifying the magni-
tude of the error. The analysis is restricted to the set of data for which APCs are
in agreement with manual counts with respect to absence and presence of transit-
ing passengers, ending up with 380 measurements to be compared. Quantifying the
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Automatic
no boarding only boarding only alighting both boarding
no alighting and alighting

Manual no boarding 15 3 1 1
no alighting
only boarding 4 40 0 11

only alighting 5 1 21 22

both boarding 15 6 15 304
and alighting

Table 1 Classification table of measurements on presence/absence of transit passengers from man-
ual counting (rows) and automatic counting (columns).

deviation between the number of passengers recorded manually and that measured
automatically involves the determination of the following quantities: difference be-
tween manual and automatic boardings, difference between manual and automatic
alightings, and difference between manual and automatic occupancy. The analysis
reveals that:

• Differences in occupancy have the highest variability, with a range from −275
to +96 and a standard deviation of 29.56. This can be explained by observing
that the automatic occupancy data are derived from the boardings and alightings
at previous stops, therefore affected by the cumulative measure error. Addition-
ally, it can be assumed that manual measurement is less reliable for occupancy,
especially for high passenger capacities.

• Differences in boardings and alightings have a median of zero overall. Differ-
ences in boardings are smaller than the ones in alightings, as seen from the re-
spective standard deviations of 4.90 and 7.58. This can be explained by observ-
ing that manual counting is probably more accurate when measuring boardings
(already present at the stop and easy to be counted) than alightings (who are get-
ting off the vehicle and are potentially missed in counting). It can be also noted
that the variability of the differences increases proportionally to the number of
passengers counted for both boarding and alighting measurements.

Finally, it was investigated whether the variability of APC accuracy differs be-
tween sensors of different reliability degree. The analysis is done considering both
absolute deviations (Fig 1) and relative deviations, weighed by the number of pas-
sengers counted to take into account the proportionality of errors to the number of
passengers. It was chosen to consider the pair of differences in boarding and alight-
ing as a statistical unit and the sensor reliability level as a grouping factor. The
analysis was carried out using a permutational one-way MANOVA. The p-value of
the tests (0.0496 for absolute deviations and 0.0675 for relative deviations) confirms
that we can state with statistical significance that there are differences in the three
types of sensors.
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Fig. 1 Boxplots of boarding (left) and alighting (right) absolute deviations grouped by different
sensor reliability degree
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